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introduction

The Economics of Electric Utilities

When Thomas Edison was born in 1847, the Civil War was more than 
a decade in the future. He was seventeen when the conclusion of 

that war freed millions of Americans from slavery. At age thirty- two, Edi-
son publicly demonstrated his invention of an electric incandescent light 
bulb. The quality and versatility of that source of light led to its replacing 
the single source of artificial light on which humankind had depended 
since prehistory: the open flame. Other designs for a workable incandes-
cent light bulb emerged about the same time as Edison’s, and at least one 
can credibly claim to have preceded his. Edison’s real invention was a 
technological system in which a utility centrally generated electricity and 
distributed it to customers for incandescent lighting. His incandescent 
bulb was the first designed to work in that system, and all of his competi-
tors quickly altered their designs to be like his. Edison may not deserve 
credit for the invention of the incandescent bulb, but he does deserve 
credit for something much larger: he invented the modern electric utility 
industry, an industry that profoundly changed the way the world lives and  
works.

Thomas Edison died in 1931, three days before the fifty- second anni-
versary of the demonstration of his electric light. President Hoover sug-
gested the nation mourn together the loss of the Great Inventor by forgo-
ing the use of electricity for one minute. It was already apparent that this 
exercise had to be voluntary because, as the president recognized, the loss 
of electricity for even one minute could have been a threat to human life.1 
Within the span of the life of a single remarkable individual, the electric 
utility industry had moved from a gleam in his eye to a necessity so fun-
damental that, like air, even a brief interruption of access to its product 
was a serious threat.
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The development of the electric power industry involved the struggles 
that accompanied huge technological changes. It includes many stories 
of individuals and the challenges they faced in bringing electricity to all 
Americans. Electric utilities profoundly changed the nation’s economy 
and the ways Americans lived and worked. Although all of these are in-
teresting and deserve a full treatment, no single book can achieve this. 
Although this book will touch upon these issues, its focus is on the struc-
ture of the industry’s economic institutions and the ways in which eco-
nomics and public policy affected that structure. The industry’s structure 
determined how well it served the needs of electricity users. To an extent 
matched by few others, the electric utility industry has frequently been at 
the center of public policy controversy, and changing public policies have 
dramatically changed its structure. The time period covered begins with 
the roots of the industry that preceded Edison, continues through the in-
dustry’s infancy and adolescence, and ends at a point where it had become 
an indispensable part of the lives of most Americans, the beginning of 
World War II. For many Americans living in rural areas, however, access 
to electric utilities still lay in the future.

Economics, Electricity, and Controversy

The economics of producing and distributing electricity are very distinctive; 
some are shared with a few other industries (such as railroads or other utili-
ties), but no other industry shares them all. These characteristics combined 
with electricity’s importance to create for the industry frequent, and some-
times sharp, political and policy controversy. Twice prior to World War II, 
these controversies led to national political movements that radically altered 
the industry and the environment within which it operated. Differences of 
opinion about the industry became ideological and hardened. Dispassionate 
objective analysis was nearly impossible. Making sense today of those con-
troversies and their profound effects on the industry’s development requires 
a basic understanding of the unique economics of electric utilities. 

Public policies responded to concerns over specific negative aspects of 
the industry’s behavior. They often were at least somewhat effective at 
addressing those concerns. However, the changes they created in the in-
dustry’s structure inevitably had negative, unintended consequences that 
often led to new political controversies. The electric utility industry was 
never “fixed,” although the intensity of the controversy sometimes tem-
porarily abated. Few if any other American industries have had their in-
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stitutional structures made and remade by public policy to such an extent, 
and the experience with electric utilities shows how difficult the design of 
economic institutions can be.

Decisions, Incentives, and Industry Structure

The many decisions made by individuals in an industry determine how 
that industry develops and responds to challenges. Most decisions seek 
outcomes for the decision maker that are likely to be rewarded with such 
things as higher pay, promotion, or greater prestige or esteem. Some of 
the incentives that guide decisions may encourage behavior that furthers 
the interests of the firm; others may not. Those decisions may or may not 
enhance the interests of the industry’s customers and of society. Individual 
firms operate within an industry, and the institutional or organizational 
structure of the industry determines the incentives and constraints faced 
by firms and their decision makers. The structure of the electric utility 
industry is determined by the number of firms, the sizes of those firms in 
terms of both output and the geographic area served, the forms of firm 
ownership, and the relationships among firms in the industry and between 
them and firms in other industries. It defines the nature of competition 
between firms in the industry and with firms in other industries. In ad-
dition to its economic characteristics, the structure of the electric utility 
industry has been determined by the legal and regulatory environment of 
the industry, and that environment is largely the product of public policy.

A good institutional structure successfully aligns the incentives faced by 
firms and decision makers with society’s needs so that when those decision 
makers act in their, or their firm’s, interests their actions have a positive ef-
fect on their customers, on the economy, and on the overall public interest. 
An even perfect alignment does not assure that all decisions will be socially 
desirable; some may be unwise or based on bad information. A perfect 
alignment is not possible, but a poor alignment causes even the wisest and 
most informed decisions to produce socially undesirable outcomes.

No actual industrial structure can create ideal incentives. However, the 
theoretical structure of an industry in which many firms compete for the 
same customers, and into which new firms can easily enter, has served as 
a touchstone for industry structures. The economic or technological char-
acteristics of an industry may hinder the ability of an industry to have this 
structure. For example, economies of scale may mean that only a few large 
firms can efficiently serve all of an industry’s customers, and it may be very 
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difficult for new firms to become established. Even then, the ideal of many 
firms competing remains a public policy standard. For example, antitrust 
actions that result in breaking up a large firm into several smaller ones are 
designed to bring an industry’s institutional structure more in line with 
the competitive ideal. Controversy over such an action may hinge on the 
question of whether the smaller firms will be as efficient as the larger and 
whether the benefits of competition will outweigh this loss of efficiency. 
The desirability of competition is rarely controversial. However, the eco-
nomic and technological characteristics of electric utilities prevent this 
ideal from being applicable to their industry.

Private Ownership, Government Ownership, and Competition

It has never seemed possible for electric utilities to operate in an industry 
structure in which the users of electricity could effectively choose among 
many competing firms for their supply.2 Not long after the beginning of 
the twentieth century a consensus arose both that electric utilities had to 
operate as local monopolies and that the threat this posed to their custom-
ers justified an unusual level of continuous government involvement. With 
competition off the table, there was little agreement about what institu-
tional structure for the industry would be best. For decades, the contro-
versy hinged on the question of whether continuous government regula-
tion of profit- seeking privately owned firms in the industry could effectively 
counter the undesirable incentives facing a protected monopoly. One side 
argued that such regulation would be effective and that private ownership 
encouraged positive behavior even in the absence of competition. The other 
side held that the political and economic power of privately owned electric 
monopolies would undermine the effectiveness of regulation to protect the 
public interest and that electric utilities needed to be owned and operated 
by government.

The lack of competition was not the only factor mitigating a direct role 
for government in the industry; the importance of hydroelectricity pro-
vided others. The largest and most important hydroelectric sites often were 
on public land. The construction and operation of hydroelectric sites often 
had implications for other activities for which government involvement was 
widely accepted, including river navigation and the provision of water for 
irrigation in arid areas. Hydroelectricity provided the seeds of what became 
an extensive role for government, particularly the federal government, both 
as a participant in and as a regulator of firms in the industry.
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The struggle over the proper firm ownership constantly dogged the in-
dustry during the entire period covered by this book. The arguments made 
were often shrill and deceptive. Enormous resources were dedicated to 
influencing public attitudes and policy, especially by the privately owned 
segment of the industry. Private ownership has always dominated the elec-
tric utility industry, but the role played by government- owned utilities has 
always been significant. The electric utility industry is unique among large 
industries in the United States in containing this mix of firms owned pri-
vately and owned by various levels of government, and this is a legacy of 
that persistent historical controversy.

The Importance of Capital Costs

Capital equipment, the long- lived physical items required by an electric 
utility, includes generating equipment, transmission and distribution lines,  
land, buildings, and all of the other equipment needed to handle and sell 
electricity. Capital equipment is needed by all businesses, but for electric 
utilities, their costs have been unusually important, and much of the most 
important equipment has unusual and even unique economic characteris-
tics. Both their costs and characteristics profoundly affected the industry’s 
development.

For much of the electric utility industry’s early history, the relative cost 
of capital equipment far exceeded that of any other contemporary indus-
try. Until 1915, each year the industry spent more on capital equipment 
than it received in total revenue. To obtain the needed funds, the industry 
depended crucially on outside investors. This need had major effects on 
the industry’s structure and on its relationship with the investment bank-
ing industry, and these effects are shown in multiple chapters, particularly 
chapters 2, 3, and 5. In the late 1920s, the increasing role of investment 
bankers in the industry contributed to the greatest political crisis and public 
policy the industry experienced during the period covered by this book.

The Peak- Load Problem and Capital Costs

The customers of electric utilities buy energy; electric energy is measured 
in kilowatt- hours (kWh). The cost of a utility’s capital equipment, however, 
is not determined by the amount of kilowatt- hours produced but by the 
maximum amount of power (kilowatts or kW) that must be provided at any 
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point in time, a time referred to as the system “peak.”3 100 kW of power 
generated for a single hour produces 100 kWh of energy. One kW of power 
generated for 100 hours also produces 100 kWh, but the cost of the capi-
tal required for the former is much greater than for the latter. Electricity 
must be generated at the same instant it is used, and that use fluctuates over 
time. During periods in which the use of electrical energy is low, such as the 
middle of the night, no additional capital equipment is needed to gener-
ate more energy. During the system peak, however, any increase in energy 
use will require additional expensive capital. It is far more expensive for 
an electric utility to increase the amount of the energy produced then than 
when usage is low. Most produced goods do not face this situation because 
they can be stored. Even if the use of those goods varies, their rate of pro-
duction can be held constant. Although electricity storage is possible, it has 
been, and remains, very expensive.

Joint Costs, Nonstorability, and Price Discrimination

Much of the capital equipment used by an electric utility, including such 
things as generating equipment and transmission lines, simultaneously 
serve all customers. The institutional structures of the industry have gener-
ally required that these joint costs be divided among all classes and sub-
classes of customers (e.g., residential, commercial, industrial) so that the 
prices charged a customer would purportedly cover the costs of serving just 
that customer or customer class. This, however, is impossible to do in an 
objectively correct manner and is not done by firms competing in a market. 
For example, a steer provides a number of different products: different cuts 
of meat, leather, gelatin, and more. The costs of raising a steer are joint 
costs; they simultaneously serve all of these products. A farmer, however, 
does not attempt to allocate those costs among the various products. The 
prices received for those products are determined by market demand and 
supply; those prices must provide the farmer with sufficient total revenue 
to pay the total costs of raising the steer.

The users of electricity can neither store it nor sell it to others. This situ-
ation enables price discrimination, where prices are set not according to 
costs but according to the demand characteristics of the customer. Changes 
in prices affect how much electricity a user will purchase, but users will dif-
fer in exactly how much their usage will change if the price changes. Under 
price discrimination, those whose usage is relatively less sensitive will be 
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charged higher prices than those whose usage is more sensitive. This can 
enable a utility to earn higher profits than it would if all users were charged 
the same price. There is a positive side to price discrimination, however. 
There are situations, including ones that likely were present in the electric 
power industry, where price discrimination was in the public interest and 
might have enabled lower prices for everyone, a point discussed in chap -
ter 3. Despite this, price discrimination contributed to the industry’s po-
litical problems, since those charged higher prices are likely to view them  
as unfair. The lack of a correct way to distribute joint costs enabled meth-
ods of doing that to be used that supported price discrimination. Unfortu-
nately, those methods were often maintained even after changing condi-
tions could no longer justify the price discrimination they supported.

Transaction Specificity and Sunk Costs

The capital facilities required to generate and distribute electricity have 
little value if they cannot be used for the purpose originally intended; their 
costs are “sunk.” For example, a utility’s distribution system has no other 
use than to distribute electricity, and it cannot be moved to perform that 
function in another location. This contrasts with capital equipment that 
can be easily used for something else (such as land) or moved to another 
location. Although this may not allow recovery of all of the original cost, 
it would enable recovery of a significant portion. To remain in business, 
the revenue a utility receives must, over the life of the capital equipment, 
cover its costs, that is, repay those investors whose funds went to buy the 
equipment. Heavy dependence on transaction- specific capital equipment, 
however, will cause a business to continue to operate for a while even if 
its revenue is too low to cover those costs fully. Ceasing operation would 
cause all of its transaction- specific capital equipment to become worthless; 
none of their costs would be recovered. If revenue at least covers bare op-
erating expenses, any amount remaining after paying those expenses could 
be used to recoup some of the capital equipment costs.

The concept of transaction- specific costs was developed to provide a 
partial explanation why some economic transactions occur between firms 
in a market while others occur within a single firm, perhaps between two 
divisions of the same firm. This can help explain the size of firms in an 
industry and the extent of their vertical integration. The need for invest-
ments in transaction- specific assets creates a risk for interfirm market 
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transactions not present if the transaction occurs within a single firm. For 
example, suppose one firm purchases an expensive piece of capital equip-
ment whose services will be jointly used by several firms. Before this is 
done, all of the firms must agree on the division of those services among 
the firms and the prices paid for those services. For this to work, all of 
the firms must adhere to the agreement. Once the capital equipment is in 
place, however, the bargaining strength of all the firms change. One firm 
might then take the position that it cannot pay as much as was originally 
agreed. The transaction- specific nature of the equipment means that it will 
still provide those services even if its costs can no longer be covered. Long- 
term contracts attempt to anticipate all contingencies, but this is never 
possible. The chance that one of the firms will claim an unforeseen con-
tingency and break the agreement creates a risk that is avoided if both the 
investment in this type of capital and all of its use are made by the same 
firm.4 The transaction- specific nature of much of the very expensive capital 
equipment required by an electric utility affect the industry’s structure in 
multiple ways. Chapter 3 explains the important role this characteristic 
played in the development of state regulation. Chapter 4 discusses how this 
characteristic of capital equipment prevented the industry from taking full 
advantage of large fully integrated networks. It has not only proven dif-
ficult to develop an industry structure that overcame this problem; public 
policy changes to that structure often made the problem worse.

Large Networks

A large fully integrated network provides multiple benefits over the use 
of several unintegrated, or only slightly integrated, networks covering the 
same geographic area. During the period covered by this book, the size of 
the most efficient generator was continually increasing. A large network 
might be able to use, or make better use of, an efficient large generator than  
a small network. A large network requires less total generating capac-
ity than multiple small networks. It enables greater flexibility in the siting 
of equipment. For example, there can be significant benefits to locating a 
steam- generation plant where there is access to fuel transport and cooling 
water. When hydroelectricity is involved, a large network provides addi-
tional benefits, particularly when it enables control of many hydroelectric 
facilities on a single river system.

Two factors enable one large network to require smaller total generat-
ing capacity than multiple small networks serving the same area. In an 
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area with multiple unintegrated networks, the total generating capacity is 
determined by the sum of the peaks of each small network. Unless all of 
those peaks occur simultaneously, the peak of a larger network will be less 
than that sum. Different mixes of user types and variations in weather and 
geography can contribute to peaks occurring at different times in different 
areas. Because generating equipment is subject to unplanned breakdown, 
maintaining reliability requires that some generators be held in reserve to 
be used when such a breakdown occurs. The more generators on an inte-
grated network, the lower the proportion of total generating capacity that 
must be held in reserve to meet any target level of reliability.5

Most hydroelectric facilities are located in areas where water flows vary, 
both seasonally and randomly, depending on the rates of rainfall or snow-
melt. This means the amount of hydroelectricity that can be generated also 
varies. For a user of electricity, reliability of supply is very important, and 
electricity that can be reliably provided is much more valuable than elec-
tricity that is sometimes unavailable. Hydroelectric facilities often divided 
electricity into three categories. “Firm” electricity was always available and 
sold for the highest price, but the amount of firm electricity that could be 
produced was determined by the lowest water flow. “Interruptible” power 
was available only when generation exceeded the amount of firm power. It 
sold for much less. Finally, “dump” power was generated when water levels 
were unexpectedly high, and the reservoir’s level was near its maximum. 
That water had to be let through the dam whether or not it generated 
electricity. Its value would be low since it could not be easily planned for, 
and any price would be better than not generating it.

A large fully integrated network can the increase the value of hydro-
electricity by increasing the proportion that can be sold as firm power. 
One way of doing this is to have steam generators on the same network 
that can “firm up” the hydroelectricity by generating during times when 
water flows are low. The coordinated operation of multiple dams on a 
single river system can also increase the proportion of firm power. A trib-
utary dam can hold water in its reservoir during periods of heavy rainfall 
and release it during periods when water flows are low. This will increase 
the flow of water on the main river and increase the proportion of firm 
power generated by dams on the river. If the tributary dam also has gen-
erators on the same network, it can add the electricity it generates to that 
of the main river dams, further increasing total generation during low wa-
ter flows. A tributary dam not on the same network would operate differ-
ently. It would use its reservoir to even its generation, but it would gener-
ate at all times, not just during periods of low water flow. Generation on 
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the main river would be more variable and the value of electricity from 
all dams would be less. This characteristic of hydroelectricity will be seen 
in chapter 7 where, among other things, it contributed to the role of the 
federal government’s role as a generating utility.

Transmission

Technical and economic aspects of the transmission of electricity pose 
an additional problem to the development of a fully integrated network 
under multiple ownership. The transmission lines of a network are fre-
quently interconnected, resulting in multiple paths between a generator 
and a user of electricity. In such a network, electricity flowing from gener-
ator to user concurrently uses all possible paths. With multiple generators 
and multiple users on such a network, a single transmission line will si-
multaneously carry electricity from many or all generators to many users. 
The owner of a transmission line has no control over the use of that line 
by any single generator or user and cannot even determine the amount of 
electricity from any single generator that used the line. This is very differ-
ent from other types of networks, such as switched telephone networks or 
the Internet. Both sides of a telephone conversation can be determined, 
as can the origin and destination of a data packet travelling over the In-
ternet. Any owner of a segment of the telephone network or the Internet 
can require compensation from those using the services provided by that 
specific segment. When only a single path is used, but multiple paths are 
available, competition is possible among the owners of the different paths. 
By contrast, the owner of an electric transmission line cannot be compen-
sated by those benefitting from that line. Furthermore, decisions made by 
anyone on the network can have either a positive or a negative effect on the 
transmission capabilities of all other lines. These conditions make it dif-
ficult to provide multiple owners of existing or planned transmission lines 
with incentives encouraging overall network efficiency, even though the 
engineering problem of improving network efficiency can be solved. This 
problem disappears if the entire network is under single ownership. The 
problems of multiple ownership of a transmission network are discussed in 
chapter 4 and in the conclusion.

Common ownership of both transmission and generation solves another 
problem. If the need for electricity on a network increases, that additional 
need might be met most cheaply with additional generating equipment, 
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additional transmission equipment, or a combination that depends on the 
specific situation. If transmission and generation are separately owned, 
creating a system of incentives that will result in the best possible mix is 
problematic.

An understanding of economic principles would not have enabled one 
in the 1890s to predict the evolution of the new electric utility industry. As 
with any aspect of human history, contingent events played a major role as 
did economic, technological, and political developments that originated 
outside the industry. A full story of how the industry developed must con-
sider the effects of all of those events and developments. The special char-
acteristics of the economics of electric utilities, however, helped deter-
mine how the industry responded to its changing circumstances, whether 
they occurred during its infancy, adolescence, or once the industry had be-
come an indispensable part of American life.



chapter one

Early Commercialization

Static electricity was known in ancient times as a property of amber, 
which, when rubbed with fur or wool, will take on a static electric charge 

sufficient to attract small bits of material. The word for amber in ancient 
Greek (and fifteenth- century English) was elektrum. Interest in this prop-
erty lay dormant until 1600 when William Gilbert, royal physician to Queen 
Elizabeth and King James, published De Magnete, in which he coined the 
term “electric” to refer to this static electric property. Otto von Guericke, 
in the 1650s or early 1660s, invented the first electrostatic generator, which 
produced static electricity by friction on a revolving ball filled with pow-
dered sulfur.1 In the 1740s, the development of the Leyden jar, a type of 
capacitor, enabled the storage of relatively large amounts of static electric-
ity for days, which could be discharged at will. It was also in this era that 
Benjamin Franklin contributed to the scientific understanding of electricity 
by, among other things, demonstrating its presence in lightning.

Static electricity generally has very high voltage but low current and 
power. In 1800, the Italian physicist Alessandro Volta invented the bat-
tery, and early improvements made available electric currents with higher 
current and power. Very soon after Volta’s discovery, the English scientists 
William Nicholson and Anthony Carlisle discovered electrolysis, the use 
of electricity to separate compounds into their elemental components, by 
separating water into hydrogen and oxygen. By 1809, their compatriot Sir 
Humphry Davy first isolated a large number of elements by using batter-
ies that could provide the high current needed. Commercially important 
electrochemical processes, including electroplating, and the smelting and 
refining of many materials soon followed. Two methods of producing ar-
tificial light from electricity, arc and incandescent lighting, each became a 
major impetus for the commercialization of electricity. Sir Humphry Davy 
demonstrated electric incandescent lighting in 1801 by using batteries to 
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heat platinum strips hot enough to glow. There is some evidence that Davy 
demonstrated arc lighting the following year, but in 1808, he provided a 
well- documented spectacular demonstration of arc lighting to the Royal 
Institution powered by 2,000 battery cells, perhaps the brightest artificial 
lights heretofore seen.2 In 1820, Hans Christian Ørsted discovered that 
a magnetic field surrounded a wire conducting electricity. The following 
year, Michael Faraday, a onetime laboratory assistant to Davy, made what 
was probably the first electric motor.

Devices that could provide ever- larger quantities of electricity stimu-
lated the scientific study of electricity. Batteries provided sufficient electric-
ity to enable the commercialization of some electrochemical processes, as 
noted above, and to support the transmission of information by telegraph 
and telephone. For other applications, including light and power, the use of 
electricity remained a curiosity until the development of the generator sub-
stantially reduced the cost of producing large enough quantities of electric-
ity to make possible an electric utility industry. The generator also enabled 
the creation of alternating current. Although batteries only produce direct 
current, the most common design of a generator more naturally produces 
alternating current. A simple device, the commutator, can convert this to 
something approximating direct current. Some uses for electricity, however, 
such as electroplating, required direct current. The development of both 
direct and alternating current generators occurred very early. The special 
properties of alternating current were to have a profound effect on the de-
velopment of the electric utility industry, but it took some time before these 
properties and their importance were understood.

The first generators used permanent magnets. The discovery of self- 
excitation, where permanent magnets were replaced by electromagnets 
using current produced by the same generator, led to substantial improve-
ments in generator design. Generators with permanent magnets were called 
magnetogenerators, and those using self- excitation were called dynamo-
generators, usually shortened to “dynamos.” Since electromagnets require 
direct current, a true dynamo can only generate direct current. Electro-
magnets were soon used in alternators, however, and these also were called 
dynamos, although the electromagnets were usually powered by a separate 
direct- current generator. In 1871, Zénobe- Théophile Gramme, who was 
born in Belgium but did much of his work in France, produced the first 
commercially successful dynamo. Although until the late 1870s its use was 
primarily by the electrochemical industries, it made the more widespread 
use of electric lighting inevitable, and by 1879 Gramme had sold over one 
thousand of them. Gramme’s dynamo could also function as a motor, as he 
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demonstrated at the Vienna exhibition of 1873. In the Philadelphia centen-
nial exhibition of 1876, Gramme dynamos powered arc lights and electro-
plating demonstrations and also ran as motors.3

Light

Artificial lighting was the first application to drive the development of the 
electric utility industry. The modern utility industry sells electrical energy 
for all purposes, a characteristic that distinguishes it from, among others, 
the telephone and telegraph industries that sell a service produced with 
electricity. The industry that became the electric power industry began 
also by selling a service produced with electricity: artificial light. Artificial 
light required more power than telegraphs or telephones, and the superi-
ority of electric lighting over other forms of artificial light led to the need 
for an infrastructure capable of distributing large amounts of electricity.

It is difficult to appreciate fully life without satisfactory artificial light-
ing. Modern calendars sometimes provide the phases of the moon, now a  
quaint decoration. As late as the beginning of the nineteenth century, how-
ever, knowledge of the phases of the moon was of significant practical im-
portance, because most people simply did not venture out at night unless 
there was adequate moonlight.4 Prior to electric light, artificial light re-
quired a flame from such devices as a fire, a candle, or an oil or gas lamp. 
These generally suffered from major disadvantages compared to the elec-
tric light: (1) the quality and amount of light was low, (2) they created heat 
and soot, (3) they consumed oxygen, (4) they smelled, and (5) they gener-
ally required constant maintenance. We may today use candles or oil lamps  
when the electricity fails or to achieve a romantic atmosphere, but the mod-
ern candle and oil lamp themselves are enormous improvements over the 
candles that were available until the end of the eighteenth century.5 Prior 
to electric lighting, the desire for improvement in artificial lighting was a 
major factor driving the whaling industry and the infant petroleum indus-
try, both of which provided products that substantially improved the qual-
ity of candles and lamps.

Gas lighting, which became available in metropolitan areas in the first 
couple of decades of the nineteenth century, was a considerably improved 
form of artificial lighting. A central plant would heat an organic material 
(usually coal) in the absence of air. This would produce a gas then piped to 
customers in the area. Those customers burned the gas in a fixed lamp or 
other appliance designed for this purpose. Like other forms of lighting, the 
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light came from an open flame.6 Designs for gaslights enabled them to be 
brighter than most other forms of artificial lights by using multiple flames 
and larger flames than candles or oil lamps. Perhaps the major advantage of 
gas lighting was that it required much less maintenance than other forms of 
open flames. There was no need to refill a fuel reservoir, and there was no 
wick to constantly adjust and trim. For these reasons, gaslights enabled the 
more widespread use of artificial outdoor lighting, such as streetlights. Nev-
ertheless, gaslights retained all of the other disadvantages of open flames, 
and electric utilities touted the advantages of electric light (figure 1.1).

Humphry Davy demonstrated the principles by which electricity could 
produce light: incandescent and arc light. In fact, both techniques used 
incandescence— heating a material until it glows— to produce light.7 In 
an incandescent light, electricity flows through a conductor whose resis-
tance causes the conductor to heat to incandescence. In an arc light, a 
spark crosses a gap between two electrodes. This spark heats the elec-
trodes (particularly the anode, or positive electrode). Although the spark 
itself produces some light, most comes from the incandescing anode. The 
light from an arc light is very intense— too intense for most indoor ap-
plications but well suited to outdoor illumination and the illumination of 
very large interior spaces, as in public buildings.

The primary problem that both arc and incandescent lighting had 
to overcome to achieve commercialization is that the heat required for 

figure 1.1. Edison sign. Digitally enhanced to improve clarity.
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incandescence tends to destroy the incandescing material. This destruc-
tion eventually creates a gap in the incandescent conductor, which stops 
the flow of current and extinguishes the light. In an arc light, the destruc-
tion of the electrodes occurs only in the direct vicinity of the arc, but this 
increases the gap width until it becomes too great for an arc to span, also 
stopping the current and extinguishing the light. Attempted solutions to 
these problems inevitably brought forward other problems. The problem 
of incandescent lighting was solved once it became possible to seal the con-
ductor in a glass bulb from which oxygen had been eliminated, reducing 
the rate of deterioration of the incandescing conductor. The most common 
solution to the problem faced by arc lighting was to devise a “regulator” 
that would automatically adjust the interelectrode gap. The earliest regu-
lators limited a generator to powering only a single arc light, and full com-
mercialization waited until this problem was overcome.8

Arc Lighting

The Russian telegraph engineer Paul Jablochkoff, who worked in Paris, 
designed the first commercially successful arc lighting system in 1876. Ja-
blochkoff’s “candle” eliminated the need for a regulator by placing the 
electrodes in parallel with a solid material used as a spacer. The lamps 
were cheap but short- lived and could not be relit once they were turned 
off. Jablochkoff was able to install several lamps in series in a single circuit, 
and he was able to make lamps of varying brightness (although all were too 
bright for residential interior use). The connection of arc lights in series 
became the standard industry practice. A drawback to this arrangement 
is that an interruption in the flow of current through any device would 
shut down the entire circuit, plunging the whole area served by the circuit 
into darkness, although various solutions to this problem were eventually 
developed. Series connection permitted a single switch to control an entire 
circuit of lights, a desirable feature for streetlights and the lighting of some 
large interior spaces.

The problem of maintaining an arc lighting circuit when one of the lights 
burned out brought Jablochkoff to the threshold of discovering the prin-
ciple of the transformer, a device that was to totally remake the infrastruc-
ture of electric utilities. To ensure that both electrodes were consumed 
evenly, Jablochkoff employed alternating current in his system. Alternat-
ing current (but not direct current) produces a varying magnetic field that  
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can induce current in adjacent conductors, this principle being the basis of 
the transformer. Jablochkoff experimented with the use of induction coils, 
actually transformers, to connect each individual lamp to the circuit. Con-
necting an arc light to its circuit via an induction coil enabled an arc light’s 
failure not to stop the flow of current in the circuit. However, he found meth-
ods of dealing with the problem of interruptions in the series circuit prefer-
able. Jablochkoff’s system was installed in numerous locations in Paris both 
by his Société Générale d’Electricité and by others and, in 1878, in various 
locations in London.9 Ultimately, however, systems that used lamps with su-
perior regulating mechanisms superseded Jablochkoff’s.

The more lights, or other electricity- using devices, on a circuit, the 
greater the power that circuit must supply. Electrical power is the product  
of voltage (pressure) and current (amperage). Modern electric utility cir-
cuits maintain constant voltage and vary amperage as needed to adjust to tal 
power to the needs of the devices on the circuit. The original arc lighting 
circuits, by contrast, maintained constant amperage and varied voltage 
when the number of arc lights on the circuit changed.10 A characteristic 
of arc lights is that their resistance is inversely proportional to the am-
perage of the current flowing through them; higher amperage results in 
lower resistance. In such a circuit, a constant voltage generator would tend 
to increase amperage whenever an arc light’s resistance dropped. The in-
creased amperage would further reduce the light’s resistance, leading to 
even greater amperage. High enough amperage could cause the circuit 
to overheat, potentially resulting in a fire. Constant amperage generators 
avoided this problem but led to the need to design a very different circuit 
for incandescent lighting, one that required protection, such as fuses, to 
protect against excessive amperage.

In 1879, the first arc lighting central station, the California Electric Light 
Company of San Francisco, began operations. It is an indication of how 
rapidly technical events were progressing in the industry that in the same 
year a workable incandescent bulb was demonstrated by Joseph Swan in 
England (in February) and Thomas Edison in the United States (in Oc-
tober). Although a number of other inventors had also worked on incan-
descent lighting, and were soon to develop practical designs, Swan and 
Edison are the ones most often identified with the invention of the incan-
descent bulb.11 The intense brightness of arc lights made them unsuited for 
the majority of situations where artificial light was needed, such as inside 
residences. Incandescent lighting had long been seen as a possible solution 
to this problem, and Swan had begun working on incandescent lighting as 
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early as 1848— before generators or high vacuum pumps were available and 
while Edison was still a teenager. In 1881, the incandescent lamps of four 
different inventors or partnerships were exhibited at the first international 
electrical exhibition in Paris.12

In America, at least, Edison is widely known as the “inventor” of the in-
candescent light. This is inaccurate and fails to recognize the actual funda-
mental contribution he made to the development of electric utilities—  one 
that rendered obsolete the entire technological foundation of the nascent 
arc lighting industry. A person of enormous personal inventive genius, Ed-
ison was also a skillful organizer and promoter. By the time he began his 
work on electricity, Edison had a staff of forty people, including the math-
ematically trained Francis Upton. Edison was not a solitary inventor but 
more like a symphony conductor orchestrating the effort of his entire staff, 
and he had a much broader conception of the problem of electric lighting 
than did Swan. The central problem that concerned Swan was that of de-
veloping a method to make a durable incandescing conductor. Although 
mindful of the problem of durability, Edison developed an entire technical 
basis for a wholly new electric lighting industry. He then proceeded with 
his staff to invent all of the components for this new industry, of which the 
light bulb, although key, was only one element.

Edison took gas lighting, not arc lights, as his model for a new incan-
descent lighting industry.13 Like gaslights, Edison wanted incandescent 
lights to be independently controlled. This meant that the lights would 
have to be connected to the generator in parallel, not in series, and this 
change profoundly affected the electrical characteristics of the system.

The relationships between the power used by an electrical device, and 
the voltage and amperage of the circuit are shown by the following two 
equations, both derived from Ohm’s law:

P = VI = I
2
R

and

I =
V
R

where P is power, V is voltage, I is amperage, and R is resistance.
Every conductor, including those used in the transmission and distri-

bution network, has some resistance. That resistance will cause some of 
the electricity that passes through it to be dissipated as heat. Unless this 
occurs in an appliance where the production of heat is desirable, it wastes 
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power. The higher the amperage, the greater the power converted to heat 
(and wasted) by the distribution system and the greater the heat pro-
duced. If allowed to become high enough, this heat can destroy the con-
ductors and create a fire hazard. The first equation shows that minimizing 
the power consumed by a conductor in the distribution circuit requires 
reducing the total amperage in the circuit or the resistance of the conduc-
tor, or both. Reducing the resistance of a copper wire requires increasing 
its diameter and thus its cost.

If connected in series, as was the practice with arc lights before Edison, 
the same amperage in the circuit is available to each device, regardless 
of the number of devices, and the size of the required conductors did not 
change when the number of lights was increased. The number of arc lights 
in the circuit, however, determined the total resistance of the circuit. The 
relationship given by the second equation shows that in order to maintain 
the same amperage, an increase in resistance required the voltage of the 
circuit to increase. Adding arc lights to a circuit increased the circuit’s 
total resistance, and the constant- amperage generators responded by in-
creasing voltage.

Parallel circuits, required for individual lamp control, have very differ-
ent electrical characteristics than series circuits. In a series circuit, increas-
ing the number of lights in the circuit does not affect the required amper-
age. By contrast, in a parallel circuit, the circuit’s required amperage is 
the sum of that required by each light. As the number of lights increases, 
so must the amperage and the cost of conductors. The amount of light 
produced by a light (arc or incandescent) depends on the power it uses. 
The first equation shows that a bulb using low amperage must have high 
resistance for high power. Edison recognized that the design of an incan-
descent light required its electrical resistance to be as high as possible. This 
required that the incandescing conductor (filament) in the bulb be as thin 
as possible, a feature that adversely affected the bulb’s durability. Swan’s 
initial incandescent bulb was designed to replace an arc light in a series 
circuit. Like an arc light, its thick incandescing conductor had low resis-
tance and required high amperage. Edison overcame the greater challenge 
of designing a bulb for the parallel circuits he envisioned. Parallel circuits 
quickly became the standard for incandescent lighting, and all bulbs, in-
cluding Swan’s later bulbs, had high resistance.

In addition to imposing a constraint on bulb design, Edison’s parallel 
circuits required many new components that were developed by his or-
ganization. These included new wiring techniques, new constant- voltage 
generators, meters capable of measuring an individual customer’s use of 
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electricity, and fuses that limited the maximum amperage of a circuit. The 
list of Edison’s inventions for his new system in 1881 occupied five full 
pages in the patent office’s Official Gazette.14 Edison’s competitors invari-
ably adopted his concept of electricity distribution and developed solu-
tions to the same problems Edison anticipated. While others can compete 
with the claim that Edison invented the incandescent bulb, he was the first 
to conceive of the wholly new system into which the bulb would operate, 
he was the first to develop a bulb capable of operating in that system, and 
he was the first to implement such a complete system. In 1882, an experi-
mental Edison station was established in London, and, a few months later, 
the first permanent electric utility designed to serve incandescent lighting 
was built by Edison on Pearl Street in New York City.

A number of factors enabled competitors to enter the industry Edi-
son had created. A newspaper published technical details of his system in 
1879, several years before he was ready to put them into practice, and this 
allowed others to begin designing their own systems. Until 1885, Edison’s 
partners were not vigorously suing those who might have infringed his pat-
ents. Edison faced other problems. A new electric utility required an ex-
tremely large investment before it could begin operation. Edison’s backers 
were not just reluctant to invest in electric utilities; they hesitated to invest 
even in the manufacturing of the equipment those utilities would have to 
purchase. Edison was able partially to finance this necessary manufactur-
ing by selling his control over the basic patents and combining the funds 
he received with additional outside backing. This resulted in a number of 
legally separate companies all bearing the Edison name and all involved in 
manufacturing or marketing some aspect of the new technology. Friction 
between Edison and his original backers increased since they, rather than 
he, now controlled the basic technology. Edison’s situation eventually im-
proved, culminating with the merger in 1889 of the different Edison enter-
prises into the Edison General Electric Company by the financier Henry 
Villard. However, the inability of Edison to overcome the challenge from 
alternating current made the new company short- lived. In 1892, over his 
objections, Edison’s company was essentially taken over by a manufacturer 
of alternating current equipment, the Thomson- Houston Company, creat-
ing the modern General Electric. Edison withdrew from active involve-
ment in the industry he had done so much to create and with which he 
would always be associated. Instead, he devoted his considerable inventive 
and organizational genius to new and undeveloped areas.15
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The First Electric Utilities

As more companies became involved in the manufacture of generating 
and other electrical equipment, they needed a growing pool of cus

tomers. There were two categories of customers of the new electrical equip
ment manufacturers: electric utilities that sold electricity to many users 
and those whose intent was to produce electricity solely for their own use in  
“isolated plants.” The latter group initially dominated the demand for elec
trical equipment and remained important for decades. This group included 
fac tories that generated the electricity needed for operations, hotels and 
re tailers that generated electricity primarily for lighting their own buildings,  
and municipalities that generated the power required for lighting streets 
and other public places. Transit companies that used electricity to power 
streetcars or light railways would often produce the electricity they needed. 
Even wealthy individuals willing to pay to be on the technological frontier 
would install generators in their homes. Electric utilities or “central sta
tions” were both privately owned and owned by governmental entities— 
initially municipalities.1 The equipment required to efficiently generate 
electricity was always much larger than the needs of many who wanted to 
use it. This created an economic niche for utilities, enterprises that could 
produce electricity on a large scale and provide it to those with relatively 
small demand. Over time, the most efficient scale for electricity produc
tion increased, even relative to the growing average demand for elec
tricity by users, and this increased the need and opportunity for electric  
utilities.
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Paying for Capital Equipment

Electric utilities were to become the major customers for the manufactur
ers of electrical equipment, but first they had to be created. The economic 
problem facing the incipient utility was the necessity of somehow raising 
the enormous amounts of money required to purchase the equipment and 
construct the infrastructure before it received any revenue. The problems 
of raising capital, and the consequent need for large numbers of outside 
investors, greatly influenced the growth and structure of the electric util
ity industry.2 The early manufacturers of electrical equipment also faced 
the problem of raising funds. The first residence Thomas Edison provided 
with incandescent lighting was that of the financier J. Pierpont Morgan in 
1881.3 The following year he located his first permanent central station on 
Pearl Street in lower Manhattan, where he could provide electricity to the 
nation’s financial center. These were strategic decisions that enabled him 
to give early access to the new technology to the very people on whom he 
would need to depend. The new utilities faced an even greater struggle. 
Investors in the electrical equipment manufacturing industry had reason 
to feel concern about a class of customers who themselves were starved for 
financing. By contrast, customers in a position to pay cash up front were  
the ones who would bring a quicker return. It was the second group of cus
tomers, those producing electricity for themselves, not the utilities, that 
equipment manufacturers saw as desirable.

Nevertheless, the potential for privately owned electric utilities to be
come major customers was one that American electrical equipment manu
facturers recognized early. The pioneer arc lighting entrepreneur in Amer
ica was Charles Francis Brush, who developed improvements both in the 
design of arc lights and in the dynamos that powered them. Although Brush 
initially sold complete systems, including dynamos and lights, to individ
ual companies (such as stores), he saw a large potential market in street 
lighting, whose development led to the first central station electric utili
ties. A number of American cities were then using gas for street lighting, 
and private utilities that supplied gas for both private and public (street 
lighting) use were the typical providers, not municipally owned utilities. 
Brush, like every electric utility promoter after him, had to deal with the 
financing needs of the new local utilities. The magnitude of the required 
financing made it very difficult for an equipment manufacturer to create 
and operate local utilities itself, and Brush’s own company concentrated on 
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the manufacture of equipment, not the operation of local utilities. A Brush 
representative would go to a city to try to organize a utility financed and 
owned by local interests. This new company would enter into an agreement 
with the Brush company giving it exclusive territorial rights to purchase 
Brush equipment for utility use and entitling it to a commission on all Brush 
systems sold in its territory as isolated plants. The local utility was also re
quired to give Brush between 32 and 48 percent of the stock of the local 
utility. In the summer of 1879, operations began at the California Electric 
Light Company of San Francisco, the world’s first central station electric 
utility, and other Brush utilities were set up in a number of American cities 
including New York, Boston, and Philadelphia.4

Brush’s approach was one followed by other electrical equipment manu
facturers: a local utility received an exclusive territorial franchise that ex
tended beyond the utility business to include the sale of electrical equip
ment for nonutility use. In return the manufacturer would receive financial 
instruments— stocks or bonds— whose value would depend on the ulti
mate success of the utility. The acceptance of financial instruments caused 
the manufacturer to participate in the risk otherwise borne by the utility’s 
investors. This participation was much greater, of course, if the manufac
turer accepted stocks rather than bonds, in part because secondary financial 
markets for common stock were not well developed in the United States at 
the turn of the twentieth century.

One of the factors that encouraged the involvement of manufacturers 
in the early creation of electric utilities was the relative lack of standard
ization in the new utility industry. Those setting up a central station had 
to choose among several available systems for both arc lighting and, even
tually, incandescent lighting. Once the managers of a new electric utility 
chose a particular manufacturer’s system, virtually all of the components 
would have to come from that same manufacturer to ensure that every
thing worked together properly. The early electric utilities became a cap
tive customer of the manufacturer. Both the manufacturers and the inves
tors in electric utilities knew this, of course, and that affected the nature 
of the license contracts between them. Although Edison laid the basis for 
a “universal” system, the Edison companies tried to achieve this kind of 
“lock in” with the first incandescent electric utilities. With the same busi
ness model in mind, Thomson Houston delayed marketing any alternating 
current equipment until Elihu Thomson had developed a complete system 
encompassing all of the components for the generation, distribution, and 
consumption of alternating current.5
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The Edison interests followed Brush’s policy in cities with an 1880 cen
sus population of 10,000 or more, the only cities in which it engaged in 
any risk sharing; central stations in smaller cities had to pay cash for their 
equipment. In the larger cities, the Edison franchise required the utility 
to give to the Edison company between 20 and 30 percent of its common 
stock, to pay a fee based on its capitalization, and to agree to use only Edi
son equipment. In return, the franchisee received an exclusive territorial 
right to operate a central station with Edison equipment and to sell all 
Edison lighting equipment.6 The licensees were charged prices for equip
ment substantially below those paid by others. For example, prior to 1890, 
the standard price for an Edison light bulb was $1.00, but licensees paid 
$0.40.7 Westinghouse, an early competitor with Edison, did not use a for
mal licensing system but used financial inducements to encourage central 
stations to agree to use Westinghouse equipment exclusively and imposed 
financial penalties on utilities that reneged.8

The manufacturers could have accepted even more risk (for greater po
tential reward) had they actually created and owned the utilities themselves. 
Such an approach would have imposed an enormous financial burden,  
however, and would have required the manufacturers to be more invest
ment bankers than equipment manufacturers. Occasionally, a manufac
turer would use a variant of this approach. A notable example was that 
of Edward H. Goff, who started as a sales agent for American Electric 
Company, an early manufacturer of arc lighting equipment designed by 
Elihu Thomson and Edwin J. Houston. Goff would own and operate local 
arc lighting utilities for three or four years before selling them to local 
entrepreneurs. Although he was quite successful initially, this method put 
an enormous strain on his company’s finances that ultimately contributed 
to its downfall.9 Westinghouse later used this method to start some elec
tric utilities, and Edison favored this approach for smaller towns, but he 
was initially unable to convince his financial backers to agree to its use, 
although he eventually did set up utilities in twenty smaller towns.10

Government- Owned Utilities

Although the direct involvement of government owned firms in the US 
economy has been rare, utilities in general, and electric utilities in par
ticular, have been important exceptions. From the beginning, municipal 
governments got in the business of owning and operating electric utilities. 
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There were two reasons why a municipality would have established an 
electric utility. One was ideology. By the end of the nineteenth century, 
the Progressive movement had become concerned with the potentially cor
rupting effect private business interests could have on government opera
tions. Electric utilities were among the business interests reshaping the 
economic environment of the period. The usual absence of a competi
tor to whom the customers of an electric utility could turn help create a 
sense of vulnerability that fueled strong negative feelings toward privately 
owned electric utilities.11 Private electric utilities required a franchise 
from the city government in order to use the public streets for their distri
bution system. As discussed more fully in chapter 3, this put them at the 
center of corruption scandals in many cities. One of the methods favored 
by some Progressives to deal with this problem was to have utilities owned 
and operated by government, although many also thought that govern
ment regulation of privately owned utilities could effectively handle the 
problem. Some thought the mere threat of government takeover was an 
essential component of effective regulation.

The second reason many municipal governments set up electric utilities 
was both more prosaic and probably more common: it was the quickest way 
their citizens could get access to centrally generated electricity given the 
special difficulties of setting up a privately owned utility in smaller towns. 
As shown in table 2.1, some municipally owned utilities were in large cities 
and had large generating capacity. Compared to privately owned utilities, 

table 2.1 Characteristics of municipal and private stations, 1902

Population of 
town or city

Number of 
stations

Percent  
municipal

Total generator 
capacity in 
kilowatts

Number of 
stations

Percent  
municipalPrivate Municipal Private Municipal

Under 5,000 2,043 671 24.7% Under 149 1650 612 27.1%
5,000 but under  
25,000 

554 121 17.9% 149 but  
under 373 

700 164 19.0%

25,000 but under  
100,000 

115 13 10.2% 373 but  
under 746 

201 25 11.1%

100,000 but under  
500,000

67 6 8.2% 746 but  
under 1,492 

126 11 8.0%

500,000 and over 26 4 13.3% 1,492 but  
under 3,730

81 2 2.4%

Total all sizes 3,620 815 13.3% 3,730 and over 47 1 2.1%

Source: US Bureau of the Census 1905, 10
Note: The census report measured generating capacity in horsepower, which has been converted to kilowatts in the 
table.
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however, they tended to be smaller and to be located in smaller towns. 
Their share of the total number of utilities grew but not their share of ei
ther generation or number of customers (figure 2.1).

The 1902 census collected from each station the year in which it began 
operation. These data are not ideal for determining the role of municipal  
stations in the early years of the industry because they fail to count both 
those stations that went out of business prior to 1902 and those stations 
that disappeared because of merger.12 Nevertheless, these data can give 
some insight into the role that municipally owned utilities played in the 
initial formation of the industry, and figure 2.2 shows the proportion of 
electric utilities beginning operation each year prior to 1902 that was 
owned by a municipality. There was a clear tendency for that proportion 
to increase. In addition, 170 utilities that started under private ownership 
switched to government ownership while only thirteen utilities initially 
owned by the government switched to private ownership. The census re
port stated that these data illustrated in “a somewhat striking manner” the 
“agitation for municipal ownership of public service enterprises.”13 The  
long running political controversy over the ownership of public utilities 
had already begun.

Perhaps the switch from private to government ownership in part re

figure 2.1. Municipally owned utilities’ share of number of utilities, number of customers, 
and generation

Source: US Bureau of the Census, Census of Electric Light and Power, various years
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flected the difficulty of an electric utility making a profit in smaller com
munities, which led either to bankruptcy or to at least a desire on the 
part of owners to get out of that business. It is also possible that an addi
tional impetus for municipal ownership was that prices for residential us
ers, who dominated the electorate, would have been lower with municipal 
than with private ownership. However, evidence supporting this is lack
ing. As the nation gained more experience with electricity, the demand 
for it increased and the technology improved; areas with lower population 
density increasingly became attractive targets for the establishment of 
privately owned electric utilities. Between 1902 and 1907, the likelihood 
that a private utility would switch to municipal ownership was little if any 
greater than that of a municipal utility shifting to private ownership.14

Municipalities sometimes faced legal barriers in starting or acquiring 
an electric utility. Some states initially prohibited municipalities from op
erating electric utilities; others prohibited competition with any private 
company, required passage of a referendum before a municipal govern
ment could operate a utility, or severely limited the ability of a municipal
ity to incur the debt required to acquire or start an electric utility. These 
restrictions, however, varied widely and were not present everywhere.15

Municipalities were not exempt from the basic economic problem 
facing anyone wishing to start an electric utility: the enormous up front 

figure 2.2. Municipal utilities as percentage of total, 1881– 1901

Source: US Bureau of the Census 1905, 7
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capital required. If a municipality was relatively free of legal and politi
cal constraints, it possessed an important advantage over newly formed 
private enterprises: better access to capital markets. A municipality had 
many assets, not the least of which was the power of taxation, which it 
could use to back any bonds it issued. A municipal utility shared an ad
vantage with isolated plants over a private utility. Investors were more 
willing to loan money for electrification to a borrower that could back 
its debt with other assets. To be able to borrow money, a privately owned 
utility had to rely partly on equity financing, which was riskier, more ex
pensive, and often harder to obtain than financing from the sale of bonds. 
By contrast, a municipality could finance a utility entirely from the sale 
of bonds.

The potential financing advantage a municipality had over a private 
company suggests that the costs to running an electric utility might have 
been lower for a municipality than for a private company in otherwise 
iden tical circumstances. In addition to these possible cost advantages mu
nicipal ownership had over private ownership, the earliest utilities owned 
by municipalities were much more efficient than were those privately 
owned.16 There are many other reasons, however, why the prices charged 
by a municipal utility might differ from those charged by a private utility. 
Municipally owned utilities usually did not have the same tax liabilities as 
those privately owned. A municipal utility might decide for political rea
sons to subsidize the sale of electricity and charge a low price. An expec
tation of lower prices for residential users might have encouraged munici
palities to start or acquire an electric utility, although evidence for this 
is lacking.17 Conversely, a city might have decided to charge a high price 
and use the surplus from electricity sales to cover other city expenses or 
reduce tax rates.

Alternating Current and Large Networks

Although much of Edison’s design for the industry infrastructure has en
dured, there was one very significant change— the switch from his direct 
current (DC) system to alternating current (AC). Alternating current 
made it easy to convert current with low voltage and high amperage to cur
rent with (almost) the same power but with high voltage and low amperage 
for transmission and then to convert that current back to lower voltage and 
higher amperage for use. The amount of power in an electrical current is a 
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product of its voltage and its amperage; for current to carry a great deal of 
power, either the amperage or the voltage or both must be high. High volt
age is undesirable because the difficulty in insulating it makes it dangerous 
and complicates the design of electricity using equipment. High amper
age is undesirable because current with high amperage produces heat in 
conductors, leading to current losses and posing a fire risk unless thicker 
and more expensive conductors are used.18 Conductors that carry current a 
long distance must be thicker than those that carry it only a short distance. 
For long distance transmission of electricity to be feasible, the amperage 
needs to be as low as possible, and this requires the voltage to be as high 
as possible.19

A moving or fluctuating magnetic field will induce an electric current 
in a nearby conductor. This same principle is used in all generators, where 
external motive power is used to cause a magnetic field to rotate relative 
to a coil of wire in which an electric current is induced. When electricity 
flows through a conductor it produces a magnetic field most effectively if 
the conductor is coiled, as in an electromagnet. Because of the fluctuating 
nature of alternating current, when AC current passes through a (primary) 
coil, it produces a fluctuating magnetic field. This fluctuating field can in
duce a current in a separate adjacent (secondary) coil without any move
ment in either coil or other change in the current. If the secondary coil has 
more turns than the primary, the induced current’s amperage will be lower 
but its voltage will be higher. If the secondary coil has fewer turns than 
the primary, amperage will be higher but voltage lower. An alternating 
current transformer is thus a relatively simple device. As technology ad
vanced, the maximum voltage at which electricity could be transmitted 
continually increased, and this made feasible larger and larger networks 
that were unavailable to a DC system. As discussed in the introduction, 
these larger networks both reduced the total generating capacity required 
to serve an area and enabled the more efficient use of the generators that 
were used. This gave AC an advantage over DC that was insurmountable, 
although, as discussed below, the complete elimination of the use of DC by 
electric utilities took considerable time.

Edison’s creative insight into the technological requirements of an elec
tric utility industry is unquestionable, despite his failure at the outset to 
have realized that alternating current could offer benefits that made its use 
irresistible. It is, nevertheless, tempting to ask whether he should have or 
could have seen the advantages of alternating current before settling on 
direct current. Edison was surely aware of alternating current. Arc lighting 
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systems that used both forms of currents were in commercial service be
fore Edison developed his system. As previously noted, Jablochkoff’s arc 
lighting system employed alternating current, and he even experimented 
with the use of a transformer like induction coil to handle the problem of 
maintaining the flow of electricity in a series connected circuit when one 
of the arc lights failed.20 Despite this awareness of the basic principle of the 
AC transformer, it appears that prior to Edison’s development of his sys
tem, there was no appreciation of the importance of a transformer’s ability 
to reduce, as well as increase, voltage.

Edison consciously modeled his system on the gas lighting system, but 
an important difference between gas and electricity made the benefits of 
large networks unique to electricity. Gas can be stored much more cheaply 
than electricity; there is not the need for gas to be produced at the instant 
it is consumed. Natural gas does require the use of long distance pipelines, 
but the capacity of these pipelines is dependent more on the average use 
of gas over time than on the peak use at an instant in time. In Edison’s 
time, local plants manufactured the gas used, typically from coal, which 
did not require long distance transport. His design of the high resistance 
incandescent bulb shows that he understood the importance of keeping 
the level of amperage in a circuit low in order to reduce the required size of 
conductors. In the face of the challenge from AC, he worked on methods 
to increase the voltage at which DC could be transmitted and distributed. 
He invented a three wire system, still used today, that enabled electricity 
to be distributed at twice the voltage at which it was used, but he was un
able to devise a method for DC of easily changing a current’s voltage and 
amperage while maintaining its power.21

The utility of the transformer as a device both to increase and decrease 
voltage was first recognized by the Frenchman Lucien Gaulard and his 
English business partner, John Gibbs. Gaulard and Gibbs designed a 
transformer with an adjustable secondary, which enabled varying the out
put voltage to according to the needs of the load. They first demonstrated 
this transformer in 1883 and were apparently partly reacting to the British 
Electric Lighting Act of 1882 that forbade suppliers of electricity from 
prescribing the type of bulb that users could employ. There was then no 
standardized voltage for electricity supply; different utilities supplied cur
rent at different voltages. A light bulb was designed for a single voltage; 
the different voltage meant there were many different light bulbs avail
able. A transformer capable of converting any voltage current to another 
voltage enabled the use of any bulb on any system. Gaulard and Gibbs also  
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realized that another application for their transformer was a system that 
increased voltage for transmission and decreased it for use.22 Their trans
former design suffered from several problems, however. It was designed 
for use with the type of constant current AC generator used for arc lights, 
and the primaries of the transformers were wired in series, as arc lights 
would have been.23 This resulted in serious voltage regulation problems, 
and efforts to solve these problems added to the complexity of the system. 
The design changes required to deal with these issues were not difficult 
and required relatively little new technology: the use of constant voltage 
generators, the elimination of adjustability in the transformer secondaries, 
and the connection of the transformer primaries in parallel rather than in 
series. It was others, however, who made these improvements, including 
the American William Stanley, who was hired by George Westinghouse 
to help develop an incandescent lighting system.24 During the period from 
1885 to 1887, alternating current incandescent lighting systems moved 
from laboratory demonstration to full commercial operation in both the 
United States and Europe. Westinghouse used alternating current to il
luminate the 1893 Chicago Columbian Exposition. The 1895 implementa
tion of an alternating current system to harness the power of Niagara Falls 
(including transmission to Buffalo, roughly twenty miles) demonstrated 
the commercial viability of the system. Coal poor European countries vig
orously pursued long distance transmission to connect distant hydro fa
cilities with electricity users, and American manufacturers followed their 
progress closely.

The majority of users had little reason to prefer one form of current 
to another. Both could do an equally good job powering the same light 
bulb. Alternating current with too low a frequency caused a bulb to have 
an annoying flicker, but sufficiently high frequencies were easy to attain. 
For the utilities, however, the use of alternating current involved a com
pletely different infrastructure: different generators, different regulating 
equipment, and, most important, a different sized service area. These dif
ferences led to major changes in the way electric utilities operated, and 
the alternating current system immediately posed a serious competitive 
threat to the manufacturers of direct current equipment, especially Edi
son. Initially, direct current continued to possess a number of advantages. 
It took time before the vendors of alternating current equipment could 
provide a total system as well developed as Edison’s direct current system. 
The first generators designed for alternating current incandescent light ing 
were not as efficient as were their direct current counterparts. Alternating 
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current initially lacked meters and motors it could power. The first alter
nating motors that became available were inferior in applications that re
quired high torque at varying speeds. Many applications, such as elevator 
motors, needed this capability. Direct current systems had the advantage 
of being able to use storage batteries. Those batteries reduced the total 
generating capacity a utility needed and provided a backup if a generator 
failed.25 Furthermore, many utilities had already made tremendous in
vestment in direct current infrastructure, especially in heavily urbanized 
areas. As a result, alternating current usually came first to areas without 
electric utility service— areas whose population densities were too low 
to be served economically by the transmission constrained direct current 
system.

The “battle of the systems” (or “battle of the currents”) between alter
nating and direct current that raged roughly between 1887 and 1892, had 
strange, even bizarre, aspects. Edison interests mounted a public relations 
campaign against alternating current based on the proposition that it was 
more dangerous than direct current. In several states, including New York 
and Virginia, they tried unsuccessfully to have the state legislature ban 
the use of high voltage alternating current.26 Edison’s West Orange, New 
Jersey, laboratory became the scene of grisly public demonstrations that 
purported to show the dangers of alternating current by using it to kill an
imals.27 During this time, New York State decided to seek a more humane 
form of legal execution than hanging. Edison interests lobbied hard for 
electrocution using alternating current and, despite opposition by Wes
tinghouse, managed to get the state to use a Westinghouse alternator for 
the first legal electrocution. This was followed by a publicity campaign in 
which alternating current was termed the “executioner’s current,” and an 
effort was made to term electrocution “Westinghousing.” There is little 
evidence that these efforts to block the adoption of alternating current 
had much effect.28

One of the developments that accelerated the adoption of alternating 
current for generation was the invention of a variety of “gateway” technol
ogies that permitted the conversion of alternating current to direct current 
for use. One such technology was the “motor generator,” which involved 
coupling a motor designed to run on one form of electricity with a gen
erator designed to produce another. These were widely used to convert 
alternating current to direct current, but they could do many other types 
of conversion as well. A modified version of the motor generator was the 
“rotary converter” with two windings on a single armature.29 The rotary 
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converter was initially more efficient but less versatile than the motor 
generator.30 These new technologies enabled utilities to use alternating 
current generation and transmission to supply direct current, but they did 
not enable utilities to have one generation and transmission system ca
pable of supplying users with both direct and alternating current. Instead, 
a separate alternating current system provided each class of customers. 
Early rotary converters would not operate stably unless the frequency 
of the alternating current they were to convert was low— usually 25 Hz. 
Compared to higher (60 Hz) frequency current, such low frequency cur
rent was not desirable for users because it would not work with arc lights, 
it caused incandescent lights to flicker, and it required more expensive 
motors and transformers.31 When the final users of electricity received 
direct current, a utility would generate and transmit 25 Hz alternating 
current and convert it to direct current before distribution. When the final 
users were to receive alternating current, 60 Hz generators and transmis
sion systems were used.32 Motor generators could convert 25 Hz AC to 
60 Hz AC, making it possible for a system designed primarily to serve a 
DC load also to provide AC for final consumption, but this entailed effi
ciency losses.33 Even after technology reduced the comparative benefit that 
25 Hz AC had over 60 Hz when converted to DC, generation of lower 
frequency AC dominated in large cities where DC had long been used. 
In 1919 New York, 84.6 percent of generation was at 25 Hz. The corre
sponding figures for Washington, DC, and Baltimore were 99 percent and 
98.5 percent, respectively.34 Nevertheless, alternating current allowed larger 
integrated networks. As early as 1897 and 1898 the greater the usage of 
AC by a utility, the lower the total generating capacity required to serve a  
given load.35

The special censuses of 1902 and 1907 showed that over that five year 
time period, generating capacity of all DC generators changed very little 
while the total capacity of AC generators more than tripled.36 Although 
AC generating capacity in 1907 was four and half times that of DC, most 
of the AC was converted to DC for final use.37 Not only did former users 
of direct current continue to receive it after alternating current dominated 
generation, even some customers in areas receiving utility service for the 
first time were given direct current.38 In New York, direct current distribu
tion systems remained in use until 2007.39

One of the first urban areas to develop a large network was the city 
of Chicago. The history of electrification in Chicago has received atten
tion from historians, partly because Chicago in the 1910s and 1920s had a 
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claim to having the best electricity supply in the world and partly because 
of the individual most associated with Chicago’s electrification, Samuel 
Insull. As a teenager, Insull worked as an assistant to Thomas Edison. He 
became one of the most important people in Edison’s organization. After 
Edison’s involvement with the industry ended, Insull moved to Chicago 
to assume the presidency of the Edison licensee in that city, one of sev
eral electric utilities operating there. Through a combination of political 
skill, business acumen, a willingness to take risks, and luck, he gained sole 
control of Chicago’s electricity supply. He guided his electric utility to the 
pinnacle of the industry and he became the most prominent executive in 
the nation’s electric power industry. His rise was followed by an even more 
precipitous fall, discussed in chapter 5, as business reversals led to bank
ruptcy and criminal prosecution. He spent much of the end of his career 
as a reviled symbol of business excesses of the 1920s both before and after 
a high publicity trial that resulted in his acquittal of all charges.40

A paper presented at a meeting of the Association of Edison Illumi
nating Companies in 1902 gives a glimpse into early network formation 
in Chicago. The beginnings of a Chicago network preceded the use of al
ternating current when four previously separate stations in an area of less 
than five square miles were tied together with direct current. Although the 
conductor expense was quite high, and no additional generating capacity 
was provided, “it resulted in a decided improvement in the character of 
the service and also made possible some saving in operating expenses.” 
Eventually, rotary converters enabled transmission to be done with alter
nating current that was converted to direct current for use. This allowed  
the network to encompass a larger area and provide greater benefits. In five  
years the network that had had interconnected four generating stations 
contained fifteen generating stations and substations. The author credited 
the network with significantly decreasing the cost of service.41

Metering and Pricing Electricity

Electricity can neither be easily stored nor resold from one purchaser to 
another. This makes the economics of electricity production more like 
that of a service, such as transportation or shipping, than like most manu
factured products. An electricity user also cannot purchase electricity at 
one point in time for use in another. These characteristics give electric 
utilities the need and the ability to adopt complicated price structures. A 
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utility can charge different customers different prices for the same elec
tricity use, and it can charge the same customer different prices for elec
tricity, depending, for example, on the time in which the electricity was 
used or on the total amount of electricity used by that customer. Since an 
electric utility does not have competition in the same way as most produc
ers of manufactured products, at least some customers can be charged 
prices in excess of the cost of serving those customers; competitors cannot 
offer those customers lower prices.

The difficulty of storing electricity complicates the cost of producing it. 
The cost of much of the capital equipment that dominates an electric util
ity’s total costs depends more on the maximum (peak) amount of electric
ity demanded of the system at any point in time than by the total amount 
used over a long period.42 Any increase in the use of electricity during the 
system peak imposes far more costs on the utility than increases that oc
cur at other times. An increase usage during the peak will require invest
ment in additional capital equipment; increases in usage at other times 
will not. It has always been difficult to know in advance exactly when peak 
usage will occur, but factors such as the time of day and the season tended 
to be good predictors of electricity usage.

Edison measured the usage of the customers of his Pearl Street station 
in 1883 with an electrolytic meter. The meter actually measured ampere 
hours, but since current was provided at a single voltage, this was equivalent 
to kilowatt hours, the measure of energy. Edison did not initially price elec
tricity by the kilowatt hour; instead, he based the price on the amount of 
light produced by the electricity. He took this position because he wanted 
improvements in the efficiency of light bulbs not to accrue entirely to the 
benefit of the customer.43 Nevertheless, such a method of pricing was nearly 
equivalent to pricing by energy use. Edison’s model for electric utilities, 
gas lighting utilities, commonly used meters that measured the quantity of 
gas used, a close proxy for energy use. However, a price based on energy 
use was far more appropriate for gas lighting than for electric lighting. 
Because gas could be stored, the cost of its production was not as sensi
tive to whether usage occurred on peak or off peak. The primary use for 
electricity was for lighting, and the greatest demand for lighting was in the 
evening. The prices charged for electricity by the early utilities was high. 
Although electricity provided a more desirable light, its price was higher 
than the same amount of light produced by gas. The use of electricity was 
very uneven; most of it occurred in the evening. Some early utilities did not 
even bother to provide electricity during the day, and some did not even 
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provide it during evenings when the moon was bright.44 If electricity was 
priced by energy use (kilowatt hours), and nearly all usage occurred at the 
same time during the evening, the price per kilowatt hour had to be high to 
cover the capital equipment costs. That high price would discourage use at 
other times even though the cost of providing it then would have been very 
low. Energy based pricing resulted in inefficient consumption patterns that 
caused high prices that reinforced those patterns.

When utilities first began providing alternating current, there was no 
way of metering it. Payments to the utility depended on the amount of 
electricity using equipment connected to the utility’s circuit or on a physi
cal characteristic, such as number of rooms of the building provided with 
electricity. A common method was to base the cost of electricity on the 
number of bulbs of some specific candlepower a customer had attached to 
the system. Unlike Edison’s energy based pricing system, a charge per bulb 
encouraged customers to use their lights throughout the day. This would 
likely have resulted in a lower average cost to the utility of providing light
ing. On the other hand, a per bulb charge would have discouraged cus
tomers from installing more than the absolute minimum number of bulbs 
and made it necessary to monitor bulb use to prevent the surreptitious at
tachment of unreported bulbs. Customers were supposed to obtain their 
bulbs only from their utility. An early utility providing alternating current 
could avoid this problem by using a rate that charged a flat amount per 
house or based the charge on the number of bedrooms. This avoided the 
monitoring problems of a per bulb charge but provided a large barrier for 
potential customers who wanted to determine whether the new lighting 
system warranted paying for electricity. Of the 952 companies surveyed 
by the Commissioner of Labor in 1897– 1898, 522 were providing “unme
tered incandescent service.”45 The report attempted to provide data on 
the prices charged by different utilities but found it impossible to do so in 
a way that was comparable across utilities: “The prices for incandescent 
lamps are, therefore, entered just as they were contracted for— that is, per 
year, per month, per week, per kilowatt hour, per ampere hour, etc.” The 
units provided include “Kw.hr.,” “Amp.hr., ” “Lamp per mo., ” “Lamp 
per wk., ” “12 lamps per mo.,” “House per mo.,” “Lamp per night,” and 
“Lamp hr.”46 Some utilities offered electricity for motors at a lower rate 
than electricity for lights. Since motors were more likely to be used dur
ing the day than were lights, the additional cost to a utility of providing 
electricity for a motor was likely much less than that of providing it to  
additional lights.
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Overall economic efficiency occurs when the price of a product equals 
its marginal cost— the addition to total cost of producing and selling an 
additional unit. Users then equate the benefit of the last unit used with 
the cost of producing it. This will maximize the difference between the 
total value of the electricity used and the total cost of producing it. Unless 
there are significant differences in the utility’s equipment required to serve 
different customers, there should be little difference in the marginal costs 
of serving different customers. The major price difference would differen
tiate electricity used during or near the system peak with that used when 
generators or other capital equipment was idle, and this difference would 
apply to all customers. Without some adjustment, prices based on mar
ginal cost might not have resulted in a utility’s total revenue covering its 
total cost. This situation was particularly likely before 1940. For the utility 
to be profitable, of course, total revenue must at least cover total cost. Be
cause technological progress was constantly lowering the cost of producing 
electricity, it is likely that average prices had to exceed marginal costs to 
cover the utilities’ total costs. Still, large differences in the marginal cost 
of providing electricity during the system peak and at other times justified 
pricing designed to reflect those differences.

Rather than using prices that varied according to whether electricity 
was used on or off peak, utilities came to classify customers and charge 
different prices based on a particular customer’s classification. Although 
differences in the costs of producing and distributing a kilowatt hour could 
justify the use of different prices, this was not the only reason for charg
ing different prices. The economics of electricity production meant that 
charging different prices to different customers, or even different prices to 
the same customer, could increase utility revenues and profits even when 
there were no differences in the marginal costs of producing and supplying 
the electricity. This basis for pricing is termed “price discrimination” by 
economists but was sometimes referred to in the industry as “value of ser
vice” and by skeptics as “charging what the market will bear.” The higher 
profits provided by price discrimination did not necessarily mean those 
profits were excessive, although they could have been. Higher profits might 
have simply enabled a utility to avoid losing money.47 Price discrimination 
could have enabled an electric utility to serve customers it otherwise would 
have found unprofitable, and it could even have resulted in lower prices 
to everyone.48 The benefits of electricity grew over time and soon became 
so large as to significantly exceed any of the prices actually charged, but 
an awareness that others were paying a lower price created dissatisfaction 
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or even anger. To deal with this, utilities appealed to arguments based on 
cost.

As long as the price charged by a utility for increased service exceeded 
the additional (marginal) cost of providing that service, the utility’s rev
enue and profits would increase as the use of electricity increased. This, 
however, required that the lower price apply only to the increased service 
induced by that lower price. If the lower price also applied to the service 
that would have been purchased at the higher price, utility profits could 
have suffered. The objective of price discrimination is to apply lower 
prices only to that additional service, although this can never be perfectly 
achieved.

Declining block price schedules provide an obvious example of a 
method of charging different prices to the same customer in an effort to 
charge a lower price only for additional usage. In this type of rate structure, 
electricity usage is divided up into blocks of fixed amounts of kilowatt 
hours per month. Each block is priced below the previous block, but that 
lower price only applies to the electricity in that block.49 As long as a cus
tomer’s use exceeds the amount of the first, highest priced, block, the cost 
to a customer of using an additional kilowatt hour is less than the average 
cost of all the electricity used. When deciding whether to increase the use 
of electricity, the relevant price to the customer is the lower price, not the 
average price, and the customer would likely use more than if all electricity 
were priced at the average. Unless the total cost is a substantial portion of 
a customer’s income, the amount of electricity used would be close to that 
which would have been used if all electricity had the lower price, but the 
total revenue received by the utility would be greater.

When different prices are charged to different customers, profit is 
increased when the lower prices are charged those for whom the lower 
price will induce the largest increase in usage (higher price elasticity of de
mand).50 The use of customer classes enabled utilities to do this. The major 
factor determining price sensitivity was the extent to which a customer, or 
potential customer, had good alternatives to the use of electricity provided 
by a utility. Price sensitivity (demand elasticity), rather than production 
costs, became an important factor in the rate schedules used for customers 
within a particular class. An important example of a rate structure feature 
that targeted electricity users on price sensitivity rather production costs 
was the widespread use of the “demand charge” in rate structures for in
dustrial users of electricity. The term “demand” within the utility industry 
referred to a customer’s maximum power usage regardless of total energy 
use. For example, an electricity user that consumes one kW of power con
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tinuously for 100 hours uses 100 kWh of energy but has only one kW of 
demand. Another user that consumes 100 kW continuously for only one 
hour uses the same amount of electric energy but has a demand of 100 kW. 
A demand charge rate structure bases a customer’s bill on both energy 
use and demand. Under such a structure, the second customer would have 
higher bill than the first. Those whose use of electricity was steady paid less 
than those whose use fluctuated.

A demand charge rate structure superficially mimics the cost to the 
utility of providing electricity to all its customers. The cost to a utility is 
higher if maximum (peak) power use increases even if total energy use 
is unchanged. Demand charge rate structures do the same for individual 
customers. Despite the apparent similarity, demand charge rate structures 
fail to reflect the utility’s costs because those costs are determined by the 
amount of power the customer uses during the system peak, not the maxi
mum amount of power that may be used at other times. A rate structure 
that truly reflected the utility’s costs would charge a higher price for all 
uses of electricity during the system peak and lower prices at other times. 
The extent to which any individual customer’s use of electricity fluctuates 
is irrelevant.51 Utilities defended their use of demand charge rate struc
tures by making the false claim that they reflected the cost to the utility 
of serving each customer. Since the claim was false, why were those rate 
structures so widely used?

Industrial users had a good alternative to purchasing electricity from a 
utility: generating it themselves in their own isolated plant.52 An industrial 
plant that generated its own electricity faced the same economics as a util
ity: a significant determinant of the cost of self generation was the maxi
mum power that plant was required to produce, and that was determined 
by the plant’s peak usage of electricity. A demand charge rate structure was 
not based on the cost to a utility of providing electricity. It was based on 
what it would cost an individual customer to use the alternative source, an 
isolated plant. The amount of electricity an industrial user would purchase 
from a utility depended on whether the cost of the utility provided electric
ity was more or less than the cost of using an isolated plant. A demand 
charge rate structure enabled utilities to charge higher prices to those for 
whom the alternative was more costly and lower prices to those for whom 
it was cheaper. It was an effective means of price discrimination.

Those in the electric utility industry understood the difference between 
the effects of the system peak versus that of the individual customer on the  
cost of electricity production. It is clear from the historical record that the 
basis of the demand charge rate structure was price discrimination, not 
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production costs.53 A wide ranging discussion on the proper basis for pric
ing electricity occurred within the electric power industry from the late 
nineteenth century until state commission regulation was adopted in the 
middle of the first decade of the twentieth century. That discussion was in
ternational in scope, occurred among both engineers and industry execu
tives, and was a topic of articles in engineering and trade journals and in 
discussions at meetings of electric utility trade organizations. There were 
advocates of time of day rate structures, which would have based rates 
more closely on production costs, and meters to implement such rates 
were developed before the turn of the twentieth century.54 The eventual 
widespread adoption of demand charge rate structures provides insight 
both into the nature of the business climate faced by the young utility 
industry and into one of the effects of state regulation.

About ten years after the founding of the Pearl Street Station, electrical 
engineers first began dealing explicitly with the problem of developing a 
theoretical analysis of rate structures. At this time, residential users were 
utilities’ primary customers, and their maximum power use was likely to 
occur during the system peak. The earliest advocates of demand charge 
rates had residential, not industrial users, in mind. Some of the most active 
proponents of particular rate structures had an economic interest in the 
supporting metering technology. These included Arthur Wright, the Brit
ish inventor of a demand charge meter who tirelessly promoted his meter 
on both sides of the Atlantic, and Samuel Insull, who became a backer of 
the Wright meter.55 The wide ranging discussion also included other pro
posed rate structures. In 1902, the discussion within the industry decreased 
markedly. Evidence on the actual use of rate structures is very sparse but 
suggests that time of day rates had little if any use in the United States 
and that demand charge rates were primarily applied to residential use, 
seldom to businesses. There appears to have been little uniformity within 
the industry on the use of rate structures.

Apparent neglect of the issue of rate structures ended in the next couple 
of decades. When states began to adopt rate regulation, the electric power 
industry lobbied forcefully for the use of demand charge rate structures 
for industrial users. Their reasoning was quite clear, as expressed by a 1914 
report from the NELA’s Rate Research Committee to the Association:

In the case of large customers, the value of the service to the customer clearly 

depends on the amount for which he could make the same service for himself, 

because if the rate asked is notably higher than this amount, the customer may 

put in his own plant. The value of the service to the customer depends on what 
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it would cost him to make it himself, and this cost clearly depends in part on 

the size of plant that he would need. The size of plant that he would need is 

determined by his maximum demand and necessary reserve. . . . 

The demand is at least a rough measure of this cost, and is therefore a test 

of the value to the buyer.56

As early as 1909, regulatory commissions accepted demand charge rate 
structures as instruments of price discrimination, as did textbooks on 
electric rates as late as 1933.57 The importance of this type of price dis
crimination stemmed from the fact that isolated plants were a very serious 
source of competition for electric utilities at the beginning of the industry 
and for many decades after.

The Challenge from Isolated Plants

The operators of isolated plants were desirable customers to the early 
equipment manufacturers because they were in a better position to pay 
cash for their equipment than were the capital starved utilities. For a fac
tory that wished to electrify, self generation was often the best, if not the 
only, option. The blow this caused a young utility was softened by the pro
vision present in the early franchise agreements that the utility would re
ceive a commission for every isolated plant sold in its territory. Even after 
the electric utility industry became better established, isolated plants were 
an attractive alternative to electric utilities for a major portion of all elec
tricity use in the nation.

The 1902 special census omitted isolated plants from its data collection 
but had this to say about their importance:

In fact, no statistics of isolated plants are included in this report, which, to that 

extent, therefore, falls short of embracing the entire electric light and power 

industry of the United States. Many of these isolated plants are of a very exten

sive and important character, being supplied with the most improved apparatus 

and giving facilities equal to those furnished to populous communities. It is es

timated that there are 50,000 of these plants, and that they consume at least half 

the product in some lines of electric apparatus.58

Despite this statement, that census provides some data on the produc
tion of electricity from nonutility plants, particularly isolated plants used 
in larger industrial facilities, mines, and electric railways. The types of 
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isolated plants for which data was absent included those in institutions, 
hotels, apartment houses, office buildings, and amusement parks. Even 
though available data underestimate the amount of electricity produced 
by nonutility plants, they clearly show its importance (figure 2.3). At least 
until 1912 isolated plants actually produced more electricity than the en
tire utility industry. By the beginning of  World War II, they still accounted 
for at least one fifth of total generation. Data on the source of electricity 
used to power motors used for manufacturing are even starker (figure 2.4). 
For the years 1904 through 1914, when state regulation was becoming com
mon, isolated plants were a much more important source of electricity for 
this use than were utilities. Industrial customers were desirable customers, 
but they were not easy to get, and utilities faced significant competition 
for their business. The problems of competing with isolated plants were a 
frequent topic of discussion at meetings of utility trade groups, and direct 
advertising was used to persuade the switch from isolated plants to utility 
service (figure 2.5).

Isolated plants had a number of economic advantages over utilities. As 
indicated by the quote from the 1902 census report, the optimum size of 
generating equipment was initially low enough that many isolated plants 
were equipped with exactly the same equipment that would be used by a 

figure 2.3. Proportion of electricity made available in the United States from nonutility 
sources

Source: Cintrόn and Edison Electric Institute 1995, 53
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figure 2.4. Percentage of electricity used to power motors in manufacturing generated by 
the manufacturer

Source: US Bureau of the Census 1932, 112

large central station utility. A factory using an isolated plant avoided the 
costs associated with transmission, distribution, metering, and billing. In 
addition, the generation of electricity required the production of steam, 
and steam was useful in many industrial processes. Once steam had passed 
through a steam engine or turbine for the generation of electricity, it could 
be used for space heating or for an industrial process. These multiple uses 
for steam enabled a factory to use fuel more efficiently than could a util
ity. At least one utility tried to blunt this advantage by offering subsidized 
steam to its industrial customers.59

Central station utilities also had important advantages over isolated 
plants. Technological improvements in generators tended to increase the 
size at which a generator achieved maximum efficiency. Eventually, few 
factories needed enough electricity to warrant such a large generator. As 
long as a factory’s peak occurred at a different time than the system peak, 
a utility would have required less additional generating capacity to serve 
the factory than the factory would have needed to serve itself. In addition, 
the additional backup capacity required by a utility was less than that re
quired by an isolated plant to achieve the same level of reliability.

The slow decline in the importance of isolated plants over time is evi
dence of the increasing relative advantages enjoyed by utility generated 
power. The change was not sudden, however, and the issue of whether 
an industrial user of electricity was better off purchasing electricity from 
a utility or self generating it was contentious for many years. Consulting 
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engineers made a business out of analyzing a factory’s requirements for 
electricity and advising its owners as to whether they were better off pur
chasing or producing electricity. The topic frequently arose in meetings 
of professional societies and in the pages of professional and trade jour
nals.60 For many factories the decision they faced was whether to buy any 
electricity from a utility or to generate it all themselves. If the costs to the 

figure 2.5. Commonwealth Edison advertisement on the superiority of centrally generated 
electricity over isolated plants
Digitally enhanced to improve clarity.

Source: Commonwealth Edison 1909, 12
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factory of the two supplies were close, small changes in the prices charged 
by a utility could have had a big effect on the amount of electricity sold 
to factories by the utility. It was in the interest of utilities to target lower 
prices to those for whom isolated plants were particularly attractive, those 
whose individual peaks were small compared to their average use of elec
tricity. The demand charge enabled just such a targeting.
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The Adoption of State Commission 
Rate Regulation

Electric utilities never operated within a free competitive market; they 
were always subject to government control. Before the creation of 

state regulatory commissions, that control was exerted by municipal gov-
ernments. That system led to serious problems, resulting in a movement 
for reform and a new system of state commission regulation that included 
control over prices. Such regulation had originally been tried with rail-
roads, but it was ineffective until it began to be used with utilities during 
the first two decades of the twentieth century. State regulation significantly 
affected both the structure and behavior of the industry. As regulation 
evolved, it retained much of its original character and now dominates the 
US electric power industry in most states today.1

State (and, eventually, federal) regulation sought to maintain the ben-
efits of monopoly supply while protecting utility customers from exploi-
tation enabled by monopoly power. Controversy quickly developed over 
whether this form of regulation effectively protected consumers or oper-
ated primarily in the interests of the utilities. There was, of course, consid-
erable variation among states in the competence, objectives, and honesty 
of state regulators. Nevertheless, even if the aspects of state regulation de-
signed to protect users worked perfectly, it created a flawed structure with 
characteristics that discouraged the most efficient production and use of 
electricity. Identifying those flaws is not difficult; designing ways of elimi-
nating them is. State regulation solved the most serious problem that had 
faced the industry, and it enabled the industry to grow rapidly and become 
the envy of the world. The industry structure created by state regulation 
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had negative aspects, as have all structures within which the industry has 
operated. The design of an ideal structure was, and remains, elusive.

Before State Utility Regulation: The Franchise System

In order to provide service, an electric utility (as well as other municipal 
utilities such as gas and transit) had to operate a distribution system on 
land it did not own. The only practical alternative was to use the public 
streets or rights- of- way. Before the institution of state regulatory commis-
sions, this required that a utility receive a franchise from the municipality. 
A franchise was a legal contract between the city and the utility that could 
include any conditions accepted by both sides. When utility service was 
a novelty, municipalities usually demanded few restrictions in order to 
encourage development, but eventually some restrictions became com-
mon. Very often, these prevented an increase in the prices charged the 
municipal government for its electricity use, such as in street lighting or in 
public buildings. Sometimes the franchise set detailed rate schedules for 
all the utility’s customers, or granted the city the right to intervene later 
in the case of rates judged “excessive.” Some state laws dictated certain 
conditions. Kansas at one time required a utility to turn over all profits 
above a certain amount to the city government. California exempted elec-
tric utilities from needing to acquire franchises but gave explicit powers to 
city governments over utilities, including the authority to set rates.2 These 
conditions were often hard to enforce.

Effectively using franchises to regulate a utility was difficult. A city could 
establish a maximum rate, but this was liable not to be binding as tech-
nological improvements reduced the cost of electricity. If the rates were 
binding, the utility could respond by reducing its quality of service and, 
therefore, its costs. Franchises were awarded for a specified period, and that 
created additional problems. A short term was advantageous to the munici-
pality because franchise renewal was the best, or only, time to modify or set 
new conditions. However, the possibility that a utility might lose its fran-
chise or be forced to accept onerous new conditions discouraged the con-
struction of the facilities required to generate and distribute electricity and  
made the franchise unattractive. Because of this issue with investment, fran-
chise terms tended to be quite lengthy— twenty- five to fifty years was com-
mon, and some had no expiration.3 Even long- lived franchises caused the  
same problem with investment when that life was near its end. Occasionally 
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franchises allowed for some type of renegotiation before then, and some 
franchises included provisions for the city possibly to buy the utility before 
the end of its franchise with the price determined by arbitration.4

As consolidation occurred within the industry, firms that acquired oth-
ers would acquire their franchises as well. A single electric utility might 
then be operating under the authority of multiple franchises. In 1908, for 
example, Chicago’s Commonwealth Edison held twenty- three different  
franchises.5 The value of any single franchise to a company other than 
the one holding them all was likely to be low, and the different franchises 
were likely to expire at different times. This reduced the power of a city to 
impose new requirements when any single franchise was renewed.

After 1900, franchises increasingly gave municipal governments power 
to regulate rates.6 To be able to withstand court challenge, a municipal rate- 
setting agency needed to be able to undertake an investigation into the 
utility’s cost of providing service, the value of its investment, and the level 
necessary for a rate of return to be “fair.” This would have required consid-
erable resources. In some franchises, disagreement between the municipal-
ity and the utility over rates were to be resolved through arbitration, which  
would also have required resources.7

Initially, municipalities granting special franchises often encouraged 
competition among electric power companies by granting several fran-
chises for the same territory. Some franchises did grant protection from 
competition, but that protection was often only for a brief time— the first 
year or two of a much longer franchise.8 Users of electric power saw no 
particular advantage in a monopolist serving them. In 1881, Denver’s city 
council passed a resolution essentially promising a citywide franchise to all 
comers.9 Sometimes a city awarded a franchise for an area already served 
by a utility for the express purpose of forcing that utility to lower its rates 
or improve its service.10 Competition should work this way, but the special 
economic characteristics of electric utilities often caused competition or 
the threat of competition to lead to an unfortunate outcome. Denver pro-
vided an example.

In 1883, the Colorado Edison Electric Light Company received a city-
wide franchise and began operation in Denver. Four years later another 
franchise, also covering the entire city, including the territory of the first 
utility, was given to the Denver Light, Heat and Power Company. The two 
companies soon merged, and the combined company merged with Den-
ver’s gas utility, forming Denver Gas and Electric. Gas then competed with 
electricity by offering a viable alternative to electricity for artificial lighting, 
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and the merger eliminated that competition. By 1901, this company was 
charging $120 and $150 per year for arc lights to the city government and 
private merchants, respectively, and residential users were charged 15¢ per 
kilowatt- hour ($4 in 2014 dollars). In 1900, the city awarded a new fran-
chise for the same territory to a different company, the Lacombe Electric 
Company, and a modified franchise was granted the next year. This com-
pany offered arc lights to the city government at $90 per year, and it cut 
the price to residential users by two- thirds. A rate war ensued, and the 
price charged residential users by Denver Gas and Electric fell to 2½¢ per 
kilowatt- hour. This bankrupted the Lacombe Company, and it sold out 
to Denver Gas and Electric. The restored monopoly provider inherited 
numerous contracts to sell residential electricity for 2½¢ per kWh to cus-
tomers of the former Denver Gas and Electric and 5¢ per kWh to those 
of the former Lacombe. The new monopolist put itself into receivership 
with its president appointed receiver. It then managed to get a court order 
nullifying all the low- priced contracts whereupon it returned the price of a 
kilowatt- hour to 15¢.11 Rate wars could drive prices to a level that only cov-
ered operating costs, failing to cover the costs of fixed capital equipment of 
any of the competitors. Entering into competition with an existing utility 
was very risky. By the middle of the first decade of the twentieth century, 
there were few cities with a credible potential competitor to the existing 
electric utility.

Corruption and the Franchise System

With little threat of competition, a franchise became valuable. Facing only 
the relatively ineffective restraints of the franchise, a utility could exercise 
monopoly power and enjoy large profits. The possibility of monopoly prof-
its (monopoly rents) created a motivation for corrupt behavior.12 Utility 
operations required large amounts of expensive transaction- specific cap ital 
equipment (explained in the introduction). These costs created a sit uation 
exposing utilities to a special risk that encouraged corruption. In the long 
run, the revenue a utility received had to repay investors whose funds cov-
ered those costs. If revenue did not fully cover those costs, the utility would 
continue to operate as long as the revenue at least covered bare operating 
costs. Worn- out equipment would not be replaced, and operating expenses, 
including equipment maintenance, would be reduced. Service would dete-
riorate and, unless the situation improved, eventually enough of the capital 
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equipment would wear out that service would cease. However, this would 
be a gradual process. If the inability of revenue fully to compensate inves-
tors became widespread, utilities would have difficulty raising funds needed 
for new equipment.

The difference between the amount of revenue required for the utility 
to cover fully all costs, including payments to investors, and the minimum 
amount at which it would maintain operations in the short run is termed 
“quasi- rent.”13 The possibility that corrupt city officials could extort quasi- 
rent, as well as any monopoly profits, resulted in widespread corrupt be-
havior by both utilities and city officials. The conditions of franchises could 
enable extortion by, for example, enabling the threat of competition. The 
extortion of a portion of a utility’s quasi- rents by corrupt officials would 
not have been immediately apparent to the utility’s customers, and the 
subsequent deterioration in service would likely have been blamed on the 
utility, not the corrupt officials. Utilities had an incentive to participate in 
corrupt behavior by, for example, bribing officials not to take actions that 
threatened quasi- rents and monopoly profits. The protection of quasi- rent 
was in the (long- run) interest of the utility’s customers, and the protection 
of monopoly profits was not, but it is impossible to distinguish behavior pro-
tecting one from that protecting the other.14

Most of the value of an electric utility’s capital equipment (above scrap 
value) determined the size of quasi- rents. By 1909, the value of capital in 
electric utilities had reached about $1.8 billion 1929 dollars, which was about 
4.6 percent of the value of capital in all manufacturing and 8 percent of that 
in railroads.15 Investment costs, however, were relatively more important 
to electric utilities in the early twentieth century than for other industries. 
Figure 3.1 shows the value of capital required to produce $1 worth of output 
for selected utilities and industries. Until 1929, electric utilities were the 
most capital intensive. Prior to 1914, by which time most states had created 
commissions to regulate electric utilities, it took over twice as much capital 
to produce $1 worth of output in electric utilities as in railroads and over 
ten times as much capital to produce the same value of output as the aver-
age for all manufacturing. Even more dramatic was the importance of an-
nual gross investment to electric utilities compared to other utilities shown 
in figure 3.2. Until 1915, the industry was, each year, spending more on capi-
tal than it received in total revenue. The value of monopoly profits can 
only be a portion of the value of output and is probably a relatively small 
proportion. Given the size of capital investment compared to revenue, it is 
reasonable to conclude that the size of quasi- rents was far larger than that 
of monopoly profits and thus the larger inducement to corrupt behavior. 
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figure 3.1. Capital /output ratios for selected industries

Sources: Creamer, Dobrovolsky, and Borenstein 1960, 265– 67; Ulmer 1960, 405– 6, 472– 73, 476– 77, 482– 83

figure 3.2. Ratio of annual gross investment to revenue for railways and selected utilities

Source: Ulmer 1960, 256– 57, 320– 21, 359– 61, 374– 75, 405– 6, 472– 73, 464– 65, 476– 77, 486– 87

On the other hand, the ability of the industry to continue such investments 
required some degree of confidence among investors that quasi- rent would 
not be extorted.

Historical evidence confirms that municipal corruption involving utili-
ties and franchises was common. In many cases, the record of corruption 
involved gas, water, or traction utilities, which were older than electric 
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utilities and larger at the turn of the century. The muckraker Lincoln 
Steffens cited corruption involving franchises in St. Louis, Philadelphia, 
Pittsburgh, and Chicago.16 San Francisco had a dramatic trial starting in 
1906 involving graft, franchises, and “Boss” Ruef.17 In Chicago, corrupt 
aldermen created new franchises for the sole purpose of extorting existing 
electric- utility franchise holders by threatening competition.18 All of these 
are cities for which the historical record is particularly rich; similar cor-
ruption was undoubtedly occurring in many, if not most, other US cities 
where the record is sparser. The corrupt relationships involving municipal 
government politics and business interests became a matter of concern to 
those in the Progressive movement.19 They recognized that the interaction 
between private utilities and municipal franchises was a major source of 
this corruption:

The chief sources of corruption in American cities are necessarily public con-

tracts and the granting of special privileges or exemptions. . . . the most serious 

scandals have almost always been connected with or centered around special 

privileges, and chiefly public utilities. Those who seek special privileges have 

been most likely to offer illegal inducements to the public official who has the 

power to grant these privileges. . . . They create and maintain a continuing 

lobby— always defensive and frequently offensive— because they have a con-

stant incentive through their necessary relations with the public authorities.20

Many Progressives regarded the municipal ownership of utilities as a so-
lution to the corruption problem. Municipal ownership may seem an un-
likely solution since such an arrangement certainly offered opportunities 
for such corrupt behavior as supplier kickbacks, employment as reward 
for political favors, and so on. However, municipal ownership would prob-
ably have solved the specific problem of corruption involving quasi- rents. 
Accountability for poor service would then clearly lie with city officials. 
They might hesitate to take an action that could jeopardize the ability of 
the utility to raise investments funds, which could even affect the ability 
of the city to borrow money for other purposes. The need for transaction- 
specific capital is generally an inducement to vertical integration. Isolated 
plants were clearly an example of such vertical integration. This was not 
possible for most of the customers of an electric utility, whose use could 
not justify separate generators. Municipal ownership was the closest fea-
sible approximation.21

Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show that the proportion of electric utilities munici-
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pally owned increased, although their share of total generation or number 
of customers did not. The privately owned industry, nevertheless, viewed 
municipal ownership as a threat and fought vigorously against it. In some 
areas, municipal ownership did become significant, and the fear by the pri-
vately owned sector of the industry that this might spread to other areas was 
not without basis. In 1912, municipally owned utilities had more than half 
the total utility generating capacity in two states (Washington and Florida). 
For all the years covered by the special censuses of electric utilities (1907 
through 1937), municipal utilities were responsible for at least 20 percent 
of generating capacity in five or more states. The perennial controversy 
over whether it was better for utilities to be owned by government or by 
private companies heated up at the turn of the century. Figure 3.3 shows 
the number of articles on the issue of private versus government ownership 
of utilities that appeared in five major newspapers and in a collection of 
periodicals that started publication before 1900.22 Interest in the topic was 
clearly growing up to the point that states began establishing utility regula-
tory commissions.

The Origin of Rate- Setting Regulatory Commissions

In the early decades of the nineteenth century, state legislatures often 
set prices for both private and public businesses, and statutory controls 

figure 3.3. Annual numbers of articles in the popular press on municipal vs. private owner-
ship of electric utilities

Source: See note 22
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on the rates early railroads could charge were common.23 A new railroad 
required a charter of incorporation from a state government to begin op-
erations. Sometimes these imposed conditions on the railroads, including 
ones designed to restrain profits and others that provided for the eventual 
transfer of the railroad to state ownership.24 Railroads were common car-
riers, offering service to the general public. As such, they were required 
by common law to serve all persons under reasonable terms without un-
due favor and to charge rates that were reasonable and just.25

State legislatures had long frequently created investigating committees, 
including permanent investigating commissions when warranted. Such 
commissions were created for various industries, including railroads, but 
they were concerned with safety, not rates.26 In 1869, Massachusetts created 
the first railway commission, the model for “weak” commissions later cre-
ated in other states. It had the authority to examine the financial and physi-
cal conditions of railroads, and it could determine, but not impose, rates 
that it regarded as just and reasonable. Although it could make recommen-
dations to the railroads, and propose legislation, it had no power to compel 
action. Its ability to influence public opinion and affect actions of the leg-
islature and attorney general, however, did give it considerable influence.27

Effective government control over railroad rates was difficult. Like 
elec tric utilities, the services of a railroad could easily be neither stored 
nor resold, and this made price discrimination possible. As with electric 
utilities, the importance of the joint costs of capital equipment and opera-
tions that simultaneously served all customers both increased the extent 
to which prices could vary among groups and enabled railroads to assert 
that price differences were entirely based on the differences in the costs of 
different services. However, profit- maximizing price discrimination based 
rate differences on the degree to which price changes affected the amount 
of a service that could be sold. For railroads, this sometimes led to price 
differences that could not conceivably arise from cost differences. A fa-
mous example was the long- haul short- haul situation. This existed when 
there were several railways offering passage between two large cities, but 
each railway took a different route between them. Traffic between the two 
cities was sensitive to the price charged because it was easy to shift that 
business to a railroad offering a lower price. However, a railroad did not 
face competition for traffic involving intermediate locations on the route it 
took, and the amount of such traffic was relatively insensitive to the price 
charged. Profit- maximizing price discrimination led to lower prices being 
charged for carriage between the two large cities than between any two 
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points involving an intermediate point even though it was inconceivable 
that the longer distance was less costly to the railroad than the shorter. 
Large shippers who had freight that traveled along competitive routes 
might demand and get discounts or rebates (sometimes secret) for the 
freight they sent to these intermediate locations. This could give those 
shippers an enormous advantage over smaller competitors located at the 
intermediate points.28 The lower rates that obviously could not be justified 
by costs seemed unfair, and the establishment of maximum rates would not 
satisfy those concerns. Finer control over rates would be needed, and that 
required a commission able to make the needed investigations.

Beginning in Illinois in 1873, developments in some states led to the 
model of what would become utilities commissions. Laws were passed cre-
ating new railroad commissions that had the power to set railroad rates. 
They could investigate compliance with their orders and initiate prosecu-
tion against a railroad. Their decisions could be appealed to the courts, 
but the laws required such an appeal to bear the heavy burden of proof of 
showing that the imposed rates did not meet the common- law requirement 
to be reasonable and just.

Opponents of the new laws claimed they violated the Fourteenth Amend-
ment of the US Constitution. That amendment, among other things, for-
bade a state from depriving “any person of life, liberty, or property, without 
due process of law,” extending to state governments a restriction that the 
Fifth Amendment already applied to the federal government. It gave new 
powers to federal courts to review state legislation. Its original intent was 
the protection of the rights of freed slaves, but it proved useful to businesses 
seeking to limit the power of states over their operations. Eight cases chal-
lenging the constitutionality of these laws made their way to the Supreme 
Court, which chose one, Munn v. Illinois, as the primary precedent for all 
of the cases and announced its opinion on March 1, 1877.29 That decision 
addressed two Constitutional issues: did the new laws’ requirements con-
stitute a “taking” forbidden by the Fourteenth Amendment, and did a state 
law affecting a business involved in interstate commerce violate the first 
article of the Constitution, which gave Congress the power to regulate such 
commerce?

The decision was a forceful endorsement of the power of the state to set 
rates charged by some private businesses, those that were “affected with a 
public interest,” to ensure compliance with the common- law requirement 
to be reasonable and just. The ruling did not explain what made a busi-
ness “affected with a public interest,” but common carriers were clearly 
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in that class. Businesses were entitled to “reasonable compensation,” but 
the ruling held this was a legislative, not a judicial, matter. “For protection 
against abuses by legislatures the people must resort to the polls, not to 
the courts.” The ruling also held that in the absence of action by Congress, 
states could exercise their powers on businesses involved in interstate com-
merce. Although the ruling was never formally overturned, many of its 
provisions were effectively reversed. The power of states to regulate in-
terstate rates was taken away in an 1886 decision.30 In 1890, the Court ef-
fectively reversed itself on the role of the judiciary in determining whether 
rates were reasonable. “The question of the reasonableness of a rate of 
charge for the transportation by a railroad company . . . is eminently a 
question for judicial investigation.” The decision did not make clear what 
that investigation should encompass.31

The decision that most profoundly affected state utility regulation came 
in 1898 in Smyth v. Ames.32 That decision established criteria that rates 
had to meet to provide reasonable compensation, but the criteria were 
so vague and contradictory that they crippled railroad rate regulation for 
decades. Utilities commissions were eventually successful in establishing 
a methodology that met those criteria, but that methodology brought to 
utility regulation a number of negative characteristics.

The case involved several railroads in Nebraska whose stockholders 
argued that a requirement that maximum rates be reduced by 29.5 per-
cent was unreasonable and violated their Fourteenth Amendment rights. 
Although the law required that challenges to it originate in state courts, 
the plaintiffs immediately went to the federal courts, establishing the prec-
edent that those challenging regulation were free to choose the court sys-
tem they wished.

The decision of the court was based on appallingly bad economic rea-
soning and was so biased in favor of the railroads that it exceeded even the 
arguments of the railroad’s lawyers.33 To meet the requirement that rates 
provide “reasonable compensation,” the decision held that the revenue 
provided must cover the company’s operating costs and a fair return on the 
fair value of its property: “. . . [T]he basis of all calculations as to the reason-
ableness of rates to be charged by a corporation . . . must be the fair value 
of the property being used by it for the convenience of the public.”34 In its 
decision, the court avoided determining the value of the railroads’ property, 
because it concluded that the mandated rates would not even cover their 
operating costs. Instead, it provided vague guidance on the determination 
of that value that was less than helpful:
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. . . in order to ascertain that value, the original cost of construction, the amount 

expended in permanent improvements, the amount and market value of its 

bonds and stock, the present as compared with the original cost of construc-

tion, the probable earning capacity of the property under particular rates pre-

scribed by statute, and the sum required to meet operating expenses, are all 

matters for consideration, and are to be given such weight as may be just and 

right in each case. We do not say that there may not be other matters to be 

regarded in estimating the value of the property. What the company is entitled 

to ask is a fair return upon the value of that which it employs for the public 

convenience. On the other hand, what the public is entitled to demand is that 

no more be exacted from it for the use of a public highway than the services 

rendered by it are reasonably worth.

Each of these methods of valuing property would give a different result. 
Particularly problematic was using the value of a company’s stock to value 
its property. The market value of stock is determined by investors’ ex-
pectations about the company’s future profitability. Higher rates would 
increase the firm’s profitability and the value of its stocks. If that higher 
value were then used to justify even higher rates, a spiral of ever- increasing 
rates would be supported.

An effect of the Smyth decision was that the method used to value a 
utility’s property became a constant matter of public and judicial contro-
versy, especially when there was a change in which method resulted in the 
highest evaluation. The use of “original” cost of construction led to a valu-
ation based on what the utility paid for the capital equipment when it was 
first acquired minus depreciation. This was also called the “prudent invest-
ment” approach. “Present” cost of construction came to be known as “re-
production cost.” This required a determination of the costs under current 
conditions of duplicating the utility’s capital equipment less depreciation. 
Particularly when regulation was first applied, but later as well, determin-
ing the original price a utility paid for its equipment was occasionally very 
difficult. Sometimes there were no good financial records to support this 
determination, particularly if a utility had changed hands. Reproduction 
cost, however, always involved speculation when determining the current 
cost of duplicating obsolete equipment constructed using methods no 
longer used. Between 1900 and the Great Depression, because construc-
tion costs were increasing, the reproduction cost approach justified higher 
rates, and it became the most widely used. Another contentious issue was 
whether “going value” should be included in the value of a utility’s capital. 
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Going value was a measure of the difference between the total value of a 
business to another owner and the value of just its physical capital. Since 
it was partly determined by rates, using it to determine rates created the 
same circularity as using stock prices. Nevertheless, its inclusion received 
support from regulatory commissions and courts. Other contentious issues 
further complicated the determination of the value of a utility’s capital 
equipment.35

Smyth established other characteristics of the methodology commissions 
eventually used to determine rates. The requirement that rates cover op-
erating costs and a return on capital equipment had to be applied to each 
class of customer. This meant customers had to be divided into classes and 
joint operating and capital costs had to be divided somehow among all the 
classes. As with railroads, there was no objective way of doing this. The only 
requirement was that the divisions be “reasonable.” Many different methods 
for doing this arose, each of which allocated those costs differently and 
each of which was arguably reasonable. This provided a mechanism for util-
ities and commissions to implement price discrimination. It also created 
an opportunity for controversy over which method was fair.

Determining whether new rates were reasonable required determin-
ing the total revenue they would provide the utility. Following Smyth, this 
was done by assuming the new rates would have no effect of the amount 
of electricity customers used. During most of the period covered by this 
book, electricity prices were falling and consumption was increasing. The 
assumption that usage would not change generally underestimated future 
revenue, supporting higher rates.

The situation created by Smyth v. Ames continued until it was over-
turned by the Supreme Court in the Hope Natural Gas case in 1944. The 
new decision took the issue of deciding the correct methodology away from 
the courts and strengthened the power of regulatory commissions. If a deci-
sion was challenged, courts were directed to presume that whatever method 
was used by a commission to value a utility’s property was valid. Instead, a 
successful challenge had to show that the consequences to the utility were 
unjust and unreasonable. Such a challenge carried a “heavy burden.”36

State Commissions, the Federal Government, and  
Regulatory Effectiveness

The 1886 decision denying state commissions the power to regulate inter-
state rail traffic put 75 percent of railroad business beyond any regulation. 
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Congress had long considered the interstate regulation of railroads, but 
the 1886 decision spurred it to action. In 1887, Congress created the In-
terstate Commerce Commission (ICC), but ten years later, the Supreme 
Court ruled that it lacked the power to set rates. Once again, most of the 
business of railroads was completely unregulated.37 In 1906, when state 
com missions were first being established to regulate utility rates, Con-
gress passed the Hepburn Act giving the ICC clear authority to regulate 
rates.38

Between 1897 and 1906, only the few “strong” regulatory commissions 
retained any power over a portion of railroad rates. Railroads, however, 
became adept at using the courts to block that power.39 As soon as a state 
commission issued a rate order, the railroad would appeal to the courts, 
and the court’s task was to balance the Constitutional right of the railroad 
against the common- law right of its customers. The balance tended to tilt 
more towards the railroads than the regulatory commissions.

Other techniques impeded efforts of regulatory commissions. Once a 
commission had decided on rates, railroads sought, and often received, 
temporary injunctions on the implementation of those rates until the court 
could review them. The injunctions blocked the application of the rates to 
all railroads, not just those making the appeal. Repeated appeals could ex-
tend the injunctions, often for years, by which time the rates were no longer 
relevant. Litigation was used to exhaust the resources of a regulatory com-
mission. Although commissions offered full hearings, railroads would give 
them only a perfunctory effort and then appeal to the courts. Relevant in-
formation was commonly withheld from commissions only to be produced 
in courts that then overturned commission decisions. During the ten years 
when the first ICC tried to regulate interstate rates, railroads subjected it 
to the same treatment.40 Effective regulation could not happen until reform 
altered the relationship between regulatory commissions and the courts. 
The necessary reform eventually occurred when state regulation of electric 
utility rates began.

In 1905, the Wisconsin legislature enacted a law that created the first 
new “strong” railway commission in almost two decades. In the same year 
New York created a utilities commission with power over electric rates. 
The Wisconsin law explicitly addressed the problem of judicial review. In-
stead of being able to appeal an order of the commission, a railroad would 
have to commence an action naming the commission as a defendant and 
seeking to have its order vacated. The burden of proof lay on the railroad 
to “show by clear and satisfactory evidence that the order of the commis-
sion complained of is unlawful, or unreasonable, as the case may be.”41 The 
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law directed courts to give these suits precedence over all over civil cases 
and specified that both parties prepare for trial within ten days. A court 
injunction blocking implementation of a rate required prior notification 
to the commission and a court hearing before the injunction became ef-
fective. If a railroad presented evidence to a court not previously given the 
commission, the court was to suspend its proceedings for fifteen days while 
the commission considered the new information and decided whether to 
rescind or modify its order. If the commission rescinded its order, the court 
was required to dismiss the suit. If the commission modified its order, the 
court could only consider the new order in its decision. When Congress 
debated the Hepburn Act in 1906, the issue of judicial review was the most 
contentious aspect of the debate, and Congress incorporated the Wiscon-
sin provisions for appeals to the federal courts.42 The following year Wis-
consin extended the power of the regulatory commission to cover utility 
rates.

By 1912, when state utility commissions were well established, some, 
but not all, state court systems were showing deference to the rulings of 
regulatory commissions.43 The federal judiciary, especially the Supreme 
Court, was showing even greater reluctance than state courts to overturn 
the actions of administrative bodies including state and federal regulatory 
commissions. A 1909 Supreme Court decision held that the standard to 
overturn an act of the New York legislature and a decision of its regula-
tory commission required “. . . showing beyond any just or fair doubt that 
the acts of the legislature of the State of New York are in fact confiscatory.”44  
States learned how to design laws creating regulatory commissions that 
could effectively function and still respect the rights of regulated firms de-
fined by the Smyth decision. The regulatory processes adopted by these 
commissions required them to value the utility’s property and determine its  
level of operating costs using methods that required the dedication of con-
siderable resources by both the commissions and the regulated utilities.

Effective regulation of railroad rates by state commissions was short- 
lived. In 1914, the Supreme Court ruled that the power of the Interstate 
Commerce Commission to regulate interstate rates included the power to 
overrule a decision of a state commission on a rate for transport wholly 
within the state.45 Most state commissions were left with only the power 
to regulate utilities. This blow to the power of state commissions was not 
forgotten. A national association of state regulatory commissioners had 
long existed, and by 1914 it was called the National Association of Rail-
road and Utilities Commissioners (NARUC). Not until the 1970s was the  
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word “Railroad” removed from the organization’s name (and replaced 
with “Regulatory”). Decades later, when Congress was considering legisla-
tion that eventually established federal regulation of interstate electricity 
rates, state regulatory commissioners became very active in opposing any 
measure that might have threatened their authority over electric utilities  
(see chapter 6).

The Adoption of State Commission Regulation of  
Electric Utilities

In June 1898, Samuel Insull delivered the presidential address at the annual 
meeting of the National Electric Light Association (NELA), the national 
trade group for privately owned electric utilities. His address included an 
assertion of the desirability of a system of government regulation of utility 
prices designed to restrain profits. The other utility executives were less 
than enthusiastic. Insull gave no details as to what government or govern-
ment agency he thought should be responsible for regulating the prices 
for electricity. His remarks followed the Smyth v. Ames decision by three 
months. There is no evidence that he had the decision in mind, but the 
position he took was consistent with it and with the discussions about state 
regulation that occurred later. His arguments included:

•	 The	adoption	of	rate	regulation	is,	at	least	in	part,	a	reaction	to	growing	interest	

in municipal government ownership of electric utilities.

•	 Competition	 is	an	 ineffective	means	of	 regulating	public	utilities.	This	 stems	

from the heavy investment such an enterprise requires. The threat of competi-

tion “frightens the investor,” thus raising the utility’s largest cost— interest pay-

ments. Competition inevitably ends with consolidation with the new monopoly 

saddled with higher costs. Insull did not explicitly mention municipal corrup-

tion, but he described the conditions that created the corruption.

•	 Regulated	 rates	 should	ensure	 that	a	utility	 receives	“cost	plus	a	 reasonable	

profit.” This would result in lower interest rates, lower total utility costs, and 

lower rates for consumers.

•	 A	municipality	 should	have	a	“right	of	purchase”	over	a	private	utility.	This	

would encourage the private owners of the utility “to do their full duty in their 

relations to the public.” Following such purchase, the municipality would own 

and operate the utility. The municipality could not go into competition with 

a privately owned utility prior to purchasing it. “If this is not done, the value 
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of private property will be destroyed, without just compensation being made 

therefor [sic], in an attempt to secure a public benefit.” The price paid would 

also fully cover the costs of the private firm’s capital equipment handed over to 

the municipality.46

Although not immediately successful in convincing his colleagues, Insull 
established an NELA committee of like- minded utility executives to study 
legislative policy on utility regulation.47 That committee was inactive and 
eventually disbanded but reestablished in 1905.48 By then, industry views 
on the desirability of regulation had changed, partly because of increased 
concern over municipal ownership.

Several efforts attempted to bring together people on both sides of the 
ownership issue to examine the merits of both private and government 
ownership and the role of regulation with private ownership. In 1899, 
the NELA proposed a joint investigation with the League of American 
Municipalities at the latter’s convention and provided a check for $2,500 
to cover half the NELA’s share of expenses.49 The president of the NELA 
pro posed renewing the offer in 1902 and, as a possible alternative, extend-
ing a similar offer to the American Economic Society (forerunner of the 
American Economic Association), whose members were seen as advo-
cates of municipal ownership.50 In February 1903, the New York Reform 
Club held a three day “National Convention on Municipal Ownership 
and Franchises.” The convention heard from numerous speakers on both 
sides of the issue, but there was no apparent move toward consensus. Some  
of the discussion concerned the British experience, where higher propor-
tions of different types of utilities were municipally owned.51

In September 1899, the Chicago Civic Federation formed the National 
Civic Federation (NCF), consisting of people with diverse views, back-
grounds, and geographic locations in order “to provide for a thorough dis-
cussion and consideration of questions of national import affecting either 
the foreign or domestic policy of the United States.”52 The organization 
consisted of academics and leaders of industry, commerce, and labor. It 
exemplified the ideals of the Progressive movement, and it developed a 
reputation for attempting, and sometimes achieving, conciliation in labor 
disputes.53 After some previous attempts, in September 1905, the National 
Civic Federation undertook “to determine impartially and scientifically 
the relative merits of private and public ownership and operation of public 
utilities.”54

The NCF created a 150- member Commission on Public Ownership and 
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Operation, which appointed a twenty- one- member Committee on Investi-
gation, charged with doing the actual study. The latter committee consisted 
of equal numbers of people regarded as opposing municipal ownership, 
favoring municipal ownership, or having no position. All subcommittees 
maintained the same balance. Expert staffs were hired. The investigation 
included gas, electric, water, and transit utilities in both the United States 
and Britain. Most privately owned utilities in the United States refused to 
allow an examination of their books or a physical valuation of their prop-
erty, a stance that seriously hampered meaningful comparisons with mu-
nicipally owned utilities.55 Nevertheless, the committee ultimately issued a 
ponderous report in 1907 occupying three volumes and nearly 2,500 pages. 
The report’s first volume, almost 500 pages long, was presented as a “popu-
lar exposition” of their findings and was made available in paperback at a 
price of $1 ($25 in 2014 dollars). The second two volumes included detailed 
reports from experts on utilities.

Except for utilities that provided water, the committee reached no 
shared conclusion on whether privately owned or government utilities bet ter 
served the public. There was disagreement over whether “better” meant 
lower prices, higher efficiency, greater willingness to provide service to 
unserved areas, better treatment of employees, or something else. Many 
of those for whom the issue was relevant had stakes in the answer or had 
already accepted an ideological stance that predetermined their position. 
Even if there had been clear agreement on the measures of excellence, the 
operating circumstances and accounting procedures of the two classes of 
utilities were different enough to complicate comparison.56 Each person 
involved with the study was able to find support from its findings that con-
firmed the position already taken. The various reports, especially in the 
first volume, have an unsettled quality, alternating between those explain-
ing that the investigation strongly confirmed the superiority of munici-
pal ownership with those asserting that the investigation confirmed the  
opposite.

Despite disagreement on the primary objective for the study, there was 
agreement on some issues. Everyone agreed that government should op-
erate water utilities (“a public utility which concerns the health of the 
citizens”). They also agreed that municipal ownership should not extend 
beyond utilities to other enterprises. Echoing Insull’s position, all but one 
member agreed that a municipality should be able “upon popular vote 
under reasonable regulations” to operate public utilities and to buy out 
an existing private utility “paying its fair value.”57 Such a provision would 
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operate as an ultimate inducement to a private utility not to abuse its cus-
tomers and “will tend to render it unnecessary for the public to take over 
the existing utilities or to acquire new ones.” Everyone agreed that utili-
ties could not operate in a competitive market; they needed to operate as 
monopolies. They agreed that the only alternative to municipal ownership 
was private ownership under government regulation, that “the question is 
whether it is better [for government] to regulate or to operate.”58 By this 
time, that position was not novel.59

Although the committee agreed on the need for regulation, there were 
few details on how this would be done. There was agreement that the 
regulatory authority should have the power to impose a uniform system of 
accounts and make public all data concerning finances and both cost and 
quality of service. Utilities would have to seek prior approval before issu-
ing stocks or bonds, but no criteria for approval was suggested. However, 
the report was silent about the level of government that should be respon-
sible for regulation, the procedures regulators should use, and whether 
they should have power over rates.60

Despite the prominence of the NCF and the effort that went into the 
study, its complete failure to bring about any reconciliation between the 
sharply differing views on proper utility ownership hardly made it a blue-
print for action. However, once the report was issued, the business in-
terests in the organization were able to get the federation as a whole to 
interpret it (incorrectly) as favoring private ownership of utilities (with 
government regulation) over municipal ownership and to publicize this as 
the federation position.61

The First State Regulation of Electric Utilities

Massachusetts was precocious in establishing a regulatory commission with 
the power to lower gas rates in 1885, extended to electric rates in 1887.62 
After an eighteen- year hiatus, New York initiated what became a period 
of increasingly rapid creation of state utility regulatory commissions. In 
March 1905, a New York legislative committee (the Stevens Committee) 
under the direction of Charles Evans Hughes, future chief justice of the 
US Supreme Court, began an investigation into gas and electric utilities. 
The investigation found apparent overcharges (victimizing customers) and 
overcapitalization (victimizing investors) by utilities in New York City.63 
The committee proposed seven pieces of legislation, including mandatory 
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ceilings on the price of electricity and gas and the creation of two state reg-
ulatory commissions that would continually monitor those utilities.64 The 
legislation was passed, and the new commission was created in June 1905. 
The state already had a railroad commission, but the new utilities commis-
sion had substantially more power, including authority over rates, which 
the railroad commission lacked. During its two- year life, it began work on a 
uniform system of accounts, refused to approve the issuance of almost half 
the stock proposed by the utilities, ordered rate reductions, and brought 
about a number of voluntary rate reductions.65

In 1906, Hughes was elected governor of New York and, in 1907, imple-
mented a reorganization of the state’s regulatory commissions. In place  
of three commissions and the office of the gas meter inspector, two com-
missions were created, both having authority over railroads as well as gas 
and electric utilities. One of the commissions was responsible only for 
New York City. It also had authority over urban rapid transit. Its costs 
(other than the commissioners’ salaries) were to be paid by the city, but 
the city had no authority over its operations. The other commission was 
responsible for the rest of the state.66

The powers the Hepburn Act gave to the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission were the model for those given the new New York State commis-
sions. They had the power to require a uniform system of accounting, to fix 
rates and standards of service, to compel testimony under oath, to compel 
the production of books and records, and to enter upon the property of 
any regulated firm for the purposes of investigation. Although municipal 
franchises were still required for a utility to operate, so was the permis-
sion of a commission. Even municipally owned utilities were required to 
get this permission. This enabled a commission to prevent competition 
against any utility in its jurisdiction. A commission could undertake inves-
tigation upon its own initiative and was required to do so if requested by 
certain municipal officials or by a group of utility customers. Rate sched-
ules were required to be publicly available. Utilities were required to 
file with their commission any proposed rate changes at least thirty days 
before the changes were to go into effect. The commissions had broad 
powers to set maximum rates, but utilities were free to charge less. Given 
their history of secret rebates, however, railroads had to adhere strictly 
to the commissions’ rates. Prior approval was required before a utility 
could issue stock or debt with a maturity exceeding one year. Each com-
mission had five commissioners appointed by the governor and paid a sal-
ary of $15,000 per year (about $375,000 in 2014 dollars), equal the salary 
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paid the mayor of New York City and 50 percent more than that paid the  
governor.67

Under the state’s Progressive governor, Robert M. Lafollette, in 1905, 
Wisconsin substantially revised the powers of its railroad commission, in-
cluding giving it power over rates. In 1907, that power was extended to 
cover all public utilities.68 John R. Commons, economist and professor 
at the University of Wisconsin, was active in drafting the new law. Com-
mons had worked on the National Civic Federation investigation as an 
expert who favored municipal ownership. Unlike New York’s law, where 
the legislature enacted the bill submitted by the governor without change, 
considerable negotiation occurred before Wisconsin’s legislature acted.69

There were some notable differences between the laws in Wisconsin 
and New York. The Wisconsin law contained far more detail on the proce-
dures involved in determining rates than the New York law. For example, 
it explicitly required the commission to value the property of each utility 
and to determine a rate of depreciation for different types of property. 
The commission’s power over rates extended beyond just the setting of 
maximum rates; it had power over the details of rate structures. All util-
ity franchises were to be of “indeterminate” duration. The law gave any 

figure 3.4. Percentage US generation in regulated states
Intercensus years estimated by exponential interpolation. Because of census data suppres-
sion, years after 1917 omit Delaware, the District of Columbia, and Maryland. Years after 
1927 also omit Arizona and New Mexico.

Source: US Bureau of the Census, Census of Electric Light and Power, various years.
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municipality the authority to take over an existing utility at any time after 
payment of a price determined by the commission. As in New York, the 
commission did not have to approve rate changes in advance, but changes 
made by a company had to be filed in advance with the commission (ten 
days versus thirty in New York). Also like in New York, the commission 
could initiate the process of changing rates on its own authority. The Wis-
consin law contained provisions designed to limit judicial review that were 
not present in the New York law. Unlike in New York, the Wisconsin com-
mission was not given authority over the issuance of securities.

Other states quickly adopted this new system of regulating utilities (in-
cluding rates) by a state commission. As shown by figure 3.4, within five 
years most of the electricity generated in the United States was in regu-
lated states, and by 1914 that percentage was over 80 percent. The new 
system radically affected the structure and operation of electric utilities. 
Those states that adopted regulation first tended to be the ones for which 
the shift away from the system of municipal franchising offered the great-
est benefits.70

The Effects of State Regulation

State regulation can be expected to have lowered costs for electric utilities 
by helping to eliminate (or at least reduce) the costs of corruption. In addi-
tion, protection against competition improved the willingness of investors 
to purchase utility stocks and bonds lowering the interest rate the utility 
had to pay for the funds constantly needed for capital equipment.71 In ad-
dition to reducing interest costs, improved access to capital might have 
enabled utilities to expand, helping utilities take advantage of scale econo-
mies and the lower costs (and perhaps rates) that brought. Offsetting this 
were a possible reduction in the operational efficiency of regulated utilities 
because of their protected monopoly status and a reduction in investment 
resulting from that increased monopoly power.72 If regulation worked as 
designed, the revenue allowed a utility would cover its operating costs. If 
higher efficiency allowed the utility to reduce those costs, after a delay dur-
ing which the utility would receive all the benefits, the regulatory process 
would reduce its revenue, shifting the benefits to customers. Although the 
delay between efficiency improvements and revenue reduction left utilities 
some incentive to seek higher efficiency, the eventual loss of its benefits 
reduced them. Wasteful expenditures, such as luxurious offices that did not 
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contribute to efficiency, became more likely under regulation’s incentives 
because those costs could be passed on to customers. Regulatory commis-
sions had the authority to exclude “imprudent” expenditures from the op-
erating costs claimed by a utility, but a regulatory commission could never 
have the detailed knowledge and information possessed by the manage-
ment of the utility. Regulation encouraged inefficiencies in utility opera-
tions because it reduced the incentives of the utility’s decision makers to 
work hard to eliminate inefficiencies.73

The new regulations discouraged efficiency in other ways. The admin-
istrative costs of regulation were high. These included not just the costs 
of the regulatory commission and the costs compliance might impose on 
a utility. They also included the costs borne by all parties to the regula-
tory process. Utilities could and would devote considerable resources to 
making the case that their revenue should be increased. Utility customers 
would devote resources to making the opposite case. Different groups of 
customers would likely also devote resources in the effort to reduce the 
proportion of total revenue they would bear.

The method of regulating rates may have encouraged the use of an in-
efficient amount of capital equipment. In addition to operating costs, al-
lowable revenue included the value of the utility’s property multiplied by 
a commission- determined rate of return. If that rate exceeded the actual 
amount required to attract new investment, the difference would have con-
tributed to the company’s profits. This plausibly could have resulted in a 
utility using more than the most efficient amount of capital equipment to 
increase its profits. This issue received considerable attention within the 
economics literature with very mixed results.74 Empirical studies generally 
found that utilities did use too much capital equipment, but the magni tude 
and practical importance was unclear. Paradoxically, a theoretical argu-
ment was made that a high rate of return would create the opposite incen-
tive— to use too little rather than too much capital equipment.75 In either 
case, regulation may have caused utilities to use an inefficient amount of 
capital equipment.

Regulation introduced a number of other adverse incentives that have 
received less attention. It eliminated the incentive for utility rates to be 
structured in ways that promoted the most efficient use of electricity. In 
a competitive market, the total revenue received by a firm is the sum of 
the revenue received from each customer. A firm must decide the price to 
charge each customer, and getting that right determines the firm’s profit.76 
Rate regulation inverted this relationship. The central issue of rate regu-
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lation was the determination of the utility’s total revenue. The allocation 
of that total revenue among the utility’s different customers, and the struc-
ture of rates resulting in that allocation, was a secondary matter in the 
regulatory process and of less concern to the utility than its total revenue. 
Rates that promoted the most efficient use of electricity were not a pri-
ority. Much of the concern of a group of utility customers in the regula-
tory process would be reducing the proportion of the utility’s total profit 
it bore, and increasing that proportion borne by others. This zero- sum 
game increased the likelihood that a compromise outcome would involve 
retaining existing rate structures.

This lack of concern over the structure of rates contrasts sharply with 
the industry’s involvement with the issue, discussed in chapter 2, prior to 
state commission regulation. This loss of interest is illustrated by the con-
tinued use of the demand- charge rate structure long after its economic ra-
tionale had passed when rate structures that reflected the large variations 
in the cost of producing electricity would have better served the needs 
of electricity users and of society. The anachronistic use of the demand- 
charge rate structure was a result of the distorted incentives created by 
regulation.

Regulation may favor a group of electricity users that, compared to 
other groups, possess either greater political influence, the ability to bring 
more resources to the regulatory process, or both.77 This may result in 
“cross- subsidization,” where a more powerful group is able to shift some 
of the costs of its service to other groups. For example, residential users, 
the class of users with the most votes, might be able to shift some of their 
costs to business or industrial groups. A similar mechanism might be pres-
ent in government- owned utilities, which could be even more sensitive to 
political pressure than regulators. However, the importance of the cost of 
operations and capital equipment jointly serving multiple groups ( joint 
costs) makes impossible an objective determination of the total cost of 
serving any one group. Cross- subsidization would clearly exist if the rev-
enue received from any group of customers were less than the reduction 
in the costs of running the utility were that group to disappear. However, 
the many different “reasonable” ways that joint costs could be divided 
would result in significant differences in relative shares of the utility’s cost 
borne by different groups, none of which would amount to pure cross- 
subsidization. Pure cross- subsidization clearly occurred, however, because 
of the failure under regulation to implement rates that reflected the large 
differences in the costs of generating electricity. Those using electricity 
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during the system peak were subsidized by those using electricity at other 
times, but this occurred irrespective of customer class. A more tractable 
concept of cross- subsidization could compare the total revenue of a class 
of customers with that of an alternative set of prices that was superior by 
some measure. That would require determining a measure of superiority 
and using it to define a specific set of prices.

Experience during the last two decades of the twentieth century pro-
vides evidence from industries other than electric utilities that regulation 
is far less effective at bringing low prices than are competitive markets. 
Until 1978, a federal regulatory agency, the Civil Aeronautics Board, regu-
lated the prices charged by airlines and restricted competition with exist-
ing firms, much as state utility commissions did. A 1978 law abolished that 
agency and freed airlines to choose the routes they would fly and the prices 
they would charge. By 2000, inflation- adjusted airfares had fallen about  
27 percent overall.78 Abandonment of the regulation of the rates charged by  
trucking firms had a similar result. In both cases, deregulation profoundly 
changed the industry’s institutional structure and the set of firms in each 
industry. Although competitive markets are feasible for airlines and truck-
ing, the special economic characteristics of the production and distribution 
of electricity prevent their full use by electric utilities.

State regulation of electric utilities inhibited the formation of large fully 
integrated electricity supply networks. The benefits such a network would 
provide compared to multiple independent networks serving the same area 
are explained in the introduction. The early utilities both generated and 
distributed electricity. Within their small service areas, they operated an 
integrated network. Alternating current and improvements in transmission 
technology increased the optimal size of integrated supply networks and 
led to larger utilities. A large- scale fully integrated network could (and very 
occasionally did) include several utilities under different ownership, but 
regulation and the importance of transaction- specific capital costs impeded 
such arrangements. If a fully integrated network spanned the area served by 
different utilities not under common ownership, transaction- specific capital 
that served utilities other than the one owning the capital would have been 
necessary. This is exactly the type of situation that is made unlikely by the 
presence of risk that would disappear under common ownership. Under 
regulation, it did become common for utilities to interconnect, permitting 
occasional ad hoc sales and purchases among them, but this captured only 
a small portion of the benefits of a network that fully integrated system 
planning.
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The most effective condition for increasing the geographic area of a 
fully integrated network was for one utility to acquire the service area of 
an adjacent utility and to consolidate the two. In a competitive market, a 
large and efficient firm can enter into competition with less efficient firms 
and reduce their profits to the point that they can be cheaply acquired or 
driven out of business. Regulation protected utilities against competition 
and ensured that even inefficient utilities would receive sufficient revenue 
to continue in business. Protection from competition meant that one util-
ity had to purchase another before it could extend its network. Regulated 
rates kept up the price such an acquisition would require. Even so, the 
benefits of large networks brought about considerable consolidation of lo-
cal utilities after regulation. In 1917, there were 4,224 private utilities, and 
ten years later, there were 2,137. Average generation by a privately owned 
utility in 1927 was 5.8 times that of a privately owned utility in 1917.79 De-
spite this record, without the impediments created by regulation consoli-
dation would very likely have been even more extensive. Even with the 
consolidation that did occur, the benefits that even greater consolidation 
would have brought were considerable (see chapter 4).

State regulation created even greater impediments to the establishment 
of an integrated network that crossed state lines. It was common for states 
to require that a utility operating in their state receive its charter from that 
state, effectively preventing a single utility from operating in another state 
with the same requirement. Some states explicitly blocked their utilities 
from participating in integrated networks with out- of- state utilities. In 1924, 
for example, Maine and South Carolina prohibited export of hydroelectric 
power outside the state, while Connecticut forbade its import.80 Agree-
ments between separately owned utilities to create jointly an interstate 
integrated network were risky. In addition to the general risk, one state’s 
commission might abrogate an agreement to favor its state’s users over that 
of another state. For example, in 1917, a utility in Rhode Island entered 
into a twenty- year contract to supply electricity to a Massachusetts utility 
at an agreed- upon price. Seven years later, the Rhode Island commission 
ordered the contract to be abrogated and the price charged the Massachu-
setts utility to be raised, which would have reduced the payment required 
of Rhode Island customers. The case was appealed to the Supreme Court, 
which, in the 1927 Attleboro decision, nullified the Rhode Island’s commis-
sion action by ruling that a state commission had no authority over inter-
state transactions.81 Nevertheless, this illustrated the risk state regulation 
posed to interstate networks.
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State regulation provided the electric utility industry with a new struc-
ture unlike any that had existed previously. The new structure was supe-
rior to the one that it replaced, but it had flaws, and it did not quiet the 
industry’s political controversy. Instead, it created a new arena for that 
controversy over whether regulation successfully protected electricity us-
ers from exploitation by utilities now firmly insulated from competition. 
Some of the incentives regulation created for utility decision makers dis-
couraged the most efficient operation of utilities. It allowed the structure 
of electricity rates to be neglected, encouraging the inefficient use of elec-
tricity. It reduced the benefits offered by large fully integrated networks. 
In the decades following the establishment of state regulation, holding 
companies altered the industry’s structure partly because they were able 
to weaken regulation’s power.

Despite all of these flaws, state regulation was a success. Under it, the 
production and use of electricity grew and profoundly changed the US 
economy. The electric utility industry improved the productivity of manu-
facturing and enabled the creation of many new products and industries. 
For most living outside rural areas, electricity reduced household drudg-
ery and improved standards of living. Despite these successes, the industry 
structure created by state regulation brought electric utilities continual 
controversy, proposals for reform, and a crisis that culminated in the 1930s 
with a law that again restructured the industry.
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Growth and Growing Pains

During the 1910s and the 1920s, electric utilities brought about enor-
mous changes in the lives of most Americans and in the US econ-

omy. The use of electricity soared, and its price plummeted. Electricity 
became an indispensable part of the lives of nearly all those who did not 
live on farms. As its importance and size grew, the difficulty of the utility 
industry in developing efficient large- scale integrated networks became 
apparent. Two different public policy initiatives to address this problem 
failed, and that failure helped set the stage for the greatest political crisis 
the industry had ever faced.

Spectacular Growth

Total generation of electricity by electric utilities and number of custom-
ers grew rapidly before 1929. Electricity generation and number of cus-
tomers in 1929 were 15.7 and 12.4 times their respective 1907 values, av-
erage annual growth rates of 12.5 percent and 11.4 percent (figure 4.1). 
In 1929, the average inflation- adjusted price charged residential users for 
electricity had fallen by more than 80 percent since 1907, while the average 
price for all uses fell by just under 47 percent. In both cases, nearly the en-
tire price decline had happened by 1920. During the 1920s, there was little 
change in the average price for electricity (figure 4.2). Gross investment by 
privately owned electric utilities grew steadily until 1912. Six years later, 
gross investment had fallen almost to the level it had been in 1900. For the 
next six years, however, the industry experienced its most rapid increase in 
gross investment; by 1924 annual gross investment was more than six and 
half times that of 1918 (figure 4.3).



figure 4.1. US electric utility generation and number of customers

Source: Cintrόn and Edison Electric Institute 1995, 75

figure 4.2. Price of electricity per kWh (1929 dollars)

Source: Carter et al. 2006, tables Db 234– 37, adjusted by the CPI
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Residential Use

In 1907, only 8 percent of all US dwellings had electrical service. By 1930, 
electricity was available in about 85 percent of nonfarm dwellings. The  
25 per cent of Americans living on farms in 1930 were not so fortunate. 
Only about 10 percent of farm dwellings enjoyed electrical service. For 
those with electricity, annual usage more than doubled to 547 kWh be-
tween 1912 and 1930. The average price of electricity to residential us-
ers in 1902 in current dollars was 16.2¢ per kWh, roughly equivalent to 
$4.44 in 2014 dollars. That price in the 1920s was between 6.3¢ and 7.5¢ in 
current prices, between 49¢ and 66¢ in 2014 dollars. By comparison, the 
average price for residential users in 2014 was 12.52¢.1 Despite those price 
decreases, residential electricity users paid far more for their electricity 
than did businesses and other users— between four and five times the av-
erage price paid by industrial users.2

The development of household electrical appliances came quite early. 
The 1893 Chicago Columbian Exposition displayed electric fans, sewing 
machines, stoves, laundry machines, and irons. Such appliances were ini-
tially of interest only to the wealthy, who sometimes had their own gen-
erating plants. One factor that reduced the convenience of electric appli-
ances was the lack of a system of plugs and outlets. Edison designed the  

figure 4.3. Real annual gross investment by US electric utilities

Source: Ulmer 1960, 320– 21
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screw- in lamp- bulb socket that remains an international standard, but he 
did not design a wall socket for appliances. Access to electricity in a room  
was generally limited to light bulb sockets, usually placed high up and of-
ten in the center of the room. Appliances had connectors designed to 
screw into a bulb socket after the bulb was removed (figure 4.4). Using 
an appliance could mean doing without lighting. Wall sockets designed 
for appliances as late as 1918 were of multiple designs, the most versatile 
of which simply replicated the light bulb socket (figure 4.5). The situation 
resulted in many different incompatible solutions; in 1915, the National 
Electric Light Association called for a standardized outlet, and two years 
later major manufacturers agreed on the system used (with modifications) 
in the United States today. The change did not occur overnight, however, 

figure 4.4. Connection of iron to lamp socket

Source: Keene 1918, 327
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and well into the 1920s, appliances were still available with incompatible 
plugs and light- socket plugs.3

As electricity prices declined, usage of appliances increased, despite the  
plug nuisance. Electric irons were initially the most popular of the electric 
gadgets. These replaced solid- metal irons (sometimes called sad irons) 
heated on a stove. Several such irons were required to replace those that 
cooled with use. The self- heating electric irons were quicker, easier, and 
avoided the large amount of heat generated by a stove. Data on the manu-
facture of electric appliances (with the exception of light bulbs) are gener-
ally unavailable prior to 1919. During the period between 1919 and 1929, 
the number of irons manufactured was usually more than twice that of 
any other appliance, over three million in 1929. As early as 1912, utilities 

figure 4.5. Appliance wall socket using a light bulb connector

Source: Keene 1918, 329
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distributed irons on a free- trial basis with small monthly payments.4 Large 
quantities of vacuum cleaners were made during this period, but the num-
ber manufactured each year showed relatively little growth. Appliances 
that grew substantially in popularity included curling irons and toasters 
(table 4.1).

A survey taken in Chicago in 1926 showed that 85.2 percent of the cus-
tomers of the electric utility used electric irons, and almost 71 percent used 
vacuum cleaners. More than 30 percent of customers also used washing 
machines and toasters. Lighting, however, remained by far the dominant 
use for electricity in the home. A 1923 survey showed that 75 to 80 percent 
of residential electricity use in Chicago was due to lighting.5

Industrial and Commercial Use

The use of electrical energy in manufacturing increasingly replaced en-
ergy from steam engines. Electricity’s share of the total energy used in 
manufacturing grew steadily from under 5 percent in 1899 to over 85 per-
cent in 1929.6 Since at least 1912, industrial use of electricity, including 
electricity from nonutility sources, exceeded all others (figure 4.6), and 
industrial use accounted for a large share of electricity sold by utilities. 
Of the electricity produced by utilities between 1926 and 1940, industry 

figure 4.6. Electricity usage by class of end user (includes nonutility generation)

Source: Carter et al. 2006, tables Db 228– 31
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used between 46 percent and 57 percent of the total. Industrial use was 
dominant even earlier. In 1917, motors used almost two and a half times 
as much utility- supplied electricity as lights, and industrial users surely 
accounted for most motor use.7

Utilities were not the only source of electricity, and significant pro-
portions of the electricity used by industry came from isolated plants. In 
the same 1926 to 1940 period, between 30 percent and 40 percent of all 
electricity used by industry came from isolated plants.8 In earlier years, 
an even larger proportion of electricity was self- produced. In 1904, only 
28 percent of electric motor power used in manufacturing came from 
util ities. This percentage increased steadily, reaching 65 percent by 1929 
(table 4.2). The competition utilities faced from isolated plants at least 
partially explains why industrial users were charged a fraction of the price 
for electricity as were residential users, who had no choice but to get their 
electricity from utilities. Between 1926 and 1929, utilities sold over four 
times as much electricity to industry as to residential users, but since the 
ratio of the price charged residential users to industrial users was even 
higher, total revenue from residential users exceeded that from industrial 
users.9

The Impact of Electrification on Manufacturing

Electrification had a profound effect on the design and organization of 
factories.10 Prior to electrification, the primary source of power for fac-
tories was steam power, with water power used to a lesser extent. Steam 

table 4.2 Total horsepower of electric motors used in 
manufacturing by source of electricity

Year
Purchased  
energy

Self- generated  
energy

Self- generated as 
percent of total

1899 182,562 310,374 63%
1904 441,589 1,150,886 72%
1909 1,749,031 3,068,109 64%
1914 3,884,724 4,938,530 56%
1919 9,284,499 6,969,203 43%
1923 13,365,663 8,821,551 40%
1925 15,868,828 10,254,745 39%
1927 19,132,310 11,219,979 37%
1929 22,775,664 12,376,376 35%

Source: US Bureau of the Census 1933, vol. 1, 112
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provided a low- cost source for power, but distributing that power through-
out a factory presented a problem. Large steam engines were more effi-
cient than small ones, and each steam engine required a boiler and the fire 
to heat the boiler, making it cheaper to use one large steam engine than 
several smaller ones. A single steam engine (or water wheel) typically pow-
ered all of the machines used in a factory. The most common means for  
distributing the power was “millwork,” which mechanically connected each  
machine in a plant to the single source of power through a system of ceiling 
shafts, pulleys, belts, and gears. The steam engine powered a constantly 
rotating ceiling shaft. A system of belts, usually leather, and pulleys con-
nected each machine to either that shaft or another itself connected to the 
main shaft by belts or gears. The machine operator would have a clutch 
that allowed control over the connection of that machine to an overhead 
shaft.

In order to withstand the strains associated with this power transmission, 
the shafts had to be huge. In the 1890s, the transmission of 170 horsepower 
across a distance of 200 feet required a solid steel shaft five inches in diam-
eter, weighing over ten tons, supported by thirteen sets of bearings. Vibra-
tion in the shaft was unavoidable, and alignment problems recurred. The 
need to support this monstrosity was a major factor in the design of manu-
facturing buildings.11 A factory room could have dozens, even hundreds of 
flapping belts that were a common cause of industrial accidents (figure 4.7). 
The supporting bearings needed lubrication, often provided by drip oil-
ers, which required constant refilling and which slung oil throughout the 
room. In a multistory factory, a belt, or system of belts, passed through 
holes in the ceilings/floors separating stories, to enable the main shaft to 
power similar ceiling shafts on all floors. The holes also enabled fire to 
spread easily from floor to floor. The system of belts and shafts created a 
manufacturing environment that was dark, dirty, and dangerous. Flexibil-
ity in machine placement was restricted because machines powered by the 
shaft had to be located along it. Expanding or altering a factory was diffi-
cult, as was the use of multiple buildings at a single plant site. Energy losses 
in such a system could be enormous, amounting to as much as 30 percent. 
There were alternatives that would have avoided many of these problems, 
including the use of distributed steam, hydraulics, and compressed air. The 
last became widely used in mining, but millwork remained the dominant 
system in manufacturing until electricity replaced it.12

Electrification did not immediately correct the problems with mill-
work. Initially, a large electric motor simply replaced the steam engine; 
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the factory continued to use all of the same shafts and belts. Later, the use  
of several smaller motors (group drive) replaced that of a single steam en-
gine. Each of these smaller motors would power a separate smaller shaft 
connected by belts to multiple machines in the group. Eventually unit drive 
was used, where each machine tool was powered by its own small electric 
motor.13 Unit drive freed the overhead space required by shafts and belts 
for alternate uses, such as cranes to move material within the plant. The 
small motors brought greater flexibility to the placement of machines. The 
production process, rather than shaft access, could determine machine 
placement, and less total floor space was required. It became easy to locate 
different processes in different buildings and easier to modify the layout 
of a factory when needs changed. Expansion became simpler. Factories 
became cleaner and safer work environments.

Improving productivity means getting more output for the same in-
put or inputs. One common measure of productivity is labor productiv-
ity, the amount of output per unit of labor. Since workers differ in their 
levels of skill and education, this measure requires adjusting the measure 
of labor used to account for these differences. Increasing other inputs 

figure 4.7. Factory using shafts and belts, Germany

Source: Sternegg 2014
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to production, such as the amount of machinery (capital equipment) or 
energy used per worker, will enable more output per worker. Total fac-
tor productivity at tempts to take all inputs to production into account. 
In principle, an improvement in total factor productivity indicates a cost-
less increase in output. Its calculation requires numerous assumptions. To 
the problems of measuring labor input are added problems measuring all 
other heterogeneous inputs. Based on economic theory, a mathematical 
formula or set of formulas (the production function) models the relation-
ship between the inputs to production and the outputs produced. Econo-
metric methods enable an estimation of the values of the production func-
tion’s parameters. When an estimated relationship from an earlier time is 
used to predict output for a later time, increased total factor productivity 
will cause actual output to be higher than predicted. The amount of extra 
output is a measure of the increased total factor productivity between the 
two periods. Something must have been responsible for the increased out-
put that was not accounted for, but the analysis cannot identify what that 
was. It is reasonable and common to credit improved technology for the 
increase, but that must be conjectural.

The productivity estimates by John Hendrick published in 1961 remain 
the authoritative historical measures for the United States. He estimated 
labor productivity annually but estimated capital and total factor produc-
tivity for only selected years. As shown in figure 4.8, the rate of increase in 
total factor productivity had a sharp upward turn after 1919. Between 1869 

figure 4.8. US manufacturing productivity

Source: Kendrick 1961, 464
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and 1919, the annual compounded growth rate in total factor productivity  
was 1.0 percent. Between 1919 and 1929, that growth rate jumped to 5.2 per-
cent. The annual data for labor productivity show greater fluctuation but 
closely track total factor productivity.14

In addition to improved factory organization, the 1920s saw other tech-
nological innovations in manufacturing, such as the assembly line, that 
likely improved total factor productivity. Electrification facilitated many 
of these innovations, and the argument that electrification was responsible 
for improved productivity seems compelling. The switch to electrification 
would have reduced the use of transmission belts in manufacturing. How-
ever, that drop occurred before the 1919 productivity growth increase. Fig-
ure 4.9 shows the ratio of the value of all products produced by the leather 
belting industry to total value added in US manufacturing and the value 
of just leather transmission belts after 1927.15 The fall in the ratio between 
1909 and 1923 is consistent with a shift to electric motors when plants were 
being constructed or altered and would lead a measure of any drop in the 
use of belts in all manufacturing. This rapid decline, however, stops after 
1923. The lag between the shift away from belts in new facilities and the 
sudden rise in productivity is puzzling.

In addition to changing factories, electrification also changed manu-
facturing’s labor force requirements. Between 1900 and 1940, the relative 
demand for unskilled labor and for workers with clerical and managerial 

figure 4.9. Ratio of the output of the leather belting industry to total value added in US 
manufacturing

Source: US Bureau of the Census, Census of Manufacturers, various years
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skills increased, while the demand for workers with intermediate skills de-
clined. This has been described as a “hollowing out” of the skills of the 
workforce.16 Electrification enabled factories to reorganize and more eas-
ily employ techniques, such as assembly lines, that were probably most di-
rectly responsible for those changes in the workforce.

Interconnection and Large Integrated Networks

The magnitude of the benefits that were being lost by the industry’s fail-
ure to use larger fully integrated networks became clear with World War 
I and led to two failed public policy proposals in the 1920s that would 
have restructured the industry. The failure of the first proposal clearly 
demonstrated the impediments to the creation of such networks that were 
imposed by the existing industry structure. The second proposed a more 
profound structural change that anticipated some of the modern changes 
in the industry.

During World War I, concern arose that problems with the availability 
of resources would hamper the war effort. This led to the creation of the 
War Industries Board. Several parts of the country experienced power 
shortages, which were investigated by the Power Section. It found cases 
where interconnection alone would have increased the availability of 
power without any increase in generating capacity. In the region around 
Pittsburgh, for example, interconnection would have reduced needed re-
serve capacity by 150,000 horsepower.17 In one area of Ohio, interconnec-
tions would have permitted larger plants located near sources of condens-
ing water to replace many smaller plants, saving costs and much needed 
coal then in short supply.18 The government’s role in evaluating the effi-
ciency of the US electric utility industry brought increased awareness of 
the unrealized benefits of larger networks.19 This led in the 1920s to two 
similarly named proposals, Superpower and Giant Power, that would have 
enabled larger networks by altering the industry’s structure.

Superpower

The Superpower plan proposed a new integrated network serving all of 
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, and New Jersey, as well as 
portions of seven adjacent states (figure 4.10), an area then served by 315 
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separate utilities, although the presence of holding companies makes this 
an overestimate of the extent of separate ownership. The author of the 
Superpower proposal, William S. Murray, was an electrical engineer and a  
prominent advocate for the superiority of private over government own-
ership of electric utilities. His consulting work had included estimating 
the benefits of utility consolidations.20 He had promoted the idea of the 
new network at professional engineering meetings and to executives of 

figure 4.10. Proposed Superpower region

Source: Prepared by author based on Murray et al. 1921, map opposite p. 12
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utilities, railroads, and industries in the region. After endorsement by the 
secretary of the Interior, Congress appropriated funds for the US Geo-
logical Service to investigate the idea, and Murray was made the study’s 
director. The study was completed in twelve months, and its final report 
was issued as a government publication in 1921.21

Starting with the characteristics of the region’s electric supply system in 
1919, the study’s authors developed a transition plan for an optimal fully in-
tegrated network in 1930 based on already existing technology. In 1919, the 
region had 558 generating plants. Of those, 218 were to be retained, primar-
ily for use during peak periods, and 55 huge new plants were to be built. The 
average capacity of the existing steam plants in the region was 10,000 kW. 
Those that were to be retained had an average capacity of 44,600 kW, while 
the average size of the new steam plants was to be 218,000 kW. Those new 
plants were to be located at the best sites in the region for coal and cool-
ing water availability. Generation by hydroelectricity was to increase from 
15 percent of the total in 1919 to 21 percent in 1930. The new plants were to  
be connected to population centers by a system of 8.8 thousand miles of 
new high- voltage transmission lines.

Even though conservative assumptions were generally used, the esti-
mated benefits of the new network seem incredible. The fully integrated 
network lowered the total cost of capital equipment that would have been 
required in 1930 by 23.5 percent. Projected production costs per kWh 
within the new network fell by over 50 percent. The report added to these 
an estimation of the benefits the new network offered railroads and man-
ufacturing from the perspective of those industries.

Extensive analysis led the study to conclude that 19,000 of the existing 
36,000 miles of rail lines in the region could be economically converted 
from steam to electricity. A conservative assumption about the cost of 
wholesale electricity was used, but the railroads were assumed to bear all 
of the conversion costs, including the required new electrical infrastruc-
ture, the cost of new locomotives, and the costs arising from the early re-
tirement of equipment including steam locomotives. The railroads’ lower 
costs would have provided them with a 14.5 percent annual return on their 
investment.22

A special tabulation of the 1919 census of manufactures for the region 
provided data on the sources and uses of energy by fifty- three industrial 
classifications. These data were distributed to a number of individual engi-
neers and manufacturers for their opinions about which energy uses could 
be profitably switched to electricity from the network. The proportion  
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of the total energy use in 1919 that did not come from electric utilities was 
large. The analysis of the data in the study showed that almost 74 percent 
of manufacturing power came from sources other than utilities. Steam 
power accounted for part of this as did the 47 percent of the electricity 
used in electric motors. The study’s engineers took into account the need 
for process heat by the different manufacturing sectors, and they assumed 
that all isolated plants used the best available technology. They concluded 
that about 70 percent of the capacity of prime movers (excluding water 
wheels) could have been economically switched to purchased electric-
ity by 1930, and that the switch to burning coal in highly efficient utility 
plants would have resulted in a net savings of more than 25 percent of the 
region’s total (not just in isolated plants) industrial use of coal.23 The pri-
mary equipment cost to manufacturers would have been the quintupling 
of new electric motors. In many cases, there would have been a net ben-
efit to some manufacturing firms of switching to utility- supplied electric-
ity even without the new network. Those unrealized benefits should not 
have been counted as a benefit of the new network, and their inclusion 
may have exaggerated the estimate of the network’s total benefit. That 
estimate was huge, and amounted to a 33 percent return on the total in-
vestment made by utilities, railroads, and manufacturers.24

The enormous benefits claimed for the new network were never disputed 
and were unrelated to its rejection. Implementation of the Superpower 
network required the creation of many new organizations that would have 
altered the structure of the region’s electric utility industry. These organi-
zations would have been necessary to finance and create the new facilities, 
plan for future network growth, and take control of day- to- day operation 
of the network. Some method would have had to be devised to manage and 
finance transitional issues, including the retirement of most of the region’s 
generating facilities. The Superpower proposal did a magnificent job of ad-
dressing and answering the technical problems of implementing a fully inte-
grated regional network, but it ignored the far more difficult organizational, 
institutional, and managerial problems. The only point at which the report 
touched on this was a statement by Murray that Superpower would never 
supplant or compete with the existing utilities; the existing structure would 
remain.25

In June 1921, Murray presented a preview of the report to the NELA 
including summaries of the appendices, which made up most of the report.26 
The actual appendices closely followed his previews except for Appen dix A. 
In that appendix, Murray had promised to discuss the financial principles of 
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the Superpower system and outline the necessary new legislation. The actual 
Appendix A, entitled “Organization,” was an acknowledgement of various 
individuals and organizations that had contributed to the study. Before the 
report had been issued, the organizational problem was discussed by the Su-
perpower Advisory Board, which consisted primarily of officials represent-
ing electric utilities and electricity- using industries but also included Sec-
retary of Commerce Herbert Hoover.27 The board urged the creation of a 
Superpower Corporation chartered by the federal government and subject, 
at least in part, to federal regulation, but it could not settle the issues of the 
authority the new corporation would have over the existing utility compa-
nies, the mechanism for operating the new integrated network, or the scope 
of federal regulation. A month before the report was completed, a meeting 
with utility executives sought to enlist their support. Instead, they raised se-
rious objections involving corporate and financial, but not technical, issues.

After the report’s submission, Secretary Hoover took leadership of the 
Superpower movement and invited the region’s governors and members of 
regulatory agencies to a conference. A Northeast Super Power Commission 
was created, but it achieved little, despite Hoover’s emphasis on voluntary 
agreement and his initial goal of simply increasing utility interconnection. 
Superpower remained a topic of discussion for decades, although the term 
sometimes referred to simple interconnection rather than full network in-
tegration. In 1925, Murray acknowledged that the business organization 
problem was more difficult than he had originally believed and that unified 
ownership of the utilities (by a holding company) was probably a necessary 
precursor to an integrated network.28

Superpower established that the replacement of many separate net-
works with a single integrated network would provide huge economic ben-
efits to its region, and they were never doubted. Despite that, its creation by 
the voluntary action of the privately owned utilities in the area was impos-
sible. Under the existing industry structure, voluntary consensus among 
the 315 utilities involved required an implementation plan that made it 
beneficial to each of the individual utilities. Superpower posed a significant 
risk to the individual utilities. Many current and future decisions had to 
be made that sought to benefit the entire region but that also involved 
transaction- specific capital equipment. An individual utility would have 
had little control over those decisions once an agreement had been made. 
Not only were the risks high, under regulation, utilities operated in an en-
vironment where their survival was virtually guaranteed by the preven-
tion of competition and rates designed to ensure their continued viability. 
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Effective regulation would have ensured that much of the network’s ben-
efits would have gone to users, not to the utilities. The situation was one 
in which each utility felt the need to be cautious and to be skeptical of any 
proposed agreement. Murray was correct; the only way that many of the 
risks would have been eliminated would have been for all of the utilities to 
be under common ownership.

Those who believed government ownership of utilities was preferable 
to private ownership were skeptical of Superpower. Although it prom-
ised huge benefits, the only benefits measured were those that went to the 
utilities and to the business users of electricity. There were no attempts to 
measure directly the benefits to individuals either through lower rates or 
through increased access to electricity. However, even though the existing 
structure of privately owned utilities had prevented the realization of his 
dream, Murray remained a vocal and controversial advocate of the supe-
riority of private ownership to government ownership.

Giant Power

Although the Superpower proposal shied away from matters of institu-
tional structure, they were the heart of the Giant Power proposal. It pro-
posed radically restructuring the industry to divide the ownership of the 
generation, transmission, and distribution among separate companies, 
anticipating an idea that resurfaced in the United States some seventy 
years later. Implicit in the Giant Power proposal was the notion that the 
existing structure of privately owned utilities had failed to provide the na-
tion with many of the benefits promised by electrification. Under Giant 
Power, private ownership would have continued to dominate the industry, 
but government control would have substantially increased. The advo-
cates of Giant Power also believed that the industry had not taken full 
advantage of existing technology. Superpower’s technical proposals were 
based only on the use of technologies and practices already employed by  
domestic utilities. Giant Power proposed the use of technologies used in 
other countries but not in the United States. This opened it to criticism 
that those technologies were designed for the different conditions in for-
eign countries and would not work well here. Despite private ownership’s 
continued domination of the industry under Giant Power, privately owned 
utilities in Pennsylvania and the rest of the country it saw it as a threat and 
vigorously opposed it. Murray erroneously described it as communistic.29
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The key figures in the initiation of the Giant Power proposal were 
Gifford Pinchot, who became governor of Pennsylvania in 1922, and his 
utilities advisor, Morris Llewellyn Cooke. Both Cooke and Pinchot were 
members of the commission Hoover had formed to implement the Super-
power proposal. Partly because Superpower gave no consideration to the 
unavailability of electricity in most rural areas, both came to view Hoover’s 
commission and the federal government as championing the interests of 
privately owned utilities over the public interest. Progressive reform had to 
come from a state rather than the federal government. Giant Power took 
the form of a proposal from the governor’s office to the Pennsylvania leg-
islature.30 Although that proposal covered only the state of Pennsylvania, 
the authors expected that a multistate network would eventually embody 
its principles, and an advisory board included members from other states.31 
Implementation of the Giant Power plan did not require achieving a con-
sensus among existing utilities; its implementation depended on passage 
by the Pennsylvania legislature.

Pinchot was a Progressive Republican in the tradition of Teddy Roo-
sevelt. A central concern of that group was the conservation of public re-
sources. Without some type of government regulation, the profit incen-
tive can be expected to encourage the wasteful overexploitation of those 
resources by private interests. The same concern about public resources 
played a major role in the development of hydroelectricity, discussed in 
chapter 7.

Pinchot spent time in Europe studying how public policy was used to 
manage forests consistent with long- run efficiency. He played a role in creat-
ing the Forest Service in the Department of Agriculture, and he persuaded 
his father to found America’s first school of forestry (at Yale). Pinchot was 
not a socialist, but like some other prominent Progressive Republicans, his 
awareness of the issues involving publicly owned resources extended to 
a concern that the profit motive would also result in behavior by electric 
utilities contrary to the public interest. In his view, public policies needed to 
mitigate the power of private interests and subject them to continuous gov-
ernment oversight and regulation.32 Pinchot recognized the enormous po-
tential of electricity to better people’s lives, but he felt the existing structure 
of privately owned utilities was falling short by denying electricity to rural 
areas and by overcharging residential users. Like others, he regarded the 
existing system of  state regulation as ineffective at protecting the public’s 
interest. The solution was not government ownership but a restructuring of 
the industry and improved regulation:
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. . . a delay of even five years in establishing effective public control will bring 

Pennsylvania and the Nation face to face with the immediate threat of an over-

whelming and almost uncontrollable electric monopoly. . . . The question be-

fore us is not whether there will be such a monopoly. This we cannot prevent. 

The question is whether we shall regulate it or whether it shall regulate us. . . . 

The unregulated domination of such a necessity of life [electricity] would give 

to the holders of it a degree of personal, economic, and political power over 

the average citizen which no free people could suffer and survive. . . . We and 

our descendants [shall] be free men, masters of our own destinies and our own 

souls, or we shall be the helpless servants of the most widespread, far- reaching, 

and penetrating monopoly ever known. Either we must control electric power, 

or its masters and owners will control us.33

In 1923, the Pennsylvania legislature authorized the creation of the Gi-
ant Power Survey Board, and Morris Llewellyn Cooke became the survey’s 
director. Cooke was a consulting engineer who shared Pinchot’s Progres-
sive concerns about privately owned utilities. As Philadelphia’s director of 
public works, he became involved in a very public battle with Philadelphia 
Electric over the rates they charged both residential users and the city for 
street lighting. Although he was unable to make the case that the value 
Philadelphia Electric claimed for its capital equipment was excessive, the 
utility ultimately backed down and reduced its rates to both groups. This 
burnished his reputation among the critics of privately owned electric utili-
ties, but among those utilities he became viewed as a dangerous radical. In 
1935, President Roosevelt named him to lead the new Rural Electrification 
Administration (chapter 8).

The objectives of the study given by the legislative act included surveying 
the fuel and water resources within Pennsylvania available to generate elec-
tricity and developing policies to ensure an abundant and cheap supply of 
electricity for use by industries, railroads, farms, and homes. The act also 
specified a number of specific policies and technologies the study was to ex-
amine. Western Pennsylvania possessed one of the nation’s richest sources 
of bituminous coal, and the act directed the study to investigate the use of 
large coal- burning generating plants located near the mines, the processing 
and utilization of coal byproducts, and the development of multipurpose 
water projects to control floods as well as generate electricity.34

In 1925, the legislature received the report of the Survey Board. Like 
Superpower, Giant Power sought to create a large integrated network 
spanning the service areas of existing utilities. Like Superpower, Giant 
Power proposed replacing most existing generating plants with large base- 
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load plants that would supply users through new high- voltage transmis-
sion lines. In Giant Power, these new base- load plants would be located 
at mines in the state’s coal mining region. However, that region lacked the 
cooling water required by power plants. The solution presented was to use 
cooling towers, which were used in Germany but not the United States. 
They were one of the controversial technologies attacked by the plan’s  
opponents.

When the report was submitted, there were 187 local utilities operating 
in Pennsylvania, but nineteen different holding companies controlled the 
eighty- two of them that were responsible for over 96 percent of total gen-
eration. Murray saw holding companies as agents to bring about the type 
of integrated network conceived by the Superpower report. The Giant 
Power report discussed the difference between full integration and mere 
interconnection but criticized the role holding companies were playing 
in developing integrated networks. Holding companies only integrated 
those operating companies they owned, and they were often not contigu-
ous. This sometimes led to a wasteful pattern where transmission lines 
would cross, but not connect with, the territories of operating companies 
owned by other holding companies.

A third of the report concerned the failure of electric utilities to serve 
rural areas, and it provided analysis showing that rural electrification pro-
vided positive benefits. Two new types of rural distributors were autho-
rized: rural electric districts and rural electric cooperatives. Both would 
eventually become important, but their use in 1925 would have been in-
novative. In addition, municipally owned utilities would be free to extend 
their distribution systems beyond their boundaries to adjacent unserved 
areas. Even though regulation had prevented competition in the service 
area of an existing utility, the regulatory commission was given the au-
thority to reassign any part of an existing utility’s service area not pro-
vided with access to electricity. Techniques not then in use to reduce the 
cost of rural distribution were described. Examples of policies in other 
countries that had advanced rural electrification were presented, and the 
report advocated considering subsidizing rural distribution lines.

The Superpower plan failed because it took a minimalist approach to 
the problem of designing a new institutional structure. By contrast, Giant 
Power’s approach was far from minimalist. It described in detail proposed 
changes in the industry’s institutional structure. Existing utilities would be-
come local distributors of electricity purchased from distant power plants 
owned by other companies and transmitted over the lines of a different set 
of companies operating as common carriers.35 The existing Public Service 
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Commission would continue and would have new powers, including over 
the rates and financial securities of the new generation and transmission 
companies. In addition, a new regulatory agency, the Giant Power Board, 
would have extensive control over the planning and operations of the new 
companies and the new network.

Each Giant Power generating company would receive a fifty- year permit 
granted by the Giant Power Board. The board would have the final author ity 
over the siting of each generating plant. Each company would have respon-
sibility for the construction and operation of large (at least 300,000 kW)  
generating plants located in the coalfields of Western Pennsylvania. In ad-
dition to generation of electricity and its sale to distributing companies, the 
new companies were also to be in the business of mining coal and of pro-
ducing and selling coal by- products. The companies would have the power 
of eminent domain to acquire coal- mining rights to meet their plants’ needs 
for fifty years. At the conclusion of the fifty- year term of the permit, the 
board could renew it or, upon payment of the value of the company’s in-
vestment, could assign it to another company or to the state government.

Giant Power transmission companies could apply for fifty- year permits 
to construct and operate transmission lines in locations determined by the 
board. These transmission companies would connect the Giant Power gen-
erating stations, and other generating plants, to the distributing companies 
and would operate as common carriers. Either the state or the transmission 
companies would own the land needed for the transmission lines, and the 
companies would be able to acquire the needed land using eminent domain.  
At the end of the fifty years, the board could renew or reassign the trans-
mission permits on the same basis as the generation permits.

The proposal made changes to the system of regulation, including shift-
ing the valuation of a utility’s capital investment from “reproduction cost” 
to “prudent investment,” which would likely have resulted in lower rates 
(see chapter 3). Regulators could explicitly take into account the quality 
of service a utility gave its customers in setting rates and grant higher rates 
to utilities with good service than to those with poor service even if their 
costs were the same.

Unlike Superpower, the battle over Giant Power occurred in the pub-
lic political arena. Pinchot and Cooke were successful at getting favorable 
national publicity for the plan. Opposition on the part of existing utilities, 
however, was intense. The Pennsylvania legislature twice rejected Giant 
Power, and efforts to interest other states were unsuccessful. In the politi-
cal climate of the time, the concerns of the existing utilities, and the wide-
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spread opposition to government interference in business, overcame con-
cerns over the shortcomings of the existing industry structure. Although 
Giant Power was presented as a way to improve the industry’s performance 
and efficiency, it was clearly predicated on the view that these improve-
ments required an industry restructured to provide greater government 
control. Privately owned utilities were unable to agree on the institutional 
structure required for Superpower, but they easily came to a unified posi-
tion on Giant Power—  opposition.

Would the new institutional structure provided by Giant Power have 
been better than the one it would have replaced? Would it even have been 
workable? Could it have provided a path for the national industry? Al-
though its advocates saw the principles of Giant Power as transferable 
to other states, many of its provisions were directly applicable only to 
Pennsylvania where major coal deposits were far from where electricity 
was needed. Details about some aspects of the new structure were not 
worked out, particularly if the lines of different Giant Power transmission 
companies were interconnected, which would have been unavoidable. As 
explained in the introduction, there are serious problems compensating 
multiple owners of lines in an interconnected transmission network. An-
other problem comes from the requirement that generation and use of 
electricity must match at each instant. Some authority must be respon-
sible for dispatch, the continuous determination of how much electricity 
each generating plant should produce at each instant. The report did not 
provide details on how this would be done. Designing a new institutional 
structure for the electric power industry is difficult, and Giant Power’s de-
sign was incomplete. Although ultimately unsuccessful, the Giant Power 
proposal is noteworthy in that it considered all of the functions needed to 
produce and distribute electricity. It was the first holistic approach taken 
by a proposed public policy to the redesign of the institutional structure of  
electric utilities.

Both Murray and Pinchot had foreseen another mechanism that could 
enable the industry to develop larger and more integrated networks: pub-
lic utility holding companies. Their dominance brought both positive and 
negative changes to the industry’s structure. It also created the greatest po-
litical crisis the industry had ever experienced.
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Public Utility Holding Companies
Opportunity and Crisis

Unlike state regulation, holding companies and the major changes 
they brought to the industry’s structure were never the goal of pub-

lic policy. However, the public policy that created state regulation was a 
major cause for the importance of holding companies. Holding companies 
were able to overcome the barriers state regulation created for the forma-
tion of larger fully integrated networks, and they brought other benefits 
to the industry. Holding companies were also able to manipulate state 
regulation in ways that undermined its ability to restrain utility profits, 
and they were able to conceal from investors the true risk of their invest-
ments. Their growing power and influence increased the old controversy 
over the role of profit- seeking companies in the industry and led to the 
most exhaustive federal investigation of any US industry. Events during 
the Great Depression humbled the once- powerful holding companies and 
resulted in public policy that led to their destruction and a restructuring 
of the industry.

Characteristics of Utility Holding Companies

The only assets of a pure holding company are the financial securities of 
other corporations. Unlike an investment company, such as a mutual fund, a 
holding company owns a large enough share of the voting stock of another 
corporation that it can control, or at least influence, the operations of that 
corporation. A pure public utility holding company produced no electricity 
and did not directly serve any customers, but it controlled operat ing utilities  
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that played that role. There is no clear threshold of the proportion of a com-
pany’s voting stock required for control or influence. Ownership of a major-
ity of such stock is clearly sufficient, but a much smaller proportion may also 
be sufficient, depending on the number of other stockholders and the size 
of their individual holdings. A company with minority ownership sufficient 
to exert control may not have done so, complicating determining whether it 
was a holding company.

Prior to 1889, the legal authority of one corporation to own stock in an-
other was limited. New Jersey then began issuing charters permitting such 
ownership and became a favorite state for corporate registrations. The fees 
that registration gave the state caused others to rapidly change their laws. 
In 1892, the first utility holding company was established.

The holding company provided a uniquely convenient form for con-
solidating local utilities.1 This could be done without publicity, even if the 
utility’s existing management was uncooperative, through the quiet pur-
chase of stock. This consolidation enabled holding companies to join the 
service areas of the once- separate utilities into larger integrated networks; 
however, holding companies typically controlled far- flung operating com-
panies too distant to be integrated. Holding company control grew during 
the 1920s until they controlled over 80 percent of total generation, and 
that control became increasingly concentrated. The bottom- level holding 
companies in a system would be the ones owning stock in operating com-
panies, but they would be controlled by higher- level holding companies 
often themselves controlled by still higher- level companies. This pattern 
obscured the size of any one system. The lack of transparency over actual 
control contributed to public concern.

Some holding companies did not have many of the troubling charac-
ter istics that characterized others. For them, the holding company struc-
ture was used only as a convenient way of forming large fully integrated  
networks. Their acquisitions were limited to operating utilities with adja-
cent service areas. Their systems were the equivalent of a single operating 
com pany. They had simple organizational structures and usually conserva-
tive finances. Legal convenience caused them to retain the status of hold-
ing companies, but they had little difficulty reorganizing as single operat-
ing companies. James B. Duke founded a number of utilities in Piedmont 
North and South Carolina that were owned by him, his family, and his as-
sociates. In 1917, Duke Power was formed as a holding company with con-
trol over all of those companies. In 1927, most of the once- separate compa-
nies were merged into a single operating company, but some subsidiaries  
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remained separate. More than half of Duke Power’s stock was owned by 
two stockholders, effectively protecting it from being taken over by another 
holding company.2 Consolidated Gas Company of New York was both an 
operating and a holding company that acquired most of the electric and 
gas utilities in New York City and some adjacent areas. Many maintained 
a legally separate identity, but their operations were fully integrated.3 In 
1936, Consolidated Gas changed its name to Consolidated Edison. Some 
holding companies that created similar large integrated networks were 
later acquired by other holding companies with other, noncontiguous ser-
vice areas.

Origins of Public Utility Holding Companies

To obtain the money required to acquire the necessary land and equipment,  
a utility would sell financial securities to outside investors. These securi-
ties fell into three broad classes— bonds, preferred stock, and common 
stock— differing in risk, expected returns, and the right to vote in elec-
tions for the board of directors. Holders of securities with voting rights 
had ultimate control over the company’s policies and operations. Signifi-
cant differences existed in the detailed characteristics of the securities 
within each class.4 All securities could be sold to others, but the prices 
received might be different from those originally paid.

Bonds promised investors periodic fixed payments and return of their 
original investment after a specified number of years. If the company’s in-
come was insufficient to pay all investors, bondholders had priority. Bond-
holders did not have voting rights, but if the company defaulted on their 
payments, they had considerable recourse. Specific assets might be seized. 
The company might be forced into bankruptcy or receivership, usually re-
sulting in the dismissal of top management. Receivers appointed by courts 
were put in charge of the company’s operations with the goal of recovering 
as much of the amounts owed bondholders as possible. Bonds were the 
safest class of security. This made them easier to sell, and their safety en-
abled them to pay lower returns than other financial securities. This made  
them attractive to the company, but excessive reliance on bonds made 
them riskier because even a small fall in earnings might cause default. Af-
ter the 1893 panic, many investors adopted the rule of thumb that no more 
than half the money raised from investors could come from bonds. Other 
securities would provide a cushion protecting payments to bondholders.
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Owners of preferred stock were promised a periodic fixed payment, 
similar to an interest payment but called a dividend. Some preferred stock 
gave their holders some recourse if payments were not made, but they 
could not force the company into bankruptcy. Preferred stocks had no 
fixed term, but the company usually had the right to repurchase them at 
a fixed price. Preferred stockholders rarely had voting rights. Preferred 
stock was a riskier investment than bonds, but its expected return was 
higher. Preferred stock dividend payments had second priority to bond 
payments. Overreliance on bonds and preferred stock increased the risk 
of preferred stock. Common stock provided its cushion.

Common stockholders were not promised any return, but they had a 
claim to all of the company’s profits after payments to bondholders and 
preferred stockholders. Any fall in profits would come entirely out of 
their returns, but there was no upper bound to what they might receive. 
They usually had all of the voting rights, although those were sometimes 
limited by the existence of different classes of common stock. The prices 
of common stocks were more volatile than those of other securities, but 
increases in their prices could give stockholders huge capital gains. Vot-
ing rights made common stocks the primary assets of holding companies. 
Common stocks were the riskiest financial instrument.

Holding companies improved utilities’ access to financial markets and 
often provided technical and management support. This was particularly 
important for the earliest holding companies. Over time, other causes be-
came responsible for the creation of holding companies. The stories of 
four different holding companies illustrate the different causes.

Electric Bond & Share5

Until 1915, utilities had to spend more on equipment than they received in 
revenue. The growth of a small local utility could be constrained by the need 
and difficulty of selling financial securities, especially common stock. Equip-
ment manufacturers sometimes had to accept a utility’s common stock  
as partial payment in order to make a sale. Those manufacturers faced the 
same problem as the utilities in converting those stocks into the cash they 
needed. In 1905, General Electric (GE) developed a method to solve that 
problem and create a more sustainable model for supporting the industry’s 
financial needs. GE created a wholly owned, but independent, subsidiary, 
Electric Bond & Share, under the control of S. Z. Mitchell, and transferred 
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to it the bulk of its utility securities. In December 1924, on the eve of a 
federal investigation into control of the power industry, Electric Bond & 
Share became independent when General Electric distributed its subsid-
iary’s stock to its own stockholders.6

Mitchell’s goal for the new company was to develop a system of financing 
that met the condition that no more than 50 percent of any company’s capi-
talization came from bonds. This was done through the creation of several 
subholding companies. Electric Bond & Share would give them the oper-
ating company securities it held in return for a controlling share (but less 
than half) of their common stock. These subholding companies acquired 
additional operating company stock, including that of other utilities, un-
til they held a controlling share (often 100 percent) of the voting stock of 
each company. In some cases, that control went through another holding 
company, a sub- subholding company. The holding companies’ pur chase 
of common stock enabled the operating companies to keep bonds’ share 
of total capitalization below 50 percent. Because of their as sociation with 
Electric Bond & Share (and General Electric), investors were willing to 
purchase the common stock and the bonds of the subholding companies. 
The system eased the struggle the local operating utilities had had with fi-
nancing. GE benefited from the preferential treatment these utilities gave 
to its equipment.7

It soon became apparent that investor faith in a system’s securities was 
greater if a holding company provided expert business and tech nical sup-
port to operating companies. American Gas & Electric, the first subhold-
ing company, created a management staff to provide these services to its 
operating companies. Electric Bond & Share then created a similar staff 
to provide those services to the operating companies of all its other sub-
holding companies. For those operating companies, Electric Bond & 
Share maintained continuous oversight, performed all of the needed con-
struction, and provided centralized purchasing. Operating companies were 
charged fees for these services, and these fees became a major source of 
profits for Electric Bond & Share. Many other holding company systems 
adopted this model of selling services to their operating companies.

Electric Bond & Share brought about consolidation of some local com-
panies, but the operating companies distributed to each subholding com-
pany were located in several different regions of the country. Complete 
consolidation of any of the subholding company systems was not possible. 
In some cases, the operating companies of one subholding company were 
adjacent to those of a different subholding company, an arrangement that 
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inhibited consolidation.8 This pattern of each holding company control-
ling utilities was purported to give investors geographic diversity protect-
ing them from adverse local conditions. Other holding company systems 
whose operating utilities were separated made the same claim, but the 
diversification effects were slight.9 The nature and growth in the territo-
ries served by Electric Bond and Share are shown in figures 5.6 and 5.7.10

Stone & Webster11

Electric Bond & Share arose in response to financial, technical, and man-
agement needs of operating companies. Holding companies were not the 
only method of meeting these needs, however. Stone & Webster was an 
example of a company long involved in providing such services to the util-
ity industry without being a holding company. The firm began in 1890 as a 
partnership of consulting engineers. Its original business included the de-
sign of generating and other facilities used by utilities. This was extended 
to supervising construction crews, a task made more effective by using its 
own employees and providing complete construction services to its clients. 
The young firm was hired by a group of bankers to advise them as to why 
the financial performance of a utility whose securities they held was so 
poor. Stone & Webster’s report resulted in the bankers asking the com-
pany to take over the management of the utility. The 1893 panic brought 
financial distress to many operating utilities. This provided a speculative 
opportunity to purchase a utility at a depressed price, improve its opera-
tion, and sell it at a profit. Bankers, including J. P. Morgan, hired the firm 
to appraise the value of these distressed utilities and even assume their 
management. Stone & Webster came to manage many operating utilities 
under contract and had departments for auditing, preparation of reports, 
company record keeping, and marketing.

In managing utilities, Stone & Webster naturally became involved in 
the problem of financing. Initially it simply took the securities of the firms 
it managed and endeavored to sell them at the best price. Eventually it 
would combine with banks to underwrite securities, guaranteeing the util-
ities a minimum price. Later it organized a secondary market with a num-
ber of banks that would purchase securities when necessary to maintain 
a minimum price and resell them later at a profit. Stone & Webster thus 
came to function as an investment banker. Insurance was ultimately added 
to the portfolio of services offered. Stone & Webster came to offer all of 
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the services provided by a holding company without actually becoming 
one. Sometimes it made relatively small investments in some of the prop-
erties it managed, but, except for firms purchased for resale, these were  
not large enough to give it the legal control possessed by a holding com-
pany. For those operating companies, Stone & Webster would select and 
train the local manager and assistant treasurer, and a Stone & Webster 
district manager and division manager would supervise both. Although on 
the payroll of the local company, Stone & Webster determined the con-
tinued tenure of the two local officials. They were effectively employees 
of Stone & Webster.

Although the most prominent, Stone & Webster was not the only com-
pany prior to the middle of the 1920s that offered similar consulting ser-
vices, and they came to control substantial amounts of the nation’s gen-
eration through management contracts. Their existence shows that holding 
companies were not necessary to serve the financial, technical, and manage-
rial needs of many local utilities. For those concerned about the concentra-
tion of control of the nation’s electricity generation, these consulting firms 
were seen as no different from holding companies. By being able to extend 
common ownership over adjacent utilities, holding companies had an ad-
vantage over consulting firms in the formation of large integrated networks. 
Consulting firms may have also played a role here, however. One govern-
ment report stated that financing services, such as those provided by Stone &  
Webster, “undoubtedly hastened consolidation.”12 Improved access to fi-
nancing enabled one firm to purchase another, but holding companies were 
better suited to this task, particularly when combining the operations of 
adjacent operating companies in different states.

As holding companies gained control over an ever- increasing portion 
of the nation’s local utilities, Stone & Webster’s business model became 
untenable. When a holding company acquired an operating company that 
had been a client of Stone & Webster, its business was lost to the hold-
ing company’s servicing arm. To protect its relationships with operating  
companies, Stone & Webster was forced to create its own holding com-
pany, although it continued offering services to other operating compa-
nies. Increasing control of the industry by holding companies led Stone &  
Webster, in 1929, to merge with its holding company. Holding compa-
nies made it untenable for independent consulting firms to provide ser-
vice to operating companies. Other consulting firms also created holding 
companies.
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The United Corporation13

Bankers had long played a primary role in the formation of some public 
utility holding companies, but most were created by individuals with strong 
engineering and utility backgrounds. When a holding company acquired 
other companies, or when a holding company was created, new securities  
were issued. The strong investor interest in these securities, and the fees 
that came from placing these new securities, made new public utility holding 
companies attractive to investment bankers. By the time bankers assumed 
the major role in the formation of holding companies, however, few operat-
ing companies remained that would benefit from being part of a holding 
company system. Almost every operating company outside of a major met-
ropolitan area was already part of a holding company system. With only a 
few available operating companies left, the new holding companies took to 
acquiring other holding companies. The resulting competition led to exces-
sive prices being paid for these companies.14 There still were opportunities 
to increase profits by creating larger integrated networks or by increasing 
monopoly power, but competition among holding companies made the 
former difficult because it was hard to acquire control of operating utili-
ties with contiguous service areas. Nevertheless, investment bankers con-
tinued to sponsor new holding companies, and “superholding” companies 
emerged that acquired control over holding companies that had been at the 
top of their own large systems.15 The most prominent example of this was 
the United Corporation.

The United Corporation, formed in 1929, acquired significant minority 
ownership in five top- level holding companies whose operating compa-
nies served a huge portion of the eastern United States, including large 
parts of Alabama, Georgia, Michigan, Mississippi, Ohio, New York, and 
Tennessee. Some of the strongest banking companies, primarily J. P. Mor-
gan and Com pany, Bonbright and Company, and other affiliated banking 
interests jointly created the new company. It was the largest venture ever 
by J. P. Morgan (father or son), with a capitalization twenty times that of 
United States Steel.16

Five of the eleven directors of the United Corporation came from Unit-
ed’s main subsidiaries and five came from the Morgan and Bonbright banks.  
The complex web of stock ownership among companies in the system (fig-
ure 5.1) suggested a “community of interest,” creating a degree of joint 
control by bankers that exceeded that conferred by the direct ownership 
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of stock by one company in the system by that of another.17 Within a few 
months of the creation of the United Corporation, many of the same bank-
ing interests formed the Commonwealth & Southern Corporation by ac-
quiring three other holding companies, sometimes to the surprise of the 
executives of the acquired companies. Although the United Corporation 
directly owned less than 4 percent of the stock of Commonwealth & South-
ern, other banking interests also held its stock, and the United Corporation 
effectively controlled the new holding company. The United Corporation 
also held small amounts of stock in other utilities that it did not control, 
but that caused speculation that its plans included eventual control of those 
companies.18

The holding companies formed earlier generally exercised direct con-
trol over the operating companies in its system. Superholding companies 
generally left most operational decisions to their subholding companies 
but did exert influence over their policies. The United Corporation, for 
example, forced two of its subsidiary holding companies to reform their 
system fees.19 There was speculation that the United Corporation would 
eventually form a “Superpower” company by integrating the operating 
companies in its system, but during its limited existence, no movement in 
this direction occurred. This potential network (or networks) would have 
been huge, encompassing a large territory and providing over 20 percent 

figure 5.1. Stock ownership relationships among investment bankers and utility holding 
companies affiliated with the United Corporation

Source: See note 17
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of all the electricity produced by privately owned utilities. The territory 
served by the United Corporation in 1932 is shown in figure 5.7.

The Insull Group20

Although not the largest, no other holding company was to receive the 
amount of public attention as that of the “Insull interests,” or the “Insull 
group.” Samuel Insull, already mentioned in previous chapters, was prob-
ably the best known utility executive in the country and was certainly one of 
the most interesting entrepreneurs in the history of American business. In-
sull was willing to innovate in ways that involved large business and technical 
risks, and his methods came to be adopted by others.21 He brought substan-
tial benefits to the entire industry and to users of electricity. He did not shy 
away from publicity and became the industry’s leading spokesperson. Most 
entrepreneurs achieve little or no success, a few achieve spectacular suc-
cess, but Samuel Insull managed to achieve both spectacular success and  
spectacular failure. At its height, his personal fortune exceeded $150 mil-
lion ($2 billion in 2014 dollars). Within a few years, he was “too broke to be 
bankrupt.”22 By the end of his life, he became a symbol of corporate evil, 
the most reviled individual in his industry.23

Insull came from England as a teenager to become Edison’s personal  
secretary. He quickly became indispensable to Edison and was put in charge 
of Edison’s manufacturing operations. After AC triumphed over DC, and 
his manufacturing business was taken over, Edison ceased to be involved 
with the electric industry he had done so much to create. Although Insull 
was made a vice president in the newly formed General Electric, with Edi-
son gone he did not intend to remain in that position. The thirty- two- year- 
old Insull in 1892 accepted a two- thirds cut in pay to become president of 
Chicago Edison, one of about thirty small electric utilities serving that city. 
As a result of his promotional, business, and political skills (and luck), by 
1907 he had consolidated all of Chicago’s utilities into a single company, 
Commonwealth Edison, the world’s first giant electric utility serving a large 
metropolis, and then duplicated this feat with gas utilities and intraurban 
transit. He brought tremendous operating efficiencies and lower prices. He 
made Chicago the most electrified city in the world. Insull also gained con-
trol of a large number of small utilities serving adjacent communities and, 
in 1911, formed a holding company, the Public Service Corporation of Il-
linois, to control and consolidate the operations of these companies.
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Insull’s reputation as utility wizard led the stockholders and creditors of 
poorly performing utilities in other parts of the country to seek his help, 
reminiscent of the experiences of Stone & Webster. As incentive or com-
pensation, he frequently received securities in these companies. Initially he 
would put these companies on sound footing and then sell the securities, 
but he later started retaining them. In 1912, he formed a new holding com-
pany, Middle West Utilities, and held a controlling share of its common 
stock. The new company issued its own financial instruments, paid cash to 
Insull for his operating company securities, and provided those companies 
with the same range of services as other early holding companies.

Middle West Utilities grew rapidly during the 1920s, acquiring operating 
companies and other holding companies in an often- uncoordinated way, 
sometimes at what were likely excessive prices. In order to get desirable 
properties, Middle West was willing to accept undesirable ones. It came to 
control 239 operating utilities, twenty- four holding companies, and thir-
teen nonutility companies in 5,300 communities in thirty- six states.24 This 
rapid growth contributed to a complex pyramided structure. At least one 
layer of subholding company lay between Middle West and all of its oper-
ating companies, but sometimes there were as many as four layers separat-
ing the top holding company from the operating companies— six layers  
in all (figure 5.2).25 The system was so complex that GE’s president de-
fended the honesty of Samuel Insull with the assertion that he did not and 
could not understand his own system.26 The nature and growth in the ter-
ritories served by the Insull group are shown in figures 5.6 and 5.7.

Until 1929, no single holding company controlled all of the companies 
in the Insull group, which included the legally separate Commonwealth 
Edison, Middle West Utilities, and Public Service Company of Illinois, but  
the same people had controlling interests in these companies and were di-
rectors of all. Concerned that his companies had become a target for hos-
tile takeover, in 1929 Insull created two new holding companies to hold 
controlling ownership interests in all of the companies in the group. These 
new holding companies incurred huge debts to finance the required stock 
purchases. The continued deterioration of the economy after 1929 caused 
earnings to fall, and the debt payments could not be made. Forty- one com-
panies in the Insull empire became bankrupt. The nation had never be-
fore experienced a business failure of this magnitude.

Insull may have been the first to use the “customer ownership” plan 
(de scribed in chapter 6), in which system securities were sold to the residen-
tial customers of its operating companies. When the Insull group ran into 
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financial difficulties, it attempted to shore itself up by increasing the sales  
of securities in small lots to its customers. The economic pain of the system’s 
collapse was felt by an especially large number of people; more than a mil-
lion held Insull securities.27 The total losses by public investors was over 
$638 million ($11 billion in 2014 dollars), and many of these were middle-   
or lower- middle- class Americans.28

The fury against Insull following the collapse of the system was intense. 
“Insullism” entered the language as a synonym for the entire set of abuses 
of which holding companies were accused.29 In his first campaign for the 
presidency, Franklin Roosevelt was milder than many when he criticized 

figure 5.2. Holding and subholding companies for one operating company in the Insull sys-
tem with percentage ownership of voting stock

Source: See note 25
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“the lone wolf, the unethical competitor, the reckless promoter, the Ish-
mael or Insull, whose hand is against every man’s . . .”30 Insull fled to Eu-
rope before he was indicted on several criminal charges. At a time when 
Europe was careening towards war, Insull effectively resisted intense ex-
tradition efforts, which were closely reported by the American press. His 
ultimate capture, return, and subsequent trials were major news stories. 
In a widely publicized federal trial, the jury quickly acquitted him of mail 
fraud, and all other charges against him were either dropped or ended in 
acquittal. This did not exonerate his reputation, however; he remained a 
symbol of corporate greed. No longer followed by the press, he died in 
1938 of a heart attack in a Paris subway with twenty cents in his pocket.31

The Attraction of Holding Companies to Investors

The early holding companies were generally quite profitable. Between 
1910 and 1925, the earnings of two of Electric Bond & Share’s subholding 
companies grew over eighteenfold, similar to that of other holding com-
panies.32 Between 1925 and 1929, twenty- five new top holding companies, 
and hundreds of subholding companies at various levels, were formed.33 
Investors were bullish on utility stocks, particularly holding company 
stocks, during the 1920s. In 1939, Alfred Cowles calculated sixty- nine in-
dustry common stock indexes for the period 1871 to 1937, including one 
for utility holding companies and another for utility operating companies. 
Most of the industry indexes started later than 1871, some as late as 1933. 
The twenty industry indexes with the highest returns for the period from 
January 1920 to September 1929 (the month before the stock market 
crash) are shown in table 5.1.34 Utility holding companies top the list with 
an annualized return of over 36 percent, corrected for deflation during the 
period. The end of the 1920s saw “The Great Bull Market,” when stock 
values experienced spectacular increases. Table 5.2 shows the annualized 
returns from January 1928 to September 1929 for the top twenty industry 
indexes then available. Utility holding companies are third on that list and 
provided an annual return of over 75 percent.

Those two periods were not the only ones that provided investors in 
holding company stocks with impressive gains. Figure 5.3 shows the annual 
return to that index and three others for every twelve- month period from 
January 1920 through December 1929 plotted against the period’s end.35 
For example, the chart shows a value of about 31 percent for the holding 



table 5.1 Cowles industry stock indexes with the twenty largest annualized  
returns, January 1920— September 1929

Rank Index
Annual rate  
of return

1 Utilities—electric,gas,etc.—holdingcompanies 36.5%
2 Retail trade— 5¢ to $1 chains 34.5%
3 Electrical equipment 28.8%
4 Utilities—electric,gas,etc.—operatingcompanies 27.7%
5 Automobiles and trucks (General Motors) 26.8%
6 Retail trade— department stores 26.8%
7 Office and business equipment 26.5%
8 Chemicals 26.4%
9 Miscellaneous manufacturing 25.4%
10 Agricultural machinery 25.4%
11 Retail trade— chain stores 25.3%
12 Lead and zinc 23.3%
13 Food products—  other than meats 23.2%
14 Mining and smelting— miscellaneous 22.4%
15 Building equipment and supplies 21.3%
16 Utilities— telephone and telegraph 21.1%
17 Retail trade— mail- order houses 20.8%
18 Steel and iron (US Steel) 19.2%
19 Copper and brass 18.9%
20 Automobile parts and accessories 18.5%

Source: Cowles 1939, 167– 268, and see note 34

table 5.2 Cowles industry stock indexes with the twenty largest annualized  
returns, January 1928— September 1929

Rank Index
Annual rate  
of return

1 Radio, phonograph, and musical instruments 85.8%
2 Airplane 75.8%
3 Utilities—electric,gas,etc.—holdingcompanies 75.2%
4 Electrical equipment 62.4%
5 Office and business equipment 61.2%
6 Utilities—electric,gas,etc.—operatingcompanies 56.4%
7 Retail trade— mail- order houses 54.1%
8 Copper and brass 51.1%
9 Mining and smelting— miscellaneous 50.8%
10 Chemicals 48.8%
11 Containers (metal and glass) 46.4%
12 Agricultural machinery 45.1%
13 Automobile parts and accessories 41.8%
14 Utilities— telephone and telegraph 39.6%
15 Miscellaneous manufacturing 39.2%
16 Retail trade— department stores 37.2%
17 Steel and iron (US Steel) 34.7%
18 Steel and iron (excluding US Steel) 34.3%
19 Miscellaneous services 33.6%
20 Oil producing and refining 32.0%

Source: Cowles 1939, 167– 268, and see note 34.
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company index for July 1924. This was the return to a portfolio of hold-
ing company stocks purchased in July 1923 and sold in July 1924. Holding 
companies outperformed the indexes for industrial stocks and for all stocks 
in ninety- four of the 120 monthly periods. The average annual returns to 
the holding company index exceeded that of the industrial index by over  
15 percentage points.

An imperfect measure of whether a stock may be overvalued is the ratio 
of the price of the stock to the stock’s share of the company’s current earn-
ings. If investors expect earnings to be stable, the price of stock for a com-
pany with a high price/earnings ratio would be overvalued. Suppose an in-
vestor with these expectations had a choice between one stock that had a 
price/earnings ratio of 20 and another that had one of 100. The earnings of 
the first stock are 5 percent of its value while those of the second are only  
1 percent. The first would be more attractive; the price of the second would 
be too high. If, however, the investor expected the earnings of the second 
company to grow more rapidly than that of the first, its return would even-
tually exceed that of the first, and its stock would not seem overvalued. If 
earnings did increase, and investors expected that to continue, so would 
the price of its stock. An investor who purchased the stock earlier and later 
sold it would receive a capital gain.

figure 5.3. Return to selected Cowles indexes held for one year by end of period

Source: Cowles 1939, 168– 71, 188– 89, 198– 99
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A high price/earnings ratio could also occur if there were a speculative 
bubble, and that could potentially affect many, or all, stocks. This could 
happen if investors in the past had enjoyed large gains in the value of stock. 
If the stock price increased over a long enough period, investors might  
conclude the price would continue to rise without a realistic expectation 
of continued earnings increases. That speculative behavior would cause 
the stock’s price to continue to rise, fulfilling that expectation, and lead-
ing to an upward spiral in the stock’s price. Eventually, the increasing gap 
between the stock’s price and reasonable expectations about future earn-
ings would lead to the realization that its price was too high. Some inves-
tors would sell the stock, and its price would fall. Other investors fearing 
that fall would continue would panic and sell their stock. The price would 
quickly collapse, with that fall occurring much more rapidly than its previ-
ous rise. A bubble pops faster than it fills. As early as 1925, some promi-
nent figures in the electric utility industry were warning that speculation 
had led to excessive prices of utility stocks. Given the experience of the 
next five years, that view seems either premature or prescient.36

For much of the time when the price of a stock is rising rapidly, it is dif-
ficult to determine whether that rise was justified by expected future earn-
ings or is the result of a bubble. Stock prices rose during the 1920s until 
September 1929, when they began a rapid fall. That pattern is suggestive of 
a bubble, but the actual cause remains controversial among modern eco-
nomic historians.37 One of America’s greatest economists, Irving Fisher, fa-
mously argued days before the stock market crash that the large increases 
in stock prices were justified and not caused by a bubble and that price/
earnings ratios were justified.38 Among the Cowles indexes, holding com-
panies had the eighth highest price/earnings ratio (31.0) for the entire year 
of 1929, and utility operating companies were twelfth (25.6).39 At the end 
of August 1929, eight of the ten companies in the S&P composite index 
with the highest price/earnings ratios were utilities. The single company 
with the highest price/earnings ratio (105.4) was American Power & Light, 
an Electric Bond & Share subholding company.40 Perhaps the expectation 
that holding companies would eventually create large fully integrated net-
works justified the high values investors placed on utility stocks.

Federal Investigations of Holding Companies

The lack of transparency in holding company systems created unease suf-
ficient to cause several federal investigations. In the 1920s, some critics 
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of the holding company system maintained (incorrectly) that a sinister 
“power trust” had already gained monopoly control over the nation’s elec-
tric utilities. As the influence of these critics increased, so did the scope 
and intensity of the investigations. These culminated with an exhaustive 
investigation between 1929 and 1935 by the Federal Trade Commission. 
No other US industry has been subjected to the same degree of scrutiny 
as public utility holding companies.

Because hydroelectric facilities were often located on federal land or 
affected interstate navigation, hydroelectricity was a special concern of the 
federal government. The first investigation of the concentration of control 
among electric utilities reported that in 1911 General Electric interests 
controlled about 28 percent of the nation’s total hydroelectric generating 
capacity.41

Continued concern about industry control resulted in a 1915 Senate  
resolution directing the Department of Agriculture to again investigate  
hydropower and report “any facts bearing upon the question as to the exis-
tence of a monopoly in the ownership and control of hydroelectric pow er in 
the United States.”42 Although the resolution referred only to hydropower, 
the report looked also at steam power. The authors attempted to deal with the  
inadequacies of the available data by using two different analysis techniques. 
The first determined which companies had direct control of an operating 
utility, defined as owning a majority of its stock, operating the utility’s fa-
cilities through a lease, or managing it by contract. The stock ownership 
requirement was too stringent; a minority stockholder could be in control 
of a utility. Furthermore, only holding companies that directly owned oper-
ating company stocks were examined. Those holding companies, however, 
might have been subholding companies in large systems. Electric Bond & 
Share, for example, was not counted as controlling an operating company. 
This measure showed ten companies controlling about 23 percent of the 
nation’s generating capacity. That certainly underestimated the industry’s 
concentration of control.

The second analysis assigned operating companies to groups that in-
cluded all those in the first analysis and also higher- level holding compa-
nies and investment bankers. The names of directors and principal officers 
of public corporations were easily obtained and a company was placed in a 
group if it shared a director or principal officer with at least one other com-
pany in the group. Sixteen groups were formed, and the total generation 
of the operating companies in each group was determined. By this mea-
sure, the group with the greatest control was the one containing General 
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Electric, accounting for about 23 percent of the nation’s total generation. 
This approach had serious flaws. Not all of the companies in the same 
group would have been under the same control. Furthermore, individual 
companies were assigned to multiple groups. This caused the sum of the 
generation of all groups to be over twice that of the entire country.

Holding companies prospered and grew during the ten years from 1915 
to 1925. Gross earnings of most of the holding companies that existed in 
1915 grew at an annual rate of over 15 percent, reflecting both growth 
in the original operating companies and the acquisition of new compa-
nies.43 This success encouraged the creation of new holding companies. At 
least thirty- four new holding companies received charters between 1923 
and 1929.44 Political concern over the control of the nation’s electric sup-
ply also increased from those suspecting that control of the industry was 
becoming concentrated in holding companies whose power and wealth 
threatened private enterprise and exploited consumers. These companies 
were also seen as using a sophisticated propaganda operation to fool the 
public. George W. Norris, a Progressive Republican from Nebraska, be-
came the leading spokesperson for those concerns. He contended that 
holding company power overwhelmed that of state regulation: “[state 
commissions could] no more contest with this gigantic octopus than a 
fly could interfere with the onward march of an elephant.”45 In 1925, he 
asserted in the Senate “practically everything in the electrical world is 
controlled either directly or indirectly by a Gigantic Power Trust.”46 Con-
cern over monopolies had already resulted in a resolution asking for an 
investigation of the American Tobacco Company. In 1925, by a narrow 
vote Congress amended that resolution so that it also directed the Federal 
Trade Commission (FTC) to undertake a study:

[to determine the] extent the General Electric Company, or the stockholders or 

other security holders thereof, either directly or through subsidiary companies, 

stock ownership, or through other means and instrumentalities, monopolize 

or control the production, generation, or transmission of electric energy or 

power. . . . and to report to the Senate the manner in which said General Elec-

tric Company has acquired and maintained such monopoly or exercises such 

control in restraint of trade or commerce and in violation of law.47

The resolution passed despite the fact that a little over a month earlier, 
doubtless to avoid any negative effects of this study, General Electric di-
vested Electric Bond & Share, thereby relinquishing control over most 
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of its operating companies. The FTC noted the divestiture, but prepared 
the report as of December 1924, before the divestiture. Although the reso-
lution mentioned only General Electric, determining the extent of GE’s 
control required an investigation of the entire industry. The study also in-
vestigated the concentration of control in equipment manufacturing, GE’s 
primary business. The resolution had also directed the FTC to examine 
the extent to which those controlling the utility industry were involved in 
trying “to influence or control public opinion on the question of municipal 
or public ownership of [electric utilities],” but this was blocked by a ruling 
from the attorney general.48

In addition to using the same sorts of public information as were used 
in the 1916 report, the FTC also requested and received information di-
rectly from high- level holding companies and others thought to be in 
control of utilities directly or through subholding companies. This infor-
mation included stock ownership, interlocking directorships, and the fi-
nancing and profitability of holding company systems.

The report exonerated the industry from possessing the type of mono p-
oly control claimed by Senator Norris. “It is obvious that in 1924, neither 
the General Electric Co. nor any other single power interest, or group of 
clearly allied power interests, substantially monopolized or controlled the 
generation, transmission, and sale of electricity in the United States.”49 The  
analysis supported this conclusion but also showed the important role of 
holding companies in the industry. The largest system, Electric Bond & 
Share’s, generated about 12 percent of the nation’s electricity. The corre-
sponding percentages for the seven largest holding company systems and 
all holding company systems were 41 percent and 80 percent, respectively.50

Although finding no evidence to support the worst fears of the Sen-
ate progressives stated in the resolution, the report did raise a couple of 
concerns. It provided evidence that since the data had been collected in-
dustry concentration had increased. It noted that investors might be de-
ceived about the risk of holding company securities because of the extent 
of pyramiding and financial leverage (discussed in chapter 6). In addition, 
increased interstate activity by holding companies was noted as a justifica-
tion for future congressional attention.51

At the time the Senate passed the original resolution, the FTC was in 
the hands of progressives. Very soon after that, the agency came under 
the control of conservatives, and it was then that the report was prepared. 
Progressives had little confidence in the commission or the report.52 A few 
months following its issuance, Senator Walsh of Montana called for a new 
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investigation of electric utility holding companies, this time by a Senate  
committee. After considerable wrangling, the Senate adopted a resolution 
on February 2, 1928, for an investigation of both industry concentration of 
control and use of propaganda. The resolution called for a Senate commit-
tee to conduct the investigation, but, to the dismay of progressives, it also 
was assigned to the FTC. This time, however, the FTC was given subpoena 
power and directed to collect evidence at public hearings from sworn wit-
nesses and to use its own experts to examine company records and physi-
cal assets. Reports from these hearings were continuously provided to the 
Senate and made public. The stock market crash and Great Depression 
dramatically changed the nation’s political climate, and control of the FTC 
shifted back to progressives. Between 1928 and 1935, ninety- six Senate re-
ports, including transcripts and documents gathered in the hearings, to-
taled over 65,000 pages. At the investigation’s end, three final reports filled 
over 1,500 pages.

The report provided evidence of an increase in the share of all private 
generation under the control of holding companies and evidence that con-
trol had become much more concentrated (figures 5.4 and 5.5). Control of 
all private generation by holding company systems increased from 79.5 to 
82.3 percent, although inconsistencies between the two reports may have 
understated that increase.53 In 1924, the seven largest holding company 
systems controlled 42.8 percent of all privately owned generation. In 1929, 
just three systems controlled a larger share. The areas served by hold-
ing companies substantially increased between 1925 and 1932. Figures 5.6 
and 5.7 show counties where a holding company subsidiary in each year 
served at least one community. The pattern was sometimes described as 
a “crazy quilt” because the operating utilities of so many systems were 
widely dispersed.

Before the investigation was complete, the nation and utility holding 
companies had experienced the worst of the Great Depression. Between 
1928/1929 and 1932, consumer prices fell about 24 percent. The deflation- 
adjusted value of utility- generated electricity fell by 7.3 percent.54 Most 
industries experienced much greater revenue losses. The nominal price 
for electricity to residential users fell by 14 percent, while that for all ser-
vices actually increased. The use of both electricity and gas declined, es-
pecially by industrial users.55 Between 1929 and 1936, eighty- two holding 
companies and fifty- two operating utilities that were in holding- company 
systems had defaulted on bonds or had gone into bankruptcy or receiver-
ship. $641 million owed preferred- stock holders had not been paid.56 In 
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June 1932, the stock market overall had lost 82 percent of its Septem-
ber 1929 value. Holding companies lost 90 percent of their value during 
the same period. By December 1934, the stock market rebounded with a  
122 per cent gain, but the holding company index had increased only 4 per-
cent. Over the entire period from September 1929 to December 1934, the 
index for all stocks lost 59.8 percent of its value, but the loss for holding 
companies was 89.3 percent. Only two industry indexes fared worse.57 At 
the end of 1940, dividend payments had been missed on 56 percent and 
28 percent of all preferred stocks issued by holding and operating compa-
nies, respectively.58

In addition to documenting the increase in industry control by holding 
companies, the reports also concluded that holding company practices vic-
timized both investors and the users of electricity. Under holding compa-
nies, the electric utility industry was also found to have developed a mas-
sive and sophisticated public relations (or propaganda) operation that used 
deceptive techniques to influence public opinion. The report provided a 
series of alternative recommendations ranging from major reform to disso-
lution of holding company systems. The Great Depression brought a rapid 
deterioration in the political influence of privately owned electric utilities. 
Despite intense effort, those utilities were unable to prevent Congress from 
passing a “death sentence” that radically reshaped the industry’s structure. 
The next chapter analyses the FTC’s findings and discusses Congress’s 
response.
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Public Utility Holding Companies
Indictment and “Death Sentence”

Opponents of public utility holding companies were vindicated by the  
FTC report. Holding companies had increased and concentrated 

their control over the industry. They engaged in practices that victimized 
both investors and electricity users. States and state regulation were largely 
pow erless to control these practices; some state laws actually encouraged  
their use. The report also revealed the existence of a large and sophisti-
cated organization within the industry that sought, sometimes covertly, to 
manipulate public opinion, further confirming the suspicions of those op-
ponents. The report also noted positive attributes of holding companies, 
although it gave little weight to the most important of those when the 
report was issued, their ability to create large fully integrated networks. 
In response to the FTC’s findings, the federal government instituted radi-
cally reactionary changes to the industry’s structure that sacrificed the for-
mation of new multistate integrated networks.

The Positive Effects of   Holding Companies

The important and positive role holding companies played in the forma-
tion of the electric power industry was uncontested. Holding companies 
likely played a critical role supporting the rapid growth in the industry’s 
capital investment between 1918 and 1924 (figure 4.3), when electrifica-
tion was having a major impact on American manufacturing and standard 
of living. Gross investment stopped growing after 1924, as did the need 
for investment support. Holding companies continued to provide needed 
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technical and managerial support, but they eliminated a more efficient 
source for that support, consulting companies.

The major positive role of holding companies after 1925 was the con-
tinued consolidation of existing operating companies into larger inte-
grated networks, which may have partially explained the decreased need 
for new investment. As explained in the introduction, and demonstrated 
by the Superpower experience in chapter 4, it is very difficult to create a 
fully integrated network from separately owned utilities.1 The creation 
of such networks was not the driving force behind the growth of many 
holding company systems, however. Such networks required control of 
operating companies with adjacent service areas. By 1924, many holding 
company systems consisted of widely dispersed operating companies. The 
helter- skelter scramble for operating companies by the wave of holding 
companies created in the late 1920s aggravated this situation. However, 
some holding company systems did create large integrated networks. All 
of the operating companies in some holding companies, including Pacific  
Gas & Electric, Consolidated Gas Company of New York, and Duke 
Power, were adjacent. These companies had little difficulty reorganizing  
as large single operating companies, each controlling an integrated net-
work. Holding companies had a particular advantage in creating multi-
state integrated networks. Networks they created still exist today that were  
and remained important parts of the nation’s electric utility industry. South -
eastern Power & Light created a modern network spanning areas of Mis-
sissippi, Alabama, Georgia, and Florida. Electric Bond & Share created 
two multistate networks, one that operates in Mississippi and Louisiana 
and another in portions of Michigan, Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky, West Vir -
ginia, Virginia, and Tennessee.2 In 1933, 94 percent of all interstate elec-
tricity transmission was within the same holding company system.3 In 1952,  
sixteen multistate networks created by holding companies collectively ac -
counted for 23 percent of all investment and revenue in the US electric 
utility industry.4 The creation of new networks stopped when holding com -
panies were eliminated.

The Negative Effects

The FTC report identified ways holding companies thwarted state util-
ity and securities regulation and income tax collections. They concealed 
the true risk of their securities acquired by millions of investors, many of 
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whom endured losses. The fury created by those losses conditioned many 
to believe they were the victims of actions that were immoral, unethical, 
and even criminal by individuals that used them to amass great wealth. 
The FTC investigators shared those feelings, and the tone of the report 
was an indictment of holding companies:

It is not easy to choose words which will adequately characterize various ethical 

aspects of the situation without an appearance of undue severity. Nevertheless 

the use of words such as fraud, deceit, misrepresentation, dishonesty, breach of 

trust, and oppression are the only suitable terms to apply if one seeks to form 

an ethical judgment on many practices which have taken sums beyond calcula-

tion from the rate paying and investing public.5

The steady stream of findings released during the course of the investiga-
tion attracted considerable press attention, and several books repackaged 
those findings for a popular audience. This attention both reflected the pub-
lic’s interest and contributed to its outrage.6

Did those findings justify the radical action that reshaped the electric 
power industry in ways that lasted for decades? Was there something in 
the nature of a public utility holding company that encouraged and en-
abled it to victimize its investors and customers more than did other com-
panies? The answer to the latter question is a qualified “yes.”

Exploiting Investors

Holding companies were accused by the FTC of victimizing investors by 
misrepresenting the true net worth and profits of companies that issued se-
curities and the risk of holding those securities. Net worth and profits mea-
sure the financial strength of a company. Misrepresentation of these could 
have led investors to have overoptimistic expectations about future earn-
ings, creating unjustifiably high common stock prices and making other 
securities seem safer than they really were. The lower perceived risk would 
have reduced the returns bonds and preferred stocks would have needed 
to pay investors. Potential and current investors relied on the accountants 
who audited the firms to provide accurate and unbiased reports. That reli-
ance was often unjustified. Deficiencies in audit reports were exacerbated 
by a lack of uniform standards for audits. Some of the practices of holding 
companies were reprehensible, and reform was fully justified.
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Problems with the information provided outside investors were not 
limited to public utility holding companies. A Senate committee (com-
monly called the Pecora Commission) conducted hearings between 1932 
and 1934 on the sale of securities to the public and released a sequence of 
twenty transcripts and a final report.7 The investigation did include pub-
lic utility holding companies (one hearing was devoted to Insull), but it 
dealt primarily with investment banks. Its report, like that of the FTC, 
had a strong tone of outrage. Although the Pecora Commission identi-
fied some of the dubious practices by holding companies later reported 
by the FTC, its final report only briefly mentioned public utility holding 
companies. Railroad holding companies were the primary examples of 
holding company abuses in that report. The findings of the Pecora Com-
mission spurred the passage of the first federal securities law, the 1933 
Federal Securities Act, which was specifically designed to require corpo-
rations to provide better information to outside investors. The following 
year Congress extended these requirements and created the Securities 
and Exchange Commission (SEC) to regulate the sales of securities.8 The 
SEC directed the accounting profession to develop uniform auditing stan-
dards, which it began in 1939.

Were public utility holding companies more deceptive than were other 
companies? The ideological opponents of private utility ownership could 
have been expected to hold that view, but others held it as well. For ex-
ample, the president of the Investment Bankers Association of America 
noted in 1927 that corporations in general had improved the information 
they made available when issuing securities, but specifically excluded public 
utility holding companies from this praise.9 The multilayer organizational 
structure of holding company systems could both create and conceal fi-
nancial fragility and the riskiness of their securities. Although multilayer 
organization may have been present in other industries, the rapid acquisi-
tions by public utility holding companies of other holding companies likely 
made this especially common. Utility holding companies were unique in 
having subsidiaries subject to state regulation. Control of regulated utili-
ties enabled types of deceptive behavior that would otherwise have been 
unavailable. That behavior, however, was used more to exploit customers 
than investors.

In many states, regulated utilities had to have the prior approval of the 
regulatory commission before issuing securities. This gave regulatory com-
missions power to prevent some dubious financial practices. Although op-
erating utilities were subject to state regulation, holding companies were  
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not. Their securities might have been subject to “blue sky” laws used by 
some states to protect those investing in any industry from fraudulent se-
curities offerings. These laws generally required offerings of new securi-
ties to receive prior approval by a state agency and to pay large fees, but 
they did not effectively protect investors. Some state laws were inadequate, 
and some states were lax in the enforcement of the laws they did have.10 
Some states exempted certain types of bonds or securities sold on major 
exchanges from their blue sky laws. Corporations sidestepped them, even 
for legitimate securities, by using mail to sell them from outside the state

The final FTC reports devoted considerable space to criticizing certain 
accounting practices used by holding companies and describing prefer-
able alternatives. By modern standards, many of those practices are out-
rageous and illegal. They were not illegal at the time, however, and some 
were used by firms outside the utilities industry. By the standards of the 
time, the FTC’s outrage may have been unfair. A deficiency of the FTC’s 
report is that it did not explain exactly how investors were harmed by 
the practices it criticized. Some of those practices are widely used today 
and are not regarded as harmful to investors, raising questions about the 
FTC’s conclusions. To judge the accuracy of the FTC’s criticisms, the ac-
tual or potential harm done to investors must be determined. This is made 
especially difficult because many of the accounting concepts used by the 
FTC are archaic and no longer used. Perhaps because of these difficulties, 
there have been no thorough modern efforts to analyze the FTC’s find-
ings.11 There is no doubt, however, that practices used by holding compa-
nies would have provided investors with distorted information that con-
cealed negative aspects about a company’s financial situation. However, 
investors were aware of the use of many of them, although that awareness 
itself would not have enabled a correction of the distortions.

A firm’s net worth is the values of its assets minus liabilities at one point  
in time. A firm’s profit is the difference between its revenue and operating 
expenses across a period of time, usually a year. A balance sheet, showing 
the firm’s net worth, and a profit and loss statement, showing its profits,  
were issued following an audit. For a common stockholder, net worth mea -
sures the current equity owned collectively by all common stockholders.  
Expected future profits, not current profits, are a primary determinant 
of a stock’s market value. Since it is impossible for that to be objectively 
determined, a prospective investor in common stock must combine the 
firm’s current financial situation with other information to form an opin-
ion about future profits. A firm with a large net worth was less likely to go  
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bankrupt. If it were liquidated, net worth provided a source of funds to pay  
other investors if the sale of assets alone was insufficient. High net worth 
was an indication that the firm’s securities were a safe investment. Large 
profits provided a source of funds to pay income to securities holders and 
were another indicator of safety.

The managers of a company possessed the most information about both  
its current net worth and its current profits. They, however, had an incentive 
for both values to be as high as possible. Higher values for these measures 
would increase the value of the company’s securities, possibly increasing 
their personal wealth, and would make it easier to sell additional securi-
ties. The greater the perceived safety of securities, the lower the return 
necessary to attract investors. Those lower payments to investors would 
increase net value and profits. The incentives to increase a firm’s net value 
and profits encouraged managers to behave in the best interests of inves-
tors, but they also made those managers an unreliable source of objective 
measures of the firm’s financial strength.

To achieve as much objectivity as possible, audits and reports should 
have been done by outside accountants who had no incentive to provide 
biased information. The FTC found this was not always the case. Ideally, 
audits would have been done using the same procedures in all audits in all 
industries by all accountants, any of whom would have obtained the same 
results, comparable across industries. Not only did a lack of standards pre-
vent this, but also the determination of some values inescapably required 
a degree of subjective judgment. Today, investors can often also get infor-
mation from independent analysts, which can provide a check on the com-
pany’s reports. Such information was uncommon in the 1930s and earlier.

Determining the value of a company requires assigning values to its as-
sets. There are two categories of assets: tangible and intangible. Tangible 
assets include land and capital equipment. Intangible assets include items 
without physical existence but which contribute to the company’s earning 
power, including franchises, rights (such as a right granted to use a hydro-
power site), and other privileges. Valuing intangible assets was more dif-
ficult, but considerable controversy also existed over how tangible assets 
were valued.

The accounting concept used by the FTC closest to measuring a com-
pany’s net worth was “surplus.” It purported to measure how much would 
be left over if a company were liquidated and all of its obligations paid, 
including the amounts required to redeem preferred stock. The FTC 
maintained that surplus should have been divided into two classes: earned 
surplus and capital surplus. Earned surplus contained only amounts the 
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company had received in profits but not distributed to common stock-
holders, including profits from operations and gains from the sale of as-
sets. Capital surplus contained all other net assets, including the funds the  
corporation received from the original sale of common stock and the value 
of stock that was surrendered or donated to the company. The FTC’s posi-
tion was that capital surplus was to be retained by the corporation unless 
it was liquidated and could not be paid as dividends. Only earned surplus 
should have been at the disposal of the board of directors.12 Most holding 
companies, however, were incorporated in states that allowed the payment  
of dividends from capital surplus, and the number of such states allowing 
this practice was increasing.13

Holding company systems commonly included in surplus items that 
compromised its usefulness to investors and that the FTC regarded as 
bogus. Again, these practices were used in states in which they either were 
not prohibited or were explicitly permitted by incorporation laws. An ex-
ample of such a practice was the inclusion of the value of stock dividends 
in surplus. A stock dividend (equivalent to a split) occurred if a corpora-
tion issued new stock and distributed it to existing stockholders in fixed 
proportion to the stock they already held. Increasing the total number of 
shares of a company’s stock would have diluted the value of each stock 
and left the total value of all stocks unchanged. The new stock could be 
sold, but the receipt from that sale was not income but came from the 
value of existing stock. The FTC’s criticism was correct, but the practice 
was legal in some states.

The largest source of improper amounts credited to surplus came from 
the overvaluation of an operating utility’s assets. In addition to being a 
source of investor deception, if these overvaluations were accepted by 
state regulators as part of the rate base, they also resulted in higher rates, 
exploiting electricity users. The FTC’s position was that the basis for valu-
ing tangible assets in the company’s books should have been their origi-
nal cost and that increases in an asset’s value before it was sold should 
not have been included in surplus. Neither of these was standard industry 
practice, and this resulted in what was probably the greatest abuse of both 
investors and customers by holding companies.

Write- Ups

A “write- up” occurred when the management of a company increased 
the value of an asset on the firm’s books although the actual physical 
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characteristics of that asset were unchanged. This could occur when the 
asset legally passed from one subsidiary to another, because of either an 
intrasystem transaction or a corporate reorganization. Increasing the book  
value of an operating company’s assets allowed a holding company to re-
port a higher value of the securities of the operating company it held. In 
a multilevel system, this could ratchet up the reported net worth of com-
panies at every level, increasing the apparent safety of all their securities. 
Arguably, if the operations of two operating companies were merged, the 
profits of the new company might exceed the combined profits of the two, 
and the new company would then be more valuable than the two it con-
solidated. At best, however, those higher profits would come in the future, 
and immediately assigning a higher value to the combined company was 
speculative. In many cases, the magnitude of a write- up was so great that 
no claim that it was based on the economies of consolidation was credible.

The greatest abuse occurred when a write- up was “capitalized,” that 
is, when it was used to support issuing more securities. If that happened, 
the system took on a new obligation to pay returns to investors of the new 
securities even though there was no actual change in the system’s physical 
or financial situations. The new securities increased the risk of existing 
securities, but the increased reported surplus concealed this. The derisive 
term for securities issued based on write- ups was “water,” implying they 
had no real value. Although the new securities harmed existing investors 
by deceptively increasing the risk of their securities, they could provide a 
large cash benefit to the system’s top common shareholders.

Here is a simplified example of how a write- up could work. Suppose one 
company in a holding- company system sold an operating utility to another 
company in the same system at a higher price than was originally paid. 
The buying company then financed the purchase by issuing and selling new 
securities and giving the funds to the selling company. The reported sur-
plus of the acquiring company was unchanged: the obligations to the new 
securities holders exactly offset the value of the new asset (the acquired 
company). The selling company reported a profit from the increased sales 
price, which increased its earned surplus. Thus, the entire system’s reported 
surplus increased, although there was no actual physical change in any of 
its assets. The selling company then distributed the profit it received in 
dividends to its common stockholders. In essence, the receipts from new 
securities were paid directly to common stockholders. They benefitted, 
but the securities of all investors became riskier. At best, capitalizing the 
write- up and distributing it as dividends shifted the (possible) future profits  
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to the system’s present top stockholders. Following the nation’s economic 
collapse, write- ups increased the losses of outside investors.

An example of a write- up occurred in 1924. Cities Service, then a top- 
level holding company, acquired the majority of the stock of an operating 
company, Colorado Power, for slightly more than $3 million, in an arms- 
length transaction with unaffiliated parties including the Electric Bond & 
Share system. A few weeks later, Cities Service sold the stock to an exist -
ing operating company subsidiary, Public Service Company of Colorado,  
for slightly more than $9 million. Public Service paid for the stock by is -
su  ing $9 million in bonds. The two companies merged, and the new com -
pany’s value included the $6 million write- up. The physical assets of the 
merged company were the same as those of the two companies it re-
placed, but its value was $6 million greater. The stockholders of Cities 
Service made a large profit without having had to put up any money, but 
the system’s total debt increased. Any contention that expected higher fu -
ture profits justified a tripling in the value of an asset within a few weeks 
seemed questionable. There were numerous other cases of write- ups aris -
ing from transactions between firms in the same holding company sys -
tem.14 The FTC found that write- ups in eighteen holding- company systems  
constituted over 22 percent of the total value of the operating utilities in 
the system. The total value of those write- ups exceeded $1.4 billion (be-
tween $17 and $24 billion in 2014 dollars, depending on when the write- 
ups were made).15

Write- ups were possible because the common basis for the valuation 
of tangible property was “replacement cost new,” what it would have cost 
at the time of the write- up to duplicate the physical assets acquired based 
on an engineering appraisal. A truly objective appraisal would have been 
difficult, but the FTC found that the appraisals were frequently made by 
employees of the same holding company or by others dependent on the 
system.16

Depreciation

As a physical asset ages, it wears out or becomes obsolete, and its value 
decreases. Depreciation as an accounting concept seeks to measure the 
amount of this decrease in value that occurs in each year of the asset’s 
life. A prediction is made of the life of a new piece of equipment, and an 
assumption is made about the temporal pattern of the decline in its value. 
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For example, straight- line depreciation assumes each annual decline is 
the same. The predicted life and assumed pattern of deterioration are 
used to assign a value to each year’s depreciation. That amount is treated 
as an operating expense and subtracted from the year’s revenue in deter-
mining profit, and it is subtracted from the total value of the physical capi-
tal on the firm’s books. Ideally, when a piece of equipment is taken out 
of service, the sum of each year’s depreciation will equal the equipment’s 
original cost. Of course, the predicted life may turn out to have wrong, but 
that experience is taken into account in predicting the life of other capital 
equipment to make average expected life of all capital equipment as ac-
curate as possible. Sometimes depreciation is credited to a sinking fund, 
which can be used to purchase replacement equipment. Today deprecia-
tion is the accounting technique universally used, and it was the method 
used by most industries at the time of the FTC investigation. It was not, 
however, the method generally used by the electric utility industry.

Instead of using depreciation accounting, utilities used a method termed  
“retirement” accounting. No adjustment was made to profits or net value 
during the life of the equipment. Instead, all of the equipment’s original 
cost was included in operating expenses and deducted from the firm’s books  
in the year it was removed from service. The book value of a utility’s phys-
ical assets thus did not account for the deterioration of equipment still in 
use. When gross investment was increasing (as during most of the life of 
the industry) reported profits and net value using retirement accounting 
would have always been higher than under depreciation accounting, in-
flating the value of reported surplus.

Under retirement accounting, the utility created a retirement account 
into which profits would be placed at the discretion of the board of direc-
tors. The funds in that account could then be used to purchase new capital 
equipment, similar to a sinking fund. The purpose of a retirement account 
was not, however, to pay for capital equipment. Its primary purpose was 
to reduce variations in common stock dividends. If the directors judged a 
year’s profits to be unusually high, rather than increasing dividends, they 
could add to the retirement fund. If, however, the directors judged a year’s 
profits to be unusually low, or when a particularly expensive piece of capi-
tal equipment was purchased, they could take funds out of the retirement 
account to pay that year’s dividends. Advocates of retirement accounting 
argued that dividends should be determined by the usual level of earn-
ings and not be affected by year- to- year fluctuations. It was entirely up 
to the judgment of the directors as to what constituted the “usual” level 
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of earnings. With rare exceptions, the retirement account was never suf-
ficient to cover the cost of replacing capital equipment.17

When a utility’s financial situation deteriorated, retirement accounting 
provided ways to conceal that from investors. When capital equipment was 
taken out of service, some utilities failed to include its costs in expenses 
or to deduct its value from those of its total assets.18 Such behavior might 
have been expected after the 1929 crash, but it happened earlier. In 1926, 
for example, Florida Power & Light’s profits and reserves were insufficient  
to cover the cost of retired equipment, so it kept over $1 million worth of 
that equipment on its balance sheet. Between 1926 and 1929, a number of 
holding company profits had fallen to a point that depreciation account-
ing would have eliminated dividend payments to preferred stockholders. 
With the use of retirement accounting, those companies were able to pay 
dividends not only to preferred stockholders but to common stockholders 
as well.19

Although retirement accounting would find no support from accoun-
tants today, it did then. Its use was approved by state regulators and in-
cluded in the Uniform Classification of Accounts developed by state regu-
lators’ national association (with the active participation of the NELA).20 
By enabling a higher valuation of a regulated utility’s assets (rate base), 
retirement accounting increased allowed revenue and electricity prices.21 
If, despite using retirement accounting, a utility found it in its interest 
to add a depreciation charge to its operating expenses, regulators often 
gave their approval. The standard used by regulators in such a situation 
was “reasonableness,” rather than depreciation accounting’s objectively 
deter mined amount.22 This gave utility management latitude in determin-
ing the timing of the impact equipment wear and tear had on allowable 
revenue.

The FTC found other methods used by holding companies to victimize 
outside investors. A number of holding companies tried to manipulate the 
market price of their stocks. The FTC maintained that often the intention 
of the manipulation was artificially to raise the price of a stock before the 
issuance of new shares, particularly when the new stocks were offered by 
subscription to existing stockholders. Once the need to support the stock 
price was over, selling those surplus shares would depress stock prices, 
possibly resulting in losses to investors. In some instances, a company or 
its closely aligned interests purchased and sold over 90 percent of the total 
monthly volume of a company’s stock traded on a public exchange. This 
type of manipulation was risky to the company because to raise prices, it 
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had to buy more shares than it sold. The FTC provided considerable de-
tail on stock market manipulation by the Insull interests when the system 
was refinanced shortly before the crash. In that case, the FTC maintained 
that the Insull system had created new companies with new stock issues 
to absorb the surplus manipulated stocks.23 After the 1929 stock market 
crash and continuing decline in stock prices, efforts at manipulation gen-
erally created losses. Stock market manipulation was a problem in indus-
tries other than public utility holding companies. As the FTC noted, the 
Pecora Commission found that financial firms not connected to the utility 
industry had also frequently engaged in securities- price manipulation.24

The FTC documented and adamantly condemned the use of stock with-
out par value by utility holding companies. Par value originally repre-
sented the amount of money put in the corporation by each share of stock 
when it was originally issued. If the original stockholder paid less than its  
par value, he or she could be held personally liable for the difference. It was  
common, however, for the original price of stock to exceed its par value. The  
subsequent market value of the stock was unaffected by its par value. Par 
value is now generally regarded as meaningless, and no- par stock is com-
monly used and not viewed as suspicious. The report did not explain how 
investors were victimized by no- par stock. It is difficult to determine if the 
FTC was simply mistaken about the issue or if some unexplained factor 
no longer in existence justified its position.

Why Use Deceptive Accounting?

At best, retirement accounting and unjustified write- ups that did not af-
fect regulated rates shifted profits from the future to the present. Because 
future profits cannot be known with confidence, such an action is inher-
ently risky. The reason this might have been done by the unscrupulous 
is obvious, but why would a reputable company that expected to remain 
in business mortgage its future? For such action to make sense, those re-
sponsible must have had a strong reason to believe that profits now were 
far more valuable than future profits. There are plausible explanations for 
why that belief was held. Prior to 1915, utilities needed each year to raise 
more money from investors than they received in revenue (figure 3.2). For 
the first half of the 1920s, gross investment averaged 64 percent of total 
revenue. Shifting profits to the present may have been seen as necessary 
to induce the level of investment needed to feed the industry’s appetite. 
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Continual rapid growth may have made shifting liabilities to the future 
not seem very risky.

By the second half of the 1920s, the need for new funds to finance cap-
ital equipment had declined. This was, however, the period when holding 
companies were scrambling to acquire operating companies and other 
holding companies at increasing prices, and control of the industry was 
falling in the hands of fewer and fewer companies. For holding compa-
nies whose managers wanted to maintain some control of the industry, 
acquiring control over more operating companies was essential. For hold-
ing company managers without such lofty goals, growth could still be seen 
as an imperative. The prices paid for control of operating companies was 
increasing. The stockholders of a holding company acquired by another 
could receive larger capital gains if the purchase included more operating 
companies. Eventually one, or a few, holding companies would be left 
standing in control of the industry and further acquisitions would cease. 
During a brief window of opportunity, funds from investors now rather 
than later promised high rewards justifying some additional risk. Such an  
attitude could also help explain why some systems, notably the one con-
trolled by Insull, were anxious to acquire control of operating utilities whose  
locations offered little or no opportunity for integration. In the late 1920s, 
the economy seemed to be on a path of endless growth, and the electric 
utility industry was riding the crest of that growth. This environment did 
not encourage a conservative approach to business decisions.

When a holding company system faced the imminent prospect of fail-
ure, those in charge may have resorted to “gambling for resurrection,” 
engaging in risky behavior that had a slight chance of saving the business 
but was more likely to result in even greater losses.25 This could have in-
cluded misrepresenting the company’s financial situation so that investors 
continued to purchase securities. The misrepresentation may have been 
done with the hope that conditions would improve soon enough that the 
new investor obligations (along with the old) could be met. Part of the 
motivation for this may have come from the fact that a business’s manag-
ers and common stockholders were the first to lose, and a collapse could 
result in their losing everything. They had little or nothing more to lose if 
total losses increased further. When the collapse occurred, gambling for 
resurrection would have contributed to investor anger and been seen as 
fraud. Although eventually acquitted, the FTC accused Insull, when his 
system appeared near collapse, of having accelerated sales of securities to 
customers, relied on fictitious profits, and manipulated the stock market. 
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Other holding company executives were convicted and sent to prison,  
including officers of the W. B. Foshay holding company, whose failure be-
came apparent even before the economic collapse. It had long advertised 
to investors, “The company has never failed to pay dividends— it pays 
them monthly; it meets its obligations to shareholders on time— all the 
time.” Its profits fell to zero and became negative even before the eco-
nomic collapse. Nevertheless, it kept its word and continuously paid divi-
dends through October 29. The next day, barely a week after the stock 
market crash, it declared bankruptcy.26 Gambling for resurrection may  
partly explain the FTC’s condemnation of the ethics of utility holding 
company executives. However, before such behavior could occur, a hold-
ing company system must have been on the brink of collapse. The rapid 
acquisition of holding companies by other holding companies contributed 
to a fragile financial structure that made even a slight downturn create 
such a situation.

Pyramiding and Leverage

Each time a holding company acquired another, it added a new layer to 
the existing system. A diagram of such a system was like a pyramid—  one 
company at the top and ever- increasing numbers of companies at lower 
levels. The FTC objected to two characteristics this structure enabled: 
excessive financial leverage and control of a system by individuals whose 
personal investment was a tiny fraction of the total. Concern over exces-
sive financial leverage was justified. Concern over the second characteris-
tic might also have been a legitimate cause for concern, but that condition 
is extremely widespread today and is not now a source of alarm.

Leverage occurs whenever an investment is partially funded by the 
sale of financial instruments that pay a fixed return, including bonds and 
preferred stock. The higher the proportion of the total funded by fixed- 
return investments, the greater the leverage. Some degree of leverage is 
normal in all businesses, but overreliance on fixed- income securities cre-
ated excessive leverage in some holding company systems. With leverage, 
changes in the return to the investment in an operating utility multiplied 
the change in the return to the system’s top stockholders. A small increase 
in an operating company’s return caused a huge increase in that of top 
stockholders. However, even if an operating company remained profit-
able, a small decrease in its return might not have just reduced the return 
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to top stockholders, it could have bankrupted one or more of the system’s 
holding companies. Fear of financial fragility was the source of the rule 
of thumb that no more than 50 percent of a company’s investment funds 
should come from bonds. Multiple layers in a holding company system 
could have made the system’s reliance on fixed- system securities less ap-
parent to investors than it actually was.

The original design of some holding company systems often included 
a few layers. In the original structure of Electric Bond & Share (chap-
ter 5), for example, operating companies were owned by subholding com-
panies controlled by the top holding company. When a holding company  
acquired another, there may have been an intention to merge layers sim -
plifying the system’s structure, but this took time. In the meantime, acqui-
sitions increased. As the number of layers increased, so did financial le-
verage. Figure 5.2 shows the layers between top stockholders in the Insull 
system and one of its operating companies. When holding company sys-
tems with different numbers of layers were acquired, the number of layers  
between the acquiring company and an operating company varied. Most 
of the operating companies in the Associated Gas and Electric system 
were separated from the top company by three layers of subholding com-
panies (five layers in total). Two operating companies in the system, how-
ever, had five layers of subholding companies between them and the top 
company, seven layers in all.27 The total number of legally distinct corpo-
rations in some holding company systems was in the hundreds.28

Figure 6.1 illustrates leverage in a hypothetical holding company sys-
tem with only three layers and illustrates the pressure for operating com-
panies to pay unjustified dividends. System diagrams usually pictured the 
operating companies at the bottom and the top holding company at the  
top. For clarity, this one is inverted. The diagram simplifies aspects of ac -
tual systems that are unnecessary to illustrate leverage. Each layer has only  
one subsidiary company, but in actual systems, all holding and subholding 
companies had multiple subsidiaries. Each company shown is financed 
50 percent by bonds and 50 percent by common stocks. The bonds issued 
by all layers pay the same interest rate, five percent. All of the common 
stock in the system is owned either by a holding company or by the top 
stockholders. There are no preferred stocks. Since preferred stocks paid 
a fixed return, their effect on leverage was the same as bonds, although, 
unlike bonds, they could not force bankruptcy. The two holding compa-
nies have no operating expenses. Like actual holding company systems, 
all funds raised from the sale of securities by all companies were used to 
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purchase the capital equipment of the operating company, which was the 
sole source of all profits.

The total cost of the illustrated operating company’s capital equipment 
is $1 million. The operating company raised half that amount by issuing 
and selling bonds and half by selling common stock to the subholding com-
pany. The subholding company financed half the $500,000 it paid for the 
operating company’s common stock by selling $250,000 of its own bonds 

figure 6.1. Effects of financial leverage in a holding company system

Source: Prepared by author
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and $250,000 worth of stock to the top holding company. The top holding 
company, in turn, sold bonds for half the amount and obtained the other 
half from the system’s top stockholders.

Column A shows the flow of money if the net revenue to the operat-
ing company was $50,000, a 5 percent return on its $1 million worth of 
capital equipment. The $500,000 it raised from the sale of 5- percent bonds 
required an interest payment of $25,000. That interest is paid, and the 
remaining $25,000 is paid as a dividend to the subholding company. The 
subholding company pays the $12,500 in interest owed its bondholders 
and pays the remaining $12,500 as a dividend to the top holding company. 
That company pays its bondholders the $6,250 in interest they are owed, 
and the remaining $6,250 is paid as a dividend to the system’s top stock-
holders. Their original investment was $125,000. The $6,250 dividend is a 
5 percent return on their investment.

In column B, the holding company’s profits have risen to $60,000, a  
6 percent return on its $1 million of capital equipment. This does not 
change the amount owed bondholders; they are paid the same $25,000 as  
before. The remaining $35,000 is paid to the subholding company, which 
pays its bondholders $12,500 and pays $22,500 in dividends to the top hold -
ing company. The top holding company pays the interest it owes its bond-
holders, and the remaining $16,250 is paid as a dividend to the system’s 
top stockholders. Their dividend is a 13 percent return on their $125,000 
investment. A 1- percentage- point increase in the return to the operating 
company’s investment causes an 8- percentage- point increase in the return 
to the top stockholders.

Column C shows the system’s fragility. Net revenue to the operating  
com pany falls to $40,000, a return on its investment of 4 percent, a 
1- percentage- point fall from case A. The operating company is still prof-
itable. After bondholders are paid, the subholding company receives 
$15,000 in dividends and the top holding company receives $2,500. How-
ever, the top holding company owes its bondholders $6,250 in interest, 
$3,750 more that it received. It can only make a partial payment to its 
bondholders and defaults on the rest. The top stockholders receive noth-
ing. A continuing return of only 4 percent to the operating company will 
eventually bankrupt the top holding company.

The total interest payments owned all of the system’s bondholders 
equal $43,750. As long as the operating company pays a dividend of at 
least this amount, bankruptcy will be avoided. If there were more layers, 
each with the same financing, leverage would have been increased, and an 
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even larger dividend payment from the operating company would have 
been necessary to keep the entire system afloat. Although each company 
is financed only 50 percent by bonds, the relevant leverage to a bondholder 
is the total percentage of the operating company’s $1 million financed by 
bonds at each level from the company issuing the bonds through the oper-
ating company. For bondholders of the top holding company, the relevant 
percentage was 87.5. Such information was not easily obtained.

To avoid bankruptcy, the top stockholders might gamble for resurrec-
tion by forcing the operating company to pay dividends above its actual 
profits. This could be done only by reducing that company’s capital below 
$1 million, perhaps by selling assets. To earn the minimum $47,500 to avoid 
default, its rate of return on the reduced capital would have to increase. 
If this did not happen, total losses to bondholders would be greater than 
if bankruptcy had occurred earlier. Gambling for resurrection shifted risk 
from the top stockholders to the system’s existing bondholders. The FTC 
had little difficulty finding cases of operating companies paying unjustifi-
able dividends that jeopardized their future.29

The FTC was also bothered by the way multiple levels in a holding 
company system could enable top stockholders to control a total invest-
ment having personally made only a tiny fraction. In the example shown in 
figure 6.1, the operating company’s $1 million investment was completely 
controlled by the top stockholders, whose own investment of $125,000 
was only 12.5 percent of the total. In the case of the segment of the Insull 
system shown in figure 5.2, the FTC calculated that the personal invest-
ment of the system’s top stockholders was less than 0.03 percent of the 
total. The FTC saw this as a problem encouraging risky behavior:

It seems very unsafe to have any form of pyramiding which has such a financial 

basis, not only on account of the excessive concentration of control over im-

mense masses of property but also because of the opportunity it offers to finan-

cial adventures to have too much influence over the general economic interests 

of the company.30

Those who lost money in the collapse of holding company systems 
were apparently shocked to learn about the small investments made by 
those who controlled the systems and their small share of the total losses. 
However, the investment required by an electric utility would have made 
it impossible for those in control of a large holding company system per-
sonally to provide a significant proportion of the total. This situation ex-
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ists with any giant corporation, regardless of the number of layers, and is 
the norm among large public corporations today. The common situation 
today is for a corporation to be controlled by its professional managers, 
whose personal investment is an even smaller proportion of the total than 
that identified by the FTC. Considerable research has shown that these 
managers operate in their own best interests even when that does not co-
incide with the interests of all stockholders.31 At the time of the FTC in-
vestigation, it was already known that control by management existed in 
the case of AT&T.32

Modern control by managers occurs when the corporation has many 
stockholders, each of whom owns such a tiny proportion of the total that 
he or she has no hope of influencing the election of a director. When an 
election for the board of directors occurs, the company’s management will 
issue a recommended slate of candidates. The largest stockholders, typi-
cally institutions such as mutual funds or pension funds, tend to vote for 
that slate unless they are very unhappy with the current management. Man -
agement will solicit the votes of all stockholders, many of whom will not 
bother to vote. If a director acts against the interests of the managers, he 
or she will not be on their recommended slate in the future and will not  
remain a director. Rather than the directors controlling management, man -
agement effectively controls the directors. All stockholders, including in-
stitutions, will usually own stock in many corporations, making it impos-
sible to become fully informed about the operations of any single one. An  
investor unhappy with the performance of a corporation will simply sell 
his or her shares. There are some limits to the management’s power. Some -
times a corporate raider or other current or potential stockholder will be -
lieve a company’s management is doing such a poor job of serving share -
holder interests that a campaign will be made to get control of the votes  
of other shareholders. These undertakings are difficult, expensive, risky, and  
rare.

Holding companies provided their investors spectacular returns in the 
1920s. Even with better information, many investors would likely not 
have refrained from continuing to invest in holding companies and in-
stead followed a conservative approach that would have better protected 
them when the nation’s economy suffered the largest and longest financial 
downturn in its history. The anger experienced by the enormous number 
of individuals who had invested in utilities was, nevertheless, unsurprising. 
Reform was clearly needed, and prosecution of some holding company 
system officials was warranted. Some holding company systems, however, 
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were not in the same category and warranted little reproach, especially by 
the standards of the time. No other industry was investigated to the same 
extent as public utility holding companies. That absence makes it impos-
sible to compare the behavior of the electric utility industry with that of 
other contemporary industries.

Exploiting Utility Customers

The FTC made a strong case that holding companies were able to take 
advantage of electricity users by exploiting state regulation. The objective 
of state regulation was to enable electricity users to gain the advantages 
of being supplied by a monopolist without paying rates that included mo-
nopoly profits. Many contemporary observers doubted the effectiveness 
of state regulation, and the FTC seemed largely to agree:

. . . comparatively few states have adopted any thorough- going policy or system 

of regulation. Those which have done so have encountered insuperable difficul-

ties growing out of constitutional limitations, economic developments, and the 

attitude of the industry and the courts.33

FTC found evidence of a too- close relationship between state regulators 
and private utilities. Private utilities interests had paid off deficits incurred 
by state regulators’ national association, NARUC. Utilities and utility or-
ganizations gave gifts to state regulators, and paid them to address con-
ventions of utility employees. NARUC’s position on the superiority of 
private ownership of utilities over public ownership mirrored that of the 
private utilities, and the NELA distributed reports and statements from 
NARUC expressing that position.34 The NELA’s position on federal reg-
ulation, particularly as a threat to state commissions, was in lockstep with 
that of NARUC.35 Although opposed to federal regulation, the NELA 
depicted state regulation as tough, vigilant, and effective.

While acknowledging that there was considerable variation among the 
states in the effectiveness of regulation, the FTC found much to criticize. 
It faulted some states for adopting laws and policies that facilitated the 
victimization of investors and utility customers. It found that some state 
regulatory agencies had employed policies that favored the interests of 
the regulated utilities over those of its customers. The FTC questioned 
whether effective regulation was even possible at the state level.36 State 
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regulators bore responsibility for the use by the industry of retirement 
accounting to the disadvantage of both investors and the users of electric-
ity. However, some of the most potent methods by which electric utilities 
could undermine state regulation could not have been prevented by even 
competent and conscientious state regulators.

Under the regulatory system that had been created in the United 
States, an electric utility was entitled to receive revenue sufficient to cover 
its operating costs plus a fair return on the value of its capital, its rate 
base. When a commission decided to consider changing a utility’s rates, a 
hearing was held in which detailed data from a previous period (often the  
previous year) was presented by the utility. Based on these data, the com-
mission determined the values of three numbers: the amount prudently 
spent by the utility on operations (operating costs), the total value of its 
capital equipment (rate base), and the fair rate of return. The utility was 
then allowed to charge rates that, had they been used during the period 
covered by the collected data, would have provided the utility with the tar-
get revenue, assuming use of electricity by all customers was unchanged. 
Chapter 3 discusses a number of flaws inherent in this system. Holding 
companies widely employed methods that made it difficult for state regu-
lators to make an accurate determination of the value of either operating 
costs or the rate base.

Operating Costs

If a utility purchased electricity at wholesale from another utility, that 
cost would have been part of its operating expenses. Since 1927, interstate 
wholesale electricity rates were unregulated. Operating companies in one 
state frequently sold electricity to other operating companies in other 
states that were in the same holding company system. This gave a holding 
company the opportunity to enable increased rates by an operating com-
pany by charging it an excessive price for electricity from an out- of- state 
affiliate. Surprisingly, the FTC found this had not happened.37 Holding 
companies, however, had other effective ways of manipulating operating 
costs.

Many holding companies were exclusive suppliers of services and con-
struction to their operating company subsidiaries. Except for construc-
tion, which affected the rate base, the prices charged for these services 
were an operating expense of the utility receiving them. Had the operating 
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company provided those services to itself, the regulatory commission 
could have determined their costs and used that to determine total operat-
ing costs. If the services had been provided by competing consulting firms, 
competition would have made their fees reasonable. However, as noted in 
the history of Stone & Webster (chapter 5), the holding company system 
eliminated that alternative. Holding companies were not regulated, and a 
commission did not have the power to collect the information needed to 
determine what the services actually cost them to provide. As long as those 
fees seemed “reasonable,” regulators had no choice but to accept them as 
an operating expense that could be recovered from the utility’s customers.

The FTC found that excessive service fees were the norm. Electric 
Bond & Share, one of the first holding companies to provide services to its 
operating utilities, had always been secretive about its servicing business, 
never releasing information about its revenue or its costs. When the FTC 
requested that information, Electric Bond & Share refused to provide it. 
When the FTC issued a subpoena, the company challenged it in court, 
supplying the information only after the challenge failed. Those data re-
vealed that fees for services amounted to 30 percent of Electric Bond & 
Share’s gross revenue. The holding company charged its subsidiaries more 
than twice the cost of providing them. Other holding companies were 
even less restrained in their fees. One holding company was found to have 
charged fees over five times their costs. Abuses went beyond excessive 
charges. In one instance, a holding company acquired an operating com-
pany and then charged it service fees for the period before its acquisition. 
The fees charged operating companies in six holding- company systems  
were between 1.4 and 4.2 percent of those companies’ operating costs. The  
FTC did not seem puzzled that holding companies did not charge even 
higher fees. Excessive service fees were so clearly abusive that several hold -
ing company systems quickly lowered them or adopted methods prevent-
ing them from becoming excessive.38

The Rate Base

The larger the value of the rate base, the higher the rates regulators would  
approve. The Supreme Court in Smyth v Ames made impossible an agree-
ment on the correct procedure to value a utility’s existing capital equip-
ment (chapter 3). As with operating costs, the FTC criticized some prac-
tices used in determining the rate base, including “reproduction cost” and  
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the inclusion of “going value,” but their use did not depend on the existence  
of holding companies, and they had been upheld by courts.39 When a hold-
ing company constructed a facility for an operating company subsidiary, the 
price charged by the holding company, not the cost of construction, was the  
value included in the rate base.40

The biggest issue involving holding company manipulation of the rate 
base concerned write- ups. In principle, a write- up of a regulated utility 
should not have affected its rate base. When one utility purchased another, 
both utilities would already have had a rate base, and their sum should have 
been the rate base of the new utility. Since the rate base was supposed to 
be the value of the utility’s physical capital, industry spokespersons argued 
that since a write- up did not affect that physical capital, it would affect nei-
ther the rate base nor a utility’s rates.41 Despite the logic of this argument, 
the FTC found that write- ups were commonly added to the rate base.

Even if inclined to disallow inappropriate write- ups, regulators did allow  
them, sometimes reluctantly. Excessive write- ups financed by new secu-
rities required payment of additional interest and preferred- stock divi-
dends. If write- ups were not included in the utility’s rate base, it could 
have put the operating utility in financial distress. That distress would have  
adversely affected the utility’s ability to attract new investment funds re-
quired for actual physical equipment. A utility in financial difficulty was 
likely to scrimp on maintenance, causing the quality of service to deterio-
rate perhaps to an unacceptable level. If bankruptcy occurred, manage-
ment upheavals affecting reliability and quality of service were a distinct 
possibility. Financial distress by a monopoly utility had far greater impact 
on customers than such distress by a company in a competitive market, be -
cause customers could not switch to a healthy competitor. The total value  
of electricity far exceeded its cost, and reliability was a major component 
of that value. The cost to electricity users of higher prices might well have 
been less than that of a loss of reliability. Regulators admitted to allowing 
write- ups for this reason even when they knew they were being manipu-
lated.42 In addition, when a large number of state residents owned utility 
securities, disallowance of write- ups would have threatened their invest-
ments. A regulatory commission that allowed this to happen could have 
found itself losing popular and political support.

The FTC found that, with few exceptions, regulatory commissions 
with clear authority to exclude write- ups from the rate base had not exer-
cised that authority. In other states, regulatory commissions simply lacked 
that authority.43 Many examples were given of write- ups entering the rate 
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base, including the write- up involving Cities Service and Public Service of 
Colorado described previously. If a state commission approved the pur-
chase of one operating company by another, it might have had no control 
over the price that was paid. Approval of the purchase was likely to result 
in approval of the securities required to complete the purchase. A report 
issued by an investigative committee of the Pennsylvania legislature cal-
culated that if write- ups were eliminated from the rate bases of fifty- three  
of the state’s utilities, the rates they charged would have provided a 15.3 per -
cent return when 7 percent was the allowed return. The FTC made similar 
calculations for thirty- nine operating utilities for different years, resulting 
in sixty- three calculated returns. The average of the calculated sixty- three 
rates of return was 49.7 percent. Six of the returns exceeded 100 percent. 
These calculations, however, went beyond simply removing write- ups. In-
stead of the disparaged (but legal) use of replacement cost, the FTC val -
ued the rate base using original cost. There was no explicit calculation of 
the effect of write- ups on rates, but there was no doubt they had caused 
increases. This view was shared by outside observers, indi vidual regula-
tors, and even industry executives.44

Although there was strong evidence that write- ups by operating compa-
nies led to higher rates, some argued that write- ups by holding companies 
also affected rates, even though the value of a holding company’s assets were 
not part of a utility’s rate base. There were, however, plausible mechanisms 
by which even those write- ups could have increased rates. When holding 
companies were in financial stress, they could and did respond by impos-
ing part of that stress on operating companies, by pressing them to pay 
unjustified dividends, to make “upstream” loans to the holding company, 
or to purchase unneeded services or equipment. Most regulatory commis-
sions had the power to restrain the last action, but they generally had no 
authority over either the dividends paid or loans made by a regulated oper-
ating company.45 There were certainly instances when holding companies 
engaged in these practices but no clear evidence they led to higher rates.

Rate of Return

The FTC report did not provide mechanisms or examples that involved a 
holding company system manipulating a regulatory commission’s allowed 
rate of return. Regulatory agencies did not have a great deal of latitude 
in setting the allowable rate of return, and holding companies apparently 
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had little ability to manipulate that rate to the detriment of consumers.46 
Financial stress in an operating company caused by a holding company 
might have increased the rate it would have had to pay new bond or pre-
ferred stock holders. This could have led to an increase in the regulated 
rate of return, but the FTC did not consider this possibility.

The FTC report made clear that state regulation was structurally un-
able to prevent holding companies from using monopoly power to raise 
rates. Unlike the problems of investors, these were entirely due to a unique 
aspect of the industry’s structure, the presence of regulated utilities. Solv-
ing this problem required federal action specific to public utility holding 
companies.

Public Relations and Political Influence

Opponents of holding companies had long held concerns about their ma-
nipulation of public opinion. The 1929– 1935 FTC examination of this is-
sue was the first, and a 480- page summary report was devoted to its find-
ings.47 The report concluded “that, measured by quantity, extent, and cost, 
this was probably the greatest peace- time propaganda campaign ever 
conducted by private interests in this country.” Many techniques hid the 
role of the industry in the dissemination of information favorable to the 
industry, making it seem to come from disinterested experts. For the time, 
its sophistication and size was unparalleled. When it was revealed, many 
were shocked that such lengths and so many resources had been devoted  
to influencing public opinion, legislative outcomes, and even political elec -
tions. That response is evidence of how much attitudes have changed since  
1935. Today, such behavior by large firms and industry groups is accepted 
as normal.

Different utility organizations at different levels were involved in the 
campaign. At the top were the National Electric Light Association, with 
the largest budget of any US industry trade group, and the American Gas 
Association, a smaller organization whose membership overlapped that 
of the NELA. The two trade organizations revived a previously moribund 
organization, the Joint Committee of National Utility Associations, which  
primarily was involved with lobbying but also contributed to the public re-
lations/propaganda effort. State committees were set up to publicize the 
point of view of private utilities. They were supported entirely but clan-
destinely by privately owned utilities and given names such as “Committee 
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on Public Utility Information” or “Committee on Public Service Informa-
tion.” During World War I, Samuel Insull had become involved in creating 
and disseminating war propaganda for the American cause, and in 1919, 
he used this experience to create the first of these state committees in 
Illinois.48 Individual holding companies and operating utilities were also 
actively involved in the efforts to increase public agreement with their 
views, particularly among their own customers and investors.49

According to the NELA’s director of publicity, every means of commu-
nication was used except “sky writing.”50 Many of the efforts were low- key. 
Officials in operating utilities were encouraged to become active in civic 
organizations and contribute financially to various civic, charitable, edu-
cational, and other organizations without any apparent strings attached. 
Despite the absence of competition, utilities placed many advertisements 
in newspapers ostensibly seeking to increase the use of electricity. Their 
primary objective, however, was to gain goodwill and understanding from 
the newspapers.51 Utilities cultivated the support of bankers, especially in  
small towns and rural areas, by making deposits that did not require pay-
ment of interest. Pacific Gas & Electric had such accounts with 230 dif-
ferent country banks.52 Schoolchildren were encouraged to take tours of  
utility plants. Teachers were invited to luncheons and dinners. Both teach-
ers and students received summer jobs. Utility organizations provided 
college professors with research grants and travel support, hired them as 
consultants, and made financial contributions to their universities. Col-
lege professors that had a “better understanding” of the utility position 
were favored for support.

Residential utility customers were sold system securities in “customer 
ownership” campaigns, where company employees or others went door- to- 
door in residential areas using high- pressure sales techniques. The funds 
thus obtained were beneficial, but the primary objective was to influence 
public opinion. Customer ownership was characterized as the best form of 
public ownership, unlike municipal ownership, which was called “politi-
cal,” or even “Bolshevik.” Customers were encouraged to think of the util-
ity as “their” company in which they had a say, although it was very rare for 
their securities to have voting rights. Nevertheless, they frequently sided 
with the utility on issues including rates. Congressional representatives 
were informed of the large number of their constituents that owned utility 
securities. Between 1920 and 1929, the value of securities sold customers 
grew at an annual rate of almost 16 percent. Many of these residential us-
ers were unsophisticated investors who could not have been expected to 
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understand the risks involved.53 After the economic crash, huge numbers 
of customer owners no longer sided with their utilities’ positions.

Some of the efforts to influence public opinion were not so low- key. Var-
iously named state committees, “news services,” or “editorial services,” with  
no apparent connection to utilities, would send newspapers stories and 
editorials that could be freely used and that supported the position of pri-
vate utilities.54 Sometimes privately owned utilities or their organizations 
targeted advertising support specifically to newspapers competing with 
those with “unfriendly” editorial positions.55 Textbooks used in second-
ary schools and institutions of higher education received considerable at-
ten tion and were evaluated based on their support for the viewpoints of 
private utilities. These evaluations then guided efforts to influence the 
choices of textbooks at all levels of education. Surveys of publishers and 
universities provided the names of authors preparing new textbooks who 
were contacted before their books were completed. Industry organiza-
tions designed new courses, offered them for use by schools and colleges, 
and used relationships with those schools and their faculty to help encour-
age their adoption.56 The industry, primarily through the NELA and the 
Joint Committee, funded and widely distributed studies or other writings, 
including copyrighted books by seemingly disinterested experts, that sup-
ported the industry’s position, without revealing the industry’s role.57

Asserting the superiority of private ownership of utilities over owner-
ship by any level of government was the primary objective of the industry’s 
efforts.58 Municipal utilities were characterized as inefficient, as charging  
high rates, and as being a drain on public resources. Surveys and ana-
lyses of individual municipal plants supporting these claims were publi-
cized, but the FTC found that in at least some cases the information pro -
vided was incorrect, deceptive, or subject to different interpretations. They  
also found several cases of internal discussions among private utility or -
ga  nizations noting the necessity that these types of analyses exclude effi -
cient and well- run municipally owned utilities. Publicizing the positive role  
holding companies played in the industry was also an objective of the cam-
paign, as was opposition to federal regulation.59 Exempt from criticism, 
however, was state regulation, depicted instead as highly effective at pro-
tecting consumers.60

Among advocates of government- owned utilities, one of the most popu-
lar was the Ontario Hydro- Electric Power Commission, known as Ontario 
Hydro. Initially created in 1906 to build and operate a transmission grid 
for power generated at Niagara Falls, in the 1920s it acquired generating  
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facilities from private companies and provided wholesale power to munic-
ipally owned utilities in the province. It grew into a large integrated net-
work and the largest government- owned utility in North America. Until his  
death in 1925, Ontario Hydro was led by Adam Beck, a charismatic and 
able advocate of government ownership of utilities. Under his direction, 
Ontario Hydro developed a reputation as an especially efficient and pro-
gressive utility. Its proximity to upper New York State and the differences 
between its policies and prices and those of the neighboring US private 
power companies put it at the center of the political controversy. Residen-
tial rates in Ontario were half or less those across the border, and Ontario 
Hydro, unlike the private companies in New York, had a program of rural 
electrification.61

The NELA and other private utility interests funded, often surrepti-
tiously, published policy studies by outside experts that disparaged On-
tario Hydro. These studies’ authors included W. S. Murray, the 1921 Super-
power proposal author, and professors from Harvard and the University 
of Minnesota. The most notorious example was published as a pamphlet 
by the Smithsonian Institution that maintained that Ontario Hydro’s rates  
fell short of covering its costs by over $20 million. The author was Samuel 
Wyer, depicted as an employee of the Smithsonian. The director of the 
Smithsonian wrote a preface highlighting the findings that private owner-
ship was superior to public ownership. Wyer was not a government em-
ployee. He had been paid by a private utility, and he had a history of 
opposition to government power programs. Adam Beck asserted that the 
report was filled with inaccuracies, and he issued a point- by- point refuta-
tion of its claims. In the furor that followed, the Smithsonian ceased mak-
ing it available. The NELA, however, reprinted and distributed thousands 
of copies.62

Even before the FTC had issued its final summary reports, the pri-
vately owned utilities and their holding companies took a number of de-
fensive moves in preparation for the response they knew these finding 
would provoke. In 1933, the NELA was dissolved and replaced by the Ed-
ison Electric Institute (EEI). The new organization moved its headquar-
ters to New York, forswore any lobbying or public relations activity, and 
began operations with a budget that was only 46 percent of the NELA’s 
previous annual budget. The new organization pledged to confine itself to 
the collection and dissemination of statistical data, to promote research, 
to serve as a forum for industry members, and to be a liaison to other 
or  ganizations. In addition, it would enforce disclosure standards on its  
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member companies.63 In January of that same year, the Commonwealth &  
Southern holding company selected Wendell Willkie as its new president. 
Willkie was a product of neither the utility nor the financial industry. He 
had been a junior partner of a law firm that worked for the holding com-
pany, and his great political, diplomatic, and negotiating skills were ex-
actly what a holding company needed in the new political environment. 
With Samuel Insull in disgrace and no longer capable of performing the 
task, Willkie quickly become a leading spokesperson for the industry.64 
These actions, however, proved little help to the industry in the storm that  
ensued.

Death Sentence

Even before he became president in 1933, power issues had been a major 
concern of Franklin D. Roosevelt. He brought to the governorship of New 
York a distrust of giant utility companies and the concentration of control 
they were acquiring in his state. He shared the feeling of many New Yorkers 
that state commission regulation was ineffective. In his inaugural address 
as governor on January 1, 1929, he talked about the issue of electricity and 
said, “I want to warn the people of this State against too hasty assump-
tion that mere regulation by public service commissions is, in itself, a sure 
guarantee of protection of the interest of the consumer.”65 As governor, he 
ordered a study that showed the average monthly bill paid by New Yorkers 
was two to seven times that paid by the customers of Ontario Hydro.66 In 
a speech on September 21, 1932, Roosevelt more forcefully spoke of the 
shortcomings of state regulatory commissions and advocated a number of 
holding company reforms that included federal regulation. He also made 
clear in that speech that he did not favor a government takeover of the 
industry and expected private companies to conduct most of the industry’s 
future development. He did advocate, however, specific but limited roles 
for government- owned utilities. Such utilities would be a “birch rod” by 
offering electricity users the opportunity to replace their private utility if 
its service was unsatisfactory and a “yardstick” against which the service 
and rates of private utilities could be compared.67

In 1934, President Roosevelt created the National Power Policy Com-
mittee to formulate legislation on electric utilities. Robert Healy, who 
directed most of the FTC’s holding company investigation, was one of its 
members. The committee had discussions with utility executives, bankers, 
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academicians, business leaders, and others with expertise in public utility 
holding companies. It requested recommendations on legislation from all 
state commissioners but found no interest by them in federally legislated 
reform. A District of Columbia regulator recommended that the federal 
government simply act as a fact- finding agency for the state commissions.68  
Twenty- six states agreed to cooperate but offered no suggestions; twelve 
states did not even respond. Both the administration and most of Congress 
regarded some legislation as necessary, although there was no agreement 
on the shape it should take. The committee leaned toward reform legisla-
tion to address the problems with holding companies, but the president 
increasingly signaled his desire for a “death sentence” that would elimi-
nate public utility holding companies.

In February 1935, essentially similar bills containing the death sentence,  
titled the Public Utility Act of 1935, were submitted to both houses of Con -
gress. There were several parts to the bills. The first dealt with holding com-
panies and gave the new Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) broad  
regulatory powers over them. With few changes, that part of the bill even-
tually became the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935 (PUHCA). 
The second part of the bill, after significant changes, became the Federal 
Power Act of 1935. It expanded and revised the regulatory powers of the 
Federal Power Commission (FPC).

The death sentence mandated the dissolution of holding companies three 
years after the passage of the bill. Holding companies could avoid this fate 
by demonstrating that their existence was necessary for control of a multi-
state “single integrated public- utility system.” They, however, would have  
to divest all operating companies not contiguous to that system. Holding 
companies whose operating companies were all in a single state avoided 
all provisions of the law. The waiting period was designed to enable hold-
ing companies to build such integrated systems, perhaps by swapping op-
erating companies among each other, but very little of this occurred.69

Holding companies had played a needed role by forming large fully in-
tegrated networks. That role would end with their dissolution. The second 
portion of the bill addressed the need for continued development of such 
networks. The Federal Power Commission had authority only on issues in-
volving hydropower, but the bill proposed a radical change in its role and 
its powers. The most consequential aspects of the bill directed the FPC to 
divide the nation into regions and design large multistate integrated net-
works to serve each region. Electric utilities would be required to operate  
as common carriers providing generation, exchange of electricity, and 
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transmission services in response to any request. If possible, the FPC 
would enlist the voluntary cooperation of the separate utilities in the area 
in setting up the new networks. If necessary, the FPC could compel a util-
ity to construct any facility needed by the network. The FPC was to be-
come the nation’s network builder.

The FPC solicitor’s Senate testimony explained why the elimination of 
the holding companies created this need:

I think you can illustrate a holding company, more or less, as a pasture fence 

that is built around a group of these utilities. . . . Now title I of the bill [the 

death sentence] proposes to tear down that pasture fence and to turn the stock 

loose, that stock being the operating companies. . . . Title II provides that as you 

tear down this fence you shall place in the Federal Power Commission super-

vision over the integration of these operating companies into strong regional  

systems.

His testimony noted that holding companies had been involved in the 
creation of larger integrated systems but characterized them as not fully 
effective in meeting the public interest.70

The reaction of the private utility industry to the bill was intense. De-
spite its weakened public standing, it mounted a campaign ahead of its time 
in the sophisticated use of media, including the new media, radio. The bill 
was emotionally depicted as imperiling both individuals and institutions by 
destroying the value of utility and holding company securities. The bill’s 
proponents were depicted as socialists out to eliminate private enterprise 
throughout the economy. The industry’s efforts with newspapers paid off; 
two- thirds of all newspaper editorials opposed the bill. Rumors were started  
that the president and members of the administration were suffering from 
health problems. Senators and members of Congress were flooded with 
telegrams and letters from constituents, many complaining that the bill 
threatened their life savings. The campaign was so intense it became the 
subject of a Senate investigation. The investigation showed that many of 
the letters and telegrams had been prepared by industry operatives and 
were signed with names taken randomly from telephone books. When a no-
torious holding- company president responded to a subpoena to testify by  
going into hiding, the industry’s standing fell even further.71

The FTC’s investigation showed that holding companies effectively  
undermined the very basis of state regulation. Perhaps surprisingly, state 
utility commissioners showed little interest in correcting this problem. As 
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noted earlier, they offered no ideas to the National Power Policy Commit-
tee on how state regulation could be made effective. Much of the first part 
of the administration’s bill, including the death sentence, was designed 
to restore the effectiveness of state regulation. In their testimony, repre-
sentatives from the state regulator’s national association (NARUC), how-
ever, had little to say about the death sentence. State commissions were 
depicted as having varied opinions on that issue, but the only telegram 
from a commission included in the testimony indicated that it had not had 
enough time to form an opinion. Some of NARUC’s witnesses expressed 
mild opposition to the death sentence, but overall, their position seemed 
neutral: “We leave that to the wisdom of Congress.”72 Their only substan-
tive comments on the first part of the bill expressed their desire to clarify 
that only holding companies, not operating companies, were to be subject 
to federal regulation and that regulation would not include holding com-
panies whose operating companies were in a single state.

State regulators, however, were energized by the perceived threat to 
their power from the expansion of the FPC’s authority contained in the 
bill’s second part. Prominent in NARUC’s testimony was recollection of 
the loss by state regulators over railroad rates, depicted as having brought 
“wreck and ruin” to that industry. The new powers that were to be given the  
FPC similarly “would result in the emasculation of the powers reserved to 
the States.”73 This was not the first time NARUC had raised this concern. In 
1928, when the FTC investigation was still under consideration, NARUC  
expressed opposition to any investigation that might lead to “invasion by 
the Federal Government” of their authority.74 Unlike the first part of the 
bill, the second part elicited many telegrams from individual state com-
missions united in their opposition to expansion of the FPC’s authority. 
State regulators conceded that the 1927 Attleboro decision necessitated 
federal regulation of interstate wholesale rates, but that authority needed 
to be kept to an absolute minimum. They even opposed having the FPC at-
tempt to encourage voluntary integration, because “Electric energy is es-
sentially a local commodity” and large networks would threaten the qual-
ity of local service. This despite the facts that in 1934, 17.5 percent of the  
nation’s electricity was transmitted between states, some states obtained 
the majority of their electricity from out of state, and other states sent a 
majority of the electricity they generated to other states. Nothing posi-
tive was conceded about large networks. The notion that electricity was 
still just a local commodity was a pleasant dream for NARUC but a bad 
dream for the nation.75
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Designing and implementing an integrated regional network was un-
precedented for any regulatory agency. Details about how this would have 
worked were never developed. State regulators were justified in believing 
that an FPC with the powers proposed by the administration’s bill would 
threaten their authority. State regulators approved any new construction. 
Could this include construction ordered by the FPC? A network requires 
central control. How would that control have been exercised? Many de-
cisions would have likely encountered opposition from the individual 
utilities affected. How would they have been handled? The impact of this 
proposal on the structure of the electric utility industry would have been 
more profound than any other aspect of the administration’s bill. The re-
sulting industry very possibly would have had private ownership without 
private control. Perhaps such an industry could have served the nation bet -
ter than the one dominated by holding companies, but it also might have  
done much worse. It was a risky and radical policy proposal that never had 
a chance. It died in both legislative committees.

The death sentence did make it out of the committees, and the battle 
over it remained intense. Not until it passed both Houses of Congress on 
August 22 was it clear that it would become law. On August 26, President  
Roosevelt signed the Public Utilities Act of 1935, including the Public Util-
ity Holding Company Act (PUHCA) and the much watered- down Fed-
eral Power Act.

The SEC was made responsible for enforcement of PUHCA. Any com -
pany that owned at least 10 percent of the voting stock of a utility or of a 
public utility holding company was presumed to be a public utility hold-
ing company. All nonexempt holding companies had to register with the 
SEC. A holding company was exempt if all its operating companies were 
in a single state or outside the United States. A holding company could 
gain exemption by reducing its holdings to a single state. Registered hold-
ing companies were made subject to a large set of new requirements. They 
had to provide periodic detailed financial reports to the SEC. They were 
required to receive prior approval from the SEC before issuing any new 
securities. Many of the practices condemned by the FTC were forbidden, 
including upstream loans from an operating company to its parent com-
pany, poli tical contributions, customer- ownership campaigns, sales of ser-
vices by a holding company to its subsidiaries, the use of no- par stock, and 
the use of classes of common stock with different voting rights. The SEC 
was to direct the structural and financial simplification of holding com-
pany systems. The death sentence was to become effective in 1938, but full  
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implementation took decades because of court challenges and the com-
plexity of interpreting some of the law’s requirements. Those holding 
companies that remained controlling interstate networks were small rem-
nants of previous systems. When an existing holding company had more 
than one interstate network, it was split into separate companies, each 
controlling a single network. Most holding companies simply dissolved. It 
was possible for new holding companies to form, if they were necessary 
for a new interstate integrated network, but the process was difficult and 
had to be done in full public view. Holding companies in other industries, 
including the telephone industry, were not affected.

The Federal Power Act of 1935 gave the FPC authority over interstate 
wholesale rates, extending its authority beyond hydropower, and changes 
were made to that authority. Little remained of its proposed role to create 
large integrated networks. In consultation with state utility commissions, 
the FPC was to create districts within which an integrated network would 
be beneficial and to encourage coordination and interconnection within a 
district. Under certain circumstances, the FPC could order the construc-
tion of transmission facilities, but only under conditions of war or emer-
gency could it order their use, and that authority was temporary. Not only 
did the new laws fail to provide an effective mechanism for the integration 
of existing service areas into fully integrated networks, they may have had 
the opposite effect. Becoming classified as a public utility holding company 
subject to SEC regulation was sufficiently undesirable that it discouraged 
interconnections and may have even resulted in the severing of existing 
connections.76

Did PUHCA Go Too Far?

Reform of the electric utility industry, and the role played by holding com-
panies, was clearly justified. Was it necessary or desirable, however, for 
holding companies to be eliminated as was done by the death sentence? 
Holding companies played an essential role meeting the industry’s needs 
during its development. Without holding companies, the young industry 
would likely have had difficulty acquiring needed capital equipment when 
that need was large and rapidly growing. Outside investment was crucial, 
and holding companies eased access to those investors. Was that role still 
needed at the time the death sentence was passed? The industry’s experi-
ence since 1935 suggests it was not. Holding companies, such as Electric 
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Bond & Share, also played an important role providing the early electric 
utilities access to managerial and technical expertise. Although holding 
companies accelerated access to those services, independent consulting 
firms were a superior alternative, one that holding companies eliminated. 
The primary beneficial role holding companies continued to offer the in-
dustry was their ability to form large fully integrated networks. The pro-
posed expanded role for the FPC shows that some understood the impor-
tance of that role, but it was not a priority. The proposal was ill formed and 
had little political support. State regulators were quickly able to quash it 
using clearly defective arguments. The 1990s brought an equally radical re-
structuring to the industry discussed briefly in the conclusion. It is still not 
clear if that structure is an improvement over the one it replaced. In 1935, 
however, the only known workable method to create large integrated net-
works was to put operating utilities under common ownership, as was done 
by holding companies. The Superpower experience demonstrated the dif-
ficulty of creating such networks otherwise, regardless of the total benefits.

New federal legislation brought financial reform to many industries, 
eliminating many of the problems identified by FTC without requiring 
the elimination of holding companies. There were problems unique to 
public utility holding companies, and PUHCA addressed those problems 
with the SEC’s regulation of registered holding companies. Holding com-
panies could have continued to exist under those regulations, and some, 
such as the prohibition of upstream loans, the provision of services to op-
erating utilities, and the use of no- par stock, would not have affected their 
ability to continue forming large integrated networks. Others, however, 
would have. Holding companies had a powerful way of gaining control 
over operating companies by quietly acquiring a controlling interest in a  
company’s voting stock without getting the assent of, or even notifying, the  
company’s existing management. State regulation protected each operat-
ing company from competition and financial losses. This gave operating 
companies a substantial negotiating advantage that would have made a ne-
gotiated acquisition more difficult and more expensive. Under PUHCA, 
any acquisition by a registered holding company required the prior ap-
proval of the SEC and the state regulatory commission. The hearings that 
would have preceded that approval would not only have given the man-
agement of operating companies advance warning, they also would have 
provided forums for any opposed to the acquisition.

Even without the death sentence, it would have likely taken decades 
before holding companies would have been able form the type of regional 
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networks that were envisioned for the FPC. The transfer of huge numbers 
of operating companies would first have had to happen, with a dominant 
company in each region still to be determined. The three years provided 
by PUHCA was much too short for any substantial progress in this area to 
have occurred. Very little did occur, perhaps in part because of the energy 
the industry expended in fighting all of the other New Deal programs 
seen as threats (chapters 7 and 8). The swapping of operating companies 
would have required selling new securities, not an easy undertaking in the 
Great Depression or Second World War, particularly given the reputa-
tion and status of existing holding- company securities. Perhaps a method 
could have been devised to give the FPC expanded powers to accelerate 
regional consolidations. Once it had determined the boundaries of feasi-
ble regional networks, it and/or the SEC could have been given powers to 
facilitate or mandate the transfer of operating companies in each region 
to a single holding company. This would have allowed common ownership 
and control of those networks. These new federal powers would not have 
threatened state regulators as much as those proposed by the administra-
tion, but given their paranoia, state regulators would probably have vigor-
ously opposed them.

PUHCA drastically changed the structure of the electric utility indus-
try, but the change was reactionary, not innovative. It sought to return 
the industry’s structure to that which existed at least fifteen years previ-
ously. It returned to state regulators the power that holding companies 
had taken from them. The FTC investigation included numerous criti-
cisms of state legislation and state regulation, much not directly the result 
of holding companies, although their political influence may have been at 
least partially responsible. In some cases, the FTC accused states of hav-
ing facilitated holding company abuses.77 The committee hearings on the 
administration’s proposals did not feature criticism of the states, and state 
regulators apparently exerted great influence over the outcome. Perhaps 
in response to the FTC’s findings, a number of states adopted reforms 
that strengthened their systems of utility regulation.78 Nevertheless, great 
barriers were erected to the creation of new multi- state fully integrated 
networks. Other New Deal programs brought changes to the industry’s 
structure that were much more innovative. These are the subjects of the 
next two chapters.
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Hydroelectricity and the Federal 
Government

Until the New Deal, the federal government’s role in the electric utility 
industry was small and limited to issues involving hydropower, and 

its role in that area was controversial. Two large dams, Hoover Dam and 
Wilson Dam, brought considerable attention to that controversy. Many of 
the issues were the same as those that divided opinions about any role of 
the government in the utility industry. However, to many the unique char-
acteristics of hydropower provided stronger justification for gov ernment in-
volvement than in other parts of the industry. When the New Deal brought 
to power individuals suspicious of the role played by private ownership in 
the industry, hydropower became the justification for a substantial increase 
in the role played by the federal government.

The use of falling or moving water as an energy source was well known 
in ancient times.1 Before electricity, the United States was using more wa-
terpower than any other country. In 1880, grain mills, cotton mills, and the 
production of woolen goods depended primarily on this source of power.2 
Factories that wished to use waterpower were generally constrained to be 
near the locations where it was available. A turning point in the history 
of electric power and the electrical engineering profession occurred in 
1895 when a power plant at Niagara Falls began operation. Its design and 
construction involved individuals and companies from all over the world. 
Its use of alternating current to transmit power twenty- two miles to the 
city of Buffalo contributed to the industry’s switch from direct current. In 
1904, hydro generators at Niagara produced 20 percent of the electricity 
used in the United States.3
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The cost of constructing a hydroelectric plant was typically higher than 
that of a fuel plant with the same capacity, but once it was constructed, it 
needed no fuel. Not all hydroelectric plants could be economically justified, 
but a large plant could produce electricity at a very low total cost. Hydro-
electric sites were often located at a distance from where electricity was 
needed, but if the price was low enough, industrial users would move to be 
near the site. Nevertheless, hydroelectricity usually required greater trans-
mission capability and a larger network than steam- generated electricity.

The rate of the flow of water and the height of the fall (“head”) at a hy-
dro electric site determines how much electricity can be produced. A dam 
can increase the head and its reservoir can smooth the availability of gen-
erating water. Nevertheless, seasonal and unpredictable fluctuations in 
precipitation affect the amount of electricity a hydroelectric site can pro-
duce at different times. Electricity is most valuable if its supply is depend-
able, but the amount of dependable electricity from a hydroelectric plant 
is determined by the amount it can produce when the flow of water is at a 
minimum. More electricity can be produced at other times, but it is only 
available periodically. Dependable, “primary,” or “firm” power commands 
a much higher price than seasonal, “secondary,” or “interruptible” power. 
Unusually high water levels may require allowing water through the dam, 
and the “dump” power it produces is sold at a very low price to those able 
to make opportunistic use of it. The value of hydroelectricity can be in-
creased by converting secondary power to firm power even if total genera-
tion is unchanged. Steam plants can do this by making up for power lost 
when water levels are low. A fully integrated network interconnecting many 
hydro plants can provide benefits above those such a network provides to 
a steam- generation system (explained in the introduction). Fluctuations 
in the availability of power justify a high level of interconnection among 
utilities not in a fully integrated network. Regions that relied heavily on 
hydropower, such as the Southeast, had particularly robust transmission  
networks.4

The federal government became involved with dams even before elec-
tricity. The Constitution’s Commerce Clause gave the federal government 
responsibility for navigable waterways and their tributaries that affected 
interstate or international shipping. Irrigation, which often required dams,  
came to be seen as a federal responsibility. Areas of states subject to floods 
could be protected by dams in other states, and providing these dams  
also came to be a federal responsibility. Finally, in the West, many dam 
sites were located on public lands under federal control. When electricity 
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was seen as required for national defense, the federal government again 
became involved in its production.

In the early twentieth century, a conservation movement arose from 
concern that private interests would not manage natural resources in the 
public interest, especially those resources on public lands. Many of these 
conservationists, including President Teddy Roosevelt, were Progressive 
Republicans. Certainly not socialists, they nevertheless believed that fed-
eral involvement was necessary to ensure the public enjoyed the benefits of 
the nation’s natural resources, including hydropower. There was concern, 
for example, that a privately owned utility that controlled a hydroelectric 
site would take all the benefits of the cheap electricity it produced rather 
than pass them on to electricity users. Theodore Roosevelt expressed the 
concern in a message to Congress:

It is especially important that the development of waterpower should be guarded 

with the utmost care both by the National Government and by the States in or-

der to protect the people against the upgrowth of monopoly and to insure to 

them a fair share in the benefits which will follow the development of this great 

asset which belongs to the people and should be controlled by them.5

Federal operation was a solution to this problem.
The view that the federal government should operate dams that gener-

ated power gained support in the 1920s from growing interest in multi-
purpose dams. Multipurpose dams could generate electricity but also 
provide other benefits, such as irrigation, flood control, or improved navi-
gation. Operating such a dam required trade- offs between maximizing the 
value of the electricity produced and providing other benefits. This did not 
preclude the involvement of private interests in hydroelectric generation, 
but the details of that involvement had to be defined. When the federal 
government was operating a dam, it seemed a small step for it to gener-
ate electricity. Many who did not support government ownership of other 
electric utilities did see a federal role where hydropower was involved. 
On this issue, they joined those who favored a larger role for government- 
owned utilities in all aspects of the industry. In the late 1920s, at the same 
time the holding company issue became contentious, two huge multipur-
pose dam projects— Boulder Canyon Dam (officially named Hoo ver Dam 
in 1947) and Wilson Dam— provided major venues for the battle over 
the proper role of government and private industry in the electric utility  
industry.
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Although there was a question about how hydroelectric sites should 
be managed, there was widespread agreement on the desirability of their 
development. In 1926, Congress directed the Army Corps of Engineers 
and the Federal Power Commission to provide cost estimates for stud-
ies “of those navigable streams of the United States, and their tributar-
ies, whereon power development appears feasible and practicable.”6 The 
corps’ response identified all navigable streams and provided estimates 
of the survey costs. This was provided in House Document 308. In 1927, 
Congress directed the corps to carry out the surveys, and the twenty- four 
subsequent reports became known as the “308 reports.” They laid the 
ground for subsequent battles over the development of hydropower.7

Federal Regulation and the Federal Power Commission

The 1890 Rivers and Harbor Act may have been the first extension of fed-
eral control over navigable waterways. That act gave the secretary of war 
the power to remove structures that inhibited navigation.8 The first hydro-
electric facility was constructed in the same year; the demand for dams to 
produce electricity increased rapidly after that. An 1899 act required the 
prior approval of the secretary of war and of Congress before a private firm 
could construct a dam that might inhibit river navigation.9 A series of laws 
enacted between 1891 and 1901 gave the secretary of the Interior authority 
to grant the use of public lands to private interests for water development, 
including hydroelectric facilities, but the term of such a grant was not speci-
fied. A grantee that undertook to build a hydroelectricity fa cility faced the 
risk of losing it before recouping those costs, discouraging such investment. 
In 1906, control of national forests was moved to the Agriculture Depart-
ment, and the secretary of agriculture was given permitting authority over 
hydroelectric facilities in those forests. Three cabinet secretaries were now 
involved in giving approval for waterpower projects: agriculture, Interior, 
and war. The policies of the three departments often conflicted and tended 
to change with administrations. As the demand for new hydroelectric fa-
cilities continued to grow, Congress had to deal with an increasing num-
ber of bills requesting approval for specific projects. There was widespread 
agreement that the development of waterpower needed a more coherent 
policy and streamlined procedures, but there was continuous disagreement 
over exactly what terms should be imposed on those given permission to 
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develop waterpower. Conservationists, progressives, and others who were 
suspicious of profit- seeking private power companies were pitted against 
private power interests and their sympathizers.10

In June 1920, Congress attempted to rectify these problems through 
passage of the Federal Power Act and its creation of a Federal Power  Com-
mission (FPC) made up of the secretaries of agriculture, war, and the 
Interior.11 The new commission was given the power to issue licenses for 
the construction and operation of hydroelectric facilities on both naviga-
ble waterways and public land. These licenses were to be for a maximum 
of fifty years in length, at the end of which the commission could renew 
the license, assign it to someone else, or the government could take over 
the project upon payment of the value of the investment made by the 
licensee. The FPC also was given the duties and powers of many state 
utility commissions, including the power to set rates and regulate the is-
suance of securities for licensees in two situations: (1) there was no state 
commission, or (2) when the states involved could not come to an agree-
ment on issues involving interstate power. It could prescribe accounting 
methods, hold hearings, and collect information under subpoena. It had 
the responsibility of determining the value of the investments made by 
licensees and their costs of operation. In cases where state regulation 
was absent, it had the power to expropriate excess profits. State and local 
government- owned utilities were given preference over private compa-
nies in the awarding of licenses. They also were exempt from certain fees 
private companies were required to pay.

In its first year of operation, the new commission received applications  
for projects whose total power capacity was over ten times that of all ex-
isting hydroelectric projects on public land or navigable waterways, ev-
idence of the pent- up demand for hydroelectricity and the need for a 
streamlined licensing process. In the second year, new applications were 
a third higher than the first. The new commission, however, did not get 
the resources required to perform the functions it was assigned. The three 
cabinet secretaries already had significant responsibilities, and the law 
permitted the commission only a single employee, an executive secretary, 
although the president could also assign an officer from the Army Corps 
of Engineers. All other tasks had to be performed by the staffs of the 
three commissioners’ departments. Congress took this approach of an ex- 
 officio commission, rather than an independent commission such as the 
already- created Interstate Commerce Commission, because of hesitation 
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to give the president so much authority over a power situation about 
which so much controversy existed.12

Flaws in the commission’s setup quickly became apparent. Some of the 
skills required by the commission to do its work, such as the valuation of 
utility property, were not present in the staffs of the three departments. A 
department that loaned the FPC a staff member was still responsible for 
paying that individual from its own appropriations. The cabinet members 
gave priority to their primary duties and spent little time on the business 
of the FPC. The commission simply could not perform its duties. Although 
the fees it received were sufficient, before 1928 it was barred from using 
them to pay its staff. Even after 1928, it was unable to hire staff outside 
the three departments and could only reimburse those departments for 
their staff. Congress had been resistant to giving the FPC independent sta-
tus, but the resulting dysfunction forced a change. At the urging of Presi-
dent Hoover, the Federal Waterpower Act of 1930 finally made the FPC 
an independent agency.13 That act did not change the duties of the FPC, 
which remained confined to issues involving waterpower, but it completely 
reorganized its structure. With the advice and consent of the Senate, the 
president was given the power to appoint five commissioners for staggered 
terms, and the commission was given authority to hire its own staff. Pas-
sage of the Federal Power Act of 1935, discussed in chapter 6, extended 
the FPC’s authority beyond hydropower to the regulation of all interstate 
wholesale power rates. Built on the foundation provided by hydropower, 
the roles of the federal government as both industry regulatory and indus-
try participant were expanded.

Irrigation and the Arid West

Although fertile, much farmland west of the one hundredth meridian suf-
fered from a chronic lack of water, and irrigation dramatically increased the 
value of that land. In the 1870s, a developer purchased land near Modesto, 
California, for sixty cents per acre. Water became available to the land a 
little over a decade later, and it sold for $86.66 per acre. Land near what 
is now Pasadena, California, sold for seven dollars an acre in the 1870s. 
Within a decade, irrigation made the land suitable for orchards, and it sold 
for $500 to $1,000 an acre.14 Not surprisingly, a large number of different 
organizations became involved with creating irrigation works, including 
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private profit- seeking enterprises (sometimes subjected to state regula-
tion), mutual associations, state government, and the Mormon Church. 
These organizations were responsible for a significant amount of irriga-
tion, but their efforts frequently ran into difficulties, including sectional 
disputes. The federal government had long been active in improving rivers 
and harbors in ways that mostly benefitted eastern states. As additional 
western states joined the union, the political power of the West, particu-
larly in the US Senate, increased, as did the argument that reclamation, 
the term for irrigation, was a national, not a regional, issue. Westerners 
wanted the federal government to make irrigation available in advance of 
its need and thereby encourage settlement of the region.15 With the support 
of President Theodore Roosevelt, in 1902 Congress passed the Reclama-
tion Act, also called the Newlands Act after the Nevada congressman who 
was its guiding force. The sale of public lands created a reclamation fund to 
be used by the secretary of the Interior to fund the construction of irriga-
tion works.16 A newly created Reclamation Service within the Department 
of the Interior’s United States Geological Service took responsibility for 
administering the act. Although it remained in the Department of the Inte-
rior, in 1907 the Reclamation Service moved out of the Geological Service 
and was renamed the Bureau of Reclamation.17 Replenishment of the fund 
was to come from those benefitting from the irrigation projects, who would 
repay the construction costs over time, but without interest. The lack of 
interest payments, defaults by farmers receiving water, and the increasing 
cost of reclamation projects resulted in chronic underfunding, and, begin-
ning in 1915, annual Congressional appropriations were needed to keep 
it solvent.18

The 1902 act had no mention of  hydropower, but electricity was needed 
for construction and pumping, and some of the bureau’s projects were quite 
distant from existing towns or cities.19 The hydroelectric generating facili-
ties built to meet these needs sometimes produced more power than was 
required, particularly after construction was complete. In 1906 Congress 
passed the Town Sites Act, primarily concerned with provisions enabling 
the construction of new towns on land within the boundaries of an irriga-
tion project.20 Section 5 of the law permitted the sale of surplus power 
under ten- year agreements, although the law made clear that irrigation, 
not power production, was the primary determinant of project operations. 
The money received from the sale of power was to go into the Reclama-
tion Fund’s account for that particular project, reducing the amount to be 
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collected from farmers. The primacy given to irrigation over power pro-
duction meant that the power generated from many projects would only 
be available seasonally. This secondary power was generally sold to pri-
vately owned utilities at a very low price, but it could only play the role of a 
supplemental power source. The bureau was not restricted in its authority 
to build transmission facilities, but ideological and financial constraints in-
hibited their construction.21

The 1906 law stated that the Bureau of Reclamation should give pref-
erence in the sale of electricity for “municipal purposes.” This was the 
first iteration of the “municipal preference clause” that, in the 1920 Wa-
terpower Act, gave preference to states and municipalities for licenses to 
construct and operate dams. Later versions of the clause gave state and 
local government agencies and utilities, along with nonprofit rural coop-
eratives, preferred access to electricity generated at federally operated 
facilities.

A milestone in the changing role that electricity played in the Recla-
mation Bureau’s activities occurred with the Salt River Project in Arizona, 
initiated in 1903 and completed eight years later. The major construction 
project was Roosevelt Dam, located in an isolated area thirty miles from 
the nearest town and sixty miles from the nearest railway station, and nei-
ther of them were connected by roads to the construction site. The project 
required two hundred thousand barrels of cement, and transportation costs 
were high. The raw materials for cement were located near the site, and 
constructing and using an on- site cement mill cut the cost of the cement 
by more than fifty percent. The manufacture of cement required electric-
ity. A diversionary canal initially provided water to a hydro electric plant 
for this purpose. In 1909, operation of hydroelectric generators within the 
dam started, and in 1911, the dam was completed, then the world’s highest 
masonry dam impounding the world’s largest artificial lake.22 Because of 
the size of the reservoir, the availabilities of both water and electricity were 
not as subject to seasonal variation as at other projects, increasing its value. 
The privately owned Pacific Gas and Electric utility purchased a significant 
amount of the dam’s surplus generation, and it became the primary source 
of electricity used in Phoenix. The proceeds from the sale of the surplus 
power provided a major subsidy to farmers for irrigation water. The rev-
enue from Phoenix’s electricity showed the importance urban, as well as 
rural, populations could play in the bureau’s projects. The growing urban 
needs of Southern California played an important role in a hydroelectric 
project far larger than that of Roosevelt Dam.
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Boulder Canyon and Hoover Dam

For sheer beauty, few of the world’s rivers can match the Colorado. Its 
primary tributaries are fed with melting snow and precipitation from Wyo-
ming, Colorado, and New Mexico. From a mountain plateau, the pristine 
river’s elevation drops rapidly through a series of spectacular canyons in 
Arizona and on the border between Arizona and Nevada, including the 
Grand Canyon. After leaving the canyons, the now meandering river marks 
the boundary between California and Arizona and Arizona and Mex ico 
until it crosses the border into Mexico and empties into the Gulf of Cali-
fornia. During late spring and early summer, melting snow resulted in a 
flood with a water flow sometimes one hundred times that which occurred 
during dry times. In extreme cases, the flow of water approximated that 
of Niagara Falls; floods with water flows half that rate were common.23 
Unpredictable flash floods occurred at other times. Enormous quantities 
of silt were carried the river’s length and deposited in a large and fertile 
delta.24 These silt deposits raised the riverbed, eventually resulting in the 
river overflowing and carving a new bed. In prehistoric times, the mouth of 
the gulf was north of its present location, but it was slowly filled by the de-
posited silt. The rising land created a natural dam that cut off the northern 
tip of the gulf, leaving a shallow saltwater lake, the Salton Sea, in a depres-
sion that lay below sea level. The sun slowly burned away the lake, leaving 
a brine- encrusted depression in the middle of the parched and desolate, 
but very fertile, Imperial Valley.25

In 1901, a privately built canal to the Imperial Valley that ran partly 
through Mexico’s Alamo channel came into operation. It lasted only a few 
years before being destroyed by the river’s deposits of silt, but the agricul-
tural boom it caused proved the incredible agricultural productivity of the 
valley. In 1904, the company restored the canal with an inlet in Mexico, 
partly to avoid conflict with the Bureau of Reclamation. The riverbed was 
higher than the surrounding land, and cutting through it created an op-
portunity for disaster. That disaster occurred in 1905 when the torrential 
river tore through the canal’s intake, completely changing the river’s path. 
Instead of flowing to the gulf, the river plummeted down a waterfall that 
was moving towards the inlet and that eventually reached one hundred 
feet in height. From there the entire river poured unchecked into the Im-
perial Valley. The Southern Pacific Railroad had loaned money to the cor-
porate owner of the dam and, after the disaster, acquired the company’s 
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stock. President Theodore Roosevelt exerted pressure on the railroad’s 
president, E. H. Harriman, to solve the problem, and, after two years, an 
enormous effort involving thousands of workers returned the river to its 
previous course.

Most of the Imperial Valley was saved, but the devastation was exten-
sive and the prehistoric Salton Sea was recreated. Problems with floods 
in the Imperial Valley recurred, and Congress authorized the construc-
tion of levees in Mexico to keep them in check. Silt deposits continued to 
raise the river’s banks forcing ever- higher levees. The rising river elevation 
made the situation increasingly precarious, floods continued to occur, and 
maintaining control over the river’s path required constant effort. The pe-
riodic excessive water flow was interspersed with water levels so low that  
the Imperial Valley was afflicted with drought. Because most of the sys-
tem was in Mexico, the needs of farms there were given preference in wa-
ter allocations during droughts. Funds from the US paid for the flood 
control measures and provided benefits to Mexican farmland, but Mexico 
was seen as impeding flood control. Frustrations with Mexico led to a de-
mand for a new canal, an “all- American” canal, which would bring water 
from the Colorado to the Imperial Valley by a route entirely within the  
United States. Although efforts were made to construct such a canal, its 
com pletion remained a dream for over two decades.26

The burgeoning city of Los Angeles lay a few hundred miles to the 
west of the Colorado River. From 1890 to 1900, its population more than 
doubled. In the next decade, it more than tripled. The lack of water made 
this rate of growth unsustainable. In 1913, with a population of just over 
300,000, the city built an aqueduct over 200 miles long to the Owens River 
on the eastern side of the Sierra Nevada Mountains. By the 1920s, the aq-
ueduct’s drainage of the Owens Valley angered the residents of that valley 
and led to protesters blowing up the aqueduct in what became known as 
the “water wars.”27 By then Los Angeles had already set its sights on the 
Colorado River and begun the planning for a 300- plus- mile aqueduct to 
transport its water to the city. The course of the river through the canyons 
provided excellent sites for the production of hydroelectricity, and the 
population growth in Southern California that the river’s water would en-
able would provide a market for that power.

Irrigation, flood control, municipal water, and electricity were all jus-
tifications for damming the river. By 1921, the Federal Power Commis-
sion had received eleven applications to develop hydroelectric sites on 
the Colorado or its tributaries.28 Congress directed the Bureau of Rec-
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lamation to study the problems of the Colorado River and irrigation of 
the Imperial Valley. The report was issued in 1922. The bureau recom-
mended construction of a high dam in Boulder Canyon with the sale of 
electricity paying the dam’s entire cost. An alternate site was identified 
in Black Canyon, but the Boulder site seemed preferable. The dam site 
was ultimately moved from Boulder to Black Canyon, but Boulder Canyon 
con tinued to provide the name for the project and the original name of 
the dam.29 Also recommended was the construction of the All- American 
Canal from Laguna Dam, approximately fifteen miles from the Mexican 
border, to the Imperial Valley.30

The dam would affect seven states: Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, 
Utah, Nevada, Arizona, and California. An impediment to the project was 
the character of Western water rights. Under the doctrine of “prior ap-
propriation,” used by most Western states, if available water from a river 
was insufficient to meet all needs, those who had been using the river’s  
water the longest had priority over those whose usage started later. With 
Los Angeles and the Imperial Valley, California would quickly be receiv-
ing a large share of the water from the river’s development and would for-
ever have priority over the other states in receiving that water. This made 
the others disinclined to support the project. The total benefit available 
to the seven states was large, but agreement required an interstate com-
pact that would override prior appropriation and divide those benefits 
up in a way that met the concerns of the six states other than California. 
Any such compact required the involvement of the federal government 
and the approval of Congress. A law enabling an interstate compact was 
passed in 1921, and Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover led the ne-
gotiations as the representative of the federal government. Compared to 
the Superpower negotiations Secretary Hoover also led, these must have 
seemed relatively easy, and an agreed compact was signed by the seven 
states in November of the following year. That concord proved illusory. 
Before becoming effective, Congress and all seven state legislatures had 
to ratify the compact, which failed to fully deal with the central problem.31

The compact divided the territories of the seven states into two areas:  
an upper basin and a lower basin that consisted of most of Arizona, Cali-
fornia, and Nevada. The compact gave each basin the perpetual right to 
use 7.5 million acre- feet of water each year. The compact, however, did 
not specify a division of the water within each basin. That would rely on 
prior appropriation or a future interstate compact.32 The creation of the 
two basins met the concerns of the states in the upper basin that California 
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would compromise their future, but it did not address the same concerns 
in the lower basin. Nevada had so little irrigable land that the issue of 
its share of the water was not difficult to handle. This was not the case, 
however, with Arizona, and the Arizona legislature refused to ratify the 
compact. Years of negotiations between California and Arizona over the 
division of the lower basin share never brought them close to agreement.33 
Congress solved the impasse in 1928 with passage of the Boulder Canyon 
Project Act, enabling the pact to go into effect despite Arizona’s strenu-
ous objections.34

The act made the role of electricity clear— its revenue was to pay for 
almost the entire construction and operation of the future Hoover Dam.35 
The generation from Hoover Dam was to be far greater than that from any 
previous federal project. Some maintained it would be thirty times that of 
all other federal projects combined.36 Before funds could be appropriated 
for construction, signed contracts had to provide sufficient revenue cover-
ing all operating costs and repay the government for construction costs 
(plus interest) within fifty years. Any revenue above that amount was to 
be placed in a fund to pay for further development of the area. The stor-
age and provision of water would provide some revenue, but there was no 
doubt that the revenue from electricity would be far greater. Under the ini-
tial contracts, the revenue for firm power alone was more than sufficient 
to meet the payment conditions.37 Water and secondary power would pro-
vide extra revenue above the minimum requirement. The act left it to the 
secretary of the Interior to decide whether the government would operate 
the generating plant or lease its operation to others. Although contracts 
were to remain in force for fifty years, the price of electricity was to be 
adjusted periodically as justified by “competitive conditions.” Those pur-
chasing the electricity would have to construct their own transmission lines 
to the dam’s switchboard.

The debate over private versus government ownership soon encom-
passed the proposed dam. Los Angeles owned the utility that distributed 
electricity to its residents, the Bureau of Power and Light. Prior to the 
completion of Hoover Dam, Los Angeles purchased wholesale power from 
the Southern California Edison Company, a privately owned utility serv-
ing most of southern California. By 1921, both Los Angeles and South-
ern California Edison had applied for permits to build a dam at Boulder 
Canyon.38 The interstate compact proposal led the FPC to suspend process-
ing Colorado River applications, and the Boulder Canyon Act withdrew 
the river from private development. Since the dam involved irrigation and 
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flood control (which were given first priority) and the river crossed an in-
ternational boundary, the justification for federal operation of the dam was 
strong. Generation by the federal government at Hoover Dam and sale di-
rectly to Los Angeles’s municipal utility was exactly what the advocates of 
government ownership wanted. Such an arrangement would provide the 
opportunity to show that government ownership better served electricity 
users than private ownership. To the advocates of private ownership, this 
would amount to the federal government going into competition with pri-
vate business, establishing a dangerous precedent.39 No dam and no power 
were preferable to that. The public relations/propaganda arm of privately 
owned utilities used all of its techniques to oppose the project, including 
subsidizing and distributing books and pamphlets critical of the project and 
using its influence to turn the press to its side.40 A congressman sympathetic 
to the concerns of the privately owned industry proposed construction of 
a smaller dam that would have been unable to produce much electricity. 
Herbert Hoover, a strong advocate of private utility ownership, initially 
agreed with this suggestion.41 The attraction of using electricity to pay for 
the dam was irresistible, however. Passage of the act was a victory for the 
proponents of government power.

After the act’s passage, the Department of the Interior requested pro-
posals from those potentially interested in contracting for power, for a 
price initially set at 1.63 mills per kWh for firm power and 0.5 mills per 
kWh for secondary power. There were four major applicants and twenty- 
three others. Both the city of Los Angeles and Southern California Edi-
son applied for all of the power produced at the dam. The Metropolitan 
Water District, a governmental unit formed to bring water to Los Angeles 
and other cities, needed electricity for pumping water. It proposed taking 
half the power. The state of Nevada wanted a third. Ultimately, the sec-
retary of the Interior, after negotiations, divided the firm power. The act 
gave preference to the domestic use of water, and the Metropolitan Water 
District received the largest share of the electricity— 36 percent as well 
as priority for any secondary power. Los Angeles’s allocation was 13 per-
cent, and the other municipalities collectively were allocated 6 percent. 
Southern California Edison and three smaller private utilities received 
9 percent. Arizona and Nevada were given rights to 18 percent each, al-
though neither had need for that much power, and complicated rules gov-
erned the allocation of the power they did not use.

The initial contracts, signed in April 1930 during the Hoover admin-
istration, reflected a desire to distance the federal government as much 
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as possible from the appearance of generating electricity.42 Rather than 
selling electricity, the federal government was to lease the use of falling 
water. The federal government was to provide the generating equipment, 
but Los Angeles and Southern California Edison were to operate it. That 
operation was not to be a joint effort; it was to be as if there were two in-
de pendent power plants. Los Angeles was responsible for producing the  
power for all governmental units, including the other municipalities, the  
Metropolitan Water District, and the states of Arizona and Nevada. South-
ern California Edison was to generate all of the power used by private 
companies. Los Angeles and Southern California Edison had to pay for 
the cost of the generating equipment and for the cost of maintaining it, 
but those costs would be credited toward their purchases of power. All 
of the signatories were required to pay for the power they were allotted 
regardless of whether or not they actually took it. Three months later 
Congress appropriated the money to begin construction.

President Franklin Roosevelt dedicated Hoover Dam on Septem-
ber 30, 1935, but the power plant was not yet finished. It was not until June 
1937 that the initial power contracts came into effect. By then President 
Roosevelt was in his second term, the nation had weathered the worst of 
the Great Depression, the Public Utility Holding Company Act had been 
passed, and the policies of the federal government toward the genera-
tion and sale of hydroelectricity had undergone an enormous change. At 
this point, Hoover Dam was a relic of a previous period—  one in which 
electricity was seen primarily as a source of revenue available to subsi-
dize other river development benefits. In 1928, the passage of the Boulder 
Canyon Project Act seemed to establish a new precedent for expanded 
federal government involvement as a participant in the electric power in-
dustry. By 1937, however, attitudes and policies had changed so much that 
Hoover Dam seemed a less important precedent.

Muscle Shoals and Wilson Dam

A few miles east of Knoxville, Tennessee, the Holston and French Broad 
Rivers combine to form the Tennessee River. Rain and snow that falls 
in 40,000 square miles in seven southern states flows through creeks and 
streams that empty into that river. Its 625- mile journey takes it through 
Chattanooga, where it loops south, crossing northern Alabama until it 
turns north back through Tennessee into Kentucky, where, near Paducah, 
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its waters flow into the Ohio River shortly before that river joins the Mis-
sissippi. Its watershed includes areas with the highest rainfall east of the 
Mississippi, and hydropower was the source of over 80 percent of electric-
ity generation in the seven states in 1932.43 The traditional inhabitants  
of the mountainous eastern portion of the valley were “hillbillies,” inde-
pendent people who sided with the North in the Civil War. Although rich 
in natural beauty, that area was poor in almost every other respect. The 
western portion of the valley was flat cotton country. Slavery brought 
riches to some in antebellum days, but in the 1920s, most of those living in 
this area scratched out a meager living from the soil.

In its pristine state, the river’s flow varied by a factor of one hundred, 
from extreme dry to extreme flood. Floods were common and often de-
structive, particularly in the area around Chattanooga. In a seventeen- 
mile stretch in northern Alabama, the river dropped about one hundred 
feet at Muscle Shoals. Low water exposed rocks in that area; high water 
created white- water rapids. That section of the river was unnavigable and 
cut off both Knoxville and Chattanooga from river traffic to the Missis-
sippi. Efforts to solve the Muscle Shoals navigation problem through the 
construction of canals began in the 1820s and continued for seventy- five 
years with only partial success. In the late nineteenth century, the area’s 
potential as a site for hydropower was recognized. In 1898, Congress first 
considered a bill granting authority for private development of the area. 
Many other proposals followed, as did federally financed investigations.44 
No real progress was made, however, until 1916 and the looming involve-
ment of the United States in World War I.

Nitrates, compounds such as ammonia or sodium nitrate where nitro-
gen is “fixed” or combined with other elements, are an essential compo-
nent of fertilizer and explosives, including gunpowder. Although nitrates 
are now universally synthesized by chemical processes that obtain nitro-
gen from the atmosphere, prior to World War I most of the nitrates used 
in the United States came from natural deposits available at only a single 
location, a region on the Pacific coast of South America. In 1883, Chile 
defeated Bolivia and Peru in the War of the Pacific and gained sole control 
of the territory containing these valuable deposits, and sodium nitrate 
became known as “Chile saltpeter.” These deposits were depleting, and 
several countries were increasingly depending on synthetic nitrates. The 
primary method at the time for synthesizing nitrates was the cyanamid 
process, which required large amounts of electricity. There was no plant 
in the United States using this process, but a US company, American 
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Cyanamid, had such a plant in Canada using power from Niagara Falls. 
Although all of the output of this plant went to the United States, it was 
a tiny proportion of the country’s total nitrate use. In 1913, the German 
chemist Fritz Haber developed an alternative method for synthesizing 
ammonia that required much less electricity, and in 1918, he won the No-
bel Prize for this work. Development of the techniques required to use 
the Haber process for the industrial production of nitrates occurred al-
most entirely in Germany. By the end of World War I, the Haber process 
was the most important source of nitrates in Germany, but no plant using 
the process existed outside that country.45

With US involvement in World War I increasingly likely, in 1916 Con-
gress passed the National Defense Act.46 A shortage of ships and concern 
that German submarines might interfere with access to Chile’s nitrates 
prompted the inclusion in the act of a provision that empowered the presi-
dent to investigate methods for synthesizing nitrates. The law also autho-
rized constructing plants to synthesize nitrates and hydroelectric dams to 
provide those plants with the needed electricity. Interestingly, the act spe-
cifically directed that the government alone, without any private involve-
ment, was to do all of this work. In April 1917, the United States entered 
the war. In September, Sheffield, Alabama, near Muscle Shoals, was chosen 
as the site for Nitrate Plant No. 2, producing nitrates using the cyanamid 
process. In December, the United States contracted for the construction 
of Nitrate Plant No. 1 to investigate the Haber process. In February 1918, 
construction of a dam at Muscle Shoals was authorized, as was construction 
of steam plants to provide power pending the completion of the dam. By 
the end of 1918, the war had ended. Nitrate Plant No. 2 was successfully 
tested too late to contribute to the war effort. Work at Nitrate Plant No. 1 
was suspended in January 1919. Using funds already appropriated, work 
on the dam, named after President Wilson, continued until April 1921, 
but then stopped with the dam unfinished.47

What was to be done with the partially completed complex of projects 
constructed by the government at and near Muscle Shoals? In the 1920s, 
Congress may have devoted more time to fighting over the disposition 
of this white elephant than to any other single issue.48 It was a battle that 
took many unexpected turns. At its heart was the ideological struggle over 
whether the provision of electric power was a private or government re-
sponsibility. The advocates of government ownership were led by Senator 
George W. Norris, the progressive Nebraska Republican who, as chair of 
the Senate Agricultural Committee, had considerable power over the issue  
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in the Senate. Those who advocated the government turning over the fa-
cilities to private interests were dealt a blow by the Teapot Dome scandal 
that started in 1922. The federal government owned an oil field at Teapot 
Dome and leased the production rights to that field to a private company 
at terms very favorable to the company. Those terms were discovered to 
have been the result of enormous bribes paid to the secretary of the Inte-
rior, who was sentenced to prison for the crime.

The issues surrounding Wilson Dam, however, were more complicated 
than just the matter of whether the generation of electricity should be 
done by the government or by a private company. To some, the main issue 
was fertilizer, to others, electricity, and to others it was how the dam’s ben-
efits would be distributed among those in the Southeast. These issues cre-
ated divisions within the groups favoring private or government operation 
that contributed to the inability of Congress to come to a decision. The 
paralysis caused by these disagreements imposed a large cost on the na-
tion’s economy by delaying for a decade the use of a valuable resource on 
which the federal government had already spent a considerable amount.

Initially the question of the disposition of the Muscle Shoals works in-
volved fertilizer more than electricity. The debate shifted starting in 1921 
when Henry Ford made a dramatic bid for the facilities. Ford’s offer re-
quired the government at its expense to complete Wilson Dam and to com-
plete another dam upstream from Wilson Dam.49 Ford agreed to manufac-
ture fertilizer at Plant No. 2 and to conduct research on other methods of 
producing fertilizer. He promised to sell fertilizer at a price that would limit 
his profit to 8 percent. Ford offered a very low payment for the dam and 
other facilities and, contrary to the Federal Waterpower Act, wanted a one- 
hundred- year lease on the dam, with preferential renewal rights. It became 
clear that Ford’s intention was to build new factories that would use all of 
the power produced by the dam above that required for fertilizer. From the 
beginning, Ford maintained that altruism, patriotism, and the desire to pro-
vide farmers with cheap fertilizer were the sole motivations for his offer. In 
December 1921, Ford arrived at Muscle Shoals in his private railway car ac-
companied by Thomas Edison. Local citizens greeted him with enthusiasm. 
His stated plan was to build a new city on the banks of the Tennessee that 
would become one of the nation’s industrial centers, larger than Detroit. 
The region would experience the greatest economic prosperity it had ever 
known. He would replace gold as the basis of finance with the “energy dol-
lar.” His proposal set off a speculative land bubble that attracted unscrupu-
lous dealers and participants from across the nation.50
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The battle over Ford’s offer was intense. It generally had the support 
of farmers who were anxious for cheaper fertilizer and who accepted the 
argument that the Ford offer was opposed by a “fertilizer trust” respon-
sible for high prices. However, Ford’s commitment to fertilizer eventually 
became questionable. Ford’s attack on Wall Street and his criticism of 
the “power trust” appealed to many progressives. Private power compa-
nies, particularly Alabama Power, whose service area included the region 
around Muscle Shoals, opposed the Ford offer because it appeared to deny 
them access to the dam’s cheap electricity. Southern Democrats generally 
supported Ford’s offer because of the beneficial effect the promised new 
industry would have on the region’s economy. Some in the Harding and 
Coolidge administrations supported the Ford proposal; others opposed it, 
believing it to be a poor financial bargain for the government. Some manu-
facturers in the area opposed the proposal because of concern that Ford’s 
plan denied them access to the dam’s power. Some manufacturers outside 
the area opposed the proposal as being essentially an unfair government 
subsidy to a potential competitor. On two occasions, the House voted to 
accept Ford’s offer, but Norris was successful in preventing the Senate 
from confirming that vote. In October 1924, Ford suddenly withdrew his 
offer, criticizing Congress for its indecision and for having played into the 
hands of Wall Street and the power trust.51

During the period when Ford’s offer had been before the Congress, 
Norris had consistently advocated that a government- owned corporation  
operate the Muscle Shoals facility. With Ford’s offer off the table, the 
primary issue became the question of whether the government (Norris’s 
position) or private interests should operate the dam. This issue became 
co mingled with the increasing attention paid to the issue of holding com-
panies, which strengthened the position of those opposing turning over 
a public resource to private hands. Southern Democrats, who had been 
support ers of Ford’s offer, split over whether public or private operation 
was preferred, but most remained anxious for a speedy resolution that 
would bring economic benefits to the region. Decision on the issue, how-
ever, remained elusive.

A remarkable series of votes that occurred during the two- week period 
between January 8, 1925, and January 15 of the same year demonstrated 
the literal inability of the Senate to come to a decision on Wilson Dam. 
Three proposals were before the Senate at that time: Norris’s proposal 
for government operation, Oscar Underwood’s (D– AL) to seek a private 
party to lease the facilities, and Wesley Jones’s (R– WA) proposal to send 
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the issue to a commission to study the issue and report later to the Con-
gress. Initially the Senate approved the Underwood proposal for private 
operation. A few days later an amendment to the bill passed, sending the 
issue to a study commission, Jones’s position. Next, an amendment for 
government operation, Norris’s position, was approved. An amendment 
for private operation then passed, bringing the Senate back to its first po-
sition. That cycle continued with the passage again of an amendment to 
send the issue to a study commission. It appeared that this cycle of each 
proposal being able to replace a previously approved proposal might con-
tinue forever. An apparent tactical error by Norris, however, resulted in a 
final decision to seek private operation. Surprisingly, this apparent fickle-
ness on the part of the Senate was not the result of an inconsistency on 
the part of individual senators. Four groupings of senators had differences 
in the way they ordered the three proposals. Within each group, those 
preferences did not change over the cycle. Each time an amendment was 
offered, a combination of at least two of those groups would lead to its ap-
proval. The possibility of “cyclical voting” has long been known, but this 
is the only documented case of it actually occurring in a legislative body.52

Over the next four years a number of proposals to give control of the 
Muscle Shoals facilities to different private companies, including power 
companies and chemical companies, came before Congress. At times one 
or another of these proposals seemed close to passage, but objections to 
each company prevented acceptance. Norris continued offering bills for 
operation by a government- owned corporation. Some of his proposals con-
cerned only Muscle Shoals, with power from the dam to be sold to pri vate 
companies. Others were much more ambitious and involved the develop-
ment of the entire Tennessee River system with projects whose objectives 
included flood control and navigation as well as fertilizer manufacture and 
electricity generation. At times, the prospects for one of his proposals ap-
peared bright, but Congress remained unable to make a decision. In Sep-
tember 1928 and again in February 1931, comparatively modest proposals 
from Norris actually passed both houses of Congress. The first received a 
pocket veto from President Coolidge. After the second was sent to Presi-
dent Hoover, Norris offered to resign from the Senate if Hoover would 
sign the bill. Hoover vetoed it with these words:

I am firmly opposed to the Government entering into any business the major 

purpose of which is competition with our citizens. . . . The power problem is 

not to be solved by the Federal Government going into the power business. . . . 
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This bill would launch the Federal government . . . upon a basis of competition 

instead of by the proper Government function of regulation for the protection 

of all the people. I hesitate to contemplate the future of our institutions, of our 

Government, and of our country if the preoccupation of its officials is to be no 

longer the promotion of justice and equal opportunity but is to be devoted to 

barter in the markets. That is not liberalism, it is degeneration.53

Hoover’s position and the deadlock that had gripped Congress for a de-
cade was broken by the 1932 landslide election of Franklin Roosevelt. In 
January 1933, Roosevelt and Norris paid a joint visit to Wilson Dam. In 
May of that year, during the new administration’s first one- hundred days, 
Congress passed the Tennessee Valley Authority Act, creating a govern-
ment agency whose mission included and exceeded all that Norris had 
ever wanted.54

The Tennessee Valley Authority

The creation of the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) ended the con-
gressional deadlock over Wilson Dam, but it increased the intensity of the 
struggle over government versus private operation of electric utilities. The 
TVA became the focus and the climax of that struggle. Its role as a “yard-
stick” and “birch rod” inflamed privately owned utilities that saw it as 
an unfair existential threat. Despite the damage done to their power and 
influence by the ongoing holding company issue, their struggle against the 
TVA significantly delayed its ability to fully implement an electric power 
program and made it a center of emotional controversy for decades. Even 
before its program was fully implemented, private companies maintained 
that the existence of the TVA damaged them.55 The TVA’s power policy, 
issued August 25, 1933, stated that the TVA directors should give “seri-
ous consideration” to the harm its program might do to private utilities, 
but the determining factor would be the public interest in having low- cost 
power.56 During Roosevelt’s presidency, the private utilities ultimately 
lost nearly all of their battles with the TVA. Their position resurged after 
World War II but largely ended after a compromise that insulated the 
TVA from the power of Congress and protected private utilities from any 
further  TVA threat.57 More than a half century of ideological battling over 
the proper ownership of electric utilities began then to recede from the 
nation’s political consciousness.
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At the time the TVA Act was considered, the private industry had been 
battered, but it still was able to mount an opposition. Perhaps its most ef-
fective leader was Wendell Willkie, the former corporate lawyer who had 
become president of Commonwealth & Southern (C&S), a subholding 
company of the United Corporation. Willkie was amiable and articulate, 
a progressive reformer within the industry, who would not defend the bad 
behavior that the FTC had revealed. One of the operating companies con-
trolled by C&S was the Tennessee Electric Power Co., whose large ser-
vice area encompassed a considerable part of  Tennessee. Other operat-
ing companies also controlled by C&S, whose service areas were partly in 
the Tennessee River Basin, were Alabama Power, Mississippi Power, and 
Georgia Power, all states where the TVA first began providing electricity. 
Originally a Democrat who had voted for Roosevelt, Willkie became Roo-
sevelt’s Republican opponent in the 1940 presidential election. Willkie’s 
political skill enabled him to identify those battles that were core to his 
company’s concerns and those that were not. His positions appeared rea-
sonable by compromising on emotionally polarizing issues. In one state-
ment he said, “The utilities have no God- given charter for existing. . . . The 
only question which the people are interested in . . . is: What is the best 
way to generate and distribute electric power economically?”58 He knew 
when to stop fighting battles that already had been lost. Ceding the issue 
of government generation, he even offered to let the TVA set the retail 
rates if his company were allowed to purchase and distribute the power, 
conditional on the TVA agreeing not to extend its own service into C&S 
territory.59 Failing to achieve even that, he fought the continued growth of 
the TVA, arguing that federal subsidies were imposing costs on all Ameri-
cans for the benefit of a single region and that the TVA set a dangerous 
precedent that could lead to government driving any private company in 
any industry out of business.60

In his message to Congress proposing the TVA, President Roosevelt  
described something new, “a corporation clothed with the power of gov-
ernment but possessed of the flexibility and initiative of private enterprise.” 
Its goal “transcends mere power development. . . . It should be charged 
with the broadest duty of planning for the proper use, conservation, and 
development of the natural resources of the Tennessee River drainage 
basin and its adjoining territory . . .”61 The Tennessee Valley Authority 
was unlike any other government agency created before or since. It was 
part of no executive department. Its headquarters were to be in the Ten-
nessee Valley, not Washington. It was to be led by three full- time directors 
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appointed by the president for staggered nine- year terms. A chair was to 
be appointed by the president but had no special power or authority over 
the other two. The directors could hire all other employees without regard 
to civil service regulations. The TVA could issue bonds to a specified limit 
backed by the full faith and credit of the United States. The new authority 
could exercise the power of eminent domain to acquire property. Chal-
lenges to TVA condemnation could be heard only in federal court. If such 
an appeal were made, rather than ratifying or overturning the price offered 
by the TVA, the law required the judge to make an independent determi-
nation of the value of the condemned property. Thus, a property owner 
who appealed the price offered by the TVA ran the risk of receiving an even  
lower price.62

The TVA was given the power to create a network that integrated not 
only electricity supply but also all of the area’s natural resources. The act 
specified that the primary purpose of the dams built by the TVA was to be 
flood control and navigation, but it also authorized the generation of elec-
tricity. Electricity prices were to be as low as possible— not to cov er all 
costs associated with a dam but only the portion attributable to power pro-
duction. This reflected a huge change in Congress’s attitude toward elec-
tricity pricing since the authorization of the Hoover and Salt River Dams, 
when revenue from the sale of electricity was to subsidize the dam’s other 
functions.63 In selling electricity, the authority was to give preference to 
government- owned utilities and agencies and nonprofit cooperatives over 
private power companies. Contracts for the sale of power to private com-
panies had to contain a provision enabling them to be cancelled by the 
TVA at any time with five years’ notice; this essentially guaranteed that a 
private company could not depend on TVA power for its own long- range 
planning. Residential and rural users of electricity were to have priority 
over industrial uses. The sale of electricity to industrial users was to be 
pursued only to enable lower prices for residential and rural users. The 
authority was to promote the increased use of electricity to better the lives 
of its users. The TVA’s potential service area was undefined, bounded only 
by “transmission distance.” At the time, this was about 350 miles. The area  
within 350 miles of Wilson Dam is huge and encompassed a large pop u-
lation, including several major and medium- sized cities (fig ure 7.1). As 
more dams were built, that area would enlarge. Clearly, the hydroelectric 
development of the Tennessee River system could not supply the total 
needs of this area, but a 1930 report by the chief engineer of the Army 
Corps of Engineers estimated that potential firm power production of such  
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a development would be over four times the 1950 expected use of electric-
ity within the Tennessee Valley.64

Regional planning was an idea that had acquired considerable inter-
est and incorporated many worthwhile goals. Flood control, navigation, 
reforestation, and the development of plans “for the general welfare of 
the citizens . . . for the general purpose of fostering an orderly and proper 
physical, economic, and social development” were all specified by the act. 
The TVA Act devoted considerable attention to the production of fertil-
izer, and the TVA was given the responsibility of developing and encourag-
ing techniques to improve farming.65 The act insulated the board from po-
litical pressure to the extent that the TVA successfully resisted attempts to 
allow political patronage. In the short run, there was essentially no check  

figure 7.1. Territory within 350 miles of Wilson Dam

Source: Prepared by author
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on their decisions, and they received little guidance from the president. It 
was up to them to decide on the TVA’s priorities and to design an admin-
istrative structure that could implement those decisions. Disagreement 
among the original board members in setting priorities led to a crisis in 
the young authority.66

Roosevelt chose Arthur Morgan to be the first chair of the TVA even 
before Congress had created it. Morgan was a respected hydraulic engi-
neer who had designed a flood control project for the Miami River Val-
ley in Ohio after a disastrous flood in 1913. Morgan was initially skeptical 
about the type of multipurpose dam that would characterize TVA projects. 
His project in Ohio consisted of a system of dams that remained dry except 
during floods. At each dam a granite block was placed with an inscrip-
tion declaring that use of the dams “for power development or for storage 
would be a menace to the cities below,” a statement often repeated by the 
TVA’s detractors.67

Morgan was an unusual man. Although not religious, he was extremely 
demanding in his own moralistic behavior and in that of others. He had 
an engineer’s attitude that there was a single best solution to every prob-
lem, and he carried that view to social problems as well as engineering 
prob lems. He was inclined to view those who disagreed with him as ig-
norant or self- centered and potentially as enemies. He was an elitist who 
believed that decisions should be made by enlightened individuals like 
himself acting in the best interests of others. Morgan believed that people 
should live in small communities and be motivated by a spirit of coopera-
tion rather than competition. Above all, they should behave toward each 
other in a manner that was open and truthful. Morgan spent much of his 
life in a sequence of frustrating attempts to create utopias. Before com-
ing to the TVA, he had been president of Antioch College. He rescued 
that school from certain demise and introduced the innovative system of 
work- study that became a model for other colleges. He ultimately be-
came disenchant ed with the school’s students and faculty, and they with 
him, over what he saw as their failure to maintain the moral standards he 
expected.68

The first dam the TVA constructed was a little over twenty miles north-
west of Knoxville at a tributary site that had received special attention 
from the Corps of Engineers in its 308 report for the Tennessee River. Its 
value came from the role its reservoir could play in controlling floods and 
increasing the system’s proportion of firm power. The corps had developed 
an initial design for a dam that was completed by the Bureau of Reclama-
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tion.69 The site had long been known as Cove Creek, but the TVA board 
named the new dam Norris Dam, honoring the senator who, more than 
any other individual, was responsible for the TVA. The standard practice in 
federal dams was for the construction to be done by contractors that com-
peted in a bidding process. Morgan set the important precedent of having 
the work done at Norris Dam by the TVA’s own employees, all of whom 
were expected to sign a code that dictated not only ethical behavior in their 
roles with the TVA but also his brand of morality in their personal life.  
He seemed to regard this as something that would self- evidently be ac-
cepted by all good people and was blind to its authoritarianism.70 On typi-
cal federal projects, workers lived either in shantytowns under conditions 
that were dangerous and unhealthy or in company towns where living con-
ditions were better, but still poor, and where they were required to pay  
exorbitant rents.71 By contrast, Morgan called for a model planned commu-
nity, also named Norris, which would provide homes that were modest but 
clean and safe with plumbing, electricity, and an electric stove. Winding 
foot paths connected the houses, and an all- electric school was provided. 
Workers were provided training programs, and bookmobiles brought them  
wholesome entertainment and education. Wages were above average for 
the region. It was another attempt to create a utopia.

The two other directors were Harcourt Morgan (no relation to Arthur) 
and David Lilienthal. Harcourt Morgan was an agricultural scientist. 
Born in Canada, he spent much of his career in Louisiana and Tennessee, 
where he rose to the position of president of the University of  Tennessee. 
He brought a deep understanding of the Southeast and expertise in ways 
of improving the region’s agriculture. Lilienthal, who grew up in Indiana, 
was a graduate of Harvard Law School, where he developed a passion for 
social justice and progressive causes. He started his career in labor law 
but became a master of public utility law. Prior to his appointment to the 
board of the TVA, he had served two years as the youngest- ever mem-
ber of the Wisconsin Utilities Commission. He was a strong and effective 
advocate for government ownership of utilities, and leaders of privately 
owned utilities viewed him with enmity.

One of the roles expected of the TVA was that of a “yardstick.” Many 
observers of the utility industry, both independent scholars and critics of 
private ownership of utilities, came to regard state regulation as ineffective 
in controlling utility rates. As a “yardstick,” the TVA would charge rates 
against which those of privately owned utilities could be compared.72 If 
found wanting, the example would compel private utilities to reduce their  
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rates. It was an idea that appealed to Arthur Morgan, who advocated a 
method he thought would avoid rancor with private utilities. He wanted 
a good- will negotiation with Willkie to transfer a mutually agreed repre-
sentative but limited portion of C&S’s service area to the TVA for estab-
lishment of the yardstick. A scientific demonstration would then be con-
ducted in which the TVA would operate under the same accounting and 
other ground rules as a private utility, enabling an objective comparison 
between it and the privately owned utility. Lilienthal, who harbored a deep 
mistrust of all Willkie represented, saw Morgan’s position as threatening  
the TVA’s very existence.73

Attempts to level somehow the playing field between the rates charged 
by existing government- owned and privately owned utilities had never 
been done. In some respects, the TVA did operate under rules more simi-
lar to those of a private company than was the case with most federal agen-
cies. A 1935 amendment to the TVA Act required that it use the same Fed-
eral Power Commission’s Uniform System of Accounts as privately owned 
utilities, that power projects be self- liquidating and self- supporting as soon 
as practicable, and that the rates charged for electricity produce gross rev-
enue in excess of the total costs of producing power. As with a privately 
owned utility, the TVA was required to make audits of its operations pub-
lic. The TVA was authorized to issue bonds to support the financing of the  
acquisition of distribution systems by municipalities and co- ops, but each 
instance required the prior approval of the Federal Power Commission.74 
Nevertheless, the TVA had numerous advantages not available to the re-
gion’s privately owned utilities, and these compromised its ability to per-
form the yardstick function fairly. The cost to the TVA of raising money 
was much lower than that of privately owned utilities. The backing of its 
bonds by the full faith and credit of the federal government enabled it to 
borrow money at lower interest rates, and it did not have to pay dividends 
to stockholders. The use of multipurpose dams required that the TVA 
use as a cost of producing power only a portion of the dams’ total costs. 
A private company that did not have a responsibility for navigation and 
flood control might have built a less expensive dam, but the revenues from 
the sale of electricity would have had to cover the dam’s total costs. Even 
though the total cost of such a dam would have been lower, it likely would 
have been higher than the portion of the total cost of a multipurpose dam 
allocated to power production. In valuing facilities that it acquired from 
privately owned utilities, the TVA used replacement cost, the cost of then 
constructing a functionally equivalent (not identical) facility. The write- ups 
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taken by many utilities justified a price lower than that on the private utili-
ties’ books, but the approximate 24 percent fall in prices between 1929 and 
1933 made the TVA’s valuations even lower. Essentially, the TVA took a 
write- down of the value of those assets, supporting lower rates than those 
of the privately owned utilities. The TVA and its distributors were not re-
quired to pay taxes. Both, however, made payments in lieu of taxes, but the 
amounts of those payments, particularly the ones made by the TVA, were 
always subject to controversy.75 On the other hand, the impact of the TVA’s 
special benefits on retail rates would have been through its wholesale rates. 
Privately owned power companies maintained that they could meet those 
rates, and in some cases, their wholesale rates were the same as the TVA’s. 
Most of the retail price of electricity went to the distributors, not the TVA, 
and the extent of the advantages they had over the privately owned utilities 
is less clear. They may have had an advantage in being able to purchase 
an existing distribution system at an unfairly low price, but that is difficult 
to document. The TVA distributors did not have had to pay income taxes 
since they did not earn profits.76

Private corporations may have many goals, but serving the interests of 
share holders is always important. The comparative vagueness of the TVA’s 
goals led almost immediately to serious internal conflicts. The disagree-
ment between Arthur Morgan and Lilienthal resulted in a public dispute in 
which Morgan came close to accusing his fellow directors of malfeasance. 
The near scandal this caused led to Morgan’s firing by President Roosevelt. 
A subsequent congressional investigation (requested by Arthur Morgan) 
exonerated the other directors.77

The war among the original directors was not the only serious obstacle 
facing the young authority. It also faced a barrage of legal actions. By 1937, 
thirty- four suits had been filed against the TVA.78 The Supreme Court ulti-
mately decided two that challenged the constitutionality of the new organi-
zation. The first, filed in 1934, questioned the TVA’s right to engage in the 
electric power business. A decision by a federal district court effectively 
shut down the TVA’s power organization for several months until that de-
cision was overturned on appeal, and the case went to the Supreme Court. 
Although the Supreme Court had already ruled against several New Deal 
programs, its decision, announced in February 1936, was in favor of the 
TVA.79 That decision, however, was limited to power produced at Wilson 
Dam. A more fundamental challenge to the TVA’s constitutionality was 
initiated in May 1936, when disagreement among the directors had be-
come most intense, and proposals to come to some compromise with the 
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privately owned utilities in the areas were under serious consideration by 
the Roosevelt administration. In that case, a number of privately owned 
power companies, led by C&S subsidiaries, argued that the TVA’s power 
program went beyond a reasonable interpretation of “surplus power” and 
that its competition with private companies was illegal and in violation of 
the Fifth, Ninth, and Tenth Amendments to the Constitution. In December 
1936, a federal district court issued a sweeping injunction that brought the 
TVA’s expansion program to a halt and remained in effect for five months 
until vacated by an appeals court. The decision of the Supreme Court is-
sued in January 1939 upheld the TVA’s position that the Constitution did 
not protect privately owned utilities from competition.80 A few days later, 
Commonwealth & Southern sold its entire Tennessee subsidiary, Tennes-
see Electric Power Company, to the TVA for $78 million. At this point, the 
TVA’s future became secure and it had a service area sufficient to support 
the further development of its electricity program.81

If the use of electricity in an area increased, its average cost would fall.  
Lower prices for electricity would stimulate greater use, although not im-
mediately. Increases in electricity usage largely depended on increased use  
of electricity- using appliances, including those for cooking, refrigeration, 
and heating. These appliances were not cheap and would not be quickly 
acquired and put into operation even after lower electricity prices made 
them more attractive. Whether the additional revenue and lower costs of 
increased use of electricity would offset the lost revenue from the lower 
price depended on how much usage increased under the lower price (de-
mand elasticity). If a regulated utility lowered its prices, revenue and prof-
its would fall in the short run. The increased use of electricity might (or 
might not) be sufficient to increase profits eventually, but vigilant regula-
tion would take those away. By basing rates on a historical cost, regulation 
reduced the incentive for a utility to take the risk of experimenting with 
lower prices. The price decreases that did occur tended to follow in creased 
electricity use rather than precede it. By contrast, the TVA was a new en-
terprise that was expected to operate initially at a loss. It was in a better po-
sition to take risks with rates, and it had a mandate to provide electricity at  
low cost and to increase its use.

The economic conditions caused by the Great Depression gave pri-
vately owned utilities an incentive to find some method of increasing elec-
tricity sales that would not have an adverse effect on revenue. Between 
1929 and 1932, the current- dollar (nominal) price of electricity for all 
uses rose, although the nominal price for residential uses declined. Once 
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adjusted for the period’s deflation, however, the real price electricity for 
all uses was almost 37 percent higher, and for residential users it was over 
11 percent higher. Over the same period, the use of electricity fell over  
15 percent, and the number of customers fell almost 2 percent. Accompa-
nying this was a shift back to isolated plants by some industrial users. Util-
ities were thus left with excess capacity, 30 to 40 percent in the region of 
the Tennessee Valley.82 The extra cost of the additional electricity that un-
used capacity could provide was very low. Rate reductions were inevitable. 
In some areas, industrial users were successfully negotiat ing lower rates. 
Regulatory commissions in some states were pressing pri vately owned utili-
ties to lower their rates, and four states gave their regu latory commissions 
emergency powers to order reduced rates unilaterally.83 Since hydroelec-
tricity does not have fuel costs, increasing the production of electricity to 
the capacity of hydroelectric generators was especially cheap. Engineers 
in a C&S subsidiary, Alabama Power, which depended almost wholly on 
hydropower, developed an ingenious solution that both protected the com-
pany’s total revenue and offered a significant price inducement for custom-
ers to increase their use of electricity.

On September 2, 1933, shortly before the TVA announced its own re-
tail rates, Alabama Power announced its new system of rates.84 Two rate 
schedules were to be used, an “immediate,” or standard, schedule and an 
“ob jective,” or promotional, schedule with lower prices. Each month a 
customer’s use of electricity was compared to the amount used in the same 
month of the previous year. A calculation was made of the customer’s total 
bill for the current month using the lower objective rate and for the same 
month of the previous year using the higher immediate rate. If the calcu-
lated total of the current month’s bill exceeded that of the previous year, 
the customer would pay the lower rates. If not, the higher rates would be 
used. To get the lower rates, a customer’s use of electricity would have to 
increase enough that the total paid the utility under the lower rates would 
not have decreased. This rate scheme encouraged the increased use of 
electricity, but it put a limit on how far the utility’s total revenue could fall. 
In its original formulation, the immediate (standard) rate would be re-
duced each year until, after three years, only the objective rate remained.85 
The rate system was made effective for Georgia Power on January 1, 1934. 
In a contract with the TVA, C&S’s Tennessee subsidiary, Tennessee Elec-
tric Power, also agreed to adopt the rate structure, and it became effective 
the following month. Eventually, all C&S subsidiaries, and many other 
utilities throughout the country, adopted the same scheme. In addition to  
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the promotional rate, even the immediate rate C&S introduced was lower 
than prior rates.86

Local distributors, not the TVA, were responsible for the retail sale of 
the TVA’s electricity, and the TVA entered into a separate contract with 
each for the wholesale provision of electricity.87 A number of features 
were common to all of these contracts, and the limitations they put on the 
financial operations of the distributors gave the TVA powers greater than 
those of state utility commissions. The contracts required that the TVA 
be the sole source of electricity for the distributor. In addition to specify-
ing the wholesale rate paid to the TVA by the distributor, the contracts 
also specified the (relatively few) rate schedules the distributors could 
use. There were five standard rate schedules adopted by all distributors, 
although some distributors could impose surcharges, and cooperative dis-
tributors could charge higher rates to nonmembers. The contracts speci-
fied the accounting methods to be used by distributors. A municipality was  
required to segregate its utility’s funds from all others. Revenue from the 
sale of electricity could be used only to cover the costs of the electrical 
distribution system; any excess had to be used to lower rates, which first 
happened in 1944. Payments to local governments in lieu of taxes were 
permitted at a level similar to that which a privately owned utility would 
have paid. The first community served by a TVA distributor was Tupelo, 
Mississippi, in February 1934, a little less than a year before the birth of 
the town’s most famous native son, Elvis Presley.

As was the standard industry practice, the TVA’s retail rates were based  
on kilowatt- hour usage and (for nonresidential users) maximum kilowatt 
use (demand).88 The base residential rates, which applied to both rural and 
urban customers, received particular attention: 3¢ per kWh for the first 
fifty used in a month, 2¢ per kWh for the next 150, 1¢ for the next 200 kWh,  
0.4¢ for the next 1,000 kWh, and 0.75¢ for all use beyond that. Some 
distributors were permitted by their contracts to apply surcharges. Two 
types of surcharges for residential users were common, although few, if 
any, municipal distributors were allowed to levy both. An “amortization” 
surcharge of one cent per kWh, with a minimum of twenty- five cents and 
a maximum of one dollar, enabled a distributor to repay the TVA for 
costs that the authority might have incurred to acquire the distribution 
system. Rural co- ops used a similar charge on customers to pay their 
membership fees, initially $100 ($1,750 in 2014 dollars). That fee could 
be paid in cash with a 20 percent discount.89 These fees remained in place 
only long enough to cover the distributor’s debt to the TVA or to cover 
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fully an individual’s membership fee. The TVA also allowed some distri-
butors a uniform percentage “developmental” surcharge (generally 1 per-
cent) if their revenue was initially insufficient to cover their costs, but 
this was rarely applied to residential customers. By 1940, the TVA had 
ninety- nine municipal distributors, twenty- four of which had used amor-
tization charges. All of those, plus thirty- seven others, had developmen-
tal surcharges. Five of those had already discontinued the amortization 
charge by 1940, and one had discontinued the developmental surcharge. 
All of the thirty- nine rural distributors in existence by 1940 had both  
charges.90

In 1932, the national average price for residential electricity was 5.51¢ 
per kWh, and the average monthly residential use was fifty- one kWh. In 
the states within the Tennessee Valley, only residential users in Alabama 
and Mississippi paid a rate below the national average, 5.34¢, and consum-
ers there had an above- average level of electricity use at sixty- two kWh 
per month.91 Privately owned power companies and many contemporary 
observers felt that the new TVA prices were unrealistically low because 
there was no chance usage would rise to a level justifying such rates, but 
investors in privately owned utilities were worried. The day after the TVA’s 
announcement, when the Dow Jones Industrial Average fell 1.9 percent, 
the price of a group of national utility stocks fell between 4.1 percent and 
5.5 percent. The stock of Commonwealth & Southern fell by 4.3 percent. 
The value of utility bonds also fell.92 The new rates were a major gamble by 
the directors of the TVA; to cover costs, average residential use would have 
to increase between 50 and 100 percent. If not, the TVA program would 
have appeared unrealistic and foolish.

Before selling power, the TVA had to come up with the rate schedules. 
Wilson Dam had already been paid for and was given to the TVA. The only 
costs created by using it to produce electricity were the relatively minor 
operating costs. Nevertheless, a cost for the dam had to be included in the 
TVA’s rates for it to defend those rates as a yardstick against the inevitable 
criticism from privately owned utilities. Accurately determining that cost, 
however, was impossible. It required both assigning a total value to the 
dam and determining defensible portions to assign to power production 
versus navigation, flood control, and other uses.93 Construction of the dam 
had begun more than a decade and a half earlier on a crash schedule to 
meet an anticipated wartime need. The dam lay half- finished for several 
years before finally being completed in 1925. The total amount spent on 
the dam was far more than would have been spent on a new dam. The  
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TVA estimated the cost of a new dam that met the same requirements 
and used that as a basis for its rates. Unsurprisingly, the figure it settled on 
received considerable criticism.94 The next step was to determine a way of 
allocating the costs of that dam among its different uses. The TVA eventu-
ally conducted an allocation study, but that could not be completed in time 
to set the Tupelo rates. David Lilienthal, the director responsible for set-
ting the rates, later claimed he deliberately overallocated the dam’s value 
to electricity, using 50 percent when the allocation study set the correct 
amount as 40 percent.95 In fact, the majority of the dam’s value was a joint 
cost. Dividing it among its different uses was as meaningless an exercise as 
dividing the joint costs of an electric utility among different classes of us-
ers, as done by all utilities. In that case, as discussed in chapter 3, principles 
of price discrimination played a major role in those allocations. Whatever 
allocation the TVA made was sure to draw fire from its enemies. The only 
possible guide for that allocation was the vague notion of “reasonable-
ness.” In describing the process it used, the TVA explained the problem:

A number of theories of cost allocation were studied carefully by the commit-

tee in its attempt to reach a conclusion as to the shares of the joint investment 

that should be assigned to the various functions. . . . the only definite portion 

that can be associated with any one purpose is the added cost made necessary 

by the inclusion of that purpose. . . . [allocating remaining costs] cannot always 

be determined by a common unit of measurement. The problem is one of judg-

ment rather than scientific calculation.96

The advocates of private ownership quickly asserted, “TVA rates are po-
litically made without reference to cost.”97

Despite the rate reductions offered by the C&S subsidiaries, and 
the surcharges applied by some TVA distributors, the TVA rates were 
still sig nificantly lower than were those of other utilities in the five- state 
area where TVA distributors operated before 1940. Table 7.1 compares 
the av erage prices charged by TVA distributors with a lower bound of 
those charged by non- TVA distributors and, separately, by C&S subsid-
iaries.98 Depending on the level of consumption, residential rates charged 
by TVA distributors at the beginning of 1940 averaged between 18 per-
cent and 36 percent below the rates charged by others in the same states. 
Nor was the discount restricted to residential rates. Commercial power 
rates charged by TVA distributors averaged between 22 percent and  
43 percent below the rates charged by privately owned utilities in the same 
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states. Commonwealth & Southern’s rates were not significantly different 
from those charged by the area’s other privately owned utilities. Rates for 
large industrial users are not available.

The TVA had a mandate to increase the use of electricity, and its gam-
ble with low rates gave it an incentive to see increased usage in both its 
area and in those areas it eventually expected to acquire. It encouraged 
adjacent privately owned utilities to lower their rates, and its early annual 
reports often praised those that did. Perhaps Tennessee Electric Power 
would have adopted the system of immediate and objective rates with-
out being required to by its 1934 contract with the TVA. If the clause 
was not an inducement, it certainly was an endorsement by the TVA for 
privately owned utilities outside its territory to lower their rates. David  
Lilienthal fathered a new federal agency, the Electric Home and Farm Au-
thority (EHFA), to encourage sales of large energy- using appliances, par-
ticularly to farmers. The EHFA negotiated with appliance manufacturers 
to lower prices and to develop new low- cost basic appliances. It also of-
fered much more liberal installment- credit terms than the norm for the 
time and actively promoted the increased use of appliances. Although le-
gally independent of the TVA, during its initial trial period it was run by 
the TVA directors. The EHFA program was made available outside the 
TVA’s service area (in Tennessee, Georgia, Alabama, and Mississippi), 

table 7.1 Average 1940 TVA and non- TVA rates in Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, and  
Tennessee

Monthly usage TVA Non- TVA
Percentage  
reduction

Commonwealth & 
Southern  
subsidiaries

Residential

 25 kWh $0.83 $1.30 36.0% $1.25
100 kWh $2.78 $3.69 24.6% $3.59
250 kWh $5.38 $6.60 18.5% $6.25
500 kWh $7.37 $9.46 22.1% $8.78

Commercial power

150 kWh $4.95 $6.31 21.6% $6.42
375 kWh $10.40 $14.69 29.2% $15.07
750 kWh $17.26 $26.79 35.6% $27.50

1,500 kWh $27.51 $48.66 43.5% $49.41
6,000 kWh $91.57 $146.85 37.6% $155.02

Source: US Federal Power Commission 1940, and see note 98.
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but only if a contract was signed with the utility serving the area and the 
utility reduced its rates to an approved level. Willkie signed such an agree-
ment, and the C&S subsidiaries Georgia Power and Tennessee Electric 
Power made the greatest use of the program. In congressional testimony, 
Arthur Morgan claimed that by the end of 1934, appliance sales in Ala-
bama, Georgia, and Tennessee had quadrupled, with three- fourths of the 
increase outside the TVA’s service area. In March 1935, the EHFA was 
transferred to the Reconstruction Finance Corporation and its program 
became available nationwide but had little impact on a national scale.99

It soon became clear that the TVA actually underestimated the growth 
in usage its service would provide. By June 1935, no community had been 
on TVA power for more than sixteen months. In eight of these early com-
munities, five had already had average increases in electricity use of over 
50 percent, and the community that had had TVA power the longest, Tu-
pelo, increased average usage by over 164 percent. In addition, the number 
of residential customers in these communities increased between 6 and  
44 per cent. Distributors more than met the costs they bore. According to 
the TVA, by 1938 it had twenty- one municipal and nineteen cooperative 
distributors. Residential users served by them used an average of 121 kWh 
per month at an average price of 1.84¢.100 For the nation as a whole in 
1937, the corresponding figures were sixty- six kWh and 4.30¢.101 By con-
trast, in Ottawa, where Ontario Hydro’s rates were less than half those of 
the TVA, average residential use was 340 kWh.102

Since the TVA would only sell to distributors that either were owned 
by a municipality or were cooperatively owned, these distributors would 
have to displace the existing privately owned distributors, most of  which 
were part of a large integrated system. This required a referendum where 
voters would decide if they preferred electricity from a privately owned or 
government- owned utility. For many it was a vote on whether or not they 
wanted a lower price for electricity. Despite the vigorous efforts of local 
private utilities to defeat these proposals, it is unsurprising that almost 
all the elections were in the TVA’s favor.103 A municipality that decided 
to switch service from a privately owned utility to a municipally owned 
utility served by the TVA either had to purchase the private utility’s dis-
tribution system or construct a new parallel system that would render the 
older system worthless.

Although it made sense for the municipality to acquire the existing sys-
tem and avoid the waste of duplicating an existing system, determining a 
price for the existing system was problematic. The extensive write- ups and 
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inadequate depreciation taken by holding company systems in the 1920s 
resulted in substantially inflated book values of local distribution systems. 
However, because the distribution system of a municipality was typically 
part of a larger integrated utility system, the damage to the privately owned 
utility arising from its loss would exceed any accurate calculation of the 
value of the distribution system’s physical assets.104 Even worse for the pri-
vately owned utility, another federal agency, the Public Works Adminis-
tration (PWA), handed municipalities a major bargaining advantage. If a 
municipality undertook the construction of a new distribution system, the 
PWA would cover 45 percent of the cost with an outright grant and would 
finance the remaining 55 percent with low- cost loans. PWA funds, however, 
were not available for the purchase by a municipality of an existing dis-
tribution system. Some municipalities obtained PWA awards before or 
during negotiations with the privately owned utility, enabling them to use 
the threat of constructing a new system as bargaining leverage.105 However, 
many, if not most, of the private distribution systems were bought directly 
by the TVA, whose stated policy was to make every effort to avoid dupli-
cating the facilities of a private power company, instead purchasing those 
facilities at an equitable price.106 Private power companies proved adept at 
using the courts to prevent a municipal utility from going into operation 
until the TVA itself purchased the distribution system.107

The privately owned utilities made the reasonable argument that the 
effect of the TVA threat was to scare away investors. The Depression and 
the steep deflation that occurred during its first three years caused nomi-
nal interest rates to decline sharply. An inability to refinance bonds and  
preferred stock at the lower rates prevented the companies from enjoy-
ing a large decrease in their total costs.108 The lack of statutory bound-
aries for the TVA contributed to investor concern with utilities in the large 
geographic region where they were threatened by the TVA. To Roosevelt, 
the TVA was only the beginning. In November 1934, Roosevelt said to a 
crowd in Tupelo, referring to the TVA, “what you are doing here is go-
ing to be copied in every State of Union before we get through.”109 Three 
years later, he proposed to Congress to divide the country into seven zones 
with a TVA- like authority in every zone. He included the idea in his tenth 
fireside chat with the nation.110 All of this was going on during, or imme-
diately after, consideration and passage of the Public Utilities Holding 
Company Act. The onslaught against private ownership of electric utilities 
seemed to be growing; private power companies had a solid basis for para-
noia, and they fought back. Alabama Power used sometimes- untruthful 
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advertisements in area newspapers to warn its customers of the dangers of 
service from the TVA, and Commonwealth & Southern argued their posi-
tion in ads in areas they did not even serve.111 In May 1936, Willkie wrote to 
Roosevelt, describing the situation as “practically open warfare.”112

One interesting proposal emerged in 1936 in an attempt to achieve a 
truce between the TVA and the private companies, the power pool. The 
idea was to have a separate transmission authority that would purchase 
power from both the TVA’s facilities and those owned by private utilities 
solely based on which plant could provide electricity at the lowest cost 
when it was needed. Those running the pool would then sell power at the 
same wholesale price to both government- owned and privately owned 
distributors. Britain had created a system similar to this in 1926 with the 
Central Electricity Board, which created and operated the British “na-
tional grid.”113 The proposal initially received positive comment from 
both the TVA and the private utilities, but the atmosphere of cooperation 
implementation of such a plan would have required was absent, and the 
proposal died within the year. Its proposed radical restructuring of the 
US electric power industry in the region echoed elements of the Giant 
Power proposal and anticipated the restructuring movement of the 1990s. 
Details of how the pool would have operated were never worked out.114

Was the TVA a Success?

The TVA has continued in existence to the present time, and the extent 
to which its operation has been viewed as successful has varied. During its 
first decade, it was unquestionably a public relations success. It benefit-
ted from a very competent staff, it had unusually good labor relations, its 
dams were usually completed ahead of schedule, and architects praised 
their design. It won the hearts of the residents of the Tennessee Valley, 
and its press coverage was overwhelmingly positive. Even Wendell Willkie 
characterized it as an outstanding organization.115 It offered substantially 
lower rates than neighboring privately owned utilities. TVA advocates ar-
gued that it caused those neighboring utilities to lower their rates as well, 
and there is strong evidence this claim was correct, at least in the case of 
residential rates. Between 1932 and 1937, the average price for residential 
electricity fell by almost 22 percent. All of the five states or groups of 
states that had the largest drops in residential rates charged by privately 
owned utilities were in or adjacent to the Tennessee Valley (table 7.2). 
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There is, however, no evidence that those states differed from the others 
in the average rates charged for other uses of electricity.116 Whether this 
was due to the TVA’s role as a “birch rod” or “yardstick,” or whether it 
was due to the TVA’s direct efforts to persuade privately owned utilities 
to lower their rates, is difficult to say. The possibility of referenda in com-
munities over whether to switch to TVA power created an incentive for 
privately owned utilities to reduce the perceived benefit of a switch for the 
class of users with the most votes. The TVA developed a productive and 
untapped resource, the Tennessee River, and created a large fully inte-
grated network where none previously existed. It undoubtedly increased 
the efficiency of electricity supply for a large region of the country. The 
TVA had programs unrelated to its dams, including improving agricul-
tural practices and land- use management. Although not considered here, 
they may also have been successful and valuable. Malaria was endemic to 
the region, the construction of dams and the lakes made it worse, and the 
TVA had an antimalaria program. Although it was not able completely 
to counteract the negative effects of new dams, it reduced them, it was 
regarded as innovative, and it was adopted by others.117

One of the TVA’s mandates was to increase the use of electricity. It was 
successful at increasing the average use of electricity by residential users, 
but it is not clear how much effect it had on increasing the availability of 

table 7.2 States with the greatest decline in  
residential rates, 1932– 1937

Percentage  
change

Tennessee − 46.5%
South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida − 35.6%
Alabama and Mississippi − 35.1%
North Carolina − 34.1%
Kentucky − 32.8%
North Dakota − 32.3%
Wisconsin − 29.6%
Minnesota − 29.4%
Louisiana − 29.0%
United States − 21.9%

Sources: US Bureau of the Census 1934, 64– 67; US Bureau of 
the Census 1939, 62– 65
Notes: Data are for average revenue. Some data were provided 
only for groups of states. The total number of states or groups 
of states was 40.
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electricity. Virtually all of the urban areas, including towns with only 250 
people, were already served by privately owned utilities. Providing service 
to previously unserved rural areas was part of its mandate, but it is unclear 
how successful it was at achieving this. County- level data on farm electri-
fication is available only from the decennial census of agriculture. In 1930, 
only 10 percent of US farms received service from an electric utility. For the 
seven states of the Tennessee Valley, the rate was even lower, 2.2 percent. 
The biggest change in the nation’s rural electrification came with the estab-
lishment of the Rural Electrification Administration in 1935 (chapter 8).  
The rate of farm electrification for the nation as a whole had risen by over 
23 percentage points by 1940. For the 44 counties in the seven states that 
had TVA service by 1937, the corresponding increase was 14.7 percent-
age points, while for the other counties it was 12.7 percentage points. This 
admittedly poor measure suggests that the TVA had a positive, but small, 
effect on the availability of electricity in rural areas in the Southeast.

Perhaps a more fundamental question concerns whether the TVA was 
successful in improving the economy of a chronically depressed region. 
On this question, two recent studies came to opposite conclusions.118 Al-
though the differences in their conclusions are not easily explained, there 
are strong reasons why this would be a difficult question to examine sta-
tistically. Ideally, such a study would compare the region’s economic de-
velopment with and without the TVA. Since we cannot observe the region 
without the TVA, the TVA region must be compared with another similar 
region employing statistical techniques to account for differences unre-
lated to the TVA. During the first part of the TVA’s initial decade, the US 
economy was climbing out of the hole created by the Great Depression. 
Although the Depression continued for years, the rate of growth during 
that recovery was high. Then the nation entered World War II, and the 
economy grew even faster. During the first ten years of the TVA’s exis-
tence, the economy of the nation as a whole (real per capita GDP) grew at 
an annualized rate of 8.8 percent. The next highest rate for any other de-
cade in the nation’s history was 3.7 percent.119 Factors other than the TVA 
were likely more responsible than the TVA for the economic growth of its 
region and others. It would be surprising, however, for the large amounts 
of money spent by the TVA on dam construction and other projects to 
have had no effect on the depressed economy of the TVA’s region, partic-
ularly since New Deal grants in general did stimulate local economies.120

The TVA had an extremely innovative organization for a government 
agency that gave it insulation from federal and state political pressure. It 
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had a broad mandate that extended beyond electricity to implement new 
techniques in regional resource management. To its strongest advocates, 
the TVA was a blueprint for the even greater involvement of the federal 
government in the production of electricity as well as regional develop-
ment and environmental conservation, with six more such authorities to 
follow. Considerable opposition came from privately owned electric utili-
ties, but the TVA’s independence from Washington also led to opposition 
within the Roosevelt administration.121 Instead of being the first step of a 
new role for the federal government as producer of electricity, it was the  
apotheosis of that role. It is unlikely that the TVA could have ever been 
created outside of the first one hundred days of the New Deal. With the 
nation at the bottom of the Great Depression, it was far easier for a new 
president to get approval for a radically new economic program. The 
unprecedented low public standing of public utility holding companies 
blunted the ability of privately owned utilities to effectively oppose an 
enlarged role for government- owned utilities. By the eve of World War II,  
the TVA was firmly enough established that its continued existence was 
assured, but there would be no more. After the 1959 legislation that pre-
vented the TVA from extending its territory, neither the TVA nor the TVA 
idea posed additional threats to privately owned utilities. Beyond its ter-
ritory, the TVA had no lasting effect, and it settled down to being another 
firm operating within the nation’s electric utility industry, albeit with a 
unique form of administrative structure and with responsibilities in other 
areas. It demonstrated that the distribution of electricity could be severed 
(at least somewhat) from its generation and transmission.

Was the TVA Necessary?

Could all that TVA achieved as an electric utility have been done by the 
existing privately owned utilities in the area? Certainly private utilities 
had the technical ability to unify development of an entire river system 
and create a fully integrated electricity supply network. However, there 
were significant barriers to overcome. Given the experience with other hy-
droelectric dams, construction and operation of all of the dams the TVA  
built on the Tennessee River would likely have been done by the federal 
government even with sale of the electricity generated to private utilities. 
This would have required greater involvement by Congress than was needed 
once the TVA was started. The multipurpose roles of the dams would  
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have limited the ability of a private company to control generation from 
the individual dams. A single utility (or holding company) would have 
had to gain ownership over all the individual utilities serving the area. 
This would have been eased by the fact that most of the utilities serving 
the area were already owned by Commonwealth & Southern. That hold-
ing company had control of the multistate integrated network that had 
been built by Southeastern Power & Light adjacent to the TVA region. 
Conceivably, Tennessee Electric Power could have been incorporated 
into that network covering an area greater than the TVA’s. Acquiring the 
other utilities would have been difficult, particularly given the barriers 
that were created by the Public Utility Holding Company Act. In the po-
litical atmosphere of the 1930s, private creation of a fully integrated elec-
tricity network in the Tennessee Valley would have been impossible. Even 
in the political climate of the 1920s, it would have been difficult. There is 
no way of knowing how the operation of a privately owned network would 
have compared to that of the TVA. Although it is easy to imag ine a simi-
lar network created under private ownership, even given the many court 
delays, the TVA surely was able to do it more quickly.

The Columbia River and the Bonneville Power Administration

The Columbia River begins in the mountains of British Columbia and fol-
lows a twisted path that eventually leads it south to the city of Kennewick, 
Washington, where it is joined by the Snake River. There the combined 
river turns west, forming much of the border between the states of Wash-
ington and Oregon until it flows into the Pacific Ocean. The basin formed 
by the Snake and Columbia Rivers is a 259,000- square- mile web that cov-
ers a larger area than any country wholly in Europe and includes most of 
Idaho and Oregon, as well as Washington, a large part of Montana, and 
small parts of Wyoming, Utah, and Nevada. Large drops in elevation give 
the system a greater potential for hydroelectric generation than any other 
river system in the nation, but there was little exploitation of that tremen-
dous potential until the New Deal. During the early years of Roosevelt’s 
administration, construction began on two dams on the Columbia, Bon-
neville and Grand Coulee, whose generating capacities dwarfed any in the 
Tennessee Valley. The states with large territories in the Columbia River 
Basin already had the nation’s lowest electricity rates and highest electricity  
use by residential consumers. In 1937, the average rates in Washington 
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State, Oregon, and Idaho were 2.5¢, 2.8¢, and 3.0¢ per kWh, respectively. 
The average for the nation as a whole was 4.3¢. Average electricity use by  
residential consumers in those states was between 1.7 and 1.8 times as much 
as that in the nation as a whole.

Like the Tennessee River system, the federal government eventually 
built and operated most of the dams on the Columbia River and sold the 
electricity produced by those dams at wholesale, with preferential access 
given to government agencies, government- owned utilities, and nonprofit 
cooperatives. In many ways the advantages given to these distributors over 
privately owned utilities was even stronger in the Columbia Valley than  
in the Tennessee Valley. Nevertheless, the organization of the govern-
ment’s role here was markedly different from that of the TVA and did not 
spark the level of private- utility opposition or the national controversy 
that characterized the beginnings of the TVA.

In 1932, the Corps of Engineers completed the 308 report for the Co-
lum bia River, describing a system of ten dams, including Bonneville, which  
was to be built at a site forty miles east of Portland, Oregon, on the lower 
portion of the river, and Grand Coulee about 450 miles upstream in Wash-
ington State.122 In addition to power, dams below the mouth of the Snake 
River, such as Bonneville, were to enable improved navigation of the Co-
lumbia. Grand Coulee Dam would enable irrigation of the arid farmland 
east of the Cascade Mountains. Bonneville Dam’s contribution to naviga-
tion led to its construction by the Corps of Engineers, while the benefits 
to irrigation by Grand Coulee Dam made the Bureau of Reclamation the 
logical agent for its construction. Differences in the interests of Washington 
and Oregon in the development of the Columbia River created some early 
tension. To these were added issues resulting from two rival federal dam- 
building agencies located in different departments answering to different 
secretaries. In July of 1933, the PWA provided a grant of $63 million for 
Grand Coulee, an event that worried Oregonians who feared this might 
prevent construction of their dam. Two months later, however, the PWA 
awarded $20 million to get Bonneville started. Congress later authorized 
completion of  both dams. Although work on Grand Coulee had started ear-
lier, controversy over the type of dam to be built contributed delays to 
its construction. President Roosevelt dedicated Bonneville Dam on Sep-
tember 28, 1937, and it began producing power the following year. Grand 
Coulee was not finished until 1941.

When work on the two dams began, there was no decision about how 
to distribute the electricity they would produce. In 1935, a number of bills 
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were introduced to create an administrative structure to perform this task, 
operate the dams, and continue to develop the river. There were major 
differences in the proposals on those issues as well as how the wholesale 
prices for electricity would be set.123 One proposal would have created a 
Columbia Valley Authority very much along the lines of the TVA, with 
three directors appointed by the president and the authority to construct 
and operate dams, powerhouses, and transmission lines and sell the power 
produced. Opposition to a TVA- like independent directorship came from, 
among others, the secretary of the Interior. He advocated centralizing con-
trol over all federal hydroelectric projects in his department and preferred 
a single administrator answerable to him. Both the Corps of Engineers 
and the Bureau of Reclamation opposed losing control of the dams they 
were constructing and losing the prospect of constructing future dams. 
The TVA- like proposal received relatively little attention from Congress, 
and the controversial issues required another solution.

The pricing question divided those favoring higher prices for those far-
ther from the dam against those favoring uniform prices over the area 
pro vided the hydroelectricity. The Corps of Engineers promoted distance- 
sensitive pricing and received support from business interests in Portland. 
One motivation for the corps’ position was concern over the size of the avail-
able market for electricity. Basing prices on transmission distance would en-
able the lowest prices near the dam, which would encourage new industrial 
facilities to locate there. The short transmission distance from Bonneville 
Dam to Portland made distance- sensitive pricing attractive to residents of 
that city. It is hard to imagine, however, such a pricing system being used 
with an integrated hydroelectric development incorporating the entire river 
system. There was also controversy over who would market the electricity. 
The Corps of Engineers had no experience marketing power. Their practice 
was to have this done by a private utility, which would pay a fee for the privi-
lege. The Bureau of Reclamation did have expe rience marketing power 
from its dams, but its practice was to use high electricity prices to subsidize 
other project functions, an approach no longer in favor. The dominant view 
was for neither of the agencies to be involved in marketing and for a sepa-
rate agency to get that task.

The disagreement over the proper form of ownership for utilities was 
as present in the Pacific Northwest as in the rest of the country. Oppo-
nents of private ownerships had a significant presence in Oregon and even 
more in Washington State. The difficulties of farmers getting service from 
privately owned utilities was a driving force in both states, and the Grange 
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was active in backing a new form of government- owned utility.124 In 1930, 
Washington State authorized the creation of public utility districts (PUDs), 
and Oregon amended its constitution to authorize the similar people’s util-
ity districts. These operated as special- purpose governments established  
by referenda with elected leaders.125 In many ways, they were the most pow-
erful form of government- owned utility. In addition to powers to raise 
money through borrowing, they also had limited power to levy taxes, and 
they could acquire the facilities of privately owned utilities through emi-
nent domain.126 The PUDs were likely to be major beneficiaries of the 
hydroelectric development of the Columbia River, and their special pow-
ers made them a greater threat to privately owned utilities than were the 
municipal utilities or cooperatives in the Tennessee Valley. Remarkably, 
in none of the public hearings held by con gressional com mittees on the 
different proposals for administering the electricity from Bonneville was 
testimony provided by an official representing the privately owned utility 
industry or an individual privately owned utility in the region. The primary 
witnesses opposed to the bills under consid eration were generally local 
chambers of commerce, and their efforts consisted of attempting to delay 
passage by having hearings held not just in Washington, DC, but also in 
the Northwest.127 Privately owned utilities did participate, however, in later 
hearings that considered amendments to the act.

C. Edward Magnusson, professor of electrical engineering and former 
head of that department at the University of Washington, offered one of 
the most interesting proposals during the discussions.128 Reminiscent of the 
Giant Power proposal and the TVA power pool, he advocated dividing the 
electric utility industry into three separate parts to generate, transmit, and 
distribute electric power using the British Central Electricity Board as a 
model. He foresaw a national grid but suggested in the interim the forma-
tion of three regional grids, one of which would encompass the TVA area. 
In his proposal, the federal government would operate the transmission 
systems, which would connect all generating stations and distribution sys-
tems, regardless of ownership. The federal transmission system would pur-
chase electricity from generators and sell it to distributors. The proposal he 
submitted to Congress was not fully developed, and there is no indication it 
received serious consideration.

In 1937, with the imminent completion of Bonneville Dam, Congress 
passed what was clearly intended to be a temporary solution. The Bon-
neville Power Act contained this unusual clause: “The form of admin-
istration herein established for the Bonneville project is intended to be 
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provisional pending the establishment of a permanent administration for 
Bonneville and other projects in the Columbia River Basin.” Neverthe-
less, the basic structure created by that act has remained in place. The 
new Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) was to be headed by an indi-
vidual appointed by, and answerable to, the secretary of the Interior. The 
dam was to continue to be operated by the Corps of Engineers, but the  
administrator was given authority over all aspects of the operation of  
the generators and the determination of the need for additional generat-
ing equipment. The electricity generated by the corps was to be delivered 
to the BPA to be marketed. The BPA was given broad powers to construct 
transmission lines not just to deliver power to users but also to intercon-
nect any generating facilities owned by the federal government or any  
other governmental unit regardless of location. The act granted it pow-
ers of eminent domain greater than those given the TVA; in addition to 
real estate, the BPA was given authority to use condemnation to take pos-
session of privately owned transmission lines and substations. By execu-
tive order, President Roosevelt gave the BPA the authority to market the 
power produced at Grand Coulee Dam. Unlike the TVA, however, nei ther 
the act nor the executive order gave the BPA full authority to coordinate 
power production for dams on the river system or to decide how to oper-
ate the dams to meet their multiple objectives. The BPA, unlike the TVA, 
never gained the power to develop a fully integrated network in the Co-
lumbia River Valley.129

The BPA’s independence was somewhat muted by the role given the 
Federal Power Commission, which in 1935 had been given regulatory 
authority over interstate wholesale power sales. In addition to requiring 
FPC approval for the wholesale rates set by the new power administra-
tion, the act also gave to the FPC the task of determining how to allocate 
the total costs of multipurpose dams between power production and other 
uses.130 Vesting these powers in an agency separate from the BPA may 
have provided some protection to privately owned utilities that its rates 
would not be unfairly low, but it also protected the BPA from any such 
accusations.

The “preference” provisions of the act designed to benefit government- 
owned and cooperative distributors were, if anything, even stronger than 
those in the TVA Act. As in the TVA Act, contracts made by the BPA 
with privately owned utilities had to contain a clause enabling it to cancel 
those contracts with five- year notice if a government- owned or coopera-
tive distributor needed that power. Furthermore, in order to protect the 
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preferred distributors from even having to wait five years, the BPA was 
directed to withhold 50 percent of the energy produced at the Bonneville 
Dam until 1941 from any sales to privately owned utilities except on a 
temporary basis. If a government- owned or cooperative distributor that 
was still in the process of formation made a request for power, the BPA 
was required to give that distributor the time required to complete the 
legal process, including holding referenda and securing approval to is-
sue bonds. Like the original TVA Act, the service area of the BPA was 
bounded only by “economic transmission distance.” Nevertheless, the BPA 
was not as directly involved in the formation of municipally owned utili-
ties or cooperatives as was the TVA. It did not try to take over entire areas 
previously served by privately owned utilities. Unlike the TVA, the BPA 
did not have the authority in the original act to acquire steam- generation 
plants, which would have made it easier to provide service to such ar-
eas. A number of proposed but rejected amendments would have given 
it that authority, backed by an expanded power of eminent domain not 
possessed by the TVA.131

There were many similarities in the initial policies of the BPA and 
those of the TVA. The contracts between the BPA and its first municipal 
distributors and PUDs were very similar to those used by the TVA. The 
1939 contracts specified the retail rates to be used by the municipalities, 
and contracts with PUDs required them to agree to use a standard resale 
rate schedule then under development that eventually was the same as 
those used by municipalities. Those rates were lower than the TVA rates, 
and residential users of electricity paid less than commercial users.132 The 
BPA also was given authority over the retail rates of privately owned utili-
ties that purchased its power. In 1939, the BPA made a one- year agree-
ment to sell power to Portland General Electric, a privately owned utility 
that served the Portland area. The contract was made for such a short time 
period because the BPA and the utility had not completed negotiations 
on the resale rates for the utility. The utility did, however, substantially  
reduce its rates after signing the contract.133

At least initially, the BPA appeared to offer a potential threat to pri-
vately owned utilities similar to or greater than that posed by the TVA. 
In particular, the use of eminent domain by both the BPA and the PUDs 
gave the proponents of government- owned utilities a tool unavailable in 
the Tennessee Valley. Although privately owned utilities were relatively 
quiet during the deliberations over the establishment of the BPA, they 
had long been active in fighting PUDs, especially in Oregon. The creation 
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of the BPA did stimulate attempts to create the new districts. Between 
1938 and 1940, there were forty- one referenda in Oregon to organize Peo-
ple’s Utility Districts, but voters rejected two- thirds of them. Despite its 
proximity to Bonneville Dam, for example, over 70 percent of Portland’s 
voters rejected a People’s Utility District.134 Residents of Washington State 
were more sympathetic to local government distribution of electricity, and 
PUDs were already firmly established. Efforts, however, to dislodge ex-
isting privately owned utilities met fierce opposition. Attempts by PUDs 
to purchase the distribution system of a privately owned utility were as 
rancorous as they had been in the early days of the TVA. Even the power 
of eminent domain proved less powerful than many had hoped. As had 
frequently happened in other parts of the country, privately owned utilities 
were able to effectively use the courts to defend their interests, including 
blocking or delaying condemnation proceedings.135

Giving preference to municipalities, PUDs, and cooperatives did not 
require their active promotion by the BPA. The first administrator, J. D. 
Ross, who previously led the municipally owned Seattle City Light, was 
a veteran of the region’s struggles over ownership of public utilities and 
had emerged as the Pacific Northwest’s leading advocate of government- 
owned and cooperative utilities. As BPA administrator, he was active in 
promoting growth in government and cooperative ownership of utilities. 
However, after less than a year and a half in office, he unexpectedly died, 
and his successors settled on a more neutral, passive approach to this is-
sue.136 Perhaps privately owned utilities were less threatened by the BPA 
than the TVA because the former had less effect on rates. In 1940, the 
preference customers of the BPA did have low residential rates, but the 
rates for other government- owned utilities were as low or lower, and the 
rates of some privately owned utilities were also lower than were those of  
some of the preference customers. The amount of power available from 
the Columbia River system was so great that even with the preference 
clause, it seemed likely that privately owned utilities would have access 
to a large proportion of the available power. Finally, although it had con-
siderable power to do so, the BPA did not threaten to take service areas 
away from privately owned utilities, as had the TVA. In 1940, the BPA 
estimated that for fiscal year 1941 only 5.3 percent of the electricity it sold 
would go to government- owned utilities and cooperatives, while 39.3 per-
cent would go to privately owned utilities. It expected industrial custom-
ers located near the Bonneville Dam to purchase most of the electricity, 
54.5 percent.137
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Hydroelectricity’s Role after 1940

Hydroelectricity brought the federal government into the electric utility 
industry, and it was a major source of electricity generation before 1940. 
The federal government began construction on several dams before 1940 
that were not completed until later, and World War II led to even more dams 
being constructed by the TVA, the Corps of Engineers, and the Bureau of 
Reclamation. Three federal Power Marketing Administrations were cre-
ated to sell the power generated at these dams, including (in 2011) power 
generated at Hoover Dam. The organization of these agencies was mod-
eled on the Bonneville Power Administration, which was grouped with  
them. They sold electricity only at wholesale, gave preference in the sale 
of power to governmental units and nonprofit cooperatives, and, with mi-
nor exceptions, were limited to marketing hydroelectricity. Hydroelec-
tricity also resulted in the creation of state- owned utilities, including ma-
jor producers of hydroelectricity in New York, Texas, and South Carolina. 
As in the case of the federal agencies, the state agencies also give prefer-
ential access to distributors owned by a local government or a nonprofit 
cooperative.

The continued impact of hydroelectricity on the importance of gov-
ernment- owned generation has declined with its importance as a source of  
electricity. The availability of hydroelectric sites is limited, and the best 
sites were taken early. As the use of electricity grew, other sources of gen-
eration increasingly dominated waterpower. Total generation from hy-
droelectric sites increased continuously until 1974, after which there was 
considerable year- to- year fluctuation without sustained increase. Before 
1940, hydroelectricity usually provided one- third or more of all electricity 
generated in the United States. World War II brought new dams, and, in 
1945, hydroelectricity accounted for 35.9 percent of US electricity genera-
tion. After that, hydroelectricity’s share of total generation almost con-
tinuously declined. During the first decade of the twenty- first century, its 
share was only about 6 to 7 percent.138

Although the role of the federal government as a participant in the 
elec tric utility industry grew slightly after 1940 with the formation of the 
new Power Marketing Administrations, they brought no innovations to 
the structure of the industry. The declining importance of hydroelectric-
ity prevented their formation from being a continuing threat to privately 
owned utilities, and there was little controversy over their establishment. 
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Before 1940, two proposals, the TVA power pool and Magnusson’s pro-
posal for the BPA, were offered that would have created a very new struc-
ture for electric utility industry by dividing generation, transmission, and 
distribution into three different classes of firms, but neither were accepted.

Hydroelectricity brought the federal government into the electric power 
industry as both participant and regulator. Its policies toward the electric-
ity it generated provided a special benefit to local government and non-
profit cooperative electricity distributors. The Tennessee Valley Authority 
brought a new type of organization to the electric utility industry. Although 
there were once efforts to duplicate that organization, its creation depended 
on the unique economic and political conditions immediately following 
Franklin Roosevelt’s election to the presidency. There is some evidence 
that the TVA at least initially had a net positive effect, but this remains 
controversial, and any such benefits are likely to have been temporary. It is 
not at all clear whether the wider adoption of its organization would have 
been better or worse than the institutional structures that prevailed. It is 
an issue no longer of sufficient public or political interest to receive serious 
consideration. The TVA separated distribution from generation and trans-
mission, as did the BPA. The BPA system also somewhat separated genera-
tion from transmission, each done by different federal agencies, although 
considerable control remained centered in the BPA.

Hydroelectricity was also the entry point for the federal government 
as industry regulator. This role for the federal government continued to 
grow after 1940. It was not hydroelectricity, however, that sustained that 
growth. Since 1940, federal regulation of the industry has increased be-
cause of such factors as environmental protection and nuclear safety, and 
new regulatory agencies have come to have significant authority over the 
electric utility industry.
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Rural Electrification

By the 1930s, electricity had profoundly changed the lives and work of 
75 percent of Americans. Untouched, however, were the majority of 

the almost 25 percent of Americans who lived on farms. Figure 8.1 com
pares electrification rates in farm residences with those in urban areas  
and small towns. In 1930 only about 10 percent of farmers had electric util
ity service in their homes, compared to 85 percent of their city cousins. 
That was still a significant improvement over the situation in 1920, when 
fewer than 2 percent of farm dwellings received electric service. This low 
initial figure did enable the industry to claim considerable success in farm 
electrification. The number of farms with electric service in 1930 was 6.3 
times the number in 1920, an annualized growth rate of 18.4 percent.1 The 
continuous increase in the percentage of farms with electric service is evi
dent from the graph, even during the worst years of the Great Depression. 
What is also evident in that chart is that the growth in farm electrification 
accelerated after 1935, the year that President Roosevelt created the Ru
ral Electrification Administration (REA). Its impact on rural electrifica
tion revealed a serious flaw in the existing structure of the electric utility 
industry, and its creation eliminated that flaw.

Electricity could play a major role in farm operations, but its impact on  
the quality of farm life was dramatic. The lack of electricity not only de
prived farm families of the benefits of electric lights over kerosene lan
terns, it adversely affected sanitation, nutrition, and the toils of homemak
ing. With out electricity, it was difficult to have indoor plumbing. Elec tric ity 
was not essential to have running water. Windmills or gasoline engines 
could pump water to elevated storage tanks for running water, but this was 
much more expensive and less convenient. In 1930, over 84 percent of farm 
households had to go outside to get water, and almost 92 percent used out
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houses.2 Outdoor toilets were unpleasant, and the diseases they brought, 
including typhoid, dysentery, and hookworm, imposed a toll on productiv
ity.3 Without refrigeration, the storage of food was more difficult, and with
out washing machines, irons, and vacuum cleaners (and indoor water) the  
work required to keep a home clean was far more time consuming. A farm 
homemaker in Virginia carried 150 pounds of water (about eighteen gal
lons) daily from a spring 271 feet from the house and sixty five feet below 
it.4 A 1934 study estimated that a family without indoor water had to de
vote over 300 hours a year to retrieving water and carrying it a cumulative 
distance exceeding 350 miles.5 A Texas resident told the historian Rob
ert Caro that every morning as a boy he would make seven trips to a well  
300 feet from the house, each time with two four gallon buckets, each 
weighing over thirty pounds, and his mother had to make more trips later.6 
Women were often depicted as bearing the greatest burden of not having 
electricity. To Caro, the lack of electricity on Texas farms meant “that the 
one almost universal characteristic of the women was that they were worn 
out before their time, that they were old beyond their years, old at forty, 
old at thirty five, bent and stooped and tired.”7 Some blamed the migration 
of Americans from rural to urban areas on the lack of access to electricity 
in rural areas.8 Given the stark differences between rural and urban life, it 
must have seemed surprising that anyone stayed on the farm.

figure 8.1. Percentage of dwelling units with electricity

Source: US Bureau of the Census 1975, part 2, 827
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There were alternatives to utility supplied electricity for farms, but they 
had serious drawbacks. One obvious alternative was for a farmer to use 
an isolated plant. In the 1930 census, 9.1 percent of farms reported paying 
electric utility bills, but 14.3 percent reported using electric lighting. If the 
difference between the two percentages was due to isolated plants, there 
must have been over three hundred thousand farms using such plants. There 
were many manufacturers, and they advertised in farm journals. A 1923 
advertisement from the company whose name became synonymous with 
isolated farm plants is shown in figure 8.2. The $335 price (excluding freight) 
is approximately $4,600 in 2014 dollars. This amounted to about 43 per
cent of average annual net income per farm in the United States in 1923.9 
Once the operating costs, including maintenance and depreciation, were 
included, the cost per kWh from such a plant was between 25.7¢ and 42.3¢ 
(about $3.50 to $5.80 in 2014 dollars).10 These plants provided direct current, 
usually at low voltage, that was incompatible with many appliances. Some 
appliances would have required more power than they could supply and 
few appliances could have been run at the same time.

figure 8.2. Advertisement for isolated plants for farms (digitally enhanced to improve clarity)

Source: Farm Mechanics, April 1923, 15
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The Economic Problem of Farm Electrification

The cost to a utility of providing electricity to a farm was greater than 
to an urban residence. Farm residences tended to be widely spaced, and  
many were far from generating plants. $1,200 to as much as $5,000 ($16,000  
to $84,000 in 2014 dollars) per mile were the often quoted costs of dis
tribution lines in rural areas.11 Much of that cost was independent of the 
amount of electricity distributed. Farms that did receive electricity from 
a utility tended to be close to urban areas, with the minimum distance de
termined by the amount of electricity used on the farm. To avoid a very 
high price, the farms receiving service had to purchase large amounts of 
electricity. Figure 8.3 shows the percentage, by state, of farms with electric 
service in 1935. California had the highest percentage at 53.9, and Missis
sippi had the lowest at 0.9 percent. States in the West and the Northeast 
tended to have the highest rates of electrification for different reasons. 
Many farms in the West required large amount of electricity for irrigation, 
and those were states with low electricity prices. However, 40 percent of 
farms in New Mexico and Wyoming were irrigated, but they tended to be 

figure 8.3. 1935 farm electrification rates by state

Source: Prepared by author from US Rural Electrification Administration 1940a, 54
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so far from urban areas that electric utilities served fewer than ten percent 
of them. Farms in the Northeast tended to be close to urban areas. The 
relatively larger amounts of electricity used by poultry and dairy farms 
made them more likely than others to get electric service. For most farms, 
however, electricity’s benefit to farm operations was less clear.

The cost of bringing the electricity to a farm was not the only cost of us
ing it. Farm buildings had to be wired, and the appliances and machinery 
that would use the electricity had to be purchased. Once a farm got a utility  
connection, there would likely be a delay before the electricity was fully 
used. Once electricity is part of life, it becomes a necessity. For those who 
long lived without electricity, it was a luxury, and most farm incomes could 
not support many luxuries. Farm incomes tended to be both low and vari
able. Farmers did not participate in the economic boom of the 1920s, but 
the Depression hit them hard. In 1929, the economy as a whole was at a 
peak, but farmers did not participate in the prosperity. Net farm income 
had fallen by a third from its 1920 level, and it was less than 1 percent 
above that of the previous five years. During the Depression, average 
farm incomes fell to just over one fourth their 1929 level, and they did not 
fully recover until 1942.12 Many farmers had a strong desire for electric 
service, but the prospects that they would use much electricity were not 
bright.

The issue was emotional and personal for many farmers and contrib
uted to the growing hostility many felt toward privately owned utilities. 
Stories abounded of farmers coming individually and in groups to utility 
executives begging for service, only to be flatly rejected, even when their 
need came from illness in the family and even when they were close to 
an existing power line.13 The increasing integration of smaller utilities, 
often by holding companies, resulted in transmission lines that crossed 
rural areas where farmers without service could see them. Although this 
undoubtedly contributed to farmer frustration, serving farms from a high 
voltage line would have required an expensive substation, and running a 
longer lower voltage line from a city would have often been cheaper.

A number of foreign countries had much higher rates of farm electrifi
cation. In 1936, 80 percent of German farms were electrified. In both the 
Netherlands and France, over 98 percent of the entire population used elec
tricity. Representatives of America’s privately owned utilities were quick to 
point out crucial differences between the situation in the United States and 
in other countries.14 Population density was lower in the Unit ed States than 
in most other countries, and farms were larger and more widely spaced. 
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In some countries, farmers lived in villages rather than on their farmland. 
Governments in a number of countries subsidized farm electrification. By 
1936, France, Czechoslovakia, and Ontario had used direct government 
grants covering 50 percent or more of some of the construction costs of ru
ral electrification. Sweden did not provide grants but did offer low interest 
loans. The Netherlands had restrictions on the payments of dividends that 
resulted in utilities having reserve funds to support initial losses from ex
tending service to rural areas.15

Early Industry Efforts to Electrify Farms

Despite the challenges of bringing electricity to farms, many within the 
electric utility industry were very aware of the plight of farmers and were 
hopeful of solving the problem of the economics of rural electrification. 
A 1930 report by Samuel Insull’s holding company asserted, perhaps hy
perbolically, “The advent of electrical energy into agriculture is undoubt
edly an epochal human adventure, the ultimate consequences of which no 
man can even begin to estimate.”16 Optimists within the industry believed 
that electricity could become so important to farm operations that usage 
would be high enough to be self supporting. Their efforts were devoted 
to identifying and encouraging electricity usage, particularly for electric 
motors.

The usefulness of power in a farming operation seems obvious, but the 
adoption of any mechanical power by American farmers occurred slowly. 
In 1926, International Harvester Company reported that animals pro
vided 61 percent of farm power; tractors supplied 16 percent, and electric 
motors only 5.5 percent.17 The 1930 census reported that only 13.5 percent 
of farms in the United States used tractors, and only 4.1 percent used elec
tric motors for farm work. The total number of such motors amounted to 
one for every 16.3 farms.18 This was not because electric equipment suit
able for farm use did not exist. Many applications for electricity on the 
farm had been developed before the turn of the twentieth century and 
shortly thereafter.19 These included even electric plows, using stationary 
motors, cables, and winches and were used by farms in Europe.

In 1910, the National Electric Light Association created the Committee  
on Electricity in Rural Districts. Its mission included identifying all uses 
for electricity in the nonurban areas then without access to utility supplied 
electricity. In addition to farms, this included such potential customers as  
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rock quarries, cement mills, and interurban railways. The committee’s 
report at the NELA’s next annual convention was sufficiently compre
hensive to have included electric plows and “electric crop stimulation.”20 
On the latter, “The subject is scarcely in a satisfactory state at this writ
ing, but some experimenters have found good results with electric charges 
led directly into the soil, while others have obtained good results by ar
ranging a network of electrical conductors at a height of three or four 
feet above the growing crop.” The committee’s recommendations did not 
include any actions by member utilities. Instead, it called for efforts by 
the association and by the federal government to educate farmers and ef
forts to get manufacturers of farm equipment to use designs enabling the 
use of electric motors.21 Having established the usefulness of electricity in 
farm operations, the committee was also concerned with whether farms 
provided electricity would actually take full advantage of its benefits. In 
its 1912 report, the committee provided information about specific farm 
electrification programs carried out by its member companies and about 
the use of electricity on individual farms included in these programs.22 
In 1913, committees representing different sections of the country gave 
three separate reports. The committee for the eastern section advocated 
strongly for increased rural electrification, as did the committee for the 
western section, albeit with less passion. The committee for the nation’s 
central section, however, concluded that “the ‘farm business’ as developed  
at present, does not furnish the central station companies with returns com
mensurate with the necessary capital investment.”23

For the next three years, the Committee on Progress reported on farm 
electrification at the NELA’s annual conventions. All the reports dealt pri
marily with the beneficial use of electricity in farm operations, including, 
in 1914, the positive benefits of electrical stimulation of the soil.24 Neither 
the use of electricity in the farm household nor the financial and technical 
issues of extending service to farms received attention. There was a sense 
of resignation about the topic. In the 1915 report, the committee noted 
that the benefits of electricity on the farm were receiving less attention. 
It blamed this on the fact that those benefits had been so well established 
that there was no longer novelty in them: “Why should the editor of an 
electrical journal waste space on the achieved when it can be devoted to 
the experimental and hypothetical?” Despite this, “it will be a long, long 
time before any one central station or power system has been [sic] able 
to live up to the almost infinite possibilities that lie in rural supply.”25 In 
1916, “There is little that is new to add to the story of the electrification of 
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American farms, of which the number is in excess of 6,300,000, to many of 
which electric services and devices could be applied with advantage to all 
concerned.”

The Costs of Supplying Electricity to Farms

In 1921, the NELA created the “Rural Lines Committee,” which reported 
to the 1922 meeting and included separate reports from state commit
tees.26 Unlike the previous reports, this one dealt with the costs of serving 
rural areas and the rates that should be used in those areas. The com
mittee opposed practices that might make the cost of rural service seem 
low. “In the discussion of the rural service problem, some have gone so 
far as to state that there are no overhead costs and that the bare cost 
of labor and material is the final answer. No more erroneous idea can 
be entertained. . . .” It rejected the position that development of rural 
electrification should entail losses even initially: “A large per cent of the 
rural customers now being served are receiving electric service at less 
than cost. This has established a bad precedent which will be difficult to 
overcome.” Furthermore, rural customers should directly bear the utili
ties’ ini tial investment in rural service by being assessed at least a portion 
of the cost of rural distribution lines before they were constructed. This 
was “about the only way utilities are able to build rural lines in the aver
age rural territory at least at this time.” The report provided five different 
methods for utilities to finance the cost of rural extensions. Three of them 
required advance payment by customers of all or part of the cost of rural 
extensions. Two had the utility paying the cost, but one of these required 
customers to purchase securities from the utility to finance that cost. The 
Ohio committee said, “we recommend that no company contribute any 
part of the cost of these lines,” but the national committee was somewhat 
more accommodating on the issue. When customers paid for the lines, the 
committee advocated that ownership was to rest with the utilities, which 
would assume the costs of maintenance and replacement. The committee 
was dismissive of the idea of rural cooperative distributors: “It is quite 
generally conceded that the organization of a large number of small pub
lic utilities owned and operated by farmers is not desirable.” The industry 
was undertaking a great deal of investment at that time in new generat
ing facilities and in enlarging networks, of which both promised to lower 
costs and raise profits. The committee noted the greater importance of 
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this investment over that required to provide service to farmers: “Financ
ing of fundamental plant and line extensions must take precedence over 
the newer projects for the present.”

The Wisconsin report included a detailed examination of the costs as
sociated with seven rural extensions in Wisconsin for 1921. Two were built 
in 1917; the remaining five were built in 1920, the year before the report. 
The cost per mile of all utility equipment varied from $985 to $1,692 with 
an average of $1,226. Those served were required to pay advance amounts 
ranging from $254 to $452 depending on the number of customers served 
by a line. If additional electricity users later connected to the line, their 
payment for the line cost was divided up among those who had already 
paid. In addition to this initial cost, rural users paid the normal electricity 
charge paid by city users plus an extra rural charge. The extra rural charge 
was designed to cover depreciation on the rural line (whose construction 
cost had already been paid by the farmers), taxes, the additional losses in 
the distribution system above those in the city, and the extra maintenance, 
hazard, and operating costs associated with the rural line. For a rural user 
consuming the average amount of energy per month, the monthly bill was 
more than twice that charged in a city.

Although electricity use for farm operations had already been shown 
to make economic sense, the report advocated finding further applications 
that would be profitable to the farmer. Educating farmers so they would 
understand that using large amounts of electricity was in their own self 
interest was extremely important. The government was seen as sharing a 
responsibility in these tasks. The report noted that government had been 
involved in both research into agricultural uses of electricity and in provid
ing information to farmers about its benefits but argued that the utility 
industry, in concert with others, could make a real contribution.

There was considerable variation among privately owned utility execu
tives in their views as to the economics of providing farmers with elec
tricity, and individual views sometimes changed. However, the dominant 
view among privately owned utility executives for over a decade was that 
expressed by the report of the Rural Lines Committee, which viewed the 
issue of farm electrification as resting on these points:

1. A utility could not reasonably be expected to provide service to farmers unless 

the revenue from that service covered its cost, and there was good reason to 

believe it would not. Experience had shown that even after receiving service, 

most farmers did not use enough electricity.
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2. Because of uncertainty over its return, investment in rural distribution lines 

was risky. For the investment to be made, much or all of that risk had to be as

sumed by the farmers themselves.

3. The cost of providing service to a farm included all (or nearly all) of the costs 

already allocated residential users in cities plus the additional higher costs as

sociated with rural distribution.

Other reports added these:

4. There was ample evidence that the use of electricity in farm operations would 

increase productivity, lower costs, and, therefore, increase income. However, 

farmers who received electric service used it first (and often only) in their 

households. Although electrification would significantly improve the quality 

of life of farmers, this was a social goal, not an economic goal. It was not the 

responsibility of the utilities since “business is not a charitable institution.”

5. Low income was the major reason for low electricity use by farmers.27

Despite these points being self evident to most within the industry, they 
are based on dubious assumptions. The electric utility industry had long 
divided its users into classes, with a user’s rates primarily determined by 
the class into which a user was placed. Although a utility’s costs were al
located among these classes, and rates were set so that revenue from each 
class covered those costs, much of that allocation was essentially arbitrary, 
based largely on the sensitivity of electricity use to its price (chapter 3), 
often referred to as “value of service.” The cost to a utility of providing 
service to users within the residential class varied in ways that were pre
dictable but were not reflected in rates. At least in the short run, it would 
have been profitable to a utility to serve farms if the revenue received 
covered only the additional (marginal) costs of serving them.28

Basing the farmers’ rates on residential rates seemed counter to the in
dustry’s position that operations, not household use, would be electricity’s 
primary farm application. Farm operations had the characteristics of in
dustrial, not residential use, and would have primarily occurred during the 
day in growing season. This was not when utilities then experienced peak 
demand, and the marginal costs of providing electricity using otherwise 
underutilized equipment would have been low.29 Analyses from outside the 
privately owned sector of the industry maintained that the process of de
termining rural rates by starting with urban rates and adding the additional 
distribution costs was flawed. If, instead, rural rates were based on the to
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tal of all costs incurred in supplying rural customers, the rates would be 
lower.30 By clinging to the view that usage levels determined prices (and not 
vice versa), the industry gave priority to requiring revenue from farmers 
immediately to cover costs rather than to developing a business providing 
service to farms. The average per mile cost of constructing a rural distribu
tion system would have been lower had a large system covering an entire 
area been built at once rather than piecemeal to individual farms or small 
groups of farms. This “building ahead of demand” received little attention. 
Some utilities lowered per mile costs by using less expensive construction 
techniques in rural areas. Others dismissed that approach as threatening re
liability, which was at least as important on the farm as in the city.31

It is not surprising that the first electricity used on farms went for 
household use rather than for farm operations. Farmers may have been 
told that using electricity in farm operations would lead to increased prof
its. Few, however, would have seen such use among their fellow farmers 
who, like them, had only just received utility service. Its immediate neces
sity would not have been pressing. By contrast, many well understood the 
benefits of using electricity to light the home, to do ironing, vacuuming, 
and washing, or to provide running water. The majority of Americans had 
long been able to take advantage of those benefits, and they were well 
represented in popular culture. Furthermore, some domestic appliances, 
notably electric ranges and water heaters, were major users of electricity 
even compared to farm implements. A significant reduction in the misery 
of farm wives could have had a direct long run economic benefit. Even if 
electricity use just resulted in a larger cash cost of running the household, 
it would have provided an incentive for farmers to find ways of increasing 
their incomes, including by the use of electricity in farm operations. By 
improving health, household use of electricity might have improved farm
ers’ productivity.

Researching the Prospects for Increasing  
Electricity Use on Farms

In 1923, the NELA, with the American Farm Bureau Federation, formed 
the Committee on the Relation of Electricity to Agriculture (CREA). The 
committee initially had twelve members, four from the NELA, three from 
the Farm Bureau, and one each from the American Society of Agri cul
ture Engineers, a company that made isolated plants for farms, and the US 
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Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, and Interior. The membership 
increased over time; by 1932, there was no longer a representative from 
the producers of isolated plants, but instead of six, fourteen groups had 
positions on the national committee. Twenty seven state committees were 
formed, generally consisting of representatives from the state’s privately 
owned utilities, the Farm Bureau, and the local agricultural college. This is 
where the primary work occurred, with the national committee functioning 
as a clearinghouse and a publisher of the work of the state committees.32 
The major work consisted of studies undertaken by the state’s agricultural 
college or an agricultural extension agency on the use of electricity in farm 
operations. In 1928, the Department of Agriculture indicated that CREA 
state committees were then running about ninety five different projects.33

State CREAs also ran some experimental demonstration projects in
volving the electrification of actual farms. Farms that had not previously 
been supplied electricity were chosen and were provided with wiring and 
appliances to determine how much electricity would be used. The first such 
project was begun in Minnesota, soon after CREA’s formation, in what 
was known as the “Red Wing” project, after a nearby dairying commu
nity. A line a little over six miles long served approximately twenty farms. 
Manufacturers of farm equipment loaned appliances and machinery to the 
test farms, each usage was separately metered, and the farmers kept re
cords of use and time saved. Usage of electricity on those farms increased 
rapidly, and farm operating costs fell, as did the price of electricity. The 
results, however, did not transfer well to farming in general. There were 
only a small number of farms in the project, they were smaller in area than 
most farms, and, as dairy farms, both their potential to use electricity for 
farm op erations and their money incomes were higher than most farms. 
The incomes of the Red Wing farmers rose, but this was during a period 
when the prices they received also rose. Their costs for electricity were 
quite high, over 6¢ per kWh in 1929, having fallen from over 8¢ in 1924 
(about 82¢ and $1.10 in 2014 dollars). These results were not sufficiently 
positive to sell electric utilities on large scale farm electrification.34

Alabama was the site of the largest electrification demonstration proj
ect under CREA auspices.35 The president of Alabama Power, T. C. Martin,  
was genuinely aware of the benefits electrification would bring to Ala
bama farmers and wanted his company to help advance the region’s de
velopment. The project was designed to provide a more representative 
test of the effects of bringing electrification to more types of farms than 
had the other demonstrations. Over 1,800 rural families were included in 
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the test, but most were not farmers; the test included churches, lodges, 
and boarding schools. However, 379 farms were included, and an effort 
was made to reach all types of farms. No up front connection charge was 
levied on the farmers, but unlike Red Wing and the other experiments, 
wiring, appliances, and farm equipment were not provided; farmers had 
to pay for those themselves. The project began with an agreement in 1924 
between Alabama Power and Alabama Polytechnic Institute and ended in 
1927. Alabama Power constructed several hundred miles of lines at a cost 
of $500,000 ($6.7 million in 2014 dollars). Only farmers able to purchase 
appliances could participate. County agents visited farms to provide tech
nical help and advice on wiring, on the purchase and use of appliances and 
equipment, and on keeping records the project required. They would also 
accompany farmers to meetings with bankers to help secure financing. 
Community meetings were held, and literature was widely distributed.

Ninety five percent of participants in the Alabama demonstration re
ported that electric lighting was the single benefit most valued. They also 
stressed the value of the relief from household drudgery that electricity 
brought, particularly carrying water and taking care of kerosene lanterns. 
Electricity was used for a variety of farm operations, particularly on dairy 
and poultry farms. The monthly use of electricity on those farms averaged 
170 and 220 kWh, which exceeded the minimum of fifty kWh those in 
charge of the project thought was necessary for farm electrification to be 
self supporting. Eighty percent of the farms in Alabama primarily grew 
cotton, however, and their average monthly consumption of only twen ty 
kWh was disappointing. There was little electrical equipment then for use 
in cotton farm operations, and those farms tended to grow only that crop. 
Although the cotton farmers chosen for the project were able to purchase 
appliances, most cotton farmers were too poor to afford them. The proj
ect’s leaders concluded that the solution to the problem of farm electrifi
cation lay in fundamental changes in the structure of Alabama farming. 
This only reinforced the view within the industry that farm electrification 
could not be justified as a business proposition. Farmers in areas of Ala
bama with rural population densities typical for the nation paid between 
3.9¢, which was lower than most utilities’ rural rates, to 12¢ per kWh, 
which was high and would have discouraged use. Unlike the Red Wing 
experiment, they had to pay for wiring and appliance, and they were not 
targeted with as extensive an educational effort. Three years or less (de
pending on when the lines were completed) was not long enough to have 
seen a complete adjustment to electricity use.
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An interesting study of the problem of rural electrification that came 
from outside the privately owned sector of the utility industry was included 
in the 1925 Pennsylvania report of the Giant Power Survey (also discussed 
in chapter 4).36 One of the objectives of that project specified by the state 
legislature was the provision of “an abundant supply of electric current . . . 
for the . . . farms . . . of this Commonwealth,” but the study found that less 
than 6 percent of the state’s farms were provided electricity by a utility.37 Of 
the 480 pages of the report, one third was devoted to rural electrification. 
The study did not use experimental projects to determine electricity usage 
on farms previously without service. Instead, it collected data on the usage 
of electricity by farms that were already receiving that service. It also col
lected data on farm electrification in foreign countries and from utilities 
in other states in the United States (including the Red Wing project) and 
provided engineering studies of farm electricity use. Studies were also done 
on the costs of distributing electricity to farms and on techniques to reduce 
that cost. According to the study’s director, Morris L. Cooke, the cost of 
providing service to seven hundred fifty thousand unserved individuals, half 
of whom lived on farms, would have been less than $30 million. If spread 
over ten years, this would have amounted to 2 percent of the annual capital 
expenditures of Pennsylvania’s utilities. A single private utility in Pennsyl
vania spent over $100 million in capital expenditures in 1923 alone.38

Upon completion of the report, the Giant Power Committee submitted 
several bills to the Pennsylvania legislature. Included among the proposed 
laws was a requirement that the Pennsylvania Public Service Commission 
establish uniform standard rates statewide, a provision for the cancella
tion of a utility’s exclusive charter to serve rural territories where it was 
not doing so, and provisions enabling the creation of cooperatives and 
special purpose governments to provide electricity (PUDs). These provi
sions were opposed by the privately owned utilities and were rejected by 
the legislature. The Public Service Commission did issue an order requir
ing utilities to provide service to a farmer who requested it. If three or 
more farmers per mile pledged to take the service, the utility had to bear 
the entire cost of constructing the new line. If fewer than three farmers 
made the pledge, the utility could charge the farmers for the line but had 
to cover the first $300 per farm of those costs. The order, however, was 
silent on the issue of rates.39

Unlike the studies performed by CREA, the authors of the Giant 
Power report did not see as their primary objective the determination of 
whether rural electrification could be profitable within a few years. Their 
assertion that farmers would use over 100 kWh per month would have jus
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tified providing them with service, but it is not clear that this level of usage 
would have been typical for American farmers or even for Pennsylvania 
farmers. The data gathered from different utilities showed the inverse re
lationship between the price of electricity and its use. Those data were 
interpreted as showing that that low rates were necessary to stimulate 
usage. Privately owned utilities, however, could interpret the same data 
on prices and usage as a reflection of the need for prices to be high when 
usage was low, reversing the direction of causality.

Some privately owned utilities were more active than most in providing 
electricity to rural areas. An interesting example of an unusual rural elec
trification policy of a privately owned utility was that of the Milwaukee 
Electric Railway and Light Company, whose low rates and simple rate 
schedules were commended by the Giant Power report. Of particular in
terest was the policy’s recognition of the difficulty to a farmer of acquiring 
the financing needed to support electricity’s initial use. The company did 
impose a line connection charge, although less than that of many other 
utilities. It estimated the total revenue prospective customers would pro
vide over a three year period and would cover all connection costs up to  
that amount. If a prospective customer or group of customers felt the com
pany had underestimated their future use, the company would accept, in 
most cases, a guarantee that the customer would use at least the required 
amount of electricity. Alternatively, a customer could arrange to make the 
payment in installments for the following year at 6 percent interest. These 
policies eliminated delays in the extension of rural lines. If new custom
ers made use of the same distribution lines within three years, for that 
three year period, the original customers would receive half the bills paid 
by the new customers, encouraging customers to sign up their neighbors. 
The company offered to finance for one year (also at 6 percent interest) 
the cost to a farmer of wiring a house. In 1928, more than 20 percent of 
new customers took advantage of this offer. The utility would also sell ap
pliances to a farmer on an installment plan. Farmers who received service 
from this utility continued to increase their use of electricity for at least 
seven years, by which time that usage had almost doubled.40

Why So Timid?

By 1935, privately owned utilities remained hesitant to take the risk of 
providing service to farmers. The great majority were unwilling to under
take the needed investments unless their costs were covered in advance. 
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The industry had undertaken considerable investigations into rural elec
trification, and the results of all of them confirmed that rural electrifica
tion would not quickly pay for itself. The industry seemed to recognize 
neither that adjustment to the availability of electricity took time nor 
that the conditions under which it was willing to provide service delayed 
that adjustment. The utilities were in a much better position to finance 
the needed investment, but they required that to be done by the farmers 
themselves. The policies of the Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light 
Company showed recognition of these issues, but even it was willing to 
provide only short term financing where long term financing was needed. 
Perhaps timidity could be understood had this been an industry reluctant 
to take risks in other areas, but the opposite was the case.

In providing electric service to urban areas, electric utilities took on a 
far greater risk than that posed by rural electrification. Before any revenue 
could be received, a distribution system had to be built with no assurances 
that its cost would be covered. Not only did customers have to acquire ap
pliances, those appliances had to be invented and made available for sale. 
Buildings had to be wired. Encouraging greater use of electricity in urban 
areas was a constant concern, an area where Samuel Insull had been par
ticularly successful. If providing rural service turned out badly, a utility’s 
profits would have suffered. Providing urban service required accepting a 
risk that the firm would fail, figuratively “buying the farm.” There were 
utility executives that realized this difference quite early, one of whom 
urged his colleagues to devote more effort to rural electrification:

This business, however, is not going to come to us without our taking the initia

tive. The electric vehicle, the flatiron, the general power motor, and even the 

electric light did not come into their own without your having had the courage 

of your convictions and embarking a slight amount of capital before you had 

the revenue to be gained actually laid down across your counter. . . . your rural 

revenues are a great deal more certain to day than were the revenues from 

flatirons, motors and lamps when you first took them up.41

The industry’s willingness to accept risks was not confined to its early 
history. In the late 1920s, the privately owned utility industry was in
creasingly dominated by holding companies engaging in quite risky be
havior. The negative consequences of those risks became manifest when 
the economy collapsed. What was there about rural electrification that 
prompted such timid behavior? Privately owned utilities maintained that 
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economics could not justify rural electrification, only “sociology.”42 Farm
ers would receive electricity only if it were subsidized by the government 
or if regulatory agencies changed their policies. Yet there is no evidence 
that utilities were advocating such a regulatory change, and they opposed 
the uniform rate proposal made in the Giant Power report. Nor was there 
indication that the regulatory commissions were interested in leading on 
this issue. As a result, the hostility of critics of the role of private owner
ship in the industry increased. The industry’s position was destructive for 
the nation and ultimately contrary to its own self interest. What can ex
plain this situation? The most plausible explanation puts the blame on the 
structure of the industry that evolved from the system of state regulation. 
This explanation is supported by the impact that a new federal agency, the 
Rural Electrification Administration, had on both rural electrification in 
general and on the behavior of privately owned utilities specifically.

The Rural Electrification Administration

It is not surprising that the New Deal initiated a program to accelerate the 
pace of rural electrification. Although the proportion of farms with elec
tric service had been steadily increasing, it remained low, and the industry 
offered no encouragement that its pace was going to increase. Farmers had 
long been a politically important group, and for a decade and a half their 
economic status had slipped compared to that of the rest of the country. 
Private ownership of electric utilities faced unprecedented attacks partially 
motivated by an ideological conviction that utility executives had sacri
ficed the public’s interests in favor of their own. Those responsible for the 
New Deal’s program to increase the availability of elec tricity to farms were 
not ideologues, and they did not treat the problem of rural elec trification 
as another moral failure of privately owned utilities. Perhaps inevitably, 
rural electrification did create new friction with privately owned utilities. 
Their response shows that their self interest had not been aligned with 
that of the public.

The industry’s argument that its evidence and research had repeatedly 
shown that farm electrification could not pay its way was flawed, but the 
contrary position that it would pay its way took faith. If rural electrifica
tion were to become self supporting, three things were required: long term 
financing, low rates, and patience. A federal government agency brought 
all three. On May 11, 1935, President Roosevelt issued an executive order 
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creating the Rural Electrification Administration (REA), and Congress 
gave the agency a statutory basis the following year.43 Roosevelt appointed 
Morris L. Cooke as the first administrator of the REA. Cooke had been the 
director of the 1925 Giant Power Survey Board, and his appointment might 
have raised concern among privately owned utilities. However, Cooke was 
quite willing to work with privately owned utilities to achieve the REA’s 
goals. Rural electrification had long been a concern of his, and after Roo
sevelt’s first election, but before his inauguration, Cooke had urged him to 
initiate a program to bring electricity to between 50 and 75 per cent of 
America’s farmers.44 Cooke recognized the difficulties faced by privately 
owned utilities, and he did not condemn them, but he thought the govern
ment might be able to help overcome those difficulties.45

The year before, the FTC had released its final report on the efforts of 
the industry to influence public opinion, and it was widely viewed as expos
ing malfeasance. The investigation’s two other final reports were issued in 
1935, and the Public Utility Holding Company Act was being considered. 
The TVA was being fought in the courts and in public opinion. The pri
vately owned segment of the utility industry justifiably felt besieged. Two 
days before Roosevelt issued the order creating the REA, the president 
of the Edison Electric Institute told a conference of savings bankers that 
his industry had been “singled out for destruction” because “the President 
has an obsession on the subject.”46 Nevertheless, before the creation of the 
REA, Cooke held talks with industry executives and found them friendly 
and cooperative. He proposed that the administration create a joint pro
gram with the privately owned segment of the electric utility industry, but 
he encountered opposition from within the administration. When Cooke 
suggested this partnership to Harold Ickes, the secretary of the Interior, his 
response was, “I’ll have nothing to do with the sons of bitches.”47 Neverthe
less, Cooke continued to court the participation of privately owned utilities.

In 1935, the new REA was to be a funding agency, lending money for 
twenty years at 3 percent interest. Congress appropriated it $100 million 
($1.7 billion in 2014 dollars) for this purpose. This addressed both financ
ing the construction of a rural distribution infrastructure and giving farm
ers time to adjust to the use of electricity. The remaining requirement for 
rural electrification to succeed was low rates. Cooke wanted the REA’s 
money to go to work immediately, and he realized that privately owned 
utilities already had the work force and expertise and would be the quick
est way to create the new infrastructure. Two days after the creation of the 
REA, Cooke told the press that he had considered four different options 
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for using the agency’s money and that most feasible would be to lend the 
money to privately owned utilities. He also said that low rates were es
sential to the success of the plan and that if privately owned utilities were 
unwilling to provide them, he would be forced to use a different option.48

Cooke invited representatives of privately owned utilities to meet with 
him on May 20, nine days after the REA’s creation. The meeting went well,  
and industry leaders promised to conduct a survey of the potential for ru
ral electrification and appoint a committee of privately owned utilities to 
develop a plan for rural electrification. Voices within the industry pre
dicted that a joint plan between the government and privately owned utili
ties would emerge and that rural electrification would occur under private 
ownership.49

At the same time, relations between the government and privately owned 
utilities continued to deteriorate, not because of the REA but because of 
the holding company issue. On June 3, the annual three day meeting of the 
Edison Electric Institute opened and provided a venue for privately owned 
utilities to vent their anger. The vice president and director of the EEI con
demned the reports of the FTC as “fraud, deceit, misrepresentation, dis
honesty, downright maliciousness, breach of trust,” and asserted that the 
president and members of Congress had predetermined its findings.50 In 
addition to repeating his characterization of Roosevelt as being obsessed, 
EEI’s president attacked the federal government for “having for its object 
the end of private operation of the electrical industry and its nationalization 
under Federal direction and ultimate ownership.” Other speakers said that 
the government’s program was “heading down the same road as commu
nism” and that privately owned utilities were “the victim of aggressive and 
well paid propagandists for public ownership.” The REA did not escape 
criticism at the convention. A member of the recently formed committee of 
privately owned utilities blamed political interference for having exagger
ated the benefits of and minimized the cost of farm electrification. Farmers, 
he maintained, had greater use for things other than electricity.51 Despite 
this rancor, on July 10, Cooke specifically asked for proposals on rural elec
trification from holding companies as well as operating companies. Stating 
that hundreds of applications for loans had already been received, Cook 
also said, “REA is dealing on equal terms with all groups willing to under
take to supply farmers with electricity.”52 A few days earlier, he had also 
invited cooperatives to apply.

It took almost two months for the chair of the committee of pri
vately owned utilities to submit a letter to Cooke giving their plan.53 The  
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committee proposed that the REA lend the entire $100 million to the pri
vately owned utilities in return for which the utilities would construct over 
seventy eight thousand miles of new lines and connect 351,000 new cus
tomers, of which 247,000 would be farms. The cost to the utilities would 
exceed the amount loaned by just under $14 million, the source for which 
was not mentioned. Presumably, the utilities would cover that shortfall 
themselves. However, the committee warned that even with the govern
ment loans, it would be a long time before rural electrification could be 
self supporting.

A number of points made in the letter must have disappointed Cooke. 
Since rural electrification would not be self supporting, privately owned 
utilities continued to regard the program as a social, rather than economic, 
issue. Utilities would assume the sacrifice of carrying losses during a long 
development period, but the terms of the loans needed to be liberalized. 
Rather than twenty years, the term should be twenty five years, or the re
payment made a percentage of the revenue generated by the projects. The 
REA should realize that providing electricity to new farms would not re
sult in new major use of electricity for farm operations because the farms 
that could make such use already were supplied with electricity. The most 
troubling assertion was probably that “the problem of the farmer was not 
one of rates.” The farmer’s problem, according to the letter, was covering 
the cost of residential wiring and purchasing enough household appliances 
to bring usage to the level that would justify being provided with electric
ity. The letter asserted that the average cost of wiring and appliances was 
$354, over seven times the average cost of a year’s electricity. Therefore, 
in addition to the $100 million loaned to utilities, the government would 
also have to makes loans directly to the new customers for wiring and ap
pliances amounting to over $124 million at low interest and under liberal 
terms. This was money that the new REA did not have and loans it did not 
have the authority to make. The letter stated that rate simplification would 
be a slow process because of regulatory constraints, and the companies 
were already using rates designed to encourage the greatest use of electric
ity. Nevertheless, despite the difficulties and financial risk, the committee 
said construction of new lines could begin immediately as soon as the new 
customers could be signed up “on the basis of the aid extended to them.” 
The individual utility companies would have to make the final decisions, 
but the committee encouraged them to apply for loans.

In his reply, Cooke said he would refer the matter of appliance financ
ing to the EHFA, but he disputed the committee’s figure for the cost of 
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wiring and appliances, maintaining that the average cost would be between 
$40 and $100, not $354. He strongly dissented from the stated industry po
sition on rates: “On the contrary, we hold rate simplification and even rate 
reductions over large areas to be the heart of the problem of electrifying 
rural America.” His letter was depicted as an acceptance, and he asked 
the committee to use its “good offices” to communicate with their utilities 
that the REA was prepared to accept applications and sought “maximum 
activity.” Acceptance of the applications was not assured. “Naturally, in 
weighing the relative desirability of loans, it will be necessary for REA to 
consider carefully existing and proposed rate structures with reference to 
developing the large use essential to the success of our program.”54

Within the privately owned utilities, suspiciousness and even hostility 
towards the REA grew. Caution in dealing with the REA was advised, 
and some held that the REA never intended to provide money to pri
vately owned companies and was using those companies to gather infor
mation needed for providing funds to others.55 The REA’s initial propos
als did include ones from privately owned utilities, and these were among 
the largest proposed projects.56 The REA approved the proposed proj
ects of seven private companies in 1935, but it notably rejected one from 
Wisconsin Power & and Light, whose president, Grover Neff, had long 
been seen as an advocate of rural electrification and was a member of the 
committee that had submitted the privately owned utilities’ plan. Cooke 
rejected the proposal because he thought the company’s proposed rates 
were too high. Neff charged Cooke with only being willing to extend loans 
to utilities that extended rates below the cost of service and urged a united 
front among the privately owned utilities in opposition to the REA. The  
effect of this was quickly felt. Although privately owned utilities in future 
years received a few loans, their share of the total plummeted (table 8.1). 
Cooke was also encountering opposition to cooperation with privately 
owned utilities from the other side. Senator Norris expressed to Cooke the  
concern that providing money to privately owned utilities would be tan
tamount to supporting the enemy.57 Cooke’s dream of cooperation with 
privately owned utilities was dead. Cooperatives became the primary re
cip ients of REA loans. At the same time, privately owned utilities in
creased their own efforts at rural electrification by liberalizing their rules 
for rural extensions and building new lines. One factor that made it easier 
for privately owned utilities to reject the REA was that by that time those 
in good financial shape could obtain more attractive loans on the private 
market than those offered by the REA.58
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Congress gave the REA more permanent status in 1936 with passage 
of the Norris Rayburn bill.59 The new law confirmed and expanded the 
role of the REA and included some of the provisions of the privately 
owned industry’s plan. Loans from the REA could only go to provide 
elec tric ser vice to areas that did not already have service. Privately owned 
compa nies, state and territorial governments, municipalities, public util
ity districts, and cooperatives were all eligible to receive loans, but the law 
directed the REA to give preference to governments and cooperatives  
over private utilities. The loans were to be self liquidating, could be made 
for a term of up to twenty five years, and could be extended another five 
years. The interest rate charged for such loans was tied to the average rate 
paid by the federal government on bonds with maturities exceeding ten 
years. The REA was also authorized to extend a second class of loans to 
cover expenditures on wiring and on both electrical and plumbing appli
ances and equipment. These loans were not to go directly to individuals 
but to either the utilities that had borrowed funds from the REA or to 
those businesses selling or installing the wiring or equipment. The interest 
rate charged on these loans to the utilities was to be the same as that used 
to finance infrastructure. The term of the loan, however, was to be for only 
two thirds of the life of the equipment financed or five years, whichever was 
shorter. The standard practice the REA adopted was to loan this money 
to cooperatives, which then relent it to individual members at 6 percent  
interest.60

table 8.1 REA loans by borrower type

Year Number of loans Percentage

Total Cooperative

Government  
owned  
(municipal,  
state, and  
PUD)

Privately  
owned Cooperative

Government  
owned  
(municipal,  
state, and  
PUD)

Privately 
owned

1935 30 18 5 7 60.0% 16.7% 23.3%
1936 161 147 10 4 91.3% 6.2% 2.5%
1937 140 128 8 4 91.4% 5.7% 2.9%
1938 155 150 3 2 96.8% 1.9% 1.3%
1939 170 160 7 3 94.1% 4.1% 1.8%
1940 104 99 4 1 95.2% 3.8% 1.0%
Total 760 702 37 21 92.4% 4.9% 2.8%

Source: US Rural Electrification Administration 1966, 39– 43
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The REA and Rural Cooperatives

Although the REA continued to make loans to government owned and 
privately owned utilities, most of its work to increase rural electrification 
came through rural electric cooperatives, a policy continued by Cooke’s 
successors. A cooperative is a nonprofit organization owned by those it 
serves. Final decisions are made democratically, with each member hav
ing one vote. Rural cooperatives had long been used in activities such as 
marketing, but, before 1930, few had been created to distribute electricity, 
and about half of those failed. A cooperative movement already existed in 
the United States, and both the proponents of cooperatives and farmers’ 
organizations were advocating for cooperatives to play a major role in 
rural electrification. Rural electric cooperatives were widely, and success
fully, used in Europe, and before the creation of the REA, the Federal 
Emergency Relief Agency had studied their use for rural electrification.61

The TVA was actively involved in a program of rural electrification 
man dated by the law that created it, and the TVA promoted cooperatives 
for rural distribution. Farmers in the TVA area were offered the same low 
basic rates as those in urban areas, although they also paid the amortiza
tion charge, making their monthly bills as much as $1 per month more than  
many urban areas. The TVA was working on reducing the cost of rural 
distribution lines, but, by 1935, farm electrification in its service area was 
still not widespread, and in its 1934 annual report, the TVA reported that 
low electricity use initially continued in some of the rural cooperatives 
it served.62 Nevertheless, the rapid economic success of TVA’s first rural 
cooperative in Alcorn County, Mississippi, was seen as establishing the 
viability of cooperatives as providers of rural electrification.63

Five years before the creation of the REA, there were only thirty 
three electrical cooperatives in operation in the United States, and they 
were quite small. The number of customers served by these cooperatives 
ranged from four to 267 with a median of only thirty five.64 By the end of 
1935, the TVA was providing power to five cooperatives, none of whom 
had (yet) received REA loans. They were much larger than earlier coop
eratives; the number of customers ranged from 632 to 2,086 with a median 
of 868. There were other cooperatives formed between 1930 and 1935, but 
they were likely not many.65 The policies of the REA greatly accelerated 
the formation of rural electric cooperatives, and by the end of 1940, the 
REA had made loans to over 700 cooperatives (table 8.1).
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Setting up a rural electric cooperative involved technical, regulatory, 
and business issues that were likely beyond the capabilities of the farmers 
who wanted service. To aid the formation of cooperatives and to protect 
its investment, the REA became deeply involved in both the creation and 
the continued operation of the cooperatives that owed it money. Once 
it received a request from a group of farmers, the REA would send the 
farmers information, and, if their interest continued, a team of special
ists would travel to the area to assist them and guide them through get
ting legal support, setting up an organization, obtaining any need regula
tory approval, designing a system, and negotiating a wholesale contract. 
This included direct involvement when problems arose in dealing with a 
wholesale electricity supplier or a regulatory commission. If a cooperative 
had difficulty getting sufficient membership, the REA would become di
rectly involved in persuading neighbors that they would benefit from the 
use of electricity, including using travelling demonstrations of household 
electrical appliances and farm equipment. By 1937, however, the demand 
for loans exceeded the available funds by $90 million, and there was no 
further need for development work.66

Before submitting a formal loan application, the REA required the 
co op erative to be legally incorporated and to have signed up a sufficiently 
large number of members, each of whom had paid a fee, usually $5 (ap
proximately $84 in 2014 dollars). The REA’s legal staff prepared most or 
all of the required legal documents. The cooperative’s board chose a lo
cal attorney subject to rejection by the REA. A superintendent (or man
ager) and engineers for the project chosen by the board and approved by 
the REA had to be in place. Even after approval, the REA retained the 
power to dismiss both the project’s superintendent and the cooperative’s 
manager. The cooperative was required to have already prepared maps 
for the project and secured all needed rights of way previously checked 
and verified by REA staff. All required regulatory approval had to have 
been secured and a tentative wholesale contract negotiated.67 Acceptance 
of a loan application by the REA depended on the REA’s judgment as 
to whether the cooperative’s project was on a sufficiently sound financial 
footing to expect it to be able to repay the loan. Many cooperatives were 
not successful in obtaining loans.68

Once the REA approved a loan and construction began, its involvement 
continued. REA approval was required before the cooperative could issue 
invitations to bid on the project, and an REA field engineer determined 
the winning bids. All contracts, including the wholesale power contract, 
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required REA approval. The REA monitored the construction and could 
require that work on the project be redone if it judged the materials or the 
workmanship substandard. The construction techniques were developed 
or approved by the REA. The REA dictated the cooperative’s accounting 
procedures, subjected it to periodic audits, and specified standards for the 
salaries of the cooperative’s employees. Outside the TVA region, the REA 
effectively determined the retail rate schedules used by cooperatives. The 
support of these activities required a staff greater than that of just a lending 
agency, and between 1935 and 1939, that staff grew from 99 to 778.69

The REA was active in supporting electric cooperatives in other ways. 
Prior to 1935, only Iowa had a statute providing for the formation of co
operatives that distributed electricity. The legal staff of the REA devel
oped expertise in the laws of all the states as they pertained to electric 
cooperatives. Many cooperatives were formed under general laws permit
ting nonprofit corporations that had primarily been used by charitable, 
religious, or educational organizations. Cooperatives in other states orga
nized under general business incorporation statutes. There was consider
able variation among the states, and the laws of some made the formation 
of an electric cooperative nearly impossible. Connecticut, for example, 
required an act of the legislature before the creation of any new electric 
concern. Electricity cooperatives faced legal problems unique to the dis
tribution of electricity. These include the issues of access to the public 
rights of way, the relationship between electricity cooperatives and the 
states’ utility regulatory commissions, and the extent to which an elec
tricity cooperative had the same powers of eminent domain as a privately 
owned utility. In 1934, the Public Works Administration submitted a set 
of model state laws, including two concerning electric cooperatives, to 
all state governors. By 1936, six states had adopted such laws. In 1937, 
the REA drafted a model Rural Electrification Cooperative Act that ex
empted cooperatives from all state regulatory commission oversight and 
granted them full powers of eminent domain. The law encountered sig
nificant opposition in many states, but fifteen adopted it, although often in  
a modified form.70

The REA was also actively involved in finding ways to reduce the con
struction and operating costs of electric cooperatives. For example, the 
use of stronger lines permitted wider spacing of poles, and simpler poles 
and less expensive transformers and meters cut costs. Initially, these were 
not new techniques developed by the REA; private utilities and the TVA 
had already developed and used them:
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Most of the actual construction techniques now being widely used were known 

two years ago and were being practiced here and there. In short, the role of the 

REA Engineering Division in the field of construction is not one of invention. 

It is one of gathering together the best practices known, coordinating them and 

stimulating their general adoption.71

The REA required all projects to have “area coverage,” distribution lines 
built so that most farms within the project area would be able to connect to 
them even if they did not do so initially. Providing coverage to a large area 
enabled the REA to employ installation methods that took advantage of 
economies of scale by dividing the task among different specialized crews. 
Thus, one crew went where a line was to be constructed and marked the lo
cations of the posts. Another crew followed the first, digging the postholes, 
another would place the poles, and still another would string the wires. This 
procedure contributed to substantial cost reductions. For 1935 and 1936, the 
total cost per mile of REA financed rural lines was $1,085. In 1939, it was 
$700.72 By contrast, the 1935 average cost for rural lines built by privately 
owned utilities was $1,252.73 After their use by the REA, privately owned 
utilities adopted the same construction techniques. The REA worked with 
equipment manufacturers to reduce the costs of both the equipment used 
in the distribution system and that used in farmer’s homes. This was aided 
by the development of uniform standards enabling multiple cooperatives 
to purchase jointly large amounts of the same equip ment. The REA ne
gotiated with insurance companies to reduce the premiums paid by coop
eratives. The members of some cooperatives were given the opportunity to 
work on the projects themselves and were taught to do their own wiring to 
reduce costs further.74

Privately owned utilities were the major source of wholesale power for  
REA financed cooperatives, providing almost 50 percent of all power used 
by the cooperatives during the twelve months ending June 1941. The pur
chase of wholesale power by a cooperative was its major single operating 
cost, on average constituting 39 percent of all operating costs and equaling 
75 percent of the amortization and interest on its capital facilities.75 The 
REA viewed securing a sufficiently low price for wholesale power as cru
cial to a cooperative’s success; too high a price could prevent a cooperative 
from receiving REA financing.76 One section of the REA, the Rate Section, 
had as its primary responsibility helping cooperatives negotiate wholesale 
rates.77 When a successful wholesale rate could not be negotiated, the mat
ter was taken to the courts, the legislature, or the state regulatory com
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mission, and these efforts were sometimes successful.78 Congress had au
thorized the REA to loan money for the construction of power plants and 
transmission lines as well as distribution systems. The REA’s policy was 
to do this only under one of three situations: (1) the cooperative’s terri
tory was too far from existing generating facilities, (2) existing generating 
facilities were overloaded, or (3) no satisfactory wholesale rate could be 
arranged. During the 1941 fiscal year, REA financed generating plants ac
counted for only 4 percent of the total power supply used by all REA co
operatives.79 Most plants were diesel powered, but some were gas powered 
or hydroelectric. Usually these generating facilities were quite small, but 
there were exceptions. Sometimes a group of cooperatives would join to 
create a generating cooperative, a cooperative of cooperatives, that would 
serve thousands of electricity users. The possibility of REA financed gen
eration could strengthen the negotiating power of a cooperative, and pri
vate utilities sometimes would reduce their wholesale price in the face of a 
threat of an REA financed generating plant.80 The REA and the coopera
tives argued that privately owned utilities should offer a special wholesale 
rate available only to cooperatives that covered only the additional costs 
to the utility of adding the cooperative as a wholesale customer to their 
existing system, not the higher “full” costs generally used in rate making. 
The privately owned utilities and state regulatory commissions sometimes 
accepted this argument. When this resulted in a lower wholesale rate for 
cooperatives than for other wholesale customers (including municipally 
owned utilities), privately owned utilities sometimes faced discontent from 
their other customers.81

The Reaction of Privately Owned Utilities

The law limited the REA to only loaning funds to provide electricity to 
areas that were unserved, areas that the privately owned utilities regarded 
as uneconomic. Furthermore, the REA was willing to make these loans to 
utilities under private ownership. Unlike the TVA, the REA did not take 
existing customers away from privately owned utilities. Instead, it offered 
them prospects for new wholesale customers. Spokespersons for privately 
owned utilities criticized the REA on the grounds that many cooperatives 
would fail, creating a burden for taxpayers including privately owned utili
ties. Yet it is not clear that the failure of a cooperative would have been 
harmful to a privately owned utility. If a cooperative defaulted on its REA  
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loan, the REA would foreclose and take over the system. It might oper
ate the system for a while, but it would eventually sell it. A likely buyer 
would be the privately owned utility in whose territory the failed cooper
ative had operated. That privately owned utility would then have the op
portunity to acquire a complete distribution system at a price below its  
construction costs. Even if someone else, such as another cooperative, pur
chased the system, a privately owned utility would still have a wholesale 
customer. It is very unlikely that the financial failure of a cooperative would  
result in its electricity system being dismantled or becoming unused. In 
addition, widespread failures of REA financed cooperatives would be 
evidence that the position of privately owned utilities about the financial 
feasibility of rural electrification had been correct all along, perhaps pro
viding schadenfreude at a time when they felt persecuted by the federal 
government.

Cooke initially expected privately owned utilities to be the REA’s pri
mary borrowers, and they always remained eligible for loans. With few 
exceptions, however, privately owned utilities had decided not to apply 
for REA loans. Nevertheless, once the REA was established, privately 
owned utilities began their own rural electrification on an unprecedented 
scale (figure 8.4).82 In 1936, privately owned utilities connected to their 
systems five and half times as many farms as they had in 1935, a number 
of farms equal to 45.6 percent of all of the farms they had connected the 

figure 8.4. Annual number of farms first provided electricity by type of utility

Source: See note 82
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previous decade. The rate dropped somewhat after that, but the annual 
average number of farms connected each year between 1936 and 1940 by 
privately owned utilities was about 130,000, 15 percent higher than had 
been connected in 1928, the previous peak, and 2.4 times the average of 
the previous decade. Privately owned utilities served about 45 percent of 
all farms first receiving electricity in 1940.83

With the sudden increased activity of privately owned companies, it is  
not surprising that there were territorial clashes. Many privately owned 
utilities significantly lowered the costs a farmer had to pay to get service, in
cluding eliminating the up front connection charge, and the timing of these 
changes sometimes coincided with the formation of a cooperative in the 
area.84 Privately owned utilities had an important advantage over coopera
tives: they could move quickly. In some states, cooperatives did not have 
the power of eminent domain. For a power line to cross private property, 
the cooperative had to obtain an easement cleared by the REA from every 
property owner. By June 30, 1936, cooperatives had submitted more than 
two hundred thousand easements to the REA for clearance. By contrast, 
a privately owned power company did have the power of eminent domain 
and could use it to begin immediately installing lines.85 It could take a year 
or more between when a cooperative began soliciting customers and when 
those customers were actually receiving service. Under these circumstances, 
it was not surprising that some farmers might have preferred certain and 
quick service from a private utility over future, and perhaps uncertain, ser
vice from a cooperative. There was justification for farmers’ initial concerns. 
The pre REA cooperatives did not have a good record, and the privately 
owned segment of the utility industry emphasized the risk of depending on 
a cooperative for electricity. In 1936, an executive of a major holding com
pany described the US experience with electric cooperatives in these terms:

. . . there are many advocates of rural cooperative lines, owned and operated by 

farm customers. This movement is not a new one, having been carried on for 

many years, in many States, and under varying conditions. We have had suffi

cient experience by this time to know the many weaknesses of such enterprises. 

Most attempts to furnish electric service to farms at lower rates than those of 

the private utilities have ended in failure and in the instances where they have 

been lower it has only been through the failure to take into consideration all of 

the costs of rendering service. Usually maintenance is so neglected that most of 

these lines are in a deplorable condition. . . . They are frequently turned over 

outright to the private utilities for maintenance and operation, or are sold, at 
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a fraction of their original cost. Hundreds of typical cases could be cited to 

demonstrate such results over the entire country. . . . The mere fact that the 

Government is financially and otherwise encouraging such enterprises is no 

indication that they will be more successful than in the past.86

Privately owned utilities sometimes discouraged farmers from joining 
cooperatives by using dishonest assertions. Farmers were told they would 
have to mortgage their farms to receive service from a cooperative, that 
they would be personally responsible for the cooperative’s debt to the gov
ernment, that they would be personally responsible for maintaining the 
cooperative’s lines in front of their property, or that they would have to re
place transformers that burned out. Some farmers heard that they would  
be liable for any accidents to third parties caused by the cooperative’s equip
ment. Farmers were also assured that their bills would be higher than if 
they took service from the privately owned utilities.87

Solicitors from both a cooperative and a privately owned utility some
times poured into the same area. Some farmers signed contracts with both. 
The financial success of a cooperative could be threatened by the loss to 
a privately owned utility of those customers in its project area who would 
use the most electricity. A privately owned utility had a legal obligation 
to serve anyone in its territory willing to meet its conditions, and it likely 
considerably liberalized those conditions. In some states, these territorial 
disputes ended up as headaches for regulatory commissions. The Wiscon
sin commission once stated that it needed “virtually the powers of a mind 
reader to ascertain which service is actually desired.”88 Privately owned 
utilities were not above taking customers from a cooperative by making 
deceptive promises. In one case, the REA accused Duke Power of having 
promised immediate service to residents of one rural area if they would 
cancel their agreement with a cooperative. Duke Power claimed that all 
of the county’s residents wanted out of the cooperative, and the coopera
tive’s entire project was dropped. The company then failed to provide the 
promised service for months, and eventually the cooperative submitted a 
new loan proposal to the REA.89

The REA asserted that often what was at stake in the territorial dis
putes was area coverage. The projects of cooperatives were required to 
provide access to most farmers in the area. The past practice of many of 
the privately owned utilities was to offer service only to those for whom it 
would be most profitable. On many occasions, the REA asserted that by 
serving only the best customers in an area, a privately owned utility had 
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doomed a cooperative’s project, preventing most of those in its project area 
from getting service from anyone. Sometimes, but not always, regulatory 
commissions and courts agreed.90 The mechanism privately owned com
panies were accused of using to cripple or destroy a cooperative included 
“cream skimming,” “blocking,” and “spite lines.” “Cream skimming” re
ferred to the practice of taking the cooperative’s best potential customers. 
“Blocking” referred to a privately owned utility preempting a strategic 
right of way, preventing a cooperative from extending its lines. A “spite 
line,” whose name reveals the emotions involved, was a line construc ted 
by a privately owned utility into the area of a cooperative for the express 
purpose of cream skimming or blocking. Privately owned utilities that had  
previously refused to construct power lines without receiving payment in 
advance were accused, once an REA loan was approved, of hurriedly con
structing miles of spite lines in the middle of the night, under floodlights, 
without having signed a single customer.91 The director of the REA as
serted that spite lines had affected 200 cooperatives in thirty eight states, 
that eight cooperatives had been forced to close, and that over one hundred 
thousand consumers consequently were denied service. Among the many 
individual cases he cited was one where a privately owned utility used  
a regulatory commission hearing to delay for months a cooperative from 
beginning operation, during which time the utility built 150 miles of spite 
lines in the center of the cooperative’s best territory.92

The REA forbade the cooperatives it financed from providing service 
in areas where it was already available but decided this did not prevent 
a cooperative from building lines parallel to those of a privately owned 
utility if the latter’s construction had started after the REA had approved 
the cooperative’s project.93 In a number of states, regulatory commissions 
restricted privately owned utilities from extending service into territories 
claimed by cooperatives by requiring commission approval for rural ex
tensions, or by insisting the utility negotiate with the cooperatives, re
quirements that likely reduced the rate at which privately owned utilities 
connected farms.94 The REA claimed it had no problem with a privately 
owned utility that promised to provide area coverage to a rural area, even 
if a cooperative project had begun, if that was the wish of the people in the 
area. Loans were rescinded in these cases, and, in at least one case, a por
tion of the area to be served by a cooperative was removed from a project 
after a privately owned utility agreed to provide that portion with service.

Privately owned utilities sometimes used their role of supplier of whole
sale power to hamper the development or operation of a cooperative. Some 
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privately owned utilities simply refused to provide wholesale electricity to 
cooperatives at any price. Some contracts they offered had onerous clauses. 
For example, before providing power, some privately owned companies re
quired cooperatives to agree that none of the electricity they distributed 
would be sold at a lower rate than that of the privately owned utility.95 The 
REA frequently maintained that the wholesale prices private companies 
quoted cooperatives were excessive. The rates of any electric utility are 
difficult to evaluate, but when the Kentucky Public Service Commission 
investigated the question of wholesale schedules used by privately owned 
utilities for cooperatives, six of the seven companies declined to provide any 
factual cost basis, and the commission regarded the submission of the one 
other company as inadequate.96

It is impossible to verify the extent to which the friction between pri
vately owned utilities and cooperatives were innocent consequences of 
both trying to serve the same rural customers or the product of deliberate 
efforts to sabotage a cooperative. This was a time when ideological polar
ization and the repressed desire of many farmers for electric service cre
ated an emotional atmosphere in which the activities of privately owned 
utilities could have been misinterpreted. However, James Bonbright, per
haps the era’s preeminent scholar on the economics of electric utilities, 
had this to say on the issue in 1940:

Recently the Rural Electrification Administrator has complained that several 

companies, anticipating plans to electrify a given area by means of a farm co

operative, have tried to defeat these plans by a hasty construction of “spite 

lines”— lines that invade the richer portions of the area without serving more 

than a small fraction of the territory. The companies accused of this practice 

have denied the charge vigorously. But the complaint comes from public of

ficials of such high integrity that it cannot fairly be dismissed without better 

evidence than the corporate executives have yet brought forward.97

In each of its earlier annual reports, the REA indicated that opposition 
from privately owned electric utilities had diminished. Nevertheless, this 
mention shows that it had not disappeared, and the 1940 report indicated 
that in the late spring of that year there had been a marked increase in 
spite line activity. Opposition to REA financed cooperatives seemed to 
occur only at the individual company level. There was not the same type 
of organized industry wide opposition against cooperatives or the REA as 
had been seen with the TVA. There were a number of court cases brought 
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by privately owned utilities against cooperatives, but these primarily in
volved local issues. There were no basic constitutional challenges to the 
REA program. Alabama Power did seek an injunction in a federal district 
court that would have brought a halt to the REA lending program, but 
the injunction was denied, and Alabama Power did not seek an appeal.98

There is no doubt that electrification of farms had a major impact on the 
quality of life of a significant proportion of the population, many of whom 
were very poor, but there also is evidence that electrification very quickly 
had a positive economic impact on farm operations as well. A recent analy
sis of the impact of the REA found evidence that by 1940 electrification 
increased the value of farm output, retail sales, and land and even reduced 
infant mortality.99 The REA was only five years old in 1940, and most of 
the cooperatives that depended on it were younger. The work of electrify
ing farms had not finished by 1940. It was not until the mid 1950s that the 
level of electrification of farms equaled that of the suburbs, and it was 1975 
before 99 percent of US farms had electricity.100

Did Farm Electrification Require the REA?

The REA gave rural electric cooperatives a new major role in the indus
try, but their inclusion was not, by itself, a major change in the industry’s 
structure. Distribution was then still primarily done by integrated utilities 
also involved with generation and transmission. By 1935, however, there 
were also many utilities, both privately owned and government owned, 
that only distributed electricity to a local area. These distribution only 
utilities were integral to the TVA and the later Bonneville Power Author
ity systems. The REA, however, did bring a short term disruption to the 
structure of the industry by creating a competitor to privately owned utili
ties for distributing electricity in rural areas. The establishment of the 
REA coincided with a dramatic change in the rate of farm electrification 
(figure 8.1). In 1935, only 12.6 percent of the nation’s farms were provided 
electric service. In 1940, the percentage had more than doubled to 32.6 per
cent, much of which was the result of increased activity by privately owned 
utilities. Should the REA be given credit for the changed behavior of pri
vately owned utilities?

If  the privately owned utilities were correct that rural electrification was 
not viable, how was the REA able to stimulate the creation of large num
bers of financially viable cooperatives? The REA’s low cost construction 
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techniques certainly helped, but this explains neither the behavior of pri
vately owned utilities before the REA nor the dramatic change in that be
havior after. The largest privately owned holding company systems each 
dwarfed the entire set of projects funded by the REA prior to 1940. Many 
of the construction techniques used by the REA had been developed by, 
and used by, privately owned utilities. Any of those holding company sys
tems, or the entire industry through the NELA, could have mounted a 
program to lower the costs of rural distribution on a far larger scale than 
that of the REA. Privately owned systems could have been at least as 
effective as the REA in encouraging manufacturers to produce new and 
less expensive farm equipment and household appliances. The REA com
bined cooperative purchasing to negotiate lower prices, but this had long 
been a standard practice of holding companies. The REA’s success cannot 
be ascribed to an inherent technical advantage it possessed over privately 
owned utilities. Before the REA, the interest of privately owned utilities 
in rural electrification was low, but the creation of the REA made it much 
more attractive.

Might the REA’s program have provided a hidden subsidy to rural elec
trification? Such a subsidy could have enabled a rural cooperative to serve 
an area where an unsubsidized private utility would have lost money. There  
was no overt subsidy; the REA made loans to cooperatives that were re
quired to repay those loans with interest. Nevertheless, the REA’s program 
provided an implicit subsidy in two ways. The loans made by the REA  
to cooperatives were at an interest rate generally below that paid by pri
vately owned utilities that borrowed money through the sale of securities. 
In addition, the federal government paid the entire administrative costs 
of the REA from general revenue; they were not repaid by the loan re
cipients. This contrasts with the situation of privately owned utilities that 
paid the administrative costs, such as the fees of investment bankers, of 
the loans they received. Furthermore, the administrative costs of the REA 
went beyond those of a mere lender and included a high level of technical 
and administrative support privately owned utilities paid for themselves.

Before the REA, privately owned utilities usually required farmers to 
pay in advance for the cost of the service extension they required. Although 
there was a wide variation in these charges, a common figure for the cost 
of a line was $1,200 with a typical density of three farms per mile. This im
plies an average cost of $400 per farm. By contrast, a reasonable estimate 
for the value of the REA subsidy per farm in 1940, using the interest rate 
privately owned utilities were paying, was only $65 (table 8.2 and this chap
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ter’s appendix). Had the value of the subsidy been closer to $400, it might 
have explained how the REA was successful when privately owned utili
ties were not. Even then, it could not explain why, even without the sub
sidy, privately owned utilities suddenly became so willing to provide rural  
electrification.

Another possible reason cooperatives may have been able to succeed 
where privately owned utilities could not was that cooperatives enjoyed 
preferential tax treatment. As with government owned utilities, this is dif
ficult to quantify. It requires deciding what aspects of the tax treatments 
of cooperatives constituted an implicit subsidy. There was great variation  
among states in the ways they taxed rural electric cooperatives. Most states  
did not exempt cooperatives from the payment of taxes, although at least 
one state, Mississippi, provided such an exemption in 1940. The REA did 
not advocate tax exemptions for cooperatives, except, perhaps, during a 
cooperative’s initial years, but it did advocate a ceiling on state taxes based 
on a cooperative’s gross revenues. The “area wide” requirement that co
operatives provide access even to farms that did not take service resulted 
in low revenues compared to the value of the cooperative’s property. The 
REA reported that state taxes sometimes amounted to 25 percent of gross  
revenue. Some states modified their taxes for cooperatives, reducing their 
tax liabilities. Minnesota, for example, taxed cooperatives based on their 
number of members, initially 10¢ per member. The REA argued that all 
taxes should be limited by a taxpayer’s ability to pay, which they noted 
would be very different for a developing cooperative than for an estab
lished privately owned utility serving a more profitable area.101 Despite 
the REA’s advocacy, it had no power over state governments and state 
taxes. The motivation for state governments to extend tax breaks to co
operatives may have been to promote rural electrification. Had privately 
owned utilities actively lobbied at the state level for more favorable tax 
treatment for such projects, they might have been successful, but there 
is no evidence they tried. Rural cooperatives were nonprofit and thus 
paid neither state nor federal income taxes. The value of other special tax 
treatments from the federal government was slight. Cooperatives were 
exempt from a 3 percent federal energy excise tax and a few other minor 
federal taxes.

The experience of both rural cooperatives and rural electrification 
projects by privately owned utilities confirmed that, contrary to earlier as
sertions, rural electrification would pay for itself. Prior to the REA, aver
sion to the risk of extending service to rural areas was deeply imbedded 
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in privately owned utilities. The slow start of the REA in 1935 could not 
have changed expectations about the likelihood that rural electrification 
would prove uneconomic. Nevertheless, 1936 saw an explosion in rural 
electrification by privately owned utilities. Why?

Industry Structure, Regulation, the REA, and Incentives

State regulation protected electric utilities from competition in their ser
vice areas, and most of the nation’s farms were in the service area of a regu
lated utility. That utility had a legal obligation to provide service to anyone, 
including farmers, who were willing to meet the conditions established by 
the company and approved by the regulatory commission. Those condi
tions were set so high that few in rural areas could meet them. This protec
tion from competition meant that for a utility, the decision was whether to 
provide service to a rural area now or later. This choice discouraged taking 
risks. When utilities were first providing service in urban areas, they did not 
yet have guaranteed territorial monopolies. A utility that hesitated to pro
vide service to an area risked losing that area to another utility, and utilities 
were willing to take considerable risks to provide service. At the same time 
that they were hesitant about rural electrification, holding companies were 
taking risks to acquire control over operating companies in competition 
with other holding companies.

The REA stripped away much of the protection state regulation pro
vided to privately owned utilities in rural areas. Instead of having the 
choice to postpone providing service, a utility that failed to serve a rural 
area might forever lose that area to a cooperative. If a privately owned 
utility believed that providing service to a particular area would never 
pay, the threat from a cooperative would have had no effect. If the utility 
saw new rural service as providing a long run positive benefit, it had an in
centive immediately to make the needed investment. Before the REA, a 
long run positive benefit was not sufficient. The benefit had to be realized 
in the short run. If the choice were now or later, the time to make the in
vestment was when its payoff would have the largest present value. Rural 
electrification was widely expected to come eventually. Over time, the use 
of electricity in farms would increase, and farms that first received service  
then would begin using larger amounts of electricity than farms first 
receiving services now. As urban areas expanded, the distance to some 
farms would decrease, making it less expensive to extend service to them. 
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In this situation, alternative investments might seem more important. 
This was exactly the claim made in the 1922 report by the NELA’s Rural 
Line Committee.102 Cooperatives brought other factors to consider. If a 
utility allowed a cooperative to operate, there was a good chance it would 
get a new wholesale customer. It would lose, however, the ability to price 
discriminate among users in the area. The electricity sold at wholesale 
would not have as high a potential profitability as electricity sold at re
tail. If there were a nearby federal hydroelectric facility, the cooperative 
would get preferential access over the privately owned utility to the cheap 
power it could provide. The REA and the threat it brought from a coop
erative completely changed the way a privately owned utility evaluated 
the economics of rural electrification. That change resulted in evaluations 
of rural electrification and alternative investments more in line with the 
public interest. The REA corrected a flaw in the industry’s incentive struc
ture that had been created by state regulation. That flaw only involved 
unserved areas, and the corrective function of cooperatives stopped once 
electricity became available in all areas.

The view that the nation’s experience with rural electrification was bound 
to the structure created by state regulation is a logical hypothesis. Perhaps 
future research will be able to test it with empirical evidence. The protec
tion state regulation provided to privately owned utilities covering unserved 
areas varied at least somewhat among the states. In some states, public util
ity districts might have weakened that protection, and states varied in the 
ability of municipally owned utilities to extend their service beyond the mu
nicipality’s boundaries. These variations might offer an opportunity to ex
amine the extent to which differences in rural electrification were due to 
differences in state regulation’s territorial protections.

The creation of the REA was a notable example of a government pol
icy having a positive effect on the electric utility industry. The REA’s pro
gram did include a modest subsidy. From the perspective of federal tax
payers, the value of the subsidy incurred to provide electricity to a farm, 
rural residence, or business in 1940 for twenty five years was $36, or $601 
in 2014 dollars. The benefit of that subsidy extended beyond the individu
als who received service to include those whose service was provided by 
the privately owned utilities whose policies were changed by the REA. 
Although there was initial speculation that with REA support, privately 
owned utilities would be the engines of rural electrification, it is not sur
prising that did not happen. The poisoned political climate was certainly 
a factor inhibiting privately owned utilities from taking greater advantage 
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of REA support, but supporting privately owned utilities was not a solu
tion to the problem of rural electrification. The solution was to bring com
petition to the provision of rural electric service. The competitive threat 
rural cooperatives brought hastened the availability of electricity to all 
Americans. They no longer have that role to play, but the prominent part 
rural cooperatives continue to play in the US electric utility industry is a 
legacy of the benefit they brought the industry and the nation.

Appendix to Chapter 8: Calculation of the Implicit Subsidy  
of the REA’s Program

The value of the REA’s implicit subsidy depends on the value of an inter
est rate different from that used by the REA. The choice of rate depends 
on the perspective from which the subsidy is to be evaluated. Its value 
to a cooperative’s membership, the privately owned electric utilities, and 
federal taxpayers differed. To value the subsidy from the perspective of 
taxpayers, the interest rate paid on federal debt should be used. To value 
it from the perspective of privately owned utilities, the rates they paid to 
obtain funds should be used. Finally, to value the subsidy from the per
spective of the farmers and others who received REA sponsored service, 
the correct interest rate is the one they would have paid to obtain the 
financing needed to construct a distribution system without the REA. 
Table 8.2 shows the calculations using all three of these rates. These sub
sidies are per REA customer (meter), such as a household or business. 
They are the lump sum present value in 1940 of the REA’s subsidies for 
twenty five years, the term of loans issued in that year.

table 8.2 Implicit one- time subsidy per 1940 customer of REA cooperative

Comparison 
group

Average  
interest rate, 
1936– 1940

Implicit  
subsidy of  
REA loan

Implicit  
subsidy of REA 
admin istration

Total  
subsidy,  
1940 dollars

Total  
subsidy,  
2014 dollars

Farmers 6.00% $88.70 $33.53 $122.24 $2,050.17
Private  
utilities

3.53% $23.81 $40.84 $64.65 $1,084.27

Federal 
government

2.58% − $8.61 $44.45 $35.83 $600.98

Source: See chapter appendix
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By 1940, the REA’s program was sufficiently underway that reasonable 
data are available for most of the required measures. That date is early 
enough that an estimate of the implied subsidy would be relevant for eval
uating the positions and actions of the privately owned utilities because 
the ultimate success of the program was not yet known. The calculations 
assume that the information about interest rates and administrative costs 
known in 1940 would persist for the next twenty five years. Both changed, 
but to evaluate the implications of the subsidy in 1940 (and earlier), only 
information available then was used.

There are two parts to the implicit subsidy of the REA’s program. The 
subsidy of the loan is the value in 1940 of a cooperative borrowing money 
at REA interest instead of an alternative rate. The higher the alternative 
interest rate, the greater that portion of the subsidy. The other implicit sub
sidy comes from the REA’s administrative costs, which were not charged 
to those served by the REA. Those administrative costs were annual; a 
higher alternative interest rate makes their present value in 1940 lower.

The average interest rate charged by the REA between 1936 and 1940  
was set by the average rate paid by long term federal government bonds, 
2.81 percent, and this was used in the calculations. The REA’s rate changed 
considerably after 1940. In 1945, Congress set the rate at a flat 2 percent. 
Although reasonable at first, alternative rates rose significantly, increasing 
the total implicit subsidy of the REA’s program. The gap did not become 
apparent until after 1950, but it continued to grow for decades.103 By this 
time, the work of the REA was nearly complete; 78 percent of farms were 
receiving electrical service.

The rate for farmers is based on a statement made by Harry Slat
tery, the REA administrator, that farmers could earn 6 percent on their 
money.104 The relevant rate, however, is not the rate farmers could receive 
but the rate they would have had to pay a willing lender for a twenty five 
year loan on the terms provided by the REA. Undoubtedly, that would 
have been higher than 6 percent, increasing the value of the implicit sub
sidy. Even likelier, such a loan would not have been available at any inter
est rate. Generally, a private lender will require collateral whose value 
exceeds the amount of the loan. The REA accepted as collateral the value 
of a system built with its loan and the $5 fee paid by a cooperative’s mem
bers. If a cooperative were unsuccessful, that collateral would have been 
worth less than the loan. Perhaps rural residents could have mortgaged 
other assets to satisfy a private lender, but that would not have been easily 
arranged. If no alternative financing could have been obtained, the value 
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of the REA’s implicit subsidy to a customer without service from an elec
tric utility is both greater and more difficult to calculate. It might be ap
proximated by the additional cost required to provide equivalent service 
from an isolated plants or an estimate of the total consumer surplus that 
utility service would have provided. $88.70 is a lower bound, perhaps far 
below the true value of the REA’s program to farmers.

The alternative interest rate used for private utilities is based on the 
rates paid on long term utility bonds and preferred stock. Between 1936 
and 1940, the average interest rate paid by privately owned utilities on 
long term bonds was 3.44 percent.105 Data on the preferred stock divi
dend rates paid by privately owned utilities were published by the Journal 
of Land and Public Utility Economics only for 1939 and 1940. For those 
years, the yield on preferred stock was 1.22 percentage points above that 
for long term bonds, and that difference was assumed for the other years. 
The weighted average rate from both financial instruments is 3.53 per
cent. These rates exclude the fees and other administrative costs privately 
owned utilities incurred in issuing these securities. The equivalent costs 
for the REA’s loans were part of the agency’s administrative costs and are 
handled in that portion of the implicit subsidy. No adjustment was made 
for common stock or short term debt. Data on the proportion of money 
raised from common stock are not available, determining an appropriate 
value to use for a return is problematic, and the great majority of operat
ing company common stock was held by holding companies. The propor
tion of total funds that came from holding company common stock sold 
to outside investors was very small.

The federal government rate is the average rate for all federal debt 
at the time. Since that rate includes short term debt, it is lower than the 
REA’s rate, which was based only on long term bond rates. Ideally, a risk 
premium should be added to this rate. Had an REA borrower defaulted, 
the REA would eventually have taken over the system and sold it. De
faults would have occurred when a cooperative’s revenue was insufficient 
to cover loan payments. The eventual sale of the system by the REA would  
probably not have covered the full amount of the loan, and taxpayers would  
have made up the loss. To the REA’s detractors, this was a likely out
come.106 Some of the first REA cooperatives initially encountered financial 
difficulties. The REA placed a portion of the blame on the activ ities of pri
vately owned utilities and liberalized loan terms.107 In 1940, no loan had 
been outstanding for more than five years, most would have another two 
decades or more to run, and many borrowers had yet to make a first pay
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ment. There was no objective basis for assigning a risk premium in 1940. 
In June of 1941, only 1.2 percent of all payments were in arrears. Payments 
received by the REA in advance of their due dates were over twenty five 
times that amount. In 1964, all of the loans made prior to 1940 would have 
been either due or almost due, and more loans would have been made. Of 
all of those loans, only two ended in foreclosure, with a total loss to the 
federal government of $44,478.108 The risk of REA loans proved negligible 
and no risk premium was attached to the federal government interest rate.

The average value of an REA loan per customer was $315 by 1940 
(about $5,300 in 2014 dollars).109 The interest and principal was assumed 
amortized by twenty five annual payments of $17.33. The implicit subsidy 
of the loan is the difference between the $315 from the REA and the 
amount that could have been borrowed at an alternative rate for twenty 
five annual payments of $17.33. Since the federal government rate was less 
than the REA’s, that implicit subsidy is negative.

The REA’s administrative expenses covered the many services provided 
rural cooperatives and the costs of administering the loan program. Con
gressional appropriations for these in 1940 were $2,700,000.110 The aver
age for all customers for that year was $3.19 ($53.50 in 2014 dollars). It 
would have been reasonable to expect these per customer costs to decrease 
over time. Initially, as the number of projects increased, scale economies 
would reduce the cost per project, as had already happened. Between 1937 
and 1940, the REA reported that the costs per project fell from $9,000 to 
$1,714.111 The REA’s involvement in a project would decrease once the 
construction of the project was completed. In 1967, the REA reported its 
administrative costs per customer as $2.39 in 1967 dollars, or 92¢ in 1940 
dollars. Beginning in 1952, the REA had the added responsibility for tele
phone service in rural areas, and it reported that 46.5 percent of all person 
hours in 1967 was devoted to telephones rather than electricity; 92¢ over
states the administrative costs in that year for just the electricity program.112 
The REA’s administrative costs were assumed to have declined linearly be
tween 1940 and 1967 from $3.19 to 92¢, and the present value of those costs 
in 1940 is the estimate of that portion of the implicit subsidy.



Conclusion and a Look Forward  
From 1940

Before the nineteenth century, electricity was a scientific, and some-
times popular, curiosity. The nineteenth century brought numerous 

technical advances, and during the first half of the century, these included 
commercial uses in chemical processes and in the transmission of messages 
through electric telegraphy. In the last quarter of the century, the devel-
opment of arc lighting brought a practical and improved form of artificial 
lighting, albeit with limited application. Thomas Edison revolutionized the 
commercialization of electricity with a new system. He invented neither 
the electric light nor the incandescent bulb, but he developed the system 
that brought electricity into homes and offices and laid the basis for the 
modern electric utility industry. The unique characteristics of his incandes-
cent bulb lay at the center of his new system, but the radical new system 
required solutions to problems never previously appreciated. His genius 
was in anticipating those problems and inventing the solutions that made 
the system workable. Since then, the impact of electricity on modern life 
has been profound. Its effect on manufacturing productivity improved the 
nation’s standard of living. The huge infrastructure created by the utility in-
dustry supported (and continues to support) the development of additional 
innovations, including those responsible for the current information tech-
nology revolution. Once available, electricity changed from being a luxury 
to almost a necessity of life, one that could not be interrupted even briefly.

The value of electricity for some purposes is so large that even extremely 
high prices would not end its use. At the prices actually charged for electric-
ity, its net benefit is enormous. Before 1940, increases in the price of elec-
tricity were very unusual and decreases were common. One might suppose 
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that an industry with this record would have brought to its customers sat-
isfaction not controversy. Instead, the electric utility industry was chroni-
cally the subject of political controversy to an extent seldom experienced 
by other industries.

The structure of an industry determines the incentives facing the in-
dustry’s decision makers and the extent to which their interests align with 
those of the public. For most industries, public policy has sought to en-
courage a structure that comes close to one where many firms compete 
with one another and new firms can freely enter the industry. The eco-
nomics of electric utilities, however, makes this ideal inappropriate and 
does not provide a clear alternative. Disagreement over what would be 
the best alternative structure has been the basis of all the industry’s con-
troversies. Until World War II, or shortly after, the disagreement centered 
on whether the nation was better served by utilities owned and operated 
by government or by profit- seeking privately owned firms. The electric 
utility industry is unusual in that it has always included both.

Electric utilities have a unique set of economic and technical charac-
teristics that have limited the set of workable industry structures. With 
minor exception, electricity must be produced in the instant it is used. 
Unlike other networks, the path taken by the flow of electricity from a 
particular producer to user cannot be controlled or identified. Decentral-
ized control of a network is impossible. At the same time, a single fully 
integrated network can serve a geographic area more economically than 
multiple independent networks. These characteristics make competition 
effectively impossible. A very large proportion of the costs of an electric 
utility, particularly the early utilities, was the cost of equipment, and a 
large proportion of that equipment was transaction- specific. Once it was 
acquired, it had little value if it could not be used for its original purpose. 
The combination of the need for a utility to be the sole provider in a par-
ticular area and the importance of transaction- specific capital equipment 
resulted in widespread municipal corruption when individual firms had to 
depend on franchises to operate.

A recognition that monopoly supply of electricity was needed joined 
the realization that monopoly power could be used to exploit custom-
ers and discourage the efficient use of electricity. These led to the de-
velopment of state regulatory commissions that had authority over the 
prices charged by privately owned utilities. This type of regulatory com-
mission had been tried with railroads but was unsuccessful until it was 
used with utilities. By then, the Supreme Court had laid down conditions 
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that regulated prices had to meet. Those conditions were ambiguous and 
confusing and hampered the implementation of regulation. Those who 
were suspicious of profit- seeking privately owned utilities saw regulation 
as ineffective and continued to advocate for government ownership. They 
were joined by conservationists whose concerns centered on the exploi-
tation of natural resources. That, and the growing importance of the in-
terstate sale of electricity, drew the federal government into the industry 
both as regulator and as participant.

Regulation provided a durable industry structure within which the in-
dustry grew and made enormous contributions to the nation’s economy and 
well- being. That structure, however, was deeply flawed, and those flaws re-
sulted in many new policy proposals. Regulation created disincentives for 
utilities to operate as efficiently as possible. Barriers created by regulations 
discouraged the development of large integrated networks, particularly in-
terstate networks. World War I brought awareness of this deficiency and led 
to two proposals that would have addressed this problem and restructured 
the industry. Neither, however, was enacted.

The importance of capital equipment made electric utilities heavily 
dependent on outside investors. Holding companies facilitated access to 
those investors and provided the early utilities with technical and admin-
istrative support. Holding companies were also able to exploit weaknesses 
in the methodology of state regulation, enabling utilities to regain much 
of the monopoly power regulatory commissions were supposed to deny 
them. However, holding companies were also able to overcome the bar-
riers state regulation posed to the development of large integrated net-
works, and they built a number of such networks that continue in opera-
tion. An intention to create larger networks cannot explain the scramble 
by holding companies to acquire far- flung operating companies, particu-
larly during the last half of the 1920s. During the 1920s, holding compa-
nies enjoyed spectacular financial success and received considerable inter-
est from Wall Street. The growing financial and political power of holding 
companies led to multiple federal investigations. The most exhaustive 
federal investigation of any industry concluded that holding companies 
had used tactics to deceive investors and had exploited electricity users 
by taking advantages of weaknesses in state regulation. The investigation 
was also very critical of state policies, including those used by many state 
regulatory commissions.

The stock market crash and Great Depression dramatically changed 
the nation’s political climate and the public’s view of the privately owned 
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segment of the electric utility industry, especially holding companies. A 
retrograde policy, the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935, sought 
to return the industry to a structure that had existed before holding com-
panies became dominant. The law forced the breakup of nearly all holding 
companies and made the formation of new holding companies unattrac-
tive. Many states reformed their regulatory commissions. The barriers to 
new large integrated networks that holding companies had been able to 
overcome were re- erected.

New arguments in the New Deal for government ownership and op-
eration of electric utilities held that private ownership should continue 
to dominate the industry but that a limited role for government would 
be a more effective check on the undesirable behavior of privately owned 
utilities than state regulation. The federal government assumed a signifi-
cant role as owner and operator of electric utilities. The most dramatic 
instance of this role was the Tennessee Valley Authority, which took on all 
of the responsibilities of an electric utility as part of a much larger man-
date. It was a government agency with a unique organization. The advo-
cates of government ownership hoped the TVA would become a template 
for similar authorities across the country, but privately owned utilities saw 
it as an existential threat. The TVA was able to create a large fully inte-
grated network, but its organization was not replicated, and its continuing 
influence on the industry eventually ended. The federal government’s role 
as a producer of hydroelectricity, however, continued to expand.

Perhaps the most successful federal program that identified and cor-
rected a flaw with the structure of state regulation was the Rural Electrifi-
cation Administration. State regulation had reduced the incentives for pri-
vately owned utilities to extend service to rural areas. The REA enabled 
the creation of a large number of cooperative distributors, but an even 
more notable effect was the change it caused in the behavior of privately 
owned electric utilities, which began providing service to farms at an un-
precedented rate. The protected monopoly status of electric utilities had 
discouraged their providing that service earlier. The REA changed that 
behavior by bringing competition to the rural distribution of electricity.

Electric Utilities after 19401

By 1940, the changes in the industry structure brought by New Deal pro-
grams were not complete. The breakup of holding companies continued 
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into the next decade, new hydroelectric sites were developed by the fed-
eral government, and electricity had not yet been made available in all 
rural areas. During World War II, the production of electricity by all sec-
tors of the industry grew rapidly to meet war needs. Soon after the end of 
the war, the impacts of New Deal programs had largely been completed. 
The boundaries of the TVA were set, eliminating its continuing threat to 
privately owned utilities. The federal government’s role as a provider of 
hydroelectricity ceased growing once all feasible hydroelectric sites had 
been developed. The breakup of holding companies ended, and virtually 
all rural areas were provided access to electricity. Advocacy for govern-
ment ownership of utilities remained a local issue in some areas but disap-
peared as a national issue. A 1944 Supreme Court decision on the power 
of regulatory commissions eliminated much of the confusion caused by 
the court’s earlier decisions, and reformed state regulation provided the 
dominant structure for the industry. Its flaws largely remained, and the 
industry structure it created continued to inhibit the development of new 
large integrated networks, but the demand for electricity grew rapidly, and 
the industry entered a three- decade- long period of relative quiet, during 
which the use of electricity grew at an annualized rate of over 8 percent.2

A confluence of factors brought to an end the industry’s period of po-
litical peace in the 1970s. The 1973 Arab oil embargo made “energy cri-
sis” prominent in the nation’s political lexicon, and oil use became seen 
as a vulnerability that threatened national security. This occurred after a 
period in which environmental concerns had resulted in federal policies 
encouraging utilities to shift from coal-  to oil- fired generation.

Optimistic projections of future growth in electricity usage led utilities 
to plan major construction projects. After a long period in which the fed-
eral government had promoted the use of nuclear energy without much 
success, the electric utility industry enthusiastically embraced the new tech-
nology and began undertaking planning and construction of power plants 
whose scale far exceeded those of prior plants. Nuclear power offered low 
operating costs but high capital costs that became much greater than the 
industry’s initial expectations. A period of rapid inflation brought soaring 
nominal interest rates at a time when the industry was trying to raise the 
substantial funds required to build the new plants. Electricity prices rose 
faster than the rate of inflation but not fast enough to keep up with costs, 
and utility profits fell. Growth in the demand for electricity fell short of the 
industry’s forecasts, and utilities were forced to cancel projects underway 
on which they had already spent enormous sums.3 State regulatory commis-
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sions faced the problem of finding a way to pay these costs. Utilities argued 
that their customers should pay the costs based on a controversial argument 
for the existence of a “regulatory compact.” They maintained that regu-
lators had approved in advance the utility’s failed construction plans, and 
regulation restrained the rate of return a utility could earn on successful 
investments. Since regulation prevented utilities from earning high returns 
when investments performed better than expected, it also limited the losses 
to a utility when investments turned out badly. For decades, the battle over 
exactly who would pay these sunk costs would consume enormous effort 
and resources.4

This experience with failed utility investment decisions revealed a new 
flaw with the regulatory system. If an investment decision by an unregu-
lated firm in a competitive environment turns out badly, it is the firm, not 
its customers, that bears the consequences. A risky investment, however, 
that turns out well may temporarily provide such a firm a large return. 
Faced with these possible outcomes, a firm considering undertaking a risky 
investment has an incentive to devote great care to investment planning 
and to forecasting future demand. One aspect of utility investment plan-
ning was the choice of technology to use in future plants. Of all that were 
available, nuclear power posed special financial risks. Even if the total cost 
of generation from that technology was expected to be cheaper than alter-
natives, careful planning required those risks to be taken into account. For 
example, an alternative with very different financial and economic charac-
teristics was gas- fired turbines. The cost of constructing a nuclear plant, its 
capital costs, far exceeded those of a gas- fired plant, but its operating costs 
were then lower. The total cost of electricity from a nuclear plant might 
have been expected to be lower, but this depended on some critical as-
sumptions about the reliability of a technology with which the industry had 
little experience. Because of the high fixed capital and low operating costs, 
the total cost of electricity from a nuclear plant is little different whether 
or not it is actually generating electricity. To be a cost- effective way of pro-
ducing electricity, a nuclear plant must run as close to continuously as pos-
sible. At least partly because of the industry’s lack of experience, nuclear 
plants experienced many unforeseen events that forced them to be shut 
down, and the cost of the electricity they generated was consequently high.

Other factors made nuclear technology financially risky. Forecasts of fu-
ture demand are uncertain. If the actual demand for electricity falls short of 
those forecasts (as happened), losses will be lower if the plan was to meet 
that unrealized demand with a lower capital- cost technology. Forecasted 
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demand should not be the sole basis for investment planning. Confidence 
in those forecasts, and the consequences of their being inaccurate, must also 
be considered. The longer expected construction times of a nuclear plant 
contributed to its financial risk because forecasting errors tend to increase 
over time.

The issues associated with investment risk do not mean that risky in-
vestments should never be undertaken, but their consideration mandates 
devoting more care and more resources to both investment planning and 
demand forecasts. Luck remains a major factor in determining the out-
come, but careful planning can reduce the consequences of bad luck. A crit-
icism of regulation is that it reduced the incentive for electric utilities to de-
vote the care and resources that were needed. Regulatory commissions do  
not experience the full consequences of investment losses, and they do not 
have the resources needed to plan effectively for risky investments. Requir-
ing a utility to obtain the permission of a regulatory com mission prior to 
undertaking investments was not a solution to the problem of investment 
risk. Shifting the consequences of poor investment decisions to customers 
reduces the incentive for those making the decisions to devote the care 
and resources investment planning requires. Yet this was explicitly done 
by many state com missions, who adopted “construction work in progress” 
policies, which immediately added construction costs to the rate base instead 
of waiting until the plant was operating. This enabled a utility to receive a 
portion of the costs (interest costs) of a cancelled plant even before its can-
cellation. Firms operating in a competitive market cannot similarly charge 
current custom ers for investments that will benefit only future customers.

The clarity of hindsight made it apparent that utilities had not done a 
good job of investment planning, and the incentives created by the system 
of state regulation were at least partly to blame. One way of eliminating  
this problem was to restructure the industry so that firms planning for in-
vestments in generation operated in a competitive market rather than as 
regulated monopolists. Other developments further encouraged the shift of 
generation from regulated monopolists to competing firms. In 1977, numer-
ous provisions in a series of laws that came from President Carter’s national 
energy plan affected the electric utility industry. Utilities had complained 
that delays in licensing nuclear plants contributed to their long completion 
times, and a new law streamlined that process. Other laws addressed prob-
lems not directly related to the nuclear imbroglio. Environmental concerns 
had caused utilities to shift generation from coal to oil and natural gas. The 
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new law required them to bear the costs to shift generation back to coal. 
Recognition that existing rate structures discouraged the most efficient use 
of electricity resulted in a requirement that state regulatory commissions 
consider better rate structures, including rates based on the time of day of 
electricity use. The laws also created a new cabinet- level department, the 
Department of Energy, and the federal regulation of utilities that had been 
the responsibility of the FPC was transferred to the new Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission (FERC).

The law that had the largest impact on policies affecting the industry’s 
structure was the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act. This law required 
utilities to purchase electricity from independent firms (termed “qualify-
ing facilities,” or QFs) that produced electricity either from renewable re-
sources or as a by- product of other industrial processes (cogeneration). 
The state regulatory commissions determined the prices utilities were re-
quired to pay based not on what it cost to produce the electricity but on 
the utility’s “avoided cost,” what it would have cost the utility to produce 
the electricity it was required to purchase. Regulatory commissions might 
have interpreted avoided cost as just the additional cost a utility would have 
incurred had it produced the electricity instead of purchasing it from a QF, 
its marginal cost. That interpretation would not have included in the price 
paid a QF any of the costs of underutilized power plants, since those costs 
were the same whether or not the plants were actually used for genera-
tion. Such prices would have encouraged generation from the most efficient 
source, but those prices would have been low. A number of commissions 
saw benefit in encouraging the development of the seemingly environmen-
tally friendly new generation sources and set prices much higher. The high 
prices proved very profitable to the independent QFs and they became a 
significant source of all new generation. Many utilities entered into long- 
term contracts to purchase this expensive electricity.5

Generation from outside the regulated utilities was further encour-
aged by the Energy Policy Act of 1992, which created a new class of in-
dependent generators, “exempt wholesale generators” (EWGs). These 
were not restricted in the method used to produce electricity, but nego-
tiation, not regulation, determined the prices they received. Regulated 
utilities were compelled to use their systems to transmit the electricity 
produced by the EWGs to their wholesale customers. Falling natural gas 
prices made gas- fired generation attractive, and EWGs were able to rap-
idly construct the inexpensive plants that used this technology. EWGs had 
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a major advantage over the regulated utilities. Major components of the 
high prices charged by regulated utilities were the costs of unneeded and 
unreliable nuclear plants and the high prices they were forced to pay QFs, 
often under long- term contract. The bargain prices charged by EWGs 
created a rush by wholesale customers (including municipally owned dis-
tribution systems and rural cooperatives) to shift their source of electric-
ity from the regulated utilities to these new generators, and their numbers 
grew. The savings enjoyed by the customers of EWGs made them vocal 
advocates for more independent generation and access to utility- owned 
transmission lines. Industrial users that were not wholesale customers 
clamored to get access to the electricity generated by independents and 
advocated “retail wheeling” so they too could get access to the cheaper 
electricity. Some firms, including regulated utilities, hesitated to create 
independent generating subsidiaries for fear they would become subject 
to the regulations the SEC imposed on public utility holding companies. 
Congress responded to their concerns in 2005 by repealing the 1935 Pub-
lic Utility Holding Company Act. Since the customers of the independent 
generators were not contributing to the costs of nuclear plants and high- 
priced power from QFs, their growing popularity contributed to the prob-
lem of recovering those costs, which became known as “stranded costs.” 
The political problem of paying these stranded costs increased.

At the time all of this was happening, price regulation, similar to that used 
with electric utilities, was being eliminated from other industries, including 
natural gas production, airlines, and trucking. If there ever was a rationale 
for regulating these industries in ways that set prices and limited compe-
tition, it was no longer apparent. Deregulating those industries caused 
considerable turmoil among the affected firms and did result in changes to 
their structure, but public policy did not attempt to dictate or guide those 
changes. Technological changes in telecommunications made restructuring 
of the telephone industry inevitable, although the existing telephone indus-
try resisted such change. Restructuring of that industry, including separa-
tion of the sale of telephone equipment from the provision of telephone ser-
vice and separation of long- distance from local service, occurred under the  
direction of federal courts and proved more complicated than the dereg u-
lation of other industries. Nevertheless, the experience with all of these in-
dustries showed that the elimination of price regulation was feasible.

The British experience with their electric utility industry was an impor-
tant precursor to developments in the United States. In 1926, Britain’s de-
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velopment of the national grid created a structure in which generation and 
transmission were under separate ownership. Generation was not deregu-
lated, but some competitive behavior did emerge.6 This model had been 
considered before in the United States— with the TVA power pool pro-
posal and the Magnusson proposal at the creation of the BPS, and it was in-
herent in the Giant Power proposal. Britain nationalized its electric utility 
industry after World War II but privatized it in 1989 under a new structure. 
That new structure heavily influenced the development of the new electric 
utility industry structure that emerged in parts of the United States.7

Different areas of the United States implemented versions of the new 
structure. Although they differ in details, they are very similar in important 
ways. A regional transmission organization (RTO) has the responsi bility 
for operating the transmission system, dispatching generating plants, bal-
ancing generation and use, and maintaining the overall stability and reli-
ability of the entire electricity distribution system.8 RTOs do not own the 
transmission network or significant amounts of any of the assets that make 
up the electric supply infrastructure. They neither generate electricity nor 
distribute it to final users. RTOs are nonprofit organizations subject to 
FERC regulation. They sell wholesale electricity to separate organizations 
(  privately or municipally owned distributors or cooperatives) that distrib-
ute and sell electricity to retail users. An RTO organizes and operates mar-
kets where it purchases electricity from unregulated competing generating 
firms at prices determined by a market.

Each day the generating firms supply the RTO with bids for each hour 
of the following day, specifying the generating capacity they are willing to 
make available and the minimum price they would accept for the electric-
ity they generate. The next day, the RTO dispatches generators in order of 
their offer prices, lowest to highest. The highest offer price of any generat-
ing firm actually selling electricity to the RTO is the price paid all firms 
during that hour.9 The prices generating firms receive thus change each 
hour and those prices determine the prices the RTO charges distributors. 
In addition, the RTO runs a real- time market to purchase electricity re-
quired to maintain the system’s balance. There are other specialized mar-
kets, the need for some of which was realized only with experience. For 
example, in order to ensure that generation and use are always perfectly 
matched, standby generators capable of beginning generation instantly are 
required. To eliminate the delay required to bring turbines and generators 
up to speed, these generators are kept running even when they are not 
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producing electricity. Their owners incur costs and require compensation 
even if the RTO does not purchase electricity they produce. RTOs operate 
separate markets where firms compete to provide this service.

A number of states have adopted a version of the new structure, includ-
ing Texas, California, New York, and several states in New England, the 
Midwest, and the mid- Atlantic. Other states, including most in the South-
east, have retained the traditional system of state regulation of integrated 
utilities. In the 1990s, it appeared that the entire nation was in transition to 
the new system, but a crisis in California in 2000 and 2001 halted that pro-
cess. A large share of the effort that went into the development of Califor-
nia’s structure was devoted to the issue of recovering stranded costs, and 
this likely contributed to flaws in the structure the state implemented.10 
Users and suppliers of electricity were prohibited from entering into long- 
term contracts, and retail prices were capped in many areas. A number of 
factors, including reduced rainfall and transmission bottlenecks, lowered 
the available supply of electricity in several areas. The unregulated gener-
ating firms were able to exercise market power by withholding their elec-
tricity even when the prices they received would have covered their costs. 
In these circumstances, the decision of a single firm could drive the price 
everyone received above that firm’s marginal cost. Withholding some elec-
tricity reduced the amount it sold, but the higher price more than made 
up for that loss. Since many areas capped retail prices, the higher whole-
sale prices did not lead to reduced use. Wholesale prices soared and the 
RTO was unable to acquire sufficient electricity to maintain system bal-
ance. Rotating blackouts in large areas were necessary, and one old utility,  
Pacific Gas & Electric, became bankrupt. Ultimately, the state entered into 
long- term contracts at high prices to ease the shortages.11

After the California experience, states that had not yet adopted the 
new system abandoned plans to do so. Some of the states retaining the sys-
tem of regulation of integrated utilities, however, allowed existing RTOs  
to take control of their transmission systems. As a result, the multistate 
transmission systems under unified control became larger. There is evi-
dence that these RTOs have been able to capture some of the benefits of 
large fully integrated networks.12 Since they do not own the transmission 
system, the RTOs do not have the same control over transmission invest-
ments, as would a fully integrated utility that both owned and operated 
the transmission system.

The separation of transmission from generation adversely affects deci-
sions to make new investments in transmission. A fully integrated utility 
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has an incentive to bring electricity to its customers at the lowest possible 
cost and to choose the best mix of generation and transmission to achieve 
that goal. No similar incentive generally exists in a system where genera-
tion and transmission investment decision are made separately. In addi-
tion, as explained in the introduction, it is difficult to compensate an owner 
of a transmission line for the contribution that line provides the network 
because the flow of electricity between a single generator and a single user 
cannot be traced. The addition of a new transmission lines affects the en-
tire network in ways that could be positive or even negative. Investment 
planning for the transmission system must be done centrally. Such plan-
ning requires forecasts of the level and pattern of electricity usage. Once 
such forecasts are made, the design of the network is a tractable engineer-
ing problem, but the economic incentive to construct a network that will 
supply future electricity needs in the most efficient way is muted. Ironi-
cally, the effort to correct a flaw in state regulation and improve decisions 
about investment in generation may have exacerbated a similar problem 
with investment decisions in transmission. Such a system can work, but nei-
ther those planning for new transmission investments nor those actually 
making the investments fully bear the risk of those investments. The sys-
tem lacks the direct economic incentives present when an integrated utility 
owns and controls both transmission and investment.13 

A further irony has arisen from a shift in the favored technology for new 
generating plants. The problems state regulation created in the incentives 
for utilities to engage in efficient investment planning became manifest 
because they were planning for huge power plants that a used new technol-
ogy, that took a long time to complete, and whose costs were dominated 
by construction costs. By contrast, the technology that now dominates 
investment planning is natural- gas- fired plants. These tend to be smaller, 
they use a technology similar to that long used by the industry, and their 
costs are not as heavily weighted by construction costs. Had that technol-
ogy been dominant in the 1970s, there might have been no stranded costs 
and no public policy initiative to restructure the industry.

Public policy initiatives that seek to increase the proportion of genera-
tion from wind and solar power increase the importance of a robust trans-
mission system. Generators powered by wind or directly by the sun have 
a characteristic similar to that of hydropowered generators; the amount 
of electricity that can be generated at a particular time depends on the 
whims of nature rather than the need for the electricity. Compared to hy-
droelectricity, the availability of electricity from these two sources is even 
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less predictable and more variable. The importance of robust networks 
in areas that depended primarily on hydroelectricity historically resulted 
in those areas having the best- developed transmission networks. If wind 
and solar are to become more important sources of electricity generation, 
increased attention to transmission networks will be necessary.

Although it now seems impossible to use market competition to de-
velop the nation’s transmission network, some states, notably Texas, have 
brought such competition to some aspects of electricity retailing. In these 
states, individual users of electricity can choose among different compa-
nies to supply them with electricity. These companies generally neither 
own nor control any of the physical assets involved with electricity gen-
eration, transmission, or distribution. They enter into contracts with gen-
erating companies, and they collect payment from their retail customers. 
Since all of these retail companies use the same distribution system, cus-
tomers of the different companies must pay the same distribution costs. 
Moreover, since they all use the same distribution system, none has any 
control over the reliability of their customer’s service. There is no differ-
ence in the electricity available from any of the suppliers, and they are 
sharply limited in the ways they can differentiate their services. By con-
tracting with different generators, they can vary in the extent to which the 
electricity they sell comes from “green” sources. They can also vary in the 
type of financial arrangements they offer customers, with some specializ-
ing in customers with poor credit records. A new opportunity for differen-
tiating will occur when the owners of distribution systems switch from the 
old kilowatt and demand- charge meters to newer “smart” meters. With 
these meters, competing retailers will be able to use different rate struc-
tures, including rate structures that better reflect the cost of producing 
electricity and better promote its efficient use. Competition in this area 
may encourage the adoption of better rate structures.14

Is the new industry structure that eliminates integrated utilities and 
brings competition to generation better than the older system of state reg-
ulation?15 The answer is unclear. The incentives to efficiently plan for and 
operate generating facilities are better under the new system, and there 
is evidence that it has resulted in slight improvements in the operation of 
generating plants. There is stronger evidence that the use of RTOs to con-
trol large multistate transmission networks has brought positive benefits. 
States that have chosen to retain the system of regulating integrated utili-
ties, however, can enjoy that benefit. The new system may adversely affect 
transmission planning and investment, but no study has analyzed current 
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data to support or refute that concern. Fully integrated utilities may be 
better able to capture the full benefits of large fully integrated networks, 
and recent mergers following the repeal of the 1935 Holding Company 
Act increased the size of the networks under the control of such utilities.16 
Although those networks unify operation and investment planning, they 
remain smaller than the ones under the control of RTOs.

Electricity prices under the new structure are more volatile than those 
under traditional regulation. Futures markets have arisen in response to 
this volatility to allow electricity users to protect themselves against that 
volatility. If prices in futures markets influence investment and electricity 
use, they can contribute to greater efficiency. However, these markets and 
the specialized firms that operate within them use resources not used where 
traditional regulation is used, and this is a cost of the new system. There 
is evidence that during times when supplies are tight, individual firms will 
possess market power, enabling them to withhold generation resulting in a 
price above marginal cost and exploiting customers much as a monopolist 
could.17 This is surprising for a market containing many sellers each pro-
viding an identical product, but market power explains many of the price 
increases in California in the summers of 2000 and 2001, and the special 
characteristics of generation markets may make this problem endemic.18 
There is also a plausible case that prices under the new structure could fall 
so low that generating firms would be unable to stay in business, but there is 
no evidence this has happened or of the likelihood of it happening.19

The comparative prices charged users under the two systems will drive 
the popular and political evaluation of the two systems. Those prices have 
been higher in states that adopted the new structure than in those that 
retained the old system. The two groups of states, however, differ in the 
many important factors that affect the price of electricity. The choice be-
tween the two industry structures likely has a much smaller effect on retail 
prices than do these other factors. Nevertheless, the lower prices in those 
states with the traditional system of regulation make it unlikely they will 
opt to change.

Across its history, there have been a number of major changes in the 
structure of the electric utility industry. The adoption of state regulation re-
placed the system of municipal franchises. Holding companies arose, aided 
the financing of the industry, built multistate integrated networks, and at 
least partially nullified many aspects of state regulation. The dismantling 
of the holding company system empowered a regulatory system that added 
significant federal regulation to that exercised by the states. Most recently, 
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the development of RTOs with control over larger networks seems to have 
had a positive effect on network operations, although its effect on network 
investment and network development is uncertain. The new system has 
both advantages and disadvantages over the old, and the lack of clarity over 
which dominates has left the nation with two very different industry struc-
tures operating in different regions. Throughout the industry’s history, flaws 
in the industry’s structure led to policy- induced changes. The new structures 
that resulted brought new flaws that were usually unanticipated. Those new 
flaws have always created uncertainty as to whether the new structure was 
an improvement over the old, but those flaws encouraged new policy pro-
posals to again alter the industry’s structure.

The basic economic characteristics of the generation and distribution 
of electricity have remained unchanged, they make efforts to reform the 
industry’s structure difficult, and they have made the design of a best in-
dustry structure elusive. There were numerous unadopted proposals for 
altering the industry’s structure. These included the Superpower proposal, 
the Giant Power proposal, several power pool proposals, proposals for a 
vastly greater role by government- owned firms, and a proposal for electric-
ity networks to be designed and implemented by a government regulatory 
agency. The authors of the Superpower proposal solved the problem of a 
new technical design for a greatly improved electric utility infrastructure 
in an important region of the country, and they even developed a work-
able technical transition plan. The new infrastructure, however, required 
a new industry structure without which the technical plan was impossible. 
Despite the huge unquestioned benefits the new technical structure would 
have brought, designing a new structure of ownership and control and a 
transition to that new structure proved intractable. Technical problems 
have always been easier to overcome than economic ones.

The ideological divisions that characterized so many of the battles over 
the industry’s structure during its first half century have abated, and that 
has enabled the industry to move out of the center of public concern for 
long periods. A crisis that suddenly increased the price of electricity, as 
occurred in the 1970s, or reduced its reliability, as occurred in California 
in 2000, would again make the industry and its institutional structure a 
matter of prominent political controversy. Electricity is too important, and 
the problem of getting right the structure of the industry that produces it 
is too difficult, to imagine that its days of political controversy are over. We 
live in a time when many look to technological breakthroughs for solutions 
to problems. Is there a technological innovation that might eliminate the 
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industry’s cycle of political crises and restructuring by public policy? Such 
a change would have to alter the industry’s basic economic characteristics. 
Perhaps the development of a device that was inexpensive, that could store 
large amounts of electricity, and that was small enough to be used by a 
household could do this. Such a device would profoundly alter the need 
for generating capacity and the economics of the transmission and dis-
tribution of electricity. If this were combined with a new technology that 
economically enabled dispersed generation, the impact on the electric util-
ity industry would be disruptive. Pending those developments, the electric 
utility industry will remain an essential part of the nation’s economy and 
infrastructure supplying, without interruption, a necessity of life.





Notes

Unless otherwise noted, all price conversions were made using the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics’ Consumer Price Index, and calculated annual growth rates 
for multiple years are annual rates with continuous compounding (average 
differences in annual logs).

Introduction

1. “Nation to Be Dark One Minute Tonight after Edison Burial” (1931).
2. At the end of the twentieth century, some parts of the country restructured 

their electric utility industry in a way that enabled competition in generation but 
not transmission. Local distribution systems retain monopoly characteristics, al-
though in some areas customers can choose among competing retailers for billing. 
This is discussed more in the conclusion.

3. For alternating current, inductive loads can result in a current’s voltage and 
amperage being out of phase. Equipment designed to handle this type of current is 
often sized by the maximum volt-amps (VA), a measure of apparent, as opposed to 
real, power. Volt-amps and watts are always the same in direct current.

4. Oliver Williamson has applied the concept in this way in several works, in-
cluding Williamson 1979; Williamson 1985; and Williamson 1988. It has also been 
applied in the context of regulated utilities; see Goldberg 1976.

5. Consider this simplified explanation. Suppose use of electricity on a network 
is constant at all times. The probability of a single generator failing is 10 percent; 
network reliability is 90 percent. Suppose a second generator is put into reserve. 
It will be operated the 10 percent of the time the first one fails. Since it will fail 
10 percent of the time it is operating, there is a 1 percent probability both genera-
tors will fail at the same time; the network is 99 percent reliable, and its reserve 
capacity is 100 percent of its need. If a network needs ten generators, 99 percent 
reliability will require four reserve generators, only 40 percent of need. If the net-
work needs 100 generators, 99 percent reliability will require 20 reserve generators,  
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20 percent of need. Larger networks will need fewer generators and a lower pro-
portion of reserve generators than would be required by multiple smaller net-
works serving the same area.

Chapter 1

1. There is some debate over whether von Guericke’s device was an electro-
static generator or the inspiration for an electrostatic generator developed by oth-
ers. Schiffer 2003, 18– 20.

2. US Bureau of the Census 1905, 86.
3. King 1962, 385.
4. Bowers 1998, 1– 3.
5. Ibid., 20– 40.
6. In 1885, after commercialization of both arc and incandescent lights was un-

derway, Carl Auer von Welsbach invented the gas mantle, consisting of a cotton 
mesh impregnated with metal salts. When the mantle was first heated, the cotton 
would burn away, leaving the metal oxides. When heated, the metal oxides would 
incandesce, producing a light that, though harsh, was comparable in brightness and 
quality to an electric light, and the amount of light produced was over six times 
that of a gas flame. Its commercialization in the United States in 1890 retarded the 
adoption of electric lights. There were districts in New York in the 1890s where 
more Welsbach mantles were installed than Edison incandescent lights. “The Wel-
sbach Light” (1900); Neil 1942; Passer 1953, 196– 97.

7. The light of an open flame comes from the incandescence of incompletely 
burned material in the flame. Virtually all artificial light prior to electricity was 
produced by incandescence. Some methods of producing light from electricity, in-
cluding gas discharge, do not use incandescence. These other methods are usually 
more efficient; more of the energy is converted to light rather than heat.

8. King 1962, 392.
9. Ibid., 396, 404.
10. Passer 1953, 13.
11. Among the others were Hiram Maxim, St. George Lane- Fox, Moses Far-

mer, William Sawyer, and Albion Man. Bowers 1998, 99– 100.
12. Bowers 1982, 120.
13. Friedel, Israel, and Finn 1986, 14, 64, 66, 120, 177. While developing his elec-

trical system Edison made well- researched and detailed cost comparisons with gas 
lighting systems to be as certain as possible that not only would the electric system 
be competitive but also that he would make a profit. Friedel, Israel, and Finn. 1986, 
66– 67, 120– 22.

14. Schroeder 1986, 526.
15. Passer 1953, 99– 102.
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Chapter 2

1. The modern private electric utility industry prefers the term “investor- owned” 
to “private.” Government- owned utilities often prefer the term “public” ownership 
to “government” ownership. “Public” when referring to ownership can be ambigu-
ous since, as a rule, modern utilities are public corporations, that is, corporations 
whose stock is available for purchase by the public. The early census reports used 
the terms “commercial” and “municipal,” but electric utilities came also to be owned 
and operated by states and by the federal government. A third class of electric utility 
that became important in the 1930s is nonprofit cooperatives, where the customers 
directly own the utility without an intervening government. Legally, cooperatives are 
privately owned, but when the industry was divided into two political camps, coop-
eratives were grouped with government- owned utilities rather than privately owned 
for- profit utilities. In many countries, hybrid ownership has also been common— 
corporations whose stock is held both by governments and by private parties. This 
has been very rare in the United States. The two forms of ownership will generally 
be designated here as “privately owned” or “government owned.” Cooperative own-
ership will be discussed in chapter 8 with rural electrification.

2. Carlson 1991, 300– 301, 360– 61.
3. “J. Pierpont Morgan” 2014.
4. Passer 1953, 12– 19.
5. Carlson 1991, 255– 57.
6. Passer 1953, 118.
7. Ibid., 108.
8. Ibid., 140.
9. Ibid., 34– 40.
10. Ibid., 37, 99.
11. McCormick 1981, 256, 258– 59.
12. These deficiencies were acknowledged in the report. US Bureau of the Cen-

sus 1905, 7.
13. Ibid., 7- 8.
14. Based on the number of utilities under each ownership type in 1902, about 

4 percent of each group switched ownership. The growth in the total number of 
private utilities during this period was slower than that of municipal utilities, not 
because private utilities had become less important but because they had experi-
enced a degree of consolidation that had not happened with municipal utilities. US 
Bureau of the Census 1910, 20, 28.

15. Dorau 1929, 2– 3.
16. Hausman and Neufeld 1991.
17. This point was made by Sam Peltzman (1971). He developed a theoretical 

model comparing the pricing behavior of a municipally owned utility with a profit 
constraint with that of a profit- maximizing privately owned utility. The municipal 
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utility could accept a lower profit that enabled it to offer lower prices to all users, 
but residential users would get the largest reduction. He then compared the prices 
of government- owned and privately owned utilities in 1966 but failed to find evi-
dence that residential users benefitted under government ownership. One reason 
he offers for this is that, in 1966, privately owned utility rates were subject to state 
regulation. If these political considerations played a role in the decision to have 
municipal versus private ownership, it seems less likely that they were important 
in the establishment of the first municipal utilities when private ownership was 
not an option. The earliest available data permitting a broad comparison of prices 
charged by utilities under the two forms of ownership is for 1935. At that time, 
residential users served by municipal firms paid higher prices than those served by 
private firms, a result that may have reflected the scale economies the much larger 
private firms then enjoyed. Earlier studies, including those for prices in the late 
nineteenth century, tended to compare the costs to a city of street lighting from a 
city- owned plant versus a privately owned plant. The results were mixed. Hausman 
and Neufeld 1994.

18. Anyone who has used jumper cables to start a dead car battery for a gaso-
line engine knows that those cables are much thicker than the ones required for a 
home appliance, even an electric heater. The current from a car battery has only 
twelve volts; high amperage (and thick wires) is a requirement for high power. The 
power required by many home appliances is greater than that used by a car, but the 
110 (or 220) volts in household current means that lower amperage (and smaller 
wires) can carry the higher- power current.

19. Today, the long- distance transmission of current commonly uses current at 
hundreds of thousands of volts. It took some time before technology made these 
large voltages available to electric utilities.

20. Denayrouze and Jablochkoff 1877.
21. Edison 1883. Ironically, modern technology has enabled the transformation 

of direct current, and high voltage direct current has advantages over alternating 
current for transmission. Alternating current still dominates transmission, in part 
because of the costs of conversion between alternating and direct current required 
by the switch made by the early industry.

22. Hughes 1983, 86– 91.
23. Apparently, Gaulard and Gibbs did not fully appreciate the versatility that 

came from varying the number of turns in the coils. Their system, at least in part, 
lowered voltage by connecting multiple primaries in series and having multiple 
secondaries in parallel. Passer 1953, 132– 35.

24. Parallel work was also done in Europe. See Hughes 1983, 95– 98.
25. Garcke 1911.
26. Hughes 1983, 108; Neil 1942, 332.
27. Hughes 1958.
28. Most historians who have examined this period have been quite critical of 
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Edison’s apparent efforts to slow progress (e.g., Hughes 1983, 107). For a contrary 
position and overview of the event see David 1991.

29. One obvious use for motor- generators or rotary converters was as direct- 
current transformers where a direct- current motor operating at one voltage drove 
a direct- current generator producing another. This approach was used in England 
initially in 1892 and was known as the “Oxford system.” Direct- current generators 
produced 1,000- volt current that was reduced to 110 volts using rotary converters. 
Bowers 1982, 143– 44. This approach would, presumably, have been limited by the 
difficulty of designing motors or generators that could operate at high voltage. By 
1911, however, motor- generators were used in which the motor side ran directly off 
(alternating current) voltages as high as 15,000 volts. Gear and Williams 1911, 49.

30. The rotary converter was between four and eight percentage points more 
efficient at converting twenty- five cycle AC to DC than was a motor- converter 
using a synchronous motor, and its initial cost was also somewhat less. A table com-
paring the efficiency and initial cost of motor generators and rotary converters 
under a variety of conditions is reproduced in Gear and Williams 1911, 45. It is 
credited to a paper presented by Allen before the Association of Edison Illuminat-
ing Companies in 1908.

31. Gear and Williams 1911, 26– 27.
32. Paul David and Thomas Hughes asserted that rotary converters quickly 

allowed an interface between the “old” DC technology and the “new” universal 
AC system, but this was not the case until at least the second decade of the twen-
tieth century, and complete integration came much more slowly, as shown by the 
persistence of 25 Hz AC (see below). David and Bunn 1988, 181– 82; Hughes 1983, 
121, 208. Rotary converters that converted 60 Hz AC to DC did exist, but motor- 
generators were more commonly used for this conversion. Gear and Williams 
1911, 44– 45. However, a case of rotary converters used to convert 60 Hz AC to 
DC in Cleveland is given by the 1912 Census. US Bureau of the Census 1915, 113.

33. Gear and Williams 1911, 38– 43. Frequency conversion by motor- generator 
is also described in US Bureau of the Census 1910, 101.

34. Murray et al. 1921, 152. This report, discussed in more detail in chapters 4 
and 8, advocated a shift to 60 Hz for the region between Washington and Boston. 
For that entire region in 1919, 45.5 percent of generation was 25 Hz, and 46.8 per-
cent was 60 Hz.

35. Hausman and Neufeld 1992, 23. This is measured by the ratio of total gener-
ating capacity to the total capacity of a utility’s connected load. Surprisingly, most 
of the utilities (all but those that were 100 percent AC) had more total generating 
capacity than required by all the connected lights and motors. Perhaps the excess 
capacity was used for backup.

36. US Bureau of the Census 1910, 16. Capacity of DC constant voltage genera-
tors increased 23 percent, but this was offset by a 44 percent decrease in the capac-
ity of DC constant amperage generators.
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37. US Bureau of the Census 1910, 101.
38. At the 1899 meeting of the Association of Edison Illuminating Companies  

a paper and discussion concerned the question of the relative advantages of dis-
tributing current to consumers as alternating or direct current, although there was 
little question that the new generating plants would produce alternating current. 
It is clear that many of the new customers of these companies serving large cities 
would receive electricity that had been converted to direct current. There was con-
siderable discussion of the problems posed by the need to use 25 Hz AC genera-
tors to supply those ultimately using direct current and 60 Hz generators for those 
ultimately using alternating current. The discussion of Commonwealth Edison’s 
system in Chicago makes clear that a complete separation existed then between 
the system that ultimately distributed direct current and that distributing alternat-
ing current. Wagner 1900.

39. Consolidated Edison 2007.
40. Insull and Chicago feature prominently in Thomas Hughes’s work (1983, 

201– 26). A more recent work on Chicago’s electrification is Platt 1991. Insull’s repu -
tation suffered enormously during the Depression but has been considerably reha-
bilitated by Forrest McDonald’s biography (1962). Insull is discussed in later chapters, 
particularly 5 and 6.

41. Junkersfeld 1903.
42. The introduction has a fuller discussion of this aspect of electric utility 

economics.
43. Neil 1942, 330.
44. Sweall 1913, 621, 645.
45. US Commissioner of Labor 1900, 551.
46. Ibid., 548.
47. Analysis of the profitability of electric utilities in the US Commissioner of 

Labor’s report indicated that electric utilities just before the turn of the century 
were providing their investors returns no better than could have been received 
with far safer railroad bonds. Hausman and Neufeld 1990.

48. Layson 1994. This requires that average costs decline as output increases (in-
creasing returns to scale), which was very likely the case for most electric utilities. 
If price discrimination resulted in higher sales, savings from reduced costs could 
have benefited everyone. Internal discussions among utility employees showed an 
awareness of this possibility. Sweall 1913, 656.

49. For example, the first block might have been 100 kWh at a price of 6¢ per 
kilowatt- hour per month. The second block might have been an additional 100 kWh,  
but at a price of 5¢ per kilowatt- hour per month. A third block might also have 
been for an additional 100 kWh at a price of 3¢ per kWh. A customer who used 
100 kWh or less in a month would have paid 6¢ per kWh for all electricity used that 
month. A customer who used 150 kWh would have paid $8.50— $6.00 for the first 
100 kWh at 6¢ per kWh and 5¢ for the next 50 kWh at 5¢ per kWh. The average 
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kWh price to that customer would have been 5.7¢, but an additional kWh would 
have cost only an additional 5¢. A customer who used 250 kWh in a month would 
have paid $12.50— $6.00 for the first 100 kWh at 6¢ per kWh, $5.00 for the next 100 
kWh at 5¢, and $1.50 for the last 50 kWh at 3¢. The average kWh price for this cus-
tomer would have been 5¢, but any kWh increase in use would have cost only 3¢.

50. The proposition that price discrimination can yield higher profits when 
lower prices are charged those with higher price elasticity of demand can be found 
in most, if not all, microeconomics texts and was certainly known early in the twen-
tieth century, if not earlier. See, for example, Taussig 1926, 205. It is similarly well 
known that if prices on average must exceed marginal costs to cover total costs, 
greater economic efficiency occurs when different prices are similarly based on 
differences in demand elasticity. The first to derive this finding applied it to taxes. 
Ramsey 1927.

51. This slightly simplifies the factors determining the production cost to the 
utility of the electricity served a particular customer. Large utilities often used 
older, less efficient plants for use during times when usage was high but less than 
the peak. The additional cost of providing electricity from these “shoulder” plants 
was higher than that from the more efficient “base load” plants. The important 
point is that the production cost of providing electricity to a customer at a particu-
lar point in time was determined by the pattern of usage for the entire system, not 
the pattern of that customer.

52. The use of isolated plants was mentioned in the previous chapter. More 
discussion on their importance is in the next chapter.

53. This discussion of the demand charge rate structure as an instrument of 
price discrimination comes from Neufeld 1987. The discussion of the historical 
de bate within the industry on rate structures comes from Hausman and Neufeld 
1984.

54. Kapp 1892; Oxley 1897.
55. “Comments on Barstow” (1898, 133); Wright 1896; Wright 1897, 159– 89.
56. “Report of the Rate Research Committee” (1914). The report includes a 

general discussion of price discrimination. Such rates are termed as being based on 
“value of service” as opposed to “cost of service,” which must also figure into the  
design of rates.

57. For the 1909 Massachusetts commission ruling, see “Electric Rates- 
Massachusetts” (1912). L. R. Nash’s text (1933, 321) gives other examples of regula-
tory commissions approving demand charges as instruments of price discrimination.

58. US Bureau of the Census 1905, 3.
59. Bushnell 1909.
60. Among these: “The Isolated Plant Versus the Central Station— Discussion 

at the Chicago Electrical Association” (1902); “Electrical Plant in the Newark Free 
Public Library” (1903); “Discussion of Papers on the Issue of Central Stations vs 
Isolated Plants” (1910); “Isolated Plants— Steam Heating” (1910); Bushnell 1909; 
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Carter 1909; Hale 1903; Hale 1910; Knowlton 1907; Main 1910; Maxwell 1909. Be-
tween 1908 and 1916, the periodical Isolated Plant was published in New York.

Chapter 3

1. In the 1990s, some states restructured the electric utility industry, dividing 
generation, transmission, and distribution into separate industries. A brief de-
scription of this is in the conclusion.

2. Details on the characteristics of various franchises given electric utilities can 
be found in Wilcox 1910, 2– 3, 150– 216; and National Civic Federation 1913, 1907b, 
665– 768.

3. Wilcox 1910, 209– 10.
4. Ibid., 158, 163, 175.
5. Ibid., 143.
6. Troesken 2006, 269.
7. Examples include the franchise awarded Utah Power Company in Salt Lake 

City after the incident with Lacombe Electric Company (discussed later) and an 
interesting case given by Wilcox of a franchise given the New Haven Water Com-
pany in 1891. The rates charged by that company could be arbitrated every five 
years “provided, however, that the arbitrators should not fix the rates at a point 
too low to pay all operating costs, renewals, extensions, and every other kind of 
expense, including interest on funded and unfunded debt, and in addition thereto 
an 8 percent dividend on the company’s existing capital stock, together with a rea-
sonable return, not exceeding 8 percent, upon other capital that might be invested 
from time to time in additions or extensions to the plant.” As Wilcox pointed out, 
this one- sided bargain enabled the company to earn a profit on all investment 
regardless of its contribution to the city. Wilcox 1910, 158, 163, 175. George Priest 
(1993, 321) argued that these arbiters may have operated like state commissions 
and that municipal regulation was evolving in the direction eventually taken by 
state regulation. There is little available historical evidence for this, and the legal 
requirements imposed by Smyth v. Ames would have required municipalities to 
devote considerable resources to the task, as was done by state commissions.

8. Wilcox 1910, 143.
9. In 1864, the territorial legislature of Colorado had granted the Occidental 

Gas Light Company an exclusive thirty- year franchise for gas lighting in Denver. 
Glaeser 1929, 201– 2.

10. Wilcox 1910, 142– 43.
11. Mills 1905, 488– 92; Wilcox 1910, 142– 43, 184– 88.
12. Much of the material presented here appeared in Neufeld 2008. The term 

“rent” generally is applied to the price of a resource whose supply is not affected 
by price. This can be seen in the classic example of land: a higher rent for land does 
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not increase the total amount of land, nor does a lower rent decrease that amount. 
A monopolist is able to earn above- normal profits by withholding output to in-
crease price. The higher price is associated with lower, not greater, output. The 
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9. Paying each supplier the same highest bid for electricity purchased creates 

an incentive for all suppliers to bid their marginal cost, which includes only operat-
ing costs, with the expectation of covering their capital costs with payments above 
their bid prices. This is closer to the way competitive markets work where different 
producers of identical products all will charge the same, or similar, prices even if 
their costs differ.

10. Borenstein and Bushnell 2000.
11. Borenstein 2002; Borenstein, Bushnell, and Wolak 2002; Joskow 2001.
12. Borenstein and Bushnell 2014, 6– 8; Mansur and White 2012.
13. Green 2003; Hogan 2012; Joskow 2004; Overbye 2000.
14. Borenstein and Bushnell 2014, 13– 18.
15. Much of the following material comes from Borenstein and Bushnell 2014.
16. The merger of Duke Power and Progress Energy created a single integrated 

utility serving most of both North and South Carolina, but the merged company 
also has other, nonadjacent, service areas.

17. The problem of market power has also been noted in other countries that 
have deregulated electricity generation. Borenstein and Bushnell 2000; Wolfram 
1999.

18. Borenstein, Bushnell, and Wolak 2002.
19. Borenstein 2002, 198.
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